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"Beyond the temple: establishing a context for Gallo-Roman sanctuaries"

Summary

The thesis focuses on Gallo-Roman temple sites in the Burgundy region, based on 
published and archive sources. It uses these sites to illustrate an exploration of 
interconnected themes relating to the study of temple sites, with a view to developing 
an integrated approach to site and surroundings. A gazetteer of sites is appended to 
the text.

Discussion of these themes applies recent theoretical approaches to archaeology and 
draws on interdisciplinary work. Using a broad-based approach to the study of these 
sites, it considers the wider defining context of temple complexes as places for 
ritualised action and attempts to move away from categorisation of sites based on 
architectural form (for example 'temple' or 'spring' sites). Alternative approaches to 
the architecture of temple sites are suggested, integrating detailed discussion of bath 
buildings and theatres into analysis of the sites and considering their implications for 
multiple perspectives. Consideration is also given to the symbolic associations of 
water and the way in which bodily experience is used to effect transformation and 
structure interaction with the sacred. The work attempts to break down a perceived 
separation of site and structure through consideration of landscape context, the 
medium of water and processes such as pilgrimage. The use of the pilgrimage analogy 
for temple sites is examined; it is argued that the act of pilgrimage through the 
landscape would have created physical and conceptual links between temple sites and 
their surroundings.

The study takes a long-term perspective and considers the evidence for the use of 
temple sites in the Iron Age and post-Roman periods and associated problems of 
interpretation. This long-term perspective reveals frequentation of these sites before 
and after the Roman period, stressing the importance of place and its associated 
memories.
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Notes on the text

Translations of quotations where provided are my own.

.The Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum is referred to throughout using the
conventional abbreviation CIL.

The bibliographic references given in the gazetteer of sites list only the main and
more accessible references for each site.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction

This chapter sets out the background to the study, and discusses the theoretical 

underpinnings of the work. In a survey of previous work on the subject I wish to explore 

the main themes of research to date. This section also defines the area and period of 

study and reviews the history of research in this region. For a more comprehensive 

listing of the sites studied, a gazetteer is provided as an appendix.

Aims and theoretical background

The subject of this study is Gallo-Roman temple sites in the Burgundy region of France. 

The research has been based on published and unpublished accounts of excavations in 

the region, site and museum visits. This research has allowed a clearer picture to be built 

up of the number and location of temple sites in the region, and the varying states of 

knowledge about these sites. The body of information collected has been used in 

discussion of a number of aspects of and approaches to the interpretation of temple sites, 

to be outlined below. The sites that are the subject of this study are primarily those with 

temple buildings and associated structures, with or without an apparent enclosure. The 

temples are generally of the Romano-Celtic 1 type (built with a central cella and a 

concentric ambulatory wall; either square, circular or polygonal in plan) but other 

temples are also considered where appropriate. Sites where there are no recorded 

buildings but evidence for ritual activity are also included in the study.

This project draws on some ideas outlined in my undergraduate dissertation 'Romano- 

Celtic temples in context' (1995), which examined a perceived blurring of distinction 

between sacred and mundane on Romano-British temple sites. It also arises from an

1 Despite the outdated assumptions implied by the term "Romano-Celtic temple", it is retained here for the 
type in general discussion of those temples of that form throughout the Roman provinces, due to its wide 
usage. The term Gallo-Roman temple is preferred for discussion of temples of that type within Roman 

Gaul.



interest in the potential challenges of current archaeological theory for the archaeology 

of the Roman provinces, which has suffered from a division between prehistoric and 

historic archaeology. The research applies recent theoretical approaches to archaeology 

(that is a broadly post-structural approach to meaning in material culture and practice 

(Graves 1989; Barrett 1991, 2) but with recognition of feminist and post-colonial 

critiques of this approach that call for multiple perspectives on embodiment (Meskell 

1996; McNay 1999)). It involves the critical study of past work on temple complexes 

and attempts to consider them from alternative viewpoints. The history of study of these 

sites, and more general trends in thought, are shown to have influenced current 

interpretations. The study is thus largely literature-based.

The aims of the study are as follows:

  To establish a context for Gallo-Roman temple sites, recognising that models for 

understanding these spaces may be based on concepts deriving from classical authors 

and more recent Christian ritual, and may overlook the distinctive nature of these 

sites.

This study seeks to create an alternative model for understanding the Romano-Celtic 

temple and its associated ritual practices, based on the assumption that the distinctive 

nature of these sites may be overlooked in an understanding based on a typological 

approach to architectural form. It is suggested that the dominant understanding of sacred 

space in this period has been strongly influenced by, on the one hand, ideas deriving 

from classical authors (those writing about non-Roman religion and those describing 

'Roman' religious practice) and on the other hand, concepts of sacred space in western 

European landscapes and primarily Christian liturgy. Thus, the temple is seen as an 

identifiable structure in the landscape, either in a town or in a rural location and with a 

resident or visiting priest. The temple is seen as the primary focus for worship and 

liturgy. Whilst this model is appropriate for many societies, its applicability to this 

cultural context requires examination.



  To move beyond typological and art historical categorisation of these sites (for 

example the distinctions made between 'classical' and 'Romano-Celtic' temples in 

provincial cities), which can mask a broad range of practices.

The architectural form of temples in the Roman provinces has been seen to be an 

indicator of their function and to allow ready classification of these temples into a 

variety of types. For example, 'classical' temples and 'Romano-Celtic' temples have 

been seen as distinct and different types, identifiable from their plan, architecture and 

dedicated deities. I would suggest that these formal categories are not so restrictive and 

may mask a range of practices. For example, a 'classical' style temple in a Gallo-Roman 

town (such as that at Grand, Vosges, or the so-called temple of Taranis in the central 

part of Alesia) may still be located on a site of pre-Roman significance and be the locus 

for regionally specific practices and deities. Conversely, a Gallo-Roman temple (such as 

that at Mont de Sene, Santenay) may attract dedications to the imperial cult (CIL XIII 

2636).

The problems associated with traditional approaches to the architecture of Gallo-Roman 

temples are discussed in detail in chapter 4, and alternatives suggested. Deriving from 

work on prehistoric sites and classical housing, such an approach would place emphasis 

on the social construction of space and allow discussion of the experiences of those 

using the sites. Contemporary contributions to architectural theory have informed this 

work, reflecting a move beyond structuralist analysis of space. Elements of temple sites 

such as bathhouses and theatres (as well as apparently 'empty' spaces) are viewed as 

integral to the site as experienced, and their role investigated in chapters 5 and 6 

respectively.

  To present a longer chronological perspective for the use of these sites. Evidence for 

continuity may have been masked by the different approaches of the archaeology of 

the Iron Age, Roman and post-Roman periods.

I would suggest that the traditional division between Roman archaeology and the study 

of the Iron Age (which usually takes place within the discipline of prehistory), and 

perhaps the further division between approaches to the Roman and post-Roman periods,



has not benefited our understanding of this type of site. This study aims to expand the 

chronological perspective by examining the evidence for continuities and discontinuities 

between various phases of Burgundian temple sites (chapters 7 and 8). Looking in detail 

at longer periods of use of a site may shift interpretative emphasis from a particular 

building to the significance of the location itself and changing patterns of use of this 

space. The importance of place endures in social memory and may be expressed in 

different ways (of variable archaeological visibility), and therefore the evidence from 

different phases should be viewed as of equal potential significance. In particular, the 

study will give consideration to the neglected area of post-Roman survivals of 

association of place and folk tradition.

  To place temple complexes in their landscape context.

Temple sites are still illustrated primarily by a plan of the associated structures. This 

often appears in syntheses without additional information concerning the position of the 

temple in the wider landscape. This study aims to investigate the significance of 

landscape location for Burgundian temples, placing emphasis on local topography 

(particularly the presence of water) and the connections between places through route 

ways and lines of sight (chapter 2). It is proposed that these factors are integral to the 

interpretation of the site in the context of past experience, and were important 

considerations in the location of the temple buildings.

The study will emphasise the likelihood of connections between ritual sites, given that 

the process of pilgrimage may not have been restricted to the visiting of a single site and 

would have created physical and cosmological linkages between places. The degree of 

separation of the sites in time and space is investigated, considering the extent to which 

sacred sites are bounded from the everyday realm and the way in which they refer to and 

overlap with it. Chapter 3 investigates the relevance of the pilgrimage concept for this 

period.

  To enable discussion of Gallo-Roman society from a broader perspective, looking at 

the various and conflicting social roles inhabited by the users of the sites, rather than 

models concentrating on an 'elite' visible through epigraphy.



It is hoped that the models created in this study will be more suited to investigation of 

social roles in the past. The work seeks to address issues of contestation and difference 

in approaches to ritual, pilgrimage and architectural space. It places an emphasis on the 

experience of those using the site rather than the more visible elites encountered through 

the study of inscriptions. The study applies a broad-based and critical theoretical 

approach to the study of these sites, drawing on interdisciplinary work in anthropology 

and geography of religion, archaeologies of landscape and gender, approaches to 

architecture and use of space. These interdisciplinary approaches are shown to have 

much to offer the subject.

Literature review

Roman temples in France were the subject of antiquarian study and excavation from the 

sixteenth century or earlier. This early interest led to the identification of 'Romano- 

Celtic' type temples on the basis of surviving upstanding ruins and the plans of their 

foundations (such as those at La Genetoye, Autun (Saone-et-Loire) and Perigueux 

(Dordogne)). These were the focus for early excavations and came to be defined by their 

architectural form.

"The most usual form is seen in plan as one square or near square within another; 
less frequently found are those with two concentric circles or polygons" (Lewis 1966,
1).

Taking the classical temple built to the Vitruvian ideal as the 'Roman' model2 , these 

divergent forms have been variously considered as local adaptations of this ideal, as 

hybrids of indigenous and Roman styles (the 'Romano-Celtic' or 'Gallo-Roman' 

temple, sometimes referred to as afanum (Webster 1995)) or as purely indigenous forms 

(such as circular shrines) built using Roman techniques.

Figure 2

hi his general work on Gallo-Roman archaeology, De Caumont (1862) listed all known 

Roman temples in Gaul, not distinguishing the Gallo-Roman type from the more

2 Thevenot (1968, 223) describes them as "aberrants a l'egard des habitudes classiques".



classical ones. He lists twelve known temples (including that at Autun) and a number of 

probable ones known from inscriptions. They are not listed with any associated 

buildings, although theatres and amphitheatres are discussed in the section that follows. 

The first attempts to catalogue the Gallo-Roman type were regional syntheses, in 

particular that of De Vesly (1909) for Normandy, which was for many years considered 

to be the definitive work on the type in France. De Vesly provides an inventory of 

temples in the region that have been excavated and discusses their location, orientation, 

construction, adjacent structures, finds and associated deities. The type is defined by its 

architectural plan, "ils se composent de deux cartes concentriques et a faces paralleles, 

s'emboitant Tun dans Fautre3 " (1909, 118). In this work, De Vesly responds to previous 

discussion on the subject and puts forward the case for square temples being recognised 

as such, a conclusion that he states was rejected by De Caumont4 .

Excavations at temple sites in the Trier region of Germany were important for early 

understanding of the type. De Vesly used sites on the left bank of the Rhine5 as 

comparisons for Normandy temples. In 1901 Hettner published the results of 

excavations by the Trier museum on three separate temple sites in the region (Mohn, 

Dhronecken and Gusenburg). Although no explicit distinction was made between this 

form of temple and other Roman temples, Hettner discussed the possibility of continuity 

from a pre-Roman cult site (without buildings) at Mohn (1901, 2). The study was ahead 

of its time in the quality of publication, including plans, sections and photographs of the 

finds. In an after word to Hettner's 1901 study, Jacobs compared fifteen known temples 

in Gaul and Germany (Jacobs 1911).

InhisHistoire dela Gaule (1920, 213), Jullian stressed the difference of the temple 

forms in Gaul from those in the Mediterranean;

"De fait, dans la Celtique du Centre...nous observons partout des mines de temples, 
grands et petits, qui annoncent des types d'edifices etrangers a la tradition du Midi 
greco-romain6".

3 'They are composed of two concentric squares, with parallel fa?ades, one enclosed inside the other'. 
4 1 would not agree with this interpretation of De Caumont's work.
5 Nartenheim, Gusenburg, Mohn, Miirlenbach and Pelm.
6 'In the Celtic area of central France. ..ruins of temples can be found everywhere, both large and small, 
demonstrating a building type foreign to the tradition of the Graeco-Roman south'.



He suggested that the plan of the concentric enclosures might have followed those of an 

earlier structure no longer visible. Wheeler (1928) listed seventy-one sites (with about 

ninety temples) from the western provinces of the Roman Empire, and attempted to 

make some generalisations about the type. At the time, the only temple with known pre- 

Roman structures was that at Coblenz, and he s uggested " the p re-Roman G auls m ay 

sometimes have used small, square buildings of the Coblenz type as shrines" (ibid. 317). 

However, he saw the form as evidence of the adaptation of Roman forms by native 

architects.

In 1933 an important synthesis by Koethe appeared on the subject of 'Celtic round and 

polygonal temples in the Roman period'. He noted the lack of discussion of temples of 

this form in French works (Koethe 1933, 10). This was accompanied by very simplified 

plans, reducing the temples to the outline of their distinctive concentric walls in order 

for them to be compared and classified by form. The study included temples from the 

whole of the northwestern Roman Empire and a total of seventy-one temples are 

mentioned. By listing them, temples of this shape were further distinguished from other 

Romano-Celtic temples as a formal type. However Koethe recognised that the 

distribution, location, orientation, building techniques and cult were similar to those of 

the square Romano-Celtic temples, and hence that the distinction may have been 

artificial; "beide Gruppen wirken vielmehr als blosse Spielarten einer einzigen grossen 

Gattung: der keltische Tempel schlecthin7" (ibid. 31). However he suggested that the 

polygonal temples were generally older than the round ones (ibid. 19). hi discussion of 

the origins of the type, Koethe saw them as directly influenced by classical Roman 

forms, in particular that of the monopteros. He saw this as originating from a pre-Roman 

period of Greek influence, whilst acknowledging the 'Celtic' precedents of circular 

building forms. He thus predicted the presence of early indigenous precursors to stone 

temples despite a lack of evidence for such buildings at the time of writing (ibid. 37).

A contemporary article by Oelmann attempted to establish a typology of 'Gallic' 

temples broken down even further into twenty-one types (1933, 170). He found parallels 

for the types as far removed in time and space as the Norwegian stave churches and 

Chinese pagodas, and his attempts to link some of these parallels through the process of



cultural diffusion or movement of peoples are considered implausible, although broadly 

reflecting contemporary trends in archaeological thought. However, he also considered 

the possibility of pre-Roman origins for precursors of temples at Trier (ibid. 178) and 

Coblenz (ibid. 181).

A fairly large number of continental temples were discussed in Grenier (1958 and 1960), 

although his account was selective and not intended to be a comprehensive catalogue 

(1960, 608). Although now outdated and incomplete, this remains a standard work, as it 

collated the results of early excavations with poor or inaccessible publications. The 

emphasis was on architecture; finds and environment were given less consideration. By 

listing sanctuaries in the section entitled ^Les Monuments des Eaux" he emphasised the 

role of water on these sites, perhaps unduly (Fauduet 1993a, 17). However, this 

emphasis reflected earlier interest in the role of water in Gallo-Roman sanctuaries, 

particularly in work done in the 1930s to 1950s (see below). After Grenier's work there 

was a move away from this subject. Grenier also stressed the importance of the 

sanctuary as a whole, and its pre-Roman origins

"Le temple, en effet, n'est pas 1'essentiel du sanctuaire. Le sanctuaire est, avant tout, 
1'espace qui appartient au dieu, reserve selon la tradition preromaine, au 
rassemblement des pelerins pour 1'invocation collective, les rites du culte, 
processions probablement, et le sacrifice8" (1960, 948).

He envisaged this space as "une sorte de Forum campagnard" (1960, 950), which 

reflects his view of the Lyonnaise sanctuaries as mainly rural, removed from large 

settlements (1960, 607). His belief in pre-Roman sanctuaries underlying Roman period 

ones is notable, reflecting contemporary change in thought on this subject due to 

excavation, notably the site at Le Tremblois (Cote-d'Or) (Paris 1960). This site also 

influenced Duval's arguments on the 'originality' of Gallo-Roman architecture, 

suggesting that the temple was 'a translation of an indigenous temple in masonry' 

(Duval 1963, 127).

Contemporary with Grenier's work was Toutain's comprehensive survey of the pagan 

cults of the Roman Empire (1967). His focus was on the deities depicted in sculpture

7 'Both groups appear rather as mere varieties of a single broad type: the properly Celtic temple'.
8 'The temple, in effect, is not the essential element of the sanctuary. The sanctuary is, above all, the space 
belonging to the god, set aside according to pre-Roman tradition for the assembly of pilgrims for 
collective worship, the rites of the cult, probably processions, and sacrifice.'



and inscriptions. He saw indigenous deities in the names of the local gods, and stated 

that they were worshipped in natural places (ibid. 196-7, 293 and 331). Unlike Grenier, 

he distinguished between sanctuaries specifically related to springs and other sites (ibid. 

204). These were seen to persist into the Roman period. This type of site was seen as 

predominantly rural and the Gallo-Roman temple as occurring just outside larger towns, 

with classical style temples inside towns. Temples were discussed according to their 

topographical location and fana (after De Vesly) were considered as a distinct and 

original type (ibid. 352). The typically associated material culture was also discussed in 

the context of the evidence it might present for ritual practice. A total of 760 cult places 

were given for Gaul, a figure that included inscriptions and sculpture as isolated finds 

(ibid. 408).

The relatively neglected evidence for Romano-Celtic temples in Britain was collated in 

the work of Lewis (1966), which formed the starting point for many later studies 

focusing on architectural form and variation (for example Wilson 1975; Home 1986). 

The study concentrated on the architectural form of the temple itself, with limited 

discussion of associated material culture. Some reference was made to continental 

parallels. This study and that of Grenier followed Koethe in the convention of 

representing the type by very simplified plans, as if isolated in space and not revealing 

different phases (Wilson 1967, 239).

Increased archaeological excavation and aerial survey (particularly in Picardy and the 

Somme, by Agache) enabled the list of sites to be greatly extended by the 1980s, when 

more syntheses were produced. These were the work of Rodwell (1980) and Woodward 

(1992) on Britain, Home and King (1980) on temples in continental Europe, Fauduet on 

temples in Gaul (1993), Cabuy on Belgium (1991), and Trunk on Germany (1991). 

Although architectural form and correct reconstruction were still a primary concern 

(particularly in Trunk 1991), these works were able to give greater consideration to 

questions of continuity of function from the Iron Age following excavation of 

continental sanctuaries such as Gournay (Oise) (Brunaux et al. 1985) and Ribemont-sur- 

Ancre (Somme) (Brunaux et al. 1999), and the evidence of earlier structures at sites 

such as Hayling Island (Hants.) in Britain (King and Soffe 1998).
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The gazetteer of temples in Gaul and Germany produced by Home and King (1980) was 

based on a thorough search of the literature including older and regional publications, 

providing a useful reference source and bibliography. Different temples on the same site 

are listed separately. As a reference work the gazetteer is still important but the 

publication was not intended to be a critical appraisal of the evidence, which is variable 

in quality. The number of known temples has greatly increased since its publication. The 

contemporary thesis by Berlin, which formed the basis of Fauduet's Atlas (1993), listed 

250 sites in Gaul, but by the time of the publication of the Atlas it was possible to 

catalogue 653 sites in Gaul and Germany. This figure included multiple temples at the 

same site, which perhaps over-represented the number of temples by region where large 

complexes s uch a s T rier A Itbachtal are c oncemed. B y t his t ime t he g reater e xtent of 

many temple complexes was apparent. The accompanying database (Fauduet and 

Arcelin 1993) included details of topographical position, reflecting the interest of Bertin 

in the wider environment of the temples. This was a potentially useful tool for research, 

although not widely available.

This period of renewed interest in Gallo-Roman temples was reflected in the 1990 

conference a t S aint-Riquier (Brunaux e d. 1 991), w hich a ddressed t he q uestion o f t he 

connection between 'Celtic sanctuaries' and the Mediterranean. By this time, the Gallo- 

Roman temple was assumed to have its origins in the pre-Roman period, and both pre- 

Roman and Roman sites are discussed in a fairly interchangeable manner in this volume. 

This identification of the Gallo-Roman temple with the indigenous population of 

Roman Gaul has continued to be favoured in French archaeology. The conference also 

produced regional studies (for example Marchand 1991), which began to consider 

factors such as the placing of temples within the civitas and their topographic location. 

Another contemporary work was the volume edited by Goudineau, Fauduet and Coulon 

(1992), which covered Gallo-Roman temples in general, the title suggesting that pre- 

Roman origins for these forms and practices were by then accepted. The volume 

contained a number of regional studies from Germany and Switzerland, and also 

concentrated on the material evidence for rites and offerings.

More recent improvements in excavation techniques have increased the range of 

evidence for reconstruction of complex and dynamic ritual practices at these sites. At
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Uley (Glos.) for example, surrounding buildings within the temenos enclosure were 

excavated (Woodward and Leach 1993). Fauduet (1993a) addressed the main issues 

surrounding the Gallo-Roman temple, such as the presence of other associated buildings 

and the environment and position of temples. However this attempt at creating a 

synthesis could be said to highlight the difficulties of carrying out a study of a restricted 

architectural form. It stresses the diversity of the type (ibid. 5) and the difficulty of 

making generalisations about location, and concludes with many questions about how 

the form of the temple could be said to be related to particular ritual practices.

Work on Iron Age and earlier sites (Fitzpatrick 1984; Bradley 1990; Hill 1995), has 

increased awareness of the presence of votive deposits and significant disposal of 

apparently 'domestic' material on temple sites. There has been a move away from rigid 

characterisation of past behaviour and material remains as either 'sacred' or 'profane' 

(Hill 1995, 16), with a recognition of the way in which ritual is both embedded in and 

reproduces everyday social practice. However, the extent to which religious practice 

imbued the sphere of daily life in the Roman period has tended to be underestimated and 

a rigid separation persists between the interpretation of settlements and sanctuaries. In 

France, there has perhaps been greater acknowledgement of the frequency with which 

industrial activity is found in a sanctuary context (for example the unambiguous 

evidence for metalworking around the forum temple at Alesia), although this has 

remained largely untheorised.

In recent years, the ambiguous nature of the sites awkwardly classified in Britain as 

'small towns' or in France as 'secondary agglomerations' has begun to be discussed 

(Petit and Mangin 1994; King 1995; Mangin 1995). Vici have come to be seen as having 

a variety of functions; religious, commercial, industrial and agricultural. However they 

are still seen as distinct from sanctuaries, when in many cases there is no clear spatial 

demarcation between the temple and settlement areas. The relationship between temple 

sites and urban centres has been considered by Scheid (1992), and Fincker and Tassaux 

(1992). The early desire to classify and categorise what is in fact a very geographically 

widespread phenomenon has led to a continued separation between 'urban' and 'rural' 

sanctuaries (Wilson 1973). They are sometimes further categorised as sanctuaries in
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towns, in vici, outside town walls, on roadsides or at crossroads, related to villas, 

isolated sanctuaries and healing or spring sanctuaries.

The more this list of defining locations is expanded, the more the distinction between 

'urban' and 'rural' sites can be seen to be an oversimplification. This persistent 

distinction represents a set of assumptions about romanisation dating back to classical 

authors. Rural sanctuaries are somehow seen as more 'Celtic' being closer to nature and

the natural features worshipped by the indigenous population (despite the fact that this,f
was equally a feature of classical cultures). The urban sanctuaries with classical style 

temples are viewed as being more 'romanised' symbols of imperial authority (Scheid 

1995). This is a colonial paradigm, with an evolutionary view of human nature, the 

indigenous population themselves being seen as part of the natural world and the 

colonisers as having superior material culture. Although a colonial situation is being 

studied, it cannot be fully understood through colonial discourse (Mattingly 1997; 

Webster and Cooper 1996).

Much past work on temple complexes has centred on the extent to which they can be 

considered 'Roman' or 'indigenous' in their origins and style. This question has been 

approached slightly differently in Britain than on the continent, partly due to the 

frequency with which post-built precursors are found underneath Gallo-Roman stone 

temples, although this phenomenon has been noted on a number of recently excavated 

British sites (for example Hayling Island). There also appears to be a greater willingness 

on t he c ontinent t o seek the origins of the form on earlier Gallic sites. Sites such as 

Gournay have produced unambiguous evidence for Iron Age sanctuaries unparalleled in 

Britain. The accepted view in Britain still appears to be that although there is often 

evidence for continuity of use of a site in the form of coin or ceramic finds, Iron Age 

temples as such did not exist prior to Roman contact, and therefore the Romano-Celtic 

temple is a basically Roman (or Romano-British) concept (Millett 1995, 99). This is in 

spite of recent work in Iron Age archaeology that suggests that 'ritual' structures may be 

difficult to distinguish from domestic dwellings, being similar in form (Oswald 1997, 

92). This produces a picture of blurred distinctions between Iron Age domestic and 

ritual behaviour.
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The search for the origins of the Gallo-Roman temple is further complicated on the 

continent by comparisons with the square enclosures known as ' Viereckschanzen" 

(literally, four-cornered earthworks) (Brunaux 1989). Other precursors have been sought 

in funerary contexts with mortuary enclosures and mausolea. The strong association 

with human remains seen in the Iron Age levels at Gournay-sur-Aronde does not appear 

to be present in the Roman period, but this does not necessarily exclude associations 

with funerary ritual in the context of the use of the site (for example feasting), even if 

the d ead w ere b uried e Isewhere (possibly by law). The frequent association with late 

Bronze Age funerary deposits may be significant, and Roman sanctuaries were 

commonly used for Merovingian burials. This is further discussed in chapters 7 and 8.

These architectural studies parallel work on epigraphy and iconography, which has been 

used to study Romano-Celtic religion in relation to syncretism and theories of 

romanisation (Green 1998; Raybould 1999; Webster 1997). Such work has had an 

influence on the categorisation of sanctuaries according to the deities worshipped there 

(for example the dedication to Sulis Minerva at Bath and the style of statuary at the site 

has had an effect on the perception of a classical style temple). Temples dedicated to the 

imperial cult are seen as being products of official Roman policy and those associated 

with an indigenous cognomen as perhaps only superficially 'romanised'. The historical 

emphasis in the discipline on the study of temple site and altar dedications (for example 

Wightman 1986; Zoll 1995) has a number of limitations. There is the bias of the
j-" _.

surviving archaeological record through the incomplete excavation of sites, loss of 

inscribed organic material and removal or reuse of large stone objects. Secondly, the 

chosen deities of a single person or group of people (those able to fund inscribed 

monuments) are given precedence. Thirdly, there is the danger of assuming that the 

meaning of the whole site may reside in a dedication to a single deity. Most sites have 

evidence for worship of a variety of deities. Even at a site such as Deneuvre (Meurthe- 

et-Moselle), where there is an unambiguous emphasis on Hercules, there are other 

deities in addition and the centrality of water on the site (with apparent personification 

of the spring as a female deity) may make this the more significant element. There is 

also the case of dedications accompanied by depictions of a different deity (or the 

donor?) such as at Grain (Yonne), where a stele to Minerva portrayed a bearded man. hi 

a polytheistic culture deities may have been personal favourites or interchangeable, but
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it was perhaps the particular features of the site itself that made it an appropriate place 

for communication with the gods (Bradley 2000).

Studies that seek to attribute ethnicity to material culture (such as temple architecture) 

have been criticised in the context of wider discussion on theories of romanisation 

(Woolf 1998). Culture is seen as something imposed on an indigenous population by 

colonisers, or bought into by an indigenous elite. A simple distinction between 'Roman' 

and 'native' masks the long history of contact between the cultures. This type of work 

could be further criticised for attempting to interpret sanctuaries on the basis of elements 

of their material culture alone, whether buildings (usually reduced to temple ground 

plans) or dedicatory inscriptions and votive sculptures. The study of ritual practices and 

use of space produces a less tidy picture, which changes through time and relates to the 

presence of many different individuals. Use of a building may be different from the 

original intentions or aspirations at the time of its construction. It will not have one 

constant m eaning. T hose i nvolved i n c onstruction itself will alter the outcome of the 

original design, if there was one. Architecture is but one element of a site for ritual 

practice; the landscape in which the buildings are situated will transform and give 

meaning to apparently similar architectural forms, as will the people using the site and 

the rituals they perform.

Derks (1998) has produced the most recent comprehensive study of Gallo-Roman 

material, incorporating recently excavated sites from Belgic Gaul. He introduced a 

contextual element in relation to the landscape (Derks 1997) and involved indigenous 

agency in discussions of romanisation. However his conclusions focusing on regional 

trends in the evidence for the native pantheon according to broad environmental zones 

reflect to some extent a processual approach (Drinkwater 2000), with the landscape and 

climate as "restricting conditions" (Derks 1998, 22). The landscape featured here as a 

background factor, and n ot a s a n i mportant a spect o f t he s anctuary i tself, w hich w as 

discussed primarily in architectural terms. The presence of open-air sanctuaries was also 

discussed, although these were seen to be associated with less 'Romanised' regions. The 

arguments for the architectural origins of the Gallo-Roman temple were considered, 

with the Gallo-Roman temple being seen as a form o riginating i n t he R oman p eriod 

(Derks 1998, 183). While this appears to be true, it could be argued that this
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overemphasises the importance of form over function; the presence of differently shaped 

precursors is not in doubt. He included brief discussion of the role of theatres and 

bathhouses on temple sites, stressing the integral relationship of the theatre to the cult, 

although bathhouses were seen mainly as restricted to priestly use due to their size 

(Derks 1998, 194). Both were seen as representative of 'Roman' cult values. The role of 

a priestly elite was emphasised in this account, due to its visibility in inscribed material. 

The emphasis on the concept of the votum also relied on analogy with imperial Roman 

practices (the Arvales) and inscribed objects. Although native selection and rejection of 

Roman material culture and practice was considered, this elite-driven process is not far 

from the traditional core-periphery models of Romanisation. The study is however 

valuable in attempting to create a coherent picture of the changes in religious practice at 

the beginning of the Roman period, and integrating the subject into wider discussion on 

the process of Romanisation.

Although religion has been increasingly integrated in discussions of Romanisation in a

more sophisticated way in recent years, the underlying concepts of religion involved are

still problematic. The models discussed above, based on changes in religious belief

represented in a straightforward way by changes in material culture, have been rejected.

An alternative view has been proposed, with superficial changes in material culture

masking a continuity in belief, the "practice and ceremony of religion" thought to be

"more susceptible to change and social manipulation than the underlying belief systems

themselves" (Millett 1995, 98). This view of religion as "the unchanged core that is

invisible in the architecture, images and names of the gods" (Woolf 2000, 627-8) is also

reflected in Derks' work on the votum, in which he saw the change in offerings at

sanctuaries as a "specific material manifestation of a long-term native votive practice

transformed into the Roman votum" (Derks 1995, 125). However such a view tends to

underemphasise the role of material culture in structuring practice and thus belief; the

two are not easily distinguished. Ritual creates the material conditions for the playing

out of beliefs and in so doing could be said to reinforce and even create belief itself (in

the same way that iconographic form may codify or make explicit cosmologies). Sacred

architecture reflects secular as well as liturgical considerations because it is embedded

in the same social context as the people constructing and using it. The connections

between material culture and religion are therefore not easily severed. It is perhaps the
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lack of acknowledgement of this active role of ritual has meant that (the material culture 

associated with) religious practice has come to be represented as a passive indicator of 

change and not an active force (Woolf 2000, 615).

Romanisation has perhaps become a less useful concept in current thought. It meant 

different things at different times and places for different people and no longer implies a 

fixed 'package' of material culture transferred in one direction (Mattingly 1997), 

although this is not to deny the coherent entity of the Roman Empire,

"a single world which was constituted by, and which continued to give significance 
to, a diverse range of historical forces which operated differently upon different 
groups of people in different places and at different times" (Barrett 1997, 52).

Models of Romanisation in religion tend to give agency to the elite, favoured by their 

visibility, but it could be argued in the case of religion that changes in material practice 

were by definition implemented by the wider population. Models involving a native elite 

tend to render the remainder o f the population an undifferentiated and unempowered 

entity. We know that deities were not necessarily perceived as 'Roman' or 'native' and 

were worshipped in a relatively interchangeable manner.

More recent work on temple sites reflects the increasing amount of data available, 

although the subject has been relatively neglected in new theoretical approaches to 

Roman archaeology. An important recent edited volume on temples is that of Van 

Adringa (2000). T his b rings t ogether r ecent s cholarship a nd e xcavations i n a manner 

comparable to Goudineau et al. (1992). The volume reflects current thinking with an 

emphasis on internal distribution of finds within sanctuaries, sacred space and studies of 

cult practice. The geographical bias of the articles is to the northeast of Gaul. A recent 

publication based on a thesis by Smith (2001) provided a comprehensive survey of 

temple sites in the southern area of England in both the Iron Age and Roman periods, 

with detailed discussion of the changes in use of intra-site space during these periods. 

Doctoral work has also been undertaken by Wellington at the University of Durham 

focusing on sites in northern France using coin evidence to examine questions of 

continuity from the Iron Age to Roman period (Wellington 2002 and personal 

communication).
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Interpretation of monuments in recent British prehistoric archaeology has made 

considerable use of concepts of continuity of use and memory of place (Tilley 1994, 

Gosden 1994). The influence of phenomenology has generated interpretations of space 

as experienced by people moving through the landscape (although this approach has 

often neglected multiple perspectives, relying on untheorised conceptions of the body 

(Brack 1998, 28; Meskell 1996, 7)). hi classical and medieval archaeology (Graves 

1989; Knights 1994), architectural space has also begun to be considered as rich in 

meanings and having an active role in the structuration of society. I would suggest that 

discussion of the layout of temple complexes has yet to be adequately integrated with 

these approaches despite their apparent relevance. It is hoped that this study will 

demonstrate how such approaches can enrich our understanding of these sites.

Area of study and regional context

This study takes sites in the Burgundy region of France as its focus. The region is 

located in the central-east of France and comprises four departements; Cote-d'Or (21), 

Nievre (58), Saone-et-Loire (71) and Yonne (89). It also draws on examples from other 

areas of northern Gaul, Germany and Britain. The detailed focus on one region allows 

discussion of the interrelationship of sites, but the general approach of the study is 

applicable to a wider area.

Figure 3 

Figure 4

It should be emphasised that the area of study relates to modern administrative 

boundaries, and not to any political reality in the Roman period. The region was part of 

the province of Gallia Lugdenensis, with the eastern part (territories of Sequani and 

Lingones) later becoming part of the province of Germania Superior in post-conquest 

reforms. It was an important thoroughfare before and during the Roman Empire, with 

good riverine routes and several major Roman roads. The area of Burgundy covers 

several different geographical zones and a number of tribal territories. The main tribal 

territories were those of the Lingones, Sequani, Aedui, Senones and the smaller territory
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of the Mandubii, which appears to have been subsumed into that of the Aedui 

(Drinkwater 1983).

The area was chosen for study due to the relatively large number of identified temple 

sites, some of which had been well excavated in the past and produced a considerable 

body of evidence for study. It was felt that the northeast of France had been the subject 

of recently published and on-going research (for example the work of Derks and 

Wellington) and that the Burgundy region was relatively neglected. The northeast had 

been the focus of research due to its recent and large-scale research excavations such as 

Argentomagus (Indre) and Eu (Seine-Maritime) and wide coverage by aerial 

photography. The evidence in Burgundy is relatively poor, having been subject to 

intense interest during the nineteenth century by individual antiquarians and members of 

local scholarly societies such as the Commission des Antiquites du Departement la Cote- 

d'Or. A number of research projects carried out in the third quarter of the twentieth 

century also yielded variable quality data. The nature of the terrain and farming practices 

in t he r egion (vineyards a long the cotes of Cote-d'Or and Saone-et-Loire and mainly 

pastoral farming in the Morvan regions dominating the Nievre) has made it less 

amenable to consistent aerial photographic coverage. Earlier twentieth century and 

nineteenth century interest in the persistence of folk traditions and water related rites in 

Burgundy also made it a suitable area for investigating the relevance of these ideas.

Sites that are illustrative of the aspects discussed have been selected for more detailed 

study, and in particular those with a good standard of excavation and publication. Due to 

the number of sites involved, an Access database was designed to facilitate storage and 

retrieval of information collected about the sites. This has formed the basis for the 

gazetteer of sites appended to this study. This survey of temple sites in Burgundy is seen 

as an important aspect of the project as an up-to-date regional synthesis is lacking.

Figure 5
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Chronological range of study

The sites studied spanned long periods of use and re-use, from the Neolithic or Bronze 

Age in some cases up to the Merovingian and later periods. The core period of ritual 

activity at the sites was generally in the later La Tene to later Roman periods. A detailed 

investigation into the earlier and later phases of use of the sites is considered important 

for understanding their longer-term significance, as well as addressing much-disputed 

issues of continuity. Although earlier activity is remarked on, study of the early phases 

concentrates on the later Iron Age period. The chronological system commonly adopted 

in French archaeology is used here to avoid confusion when comparing different sites. 

Chapter 8 on the later periods of use investigates the evidence for discontinuity in the 

third century and a possible fourth century revival, as well as looking at Merovingian 

and later use of the sites. By combining these periods it is possible to bridge the divide 

between Roman and early medieval archaeology and look at mechanisms of change and 

abandon.

Previous work in this area

In Burgundy, antiquarian interest in Gallo-Roman remains began early, with increasing 

activity into the nineteenth century. The particularly active scholarly societies in 

Burgundy led to a proliferation of identified sites in the region, which has perhaps led to 

over-representation of these sites in the whole of Gaul (Fauduet 1993a, 22). In the early 

seventeenth century, the baths at Bourbon-Lancy (Saone-et-Loire) were the subject of a 

monograph by Aubery (1604) although there was little attempt to distinguish the 

chronology of the contemporary bath buildings from the more ancient remains. The 

well-known inscription mentioning Apollo Moritasgus (CIL XIII 2873, 2874) was found 

at Alesia in 1652 (Esperandieu 1907, 9), and gold coins were discovered in 1804 (ibid. 

17). It is likely that intermittent unrecorded excavations took place over many years at 

the site as a result of these discoveries. One of the earliest excavations specifically of a 

Gallo-Roman temple was that at Montmartre, Avallon in 1822 under the architect
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Caristie and Ravisy, published by Prejean in a book about the Grand Tour (Petit 1904, 

321). Perhaps the first systematic attempt at an account of the antiquities of Burgundy 

was the work of Courtepee, collecting the result of travels throughout the region in his 

Description generate et p articuliere du duche de Bourgogne p ublished from 1 774 to 

1785 (Rebourg 1998, 53).

Among eighteenth century excavations were those at Alesia and Mont Beuvray that 

attempted to link archaeological evidence to the writings of Caesar. Maillard de 

Chambure excavated at Alesia in the 1820s and 1830s. Already at this stage there was a 

sense of the need for recording and preservation, as much was being lost (Maillard de 

Chambure 1841). He records the presence of a 'petit temple' near the Croix Saint- 

Charles, one tetrastyle and another in the form of a parallelogram (ibid. 126). Pernet and 

Bertrand carried out archaeological investigations at the site in the 1860s at the 

instigation of Napoleon III. In 1861 an unrecorded discovery was made of a temple in 

the western part of the site, La Pointe, and excavation was carried out by Pernet at the 

Croix Saint-Charles temple site in 1867 and the 1890s, followed by the excavations of 

Heron de Villefosse (1911). The work of Esperandieu at Alesia (1910a, 1910b and 

1912) was an early excavation of a temple site recognised as such, although the 

bathhouse was initially identified as a temple.

Bulliot carried out excavations on Mont Beuvray between 1867 and 1895 (Bulliot 

1899). These were preceded by excavations by Garenne (1867) under Colonel Stoffel 

and Napoleon III, which were in a historical framework, putting archaeological 

discoveries in the context of Roman conquest and 'druidic' monuments. Bulliot's 

excavations i n 1 870 c entred on the area of the Gallo-Roman temple, informed by its 

location as a traditional site of pilgrimage and its association with Saint Martin. A wide 

area of buildings associated with the temple was excavated and a fairly detailed (for its 

time) account with plans, described the excavation. However it is clear from later work 

that Bulliot failed to excavate to the natural rock, missing pre-Roman levels (Peyre 

1984, 8), and that there was a certain amount of disturbance of this area, leaving residual 

pre-Roman finds.

9 It was not possible to consult this volume, Domenico Romanelli's Viaggio a Pompei, a Pesto e di 
ritorno ad Ercolano, 1829 edition.
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Bulliot and Thiollier (1892) investigated the pagan to Christian transition with an 

emphasis on the historical account of the travels of Saint Martin through Burgundy. This 

account was augmented considerably by the evidence of place-names, which were 

assumed to have a direct relationship to the path of the Saint through Burgundy. A 

similar subject is dealt with in the earlier work of Morillot (1885), who collected 

evidence for pagan sites under Christian churches. Prior to this publication regional 

syntheses had appeared, such as the work of Morellet 'Le Nivernois' (1838-40) and 

early inventories of monuments for departements in the Repertoire Archeologique de la 

France (Quantin 1868, De Soultrait 1875). Attempts were also made to collect regional 

or local information for the increasing number of visitors to spa sites s uch a s S aint- 

Honore-Les-Bains (Nievre) (Collin 1888). The growing antiquarianism in France was 

related to an increase in travel among the leisured classes for gentlemanly study and for 

pleasure, an extension of the tradition of the grand tour to the home country.

The Academic des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres de Dijon was founded as early as 

1725 and took an interest in antiquities. Of the local scholarly societies, perhaps the 

most active was the Commission des Antiquites du Departement la Cote-d'Or, which 

was founded i n 1 831. T he e arly t o m id n ineteenth c entury s aw an explosion of such 

societies; the Commission des Antiquites d'Autun founded in 1820, for example, and the 

Academic de Mdcon in 1829. These were founded as a result of royal decree and later 

through political involvement in public education. In 1834, De Caumont founded the 

Societe Francaise d'Archeologie. These societies took an active role in the excavation, 

recording and publication of investigations at archaeological sites (although publication 

was often limited to a few lines). Early work on temple sites in the Cote d'Or included 

the following excavations:
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Site

Essarois

Sources de la Seine

Massigny-les-

Vitteaux

Vertault

Mont de Sene

Beire-le-Chatel

Sainte-Sabine

Excavator

Chastenet

Mignard

Baudot

Baudelet

Bruzard, Collenot

Coutant

Mignard

Bulliot

Morillot

Denizot

Date of Excavation

1835

1848-9

1836

1844

1866

1846

1880s

1872

1880

1881

Publication

Corotl932, 22

Mignard 1852

Baudot 1 847

Vaillat 1932,70

Bruzard 1866

Bulliot and Thiollier

1892,67

Mignard 1856

Bulliot 1874

Morillot 1884

Denizot 1882

Work also took place at an early date in the Yonne: apart from the excavations by 

Caristie and Ravisy at Montmartre, early work was carried out in Avallon and Auxerre, 

where a temple was thought to have been found in the area of Saint-Amatre in 1835 

(Leblanc-Davau 1835). In Sens, as in Autun, the upstanding monument known as La 

Motte du Ciar (Ciar thought to be a corruption of Cesar) attracted antiquarian interest, 

although some thought it mediaeval in date (Hure 1978, 291). Similarly in the Nievre, 

Melines undertook excavations at an early date at Compierre in 1824, followed by 

Charleuf, who excavated the octagonal temple there (1844). This was an attempt at a 

reasonably methodical excavation, with plans of the structural remains, illustration of 

the finds and recording of their approximate location. Discoveries were also made at 

Entrains in 1872 (Baudiau 1879). In Saone-et-Loire the so-called Temple of Janus in 

Autun was the subject of excavations in 1844, prior to Bulliot's 1871 excavations. A 

Romano-Celtic temple was also found by de Coynart in 1866 at Chassey, near Santenay 

(De Coynart 1866, Flouest 1869). These early excavations created a need for the 

cataloguing of the large number of objects and inscriptions discovered. These formed
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the foundation of Esperandieu's collection of sculpture (Esperandieu 1910 and 

following volumes).

A number of regional syntheses appeared in the inter-war period, such as Jeanton (1926) 

on the Maconnais, Armand-Calliat (1937) on the Chalonnais, and the work of Hure on 

the Senonais (serialised in the Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences Historiques et 

Naturelles de I'Yonne and later published as one volume (Hure 1978)). A later study of 

the area around Beaune by Thevenot (1971) was in this tradition.

In Burgundy in particular there was a tendency to link temples to water, a theme running 

through the syntheses of Bonnard (1908), Esperandieu (1912a), Rodet (1928), Vaillat 

(1932), Corot (1932), Drioux (1934) and Lapierre (1936). These works tended to rely 

heavily on the work of Bulliot (1892) and other early sources such as Lex (1897). These 

studies combined the results of archaeological investigations and chance finds with 

folklore, folk traditions and place-name evidence, in order to set out the evidence for 

local cults and their associated deities. This theme of research reflects the contemporary 

growth of folklore studies such as the work of Saintyves (1934) and Van Gennep 

(1934). The work of Corot at Sources de la Seine (Cote-d'Or) in the 1920s and 1930s, 

and the first excavations at Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) (for example Dauvergne 

1944) were influenced by and in turn influenced this trend of thought.

Grenier emphasised this aspect of the Lyonnaise sanctuaries (1960), perhaps not an 

accurate interpretation in the case of some sites discussed, for example those of Les 

Bolards and Malain. This was on the basis of the similarity of their ex-voto. He lists 

further sanctuaries in the Aeduan region that were incompletely excavated (1960, 684), 

noting Esperandieu's statement that there was a particular "zele religieux" in the 

Aeduan region, and indeed in the Lyonnaise region in general. Grenier suggests that this 

may have been overstated given the contemporary state of knowledge (ibid. 684). Deyts 

called for more critical approaches to the subject of water sanctuaries, stressing the 

distinction between ex-voto offerings found at many cult sites and those specific to 

healing cults; not all springs could be said to be healing springs (1971, 62). The subject 

of water sanctuaries has been revived in a number of recent works (Chevallier ed. 1992; 

Bourgeois 1991 and 1992; Scheid 1992).
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The proliferation of excavations of sanctuaries from the 1960s to 1980s is also 

represented in Burgundy by the work at Mirebeau-Sur-Beze (Cote-d'Or) by Goguey in 

the 1970s (Guillaumet and Barral 1991), that at Malain by Roussel (1969), the extensive 

excavations at Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or) (Pommeret 2001) and the ongoing project at 

Vertault (Cote-d'Or) (Jouin and Meniel 2000). This was also a result of active aerial 

photography in the 1960s and 1970s by Goguey and others, hi the 1960s, important 

excavations were carried out at Sources de la Seine (Deyts 1983) and at Essarois (Cote- 

d'Or) (Daviet 1967). The excavations at Le Tremblois (Paris 1960, 1962) had 

importance beyond the region in the early dating of the underlying pre-Roman 

structures, although the excavation was poorly published.

Most recently work has been undertaken at Menestreau (Nievre), Beire-le-Chatel (Cote- 

d'Or), Vertault (Cote-d'Or) (Bilan Scientifique de la Region Bourgogne 1995, 1998), 

and Joigny (forthcoming). The current position of French archaeology seems to be 

allowing less research excavation to be carried out on sanctuary sites in Burgundy. 

However policy for the future direction of archaeological research included emphasis on 

protohistoric (Iron Age) sanctuaries and rites, rural space and monumental Gallo-Roman 

architecture, as well as Gallo-Roman cult places and ritual practices with a view to the 

expansion of Fauduet and Arcelin's 1993 database of sites (La recherche archeologique 

en France 1997, 382). This document also stresses the importance of looking at 

practices and non-built spaces receiving votive deposits. However there is less of a 

landscape emphasis to this programme than in the one it replaces. Recent theoretical 

developments influencing interpretation in British archaeology have generally not been 

embraced by French academics.

There has been no dedicated regional synthesis on temples for Burgundy and there have 

been varying estimates in general works of the number of known temples in the region. 

Home and King (1980) listed forty-five different temples from Burgundy, hi Fauduet's 

Atlas (1993, 33), fifty-three temples are listed for Burgundy, twenty-four from the Cote- 

d'Or, seven from the Nievre and eleven each from the Yonne and Saone-et-Loire. These 

fifty-three temples are from forty-four different sites. The Atlas included sites identified 

by aerial photography, but over half of these sites had been excavated to some extent.
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Although this was an accurate reflection of the state of contemporary knowledge, these 

figures are now out of date. In particular, only three sites in Burgundy are recorded as 

having associated baths and theatre, two with a theatre only and one with baths only 

(Fauduet 1993, 103). The number of temples for the Cote-d'Or identified in a 

contemporary survey is almost twice the number suggested by Fauduet (Benard et al. 

1994, 216-217); this included the detailed study of more up-to-date aerial photographs 

of urban centres, and did not include more isolated temple sites.

Many sanctuaries and sites w ith t emple c omplexes w ere i ncluded i n t he A tlas o f s o- 

called 'secondary agglomerations' (roughly comparable to Romano-British small towns) 

published in 1994 in conjunction with a major 1992 conference on the subject (Petit and 

Mangin 1994 and 1994a). In the survey of Franche-Comte and Burgundy, forty percent 

of the ninety-three sites listed had one or more temple, with a total of seventy-six 

temples (Mangin 1994, 46). However the grouping of sites as diverse as Les Bolards and 

Alesia is perhaps problematic. A site such as Saint-Usage (Cote-d'Or) appears to be 

primarily a temple complex, whereas other sites have a temple as part of a larger urban 

network. Eight sites are listed as having a partly religious 'function' (Mangin 1994, 56- 

7). I would question the usefulness of the category of the 'agglomeration secondaire'. In 

Rorison's survey of vici in Roman Gaul, a total of twenty-five sites with temples are 

recorded for Burgundy, with twenty-two further 'possible sites' (Rorison 2001, 1 23). 

This survey includes smaller settlements and sites which may have had a primarily 

religious function, although it is debateable whether the term 'vicus' is an accurate 

categorisation for all the sites discussed, implying as it does contemporary Roman 

classification.

The series Carte Archeologique de la Gaule is still a fairly accurate reflection of the 

state of archaeological knowledge in the departements. However these have been 

published over a relatively long period of time and vary in their approach to ritual sites. 

This inconsistency of editorial policy may distort the archaeological map of France. In 

Bigeard ed. (1996, 49), ten temple sites are mentioned for the Nievre. In the introduction 

to the Carte for Saone-et-Loire (Rebourg 1994), there is a relative reluctance to discuss 

the presence of sanctuaries or identify sites as such. The Carte f or t he Y onne (more 

recently published), has a detailed discussion of sanctuaries, considering 'possible' as
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well as identified sites and sanctuaries associated with villas; a total of seventeen sites 

with a further five possible ones (Fauduet 2002, 112).
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Chapter 2: Temple sites in the landscape

Introduction

In this section I wish to discuss the relevance of a landscape archaeological perspective 

to the study of Gallo-Roman temples. It will be argued that the location of temples is 

highly significant for their interpretation and that their architecture is rendered 

meaningful only when situated in its landscape context. I also wish to emphasise the 

problematic nature of this 'landscape context' and attempt to convey the cultural and 

individual specificity of its interpretation and experience, now and in the past. This 

subjectivity of landscape is seen as an opportunity to convey the multiplicity of 

meanings that may be invested in a temple site.

This work also takes inspiration from the breaking down of boundaries between 

constructed space and the 'natural' environment in recent prehistoric archaeology, 

social geography and architectural theory, for example. Apparently 'natural' features 

such as springs may have taken on significance when enclosed inside the temenos 1 or 

encountered on a visit to a temple. Similarly, prehistoric burial mounds or artificially 

created pools may have been treated like natural features such as caves (Bradley 2002, 

123). The detailed knowledge of topography involved in temple construction and 

integration of landscape and architecture may obscure this distinction.

Looking beyond the temple complex and gaining an understanding of its location also 

allows consideration of interrelationships between temples, and relationship between 

temples, towns, roads and other features. The act of visiting a sanctuary involved 

movement through the landscape, which connected the temple to its surroundings. It 

may also have necessitated a movement away from the daily environment, perhaps 

emphasising the temple's conceptual distance from daily life. Wider regional links may 

be seen between temples, which were connected through networks of meaning, and 

possibly by pilgrimage routes and inter-visibility (discussed in chapter 3). These

1 1 use the word here in a general sense to denote a boundary enclosing a ritually consecrated space, 

although it pertains to a specific cultural context.
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networks of meaning may operate over the long term, with landscape created by and 

preserving memories.

A brief outline of theories of landscape in archaeology is given below, followed by 

discussion of the relevance of these theoretical developments to the study. Some 

landscape aspects of sites in the study area are compared, with a view to identifying 

regional patterns. The presence of water on temple sites and relationship of temples to 

bodies of water is discussed further in chapter 5.

Archaeologies of landscape

Until the recent rise of more critical approaches to 'landscape' in archaeology, studies 

of landscape had tended to be descriptive, setting the 'scene' for monuments and human 

activity. The relationship between humans and their environment was seen as one of 

control, with humans gaining 'mastery' of their environment, or one of determinism, 

with human behaviour influenced by and restricted by the availability of natural 

resources. In both approaches there remained a conceptual divide between nature and 

culture. In descriptions of this 'setting' for human action, the landscape was treated as 

something that could be objectively discussed and quantified. The use of spatial analysis 

created a conceptually homogenous landscape, allowing sites to be compared and 

plotted onto an otherwise blank map. Landscape surveys in archaeology have 

increasingly recognised the complexity of the archaeological record and attempted to 

account for the influence of pre-existing traces of the past in the present by adopting 

long-term approaches (for example the work of Bintliff, embracing Braudel's concept of 

the longue duree (Bintliff 1990)). However this type of work still tends to perpetuate 

distinctions such as those between rural and urban sites, imposing preconceptions onto a 

'blank' landscape.

Developments in human geography and philosophical approaches to the study of space 

have led to a recent re-thinking of the concept of landscape implicated in past 

approaches. These developments stemmed from rejection of the Cartesian duality of 

mind and body, leading to models of embodied experience of the landscape and the 

indivisibility of culture and nature. The cultural aspect of natural places has been 

examined in anthropological and archaeological works (Bradley 2000; Schama 1995).
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'Nature' has been seen as culturally constructed and of varying meaning. Interpretation 

of the 'meaning' of landscape has moved from the analogy of landscape as text to a 

more reflexive understanding of the relationship between people and land. In a sense, 

'landscape' is created by the repeated actions of those who work within it and move 

through it. However it also has an active role in the reproduction of society and culture, 

for example in the case of the Australian Aboriginal 'Dreaming', whereby the 

individual learns about kin relationships and history through an interaction with land 

(Morphy 1995, 197). In his discussion of this complex interrelationship, Morphy almost 

gives the Dreaming agency; "although...created by persons it is created as part of a 

cultural process that is not reducible to human agency" (1995, 206).

The work of Ingold also attempts to avoid either an objective or subjective concept of 

landscape; "through living in it, the landscape becomes a part of us, just as we are a part 

of it" (2000, 191). The conception of landscape as understood through inhabitation, 

rather than as a setting in which action occurs has had an impact on archaeological 

narratives (particularly in prehistory) which have sought to describe the landscape as 

experienced (Thomas 1996; Tilley 1994). The landscape is experienced by motion 

through it, not from a disinterested 'outside' perspective. The emphasis has moved 

away from the 'site' to a wider spatial context for human action, as monuments are 

understood by their location and interrelationship. However, these earlier post-structural 

narratives can be criticised for their under-theorisation of the body (Briick 1998, 28; 

Meskell 1996, 7). Landscape is experienced differently according to the size, shape, 

gender and background of the person experiencing it, and cannot be accurately 

represented by an account that appears separated from these factors, a 'disembodied' 

body. There has also been an emphasis in these accounts on power and the agency of 

elites, which does not always allow for a multiplicity of past experiences of the 

landscape and consideration of 'spaces of resistance' (Briick 1998, 32; Thomas 1993, 

29).

Alongside this change of philosophical emphasis, there has been an increasing 

awareness in the social sciences of the political implications of cartography, stemming 

from post-colonial critiques in history and art-history (for example Kirby 1996). The 

historical specificity of the 'landscape concept' was outlined by Cosgrove (1984), with 

landscape defined as a 'way of seeing'. This idea of landscape as a "cultural image, a
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pictorial way of representing the world" (Daniels and Cosgrove 1988, 1) allowed the 

biases of this way of representation to be exposed (although it is inadequate as a 

definition of landscape (Ingold 2000, 191)). The objectification of 'landscape' whether 

in paintings, maps or through the rhetoric of scientific neutrality, necessitates an 

exterior perspective; the viewer is 'outside' of landscape, an all-seeing entity (Cosgrove 

1998, 27; Gow 1995, 43). The map can no longer be seen as a neutral document, but 

instead creates claims to ownership of land and fixes boundaries. It renders the chosen 

image static and suggests timelessness without areas of ambiguity. This can never be 

achieved in reality, as landscapes are contested and interpreted in different ways by their 

inhabitants.

Although these ideas are frequently found in prehistoric archaeology, archaeologists 

working with the Roman period have less readily taken up the challenges that they 

present. I see exploration of these ideas as a fruitful direction for the study of Gallo- 

Roman temples, and as a partial solution to some of the problems identified with this 

area of study. The challenges confronting the study of archaeological sites are to situate 

them within their wider context in such a way that does not create an artificial 

distinction between the site and its surrounding area, each being an integral part of the 

other (for example a temple is built from stone and wood and will become part of the 

skyline), and to reconstruct past experiences of a site in a way which will include 

multiple perspectives, without imposing modern western cultural values onto the past.

The colonial landscape

Writings about prehistory have begun to incorporate critical awareness of the colonial 

heritage of traditional landscape writing. The Roman period presents a further 

challenge, as colonial attitudes to landscape were also present in this context. An 

awareness of mechanisms of control over land and its associated ideology may aid 

understanding of the period, and allow the construction of narratives of power and 

resistance. The construction and elaboration of the limes emphasised distinctions not 

only of place but also of culture, beyond the limits of empire were those considered 

beyond 'civilisation'. The Roman practice of naming its new colonies implies a 

negation of their previous existence (although the names may reflect features of the 

local topography or reflect names of tribes and rivers, for example). The Romans also
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constructed maps as a means of displaying the spatial relationship between important 

places for certain travellers. The Peutinger table (Miller 1888), which appears to have 

been based on a Roman map, places an emphasis on named places; the landscape 

between them is rendered homogenous and reduced to measured 'journeys'. The Roman 

perception of provincial countryside seems to have been one of towns and 'between 

places', places passed through by roads to more important places. Those places off the 

roads were essentially off the map, but would have existed in terms of local knowledge. 

Those living in these 'in-between' spaces may have had very different attitudes to their 

surroundings from those creating and using maps. Temples were both away from and 

visible from roads, suggesting their integration into the imperial network, but the 

necessity of removing oneself from it to engage with the sacred place.

The language of classical literature is reminiscent of that of post-Renaissance cultural 

imperialism in its description of landscape. The unconquered territories were described 

in terms of the resources they offered Rome (for example, the Germania of Tacitus). 

Similarly, the sacred places of indigenous people were subject to a certain amount of 

romanticism, their isolation and rural locations being emphasised. It was an outsider's 

perspective; the sites were not perceived in their wider spatial context. These people 

were seen as 'closer to nature', not quite civilised. It is this language that has persisted 

in conceptions of Iron Age ritual practices taking place in unbuilt space, in woods and 

'groves' and the idea that indigenous deities were place-specific whereas Roman ones 

were not. The association of Roman culture with urban lifestyle may have thus resulted 

in recent overemphasis of the distinction between urban and rural temples.

This attitude has been perpetuated in later writing on temples, reflecting the legacy of 

archaeological thought (Hingley 1997). It is of interest to note the reverse of this 

occurring in accounts of Christian monuments, where there has been a tendency to 

discount the role of place, this being seen as a pagan attribute. However more recent 

work on medieval archaeology seems to suggest that landscape considerations were 

highly significant in the siting of early Christian foundations and medieval monasteries 

(Gilchrist 1995). The approach to the landscape in this period was not a rationalist one; 

the landscape was perceived as imbued with ideological meanings and symbolism.
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Mappings

Although maps are an extremely problematic form of representation, I would not wish 

to discard them completely in the context of this study. They form the basis of much of 

our current archaeological knowledge and to add to pre-existing maps will demonstrate 

the increasing number of sites that have been identified and their spatial relationship to 

previously known sites. Maps are a familiar mode of representation in archaeology and 

are thus easily 'read'. As with other forms of representation, their shortcomings are 

perhaps a question of authorship and context rather than a fault of the medium itself 

(Bender 1999, 33-34). However their use must be critical in terms of an awareness of 

the incompleteness of and the limits of what they represent. They can "suppress the 

experiential ways in which people interacted with their environment" (Shaw 1999, 6).

Virtual reality reconstructions for sites and monuments have been used to create more 

'realistic' interpretations of space, from the perspective of an observer. However the 

same criticisms can be applied to this methodology if not used critically. Virtual reality 

models are essentially three-dimensional maps. The illusion of reality disguises the fact 

that this is no more 'real' than other types of interpretation. The reconstructions are 

viewed through an outside perspective, and often do not appear 'inhabited' at all 

(Pollard and Gillings 1998, 148). Indeed they create a feeling of disembodiment on the 

part of the viewer. The above critique of phenomenological approaches could apply to 

this type of modelling in the sense that one universal form of observation is implicit, 

denying the viewer an individual perspective (beyond the restricted options of an 

interactive model). However this three-dimensionality is an important aspect in 

experience of a site, and although beyond the scope of this study, such modelling would 

be of use to convey certain aspects of temple sites. In particular, the ability to convey 

'sensual information' (Gillings and Goodrick 1996, 2.1.3) could be put to use in 

stressing the importance of water to temple sites.

The inadequacy of two-dimensional representations of archaeological sites can be 

demonstrated by imagining the creation of an account of a modern experience of a site 

as it stands today. Certain features will appear prominent and significant either through 

their visual impact or pre-existing knowledge about them. The visit to the site will be a 

journey situated in time and space, encompassing views of and possible visits to other
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places in the area, felt on a physical and emotional level. The reactions of the visitor 

will depend on the visitor's cultural background, social standing and bodily attributes. It 

may be greatly influenced by other people and weather conditions. The 'site' may not 

have distinct boundaries and may be difficult to separate from natural topographic 

features. Some of these aspects are demonstrated by the following account of my visit to 

the temple site at Mont de Sene, Santenay (Cote-d'Or).

My journey began at Santenay-les-Bains railway station and was restricted by the 
frequency of the trains. I walked through the village and out into the agricultural 
zone beyond, through vineyards. There was little shelter from the hot sun and I could 
hear the sound of people watching a World Cup football match in the valley below. I 
was following a map but lost my way on two occasions due to unfamiliarity with the 
terrain. On reaching the church below the Mont I looked for fresh water and found a 
tap in the churchyard. The Mont was visible as a steep and sparsely vegetated cliff 
rising up above me, but its summit was not visible from that angle. Below the church 
I located a holy well that I had read about previously, with a Gallo-Roman statue 
inside a niche at the back of the well. A farmer approached and questioned me about 
my curiosity, which he appeared to find comical. I later walked past him in the 
neighbouring field and felt anxiety in my position as a woman out walking alone in 
an isolated area.

The ascent of the Mont took me up and around the hill in hot sunshine with little 
shelter. I reached a plateau from which there were views out across the valley and up 
to the crosses placed at the summit. These became the object of my walk. I continued 
to climb, very conscious of the heat and lack of water. My physical discomfort made 
me stop in a wooded picnic area below the summit, where there were many families 
having lunch. I continued to the top, passing several low earthworks running across 
my path and the remains of Roman structures on the left. Once at the summit I was 
aware of the fact that it had been cleared for construction of the crosses and 
presentation of the view to the public. It was possible to see many other places I 
knew to be of significance in the Roman period. The remains of the temple buildings 
were largely obscured under overgrown vegetation and had not been reconstructed in 
any way. There was no reference to them at the site to indicate their presence to the 
public.

Figure 6

By imagining temple sites as places of pilgrimage (now and in the past, in very different 

ways) it is possible to situate them in a network of wider meanings; this will be 

explored in chapter 3.
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Ritual landscapes

The idea of separate 'ritual space' can perhaps be over-emphasised. Ritual activity does 

not take place in a vacuum but is integrated into the inhabited world. Ritual and secular 

spheres may converge or at least overlap; indeed this division cannot be said to be 

universal (Briick 1999, 314) (these issues are discussed further in chapter 4). However 

this is not to suggest that the landscape is experienced in the same way in the context of 

ritual and non-ritual acts. The same landscape can take on a whole new set of meanings 

and be perceived as another place during religious contemplation, pilgrimage or 

procession. Ethnographic analogy provides an example of this in the case of shamanic 

landscapes, where near places may form gateways to distant or invisible places, 

compressing time and distance (Hirsch 1995, 15; Humphrey 1995). This is taken to an 

extreme in instances of 'religious ecology', where the earth itself is conceptualised as 

part of its creator and there is no distinction between the sacred and secular space (Park 

1994, 245).

Physical distance can also be denied by the tendency of centres of pilgrimage to 

replicate distant holy sites, such as Jerusalem (Loosley 1999, 19), either through 

conscious architectural design or in the minds and practices of those experiencing them. 

The layout and topography may reflect aspects of the other place, the architecture itself 

may be replicated, or the other place may be alluded to by signification alone. Space can 

also be used to represent aspects of historical or mythical stories, for example the life of 

Christ (Stations of the Cross) or Buddhist mandalas. Physical distance therefore need 

not equate to conceptual distance (Coleman and Elsner 1994, 77). The similarity 

between places of worship, for example the English parish church, can in a sense also 

deny place, replicating a similar use of space in many different places. It is the 

differences between these buildings that attest to their unique histories.

The ubiquity of shrines in the Roman landscape seems to suggest that rather than there 

being specific places that formed points of access to the realm of the gods, the landscape 

was inhabited by gods in a similar way to its inhabitation by humans. Shrines brought 

their presence to mind and were appropriate places for communication with the gods, 

but these were significant places by virtue of their proclamation as such; the deity need 

not have resided there. However, the appropriate places may have been chosen because
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of their pre-existing associations as sacred or remote from daily life, or the suitability of 

their location to become part of regular ritual practice through the presence of roads or 

route-ways. The relationship between landscape and ritual is an active and reflexive 

one;

"landscape and material culture do not provide merely a stage setting for human 
action but create a set of locales integral to that action" (Gosden and Lock 1998, 4).

I would like to argue that the whole Roman period landscape could be seen in a sense as 

a ritual landscape, and that the desire to distinguish specific 'sacred spaces' may be 

specific to modern western cultures. The layout of a Roman town has religious 

signification, which extends by implication throughout the surrounding area. In the rite 

of inauguratio described by Livy (1.18), great importance was placed on the priest's 

lines of site, which encompassed the landscape as far as he could see and allowed 

landmarks and directions to be identified and fixed. The cardinal directions determined 

the position of the roads that extended beyond the town and connected it to others, as 

well as the division of the land itself. The existence of these predetermined grids would 

have made the deviant position of some temples more noticeable. Ritual served not only 

to establish the town but also to reinforce its boundaries through festivals and 

processions (Rykwert 1976, 27). The concept of the templum related to the diagram 

drawn by the priest on the ground at the end of the inauguration, inscribing these lines 

of sight into the soil (ibid. 46). It was therefore more of a conceptual space than a 

physical one, although it was given spatial form in the layout of military camps and 

cities.

Roman towns were considered as having sanctity within the area of the pomoerium, 

which was initially marked out by ploughing before the building of an enclosing wall, 

all ploughed land being considered sacred (Rykwert 1976, 29). It is not clear to what 

extent this rite applied to provincial towns; the act of ploughing implies a razing of pre 

existing features. It might account for the tendency of provincial towns such as Trier to 

enclose large areas of empty space. The walls were considered sacrosanct, and could 

only be crossed by means of the gates. These rites all perpetuate the idea of a city 

imposed on a previously uninhabited space, 'discovered' through divine intervention or 

guidance (ibid. 90). The space is brought into existence by these rites, and separated 

from its surroundings.
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Landscapes of memory

Landscape is in part a creation of past human action, and experience of landscape 

involves interaction with and negotiation of this past. The preservation of monuments 

and other features will ensure that they enshrine and continue to create memories. 

However these memories will have been selected and socially sanctioned, while others 

may be forgotten or retained by fewer individuals. Original meanings will be lost and 

features created by human activity may be seen as natural, 'part of the landscape'. The 

role of associated memories and oral histories in lending significance to a place cannot 

be underestimated, and so it is necessary to bear in mind the invisibility of this aspect of 

the landscape. To attribute meaning to what are now perceived as particularly "striking 

natural places" has the appeal of a universal human trait but may not in fact be so 

(Wilson 1973,31).

While the continuing social significance of prehistoric monuments tends to be a 

standard assumption, similar continuities in the Roman period are more often 

questioned, despite the fact that the chronological scale is much shorter. A longer-term 

perspective is necessary if we are to give meaning to the Gallo-Roman landscape and 

continuity of place is perhaps to be expected rather than treated as something unusual. It 

does not necessarily indicate continuity of an entire belief system. Cooney writes,

"Continuity at the ideological level can be accommodated within a changed world 
view. Continuity of place may be the essential ingredient, particularly in a world of 
narrative tradition where connections with the landscape are regarded as history" 
(1999, 60).

An emphasis on the study of architectural structures such as temples can mean that 

breaks in the archaeological record are interpreted as discontinuities of use. De Polignac 

argues against this emphasis for early Greek sanctuaries, an argument that could apply 

equally to this later period;

"the 'break'...does not exclude either the continuation of the cult in the same place or 
near by, in some way not detectable archaeologically, or the continued memory of 
the place as sacred. In this way it is possible to explain the way sanctuaries return to 
apparently deserted places" (de Polignac 1994, 8 (footnote)).

These issues are further explored in chapters 7 and 8.
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It is possible to imagine how the landscape surrounding Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) 

has been part of a long process of remembering and forgetting. The site is next to a 

Bronze Age urn cemetery and the earlier wells may date to the Hallstatt period. Tumuli 

are aligned with a field boundary to the west of the site and these may have been 

marked by large river-worn boulders; the 'porons' of a local legend (Louis 1943, 35). 

Above this funerary landscape are the enclosed early Iron Age hilltop sites of 

Magniendres and Mont Liboeuf, which have a view across the valley bottom sites 

towards Vezelay, a hillfort and site of medieval and modern Christian pilgrimage. Dry 

stone walls follow the contours of these hills on the east side and appear to create a 

barrier between the hill and the wetlands in the Cure valley below.

Figure 7

The landscape surrounding Alesia (Cote-d'Or) is a good example of a landscape that 

cannot be considered as neutral space. The area surrounding the hillfort was an arena of 

war, the scars of which are still visible today. The physical traces of this must have been 

extremely emotive features of the Roman period landscape, with many associated 

memories that differed greatly from Roman and indigenous perspectives. It is hard to be 

certain of what ideological statements were intended to be read in the construction of a 

temple in this particular spot, but ideologically charged it undoubtedly was.

Situating temples within their landscape

The application of aspects of recent landscape archaeologies can enhance the study of 

Gallo-Roman temples. The past emphasis on building form and plan has tended to 

separate the built monument from the 'unbuilt' space around it. A tendency to overlook 

natural features perpetuates a cultural evolutionary approach in the study of religion, 

with the Roman 'achievement' of ritual structures seen as having progressed from a 

culture without permanent ritual structures. Other similarities and continuities between 

sites may be overlooked. The apparent relative uniformity of the built form of the 

Romano-Celtic temple (see chapter 4) also masks the fact that different landscapes will 

create different meanings for the place. This is emphasised by Lahiri in discussion of 

the tension between official, textual religion and local traditions of place,
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"with the same archaeological form, - the temple - one can detect different objects of 
commemoration and some of these did not have a physical form" (Lahiri 1996, 253).

The experience of visiting a temple would not have taken place in isolation from its 

surroundings, and indeed the location of temples suggests that this was a very 

significant consideration in their siting. Although centred on a bounded space, the cult 

may have had an impact outside of this space, perhaps with markers or stopping points. 

It also may also have created conceptual connections between relatively distant places, 

forming a wider network of meaning. It could be argued that rural temples extend their 

realm into the city; there is mutual implication through routes, orientation and sight. The 

temple complex at Sanxay (Vienne) (Formige 1945) provides a good illustration of how 

temple complexes can make use of landscape on a large scale. Here connections 

between the temples, theatre and baths are made through lines of sight. The passage of 

water is rendered visible by the use of open basins and the whole complex is situated 

above the river Vonne. Although the theatre is separated from the remainder of the 

complex by a river valley, it is clearly part of these same articulations of space. 

However to reach the temple from the theatre, a visitor would have had to cross the 

river, requiring significant engagement with this topography.

Figure 8

Derks has studied the landscape context of temples in Belgic Gaul, emphasising the 

conceptual inter-relatedness of monuments and 'mundane' settlement patterns (1997, 

129). However the bias here is on epigraphy and mapping (the 'elite' perspective), and 

the author does not attempt to consider the landscape as experienced. Derks 

characterises phenomenological approaches as reaching "far beyond what can be 

substantiated by the evidence" and unable to account for the historical specificity of 

landscapes (1997, 130). Unfortunately, this rejection of a subjective approach means 

that the work is open to the same criticisms that have been applied to processual 

accounts of landscape. In the study, landscape is broken into broad geological zones, 

but there is no evidence to suggest that such a distinction was perceived in the Roman 

period. The correlation of the geographical location of temples with their deities is also 

problematic as there are often a variety of deities represented at the site; those attested 

in inscriptions and statuary might not be those associated with the site in the minds of
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all who visit. For example, although the temple of Montmartre (Cote-d'Or) had a statue 

of Mars, there were also similar sized representations of Apollo and Minerva, amongst 

others (Delor and Rolley eds. 1989, 182).

Views and orientations

In his work on Romano-British temples, Smith proposed the intentional visibility of 

groups of temples in the Cotswolds (Smith 2001, 150). This could have had significance 

in a number of ways. If the temples were linked in a pilgrimage circuit it could reinforce 

their interconnection and create visual goals for those travelling towards them. If the 

vision 'outwards' of the priest or deity were considered important it would establish 

ideological connections over the landscape. There may have been an element of holy 

authority, benevolent or otherwise, which was extended over the visible space, as in the 

analogy of the highly visible Buddhist stupa, between which invisible dharma spreads 

(Shaw 1999, 8).

The intervisibility of certain groups of Romano-Celtic temples thus seems likely for 

Britain. It may be possible to see groups of Burgundian temples clustering in the same 

way. Temple cellae were typically tall (for example the surviving examples at 

Perigueux and Autun) and may have been brightly painted. The windows in the upper 

part of the buildings may have emitted light or smoke. Even in a wooded landscape, it is 

likely that these temples were highly visible landmarks. The visitor to a site such as 

Mont de Sene may have been aware of several of these. In addition, if temples 

themselves were not visible, distant peaks would have been instantly recognisable and 

their religious significance is likely to have been known. Of rural sanctuaries in Picardy, 

ninety percent were in a 'dominant' position, and some placed on very striking peaks 

(Marchand 1991, 14).

From Mont de Sene it is possible to see Mont Beuvray, Mont Saint-Vincent (both with 

known temples), Mont Rome (a prominent hill in the foreground which may have been 

a hillfort) and Chassey (Saone-et-Loire), opposite across the Dheune valley where 

another temple was located. Artificial terracing enhanced the position of the temples; a 

bed of rubble was found underneath the temples, which were slightly higher than the 

other buildings situated just below the ridge (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 155). Bulliot
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notes a similarity between the flint assemblages of Chassey and Mont de Sene, 

suggesting comparable pre-Roman occupation of both sites (1874, 139). A "double 

carree concentrique de murailles en pierres plates" excavated in the nineteenth century 

on Chassey was afanum (de Coynart 1869, Ixviii). The sculptures of Mercury found at 

both sites may also suggest some later ritual connection. The southeastern orientation of 

the temples seems to have been chosen to emphasise the aspect out across the Dheune 

valley and an area known for its springs (Santenay-les-Bains). Roman coins and a piece 

of gold leaf were found in the well in this area known as La Fontaine Salee, with a stone 

structure to the south. Another Roman basin was located in the area of the modern spa 

(Thevenot 1971, 267). Interestingly, the orientation of the two temples at Chassey and 

Mont de Sene suggests that they were not primarily intended to face each other, 

although they were intervisible. The temple at Chassey is located in such a position that 

commands a view up the Cosanne valley towards Mont de Reme, and overlooks the 

confluence of the Cosanne with the Dheune. The unusual orientation of the temple on 

Mont de Sene gives it a wider view of the Dheune valley further east of Chassey into 

Santenay itself and the area of the springs.

Figure 9 

Figure 10

Another group of inter-visible temples were those to the southeast of the Autun area. 

Although the evidence for afanum on Mont Dardon does not consist of any typically 

temple-like structures, the site has extensive views, with visibility to Mont Beuvray, 

Mont Dore, La Certenue, Uchon, Mont Saint-Vincent and Suin (Groupe de recherches 

archeologiques de Gueugnon-Montceau 1973, 42). Mont Beuvray and Mont Saint- 

Vincent are known to have had temples. The evidence for a temple on Suin, a hillfort, is 

more tenuous, based on an inscription found out of context . At La Certenue there is 

some evidence for Roman period activity in the area of the present chapel, but its nature 

is uncertain. The site is also the object of a medieval pilgrimage (Bulliot and Thiollier 

1892,305).

[ According to an undated record in the SRA Bourgogne by the Groupe Speleo-Archeologique Charollais.
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The eastern or southeastern entrance of Gallo-Roman temples appears to be a fairly 

standard orientation. It is not clear if this was due to the requirements of rite or simply 

customary, although a similar orientation of Iron Age roundhouse doorways suggests 

that this was indicative of a pervasive cosmology (Fitzpatrick 1997, 77). The east 

entrance at Sources de la Seine (Cote-d'Or) faces into the cliff and so no line of sight 

was created by this arrangement. It may be that the orientation of the entrance was a 

ritual requirement that had long since lost its meaning, or conversely the fact that it was 

still adhered to when there was no view or possibility of facing the sun might show the 

strength of this rule. At this site, the water was the important feature, and in order to be 

placed directly over the springs emerging from the cliff the temples had to be built into 

the cliff.

Many temples appear to have been visible from roads, for example the temple at Les 

Bolards (Cote-d'Or) was aligned with a long approach from an offshoot of the Agrippan 

way. This may be significant given the ideological implications of roads outlined by 

Witcher, who emphasises their colonial nature and impact on previously inhabited space 

and suggests that they are "part of an imperial dialogue articulated in time and space" 

(1998, 60). The roads existed to facilitate imperial domination and bring the landscape 

into the military arena. Even if they used pre-existing routes, they were named anew and 

made straight. This would suggest that the construction of temples is part of this 

dialogue, or at least complicit with it. Perhaps like the temples themselves, the roads 

suggest an ambiguous attitude to past landscapes, "both a maintenance and as a 

subversion of pre-existing conceptions of space and place" (Witcher 1998, 67). In the 

case of Les Bolards, the earliest phase of the sanctuary was located at a juncture of pre- 

Roman roads that bore no relation to the later urban plan (Pommeret 2001, 80), and so 

the later road network could be said to have been constructed with relation to this pre 

existing cult site, even if this was part of a new ideology.

Natural foci

The emphasis on built space in the study of Roman period religion has created the 

impression of a practice restricted to very specific places. It may be that the landscape 

contained many other places that were the focus for ritual deposits; natural places may 

not have been considered less appropriate for the making of offerings or communication
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with the gods (Bradley 2000, 35). The pervasiveness of ritual practice on Iron Age 

domestic sites might suggest this. I would argue that an 'archaeology of natural places' 

may have a strong relevance to this period.

With a few exceptions (for example recent work in Britain at Baldock (Herts.) and 

Springhead (Kent), and the site of Chamalieres (Puy-de-D6me)) the incidence of ritual 

offerings in springs from the Roman period has tended to be recorded anecdotally and 

few in Gaul have been the subjects of systematic excavation. Their validity as ritual 

sites is not always accepted due to a lack of built features, religion being considered to 

be a formalised practice. This over-emphasised distinction between built and unbuilt 

space is reflected in Dark's characterisation of the Romano-British landscape as divided 

into 'villa' or 'native' landscapes. Temples are seen to belong to the former; in the 

latter, "most religious activity seems to have been centred on small shrines, or perhaps 

on sites without structures at all" (Dark and Dark 1997, 89). Such an approach does not 

have the benefits of an integrated approach to landscape; people do not inhabit separate 

spheres, but overlapping worlds. Simple shrines co-exist with and are found near 

temples.

The incidence of springs at temple sites has been noted but the relationship between the 

two has often been dismissed due to the distance between them (often several hundred 

metres). Particularly in the case of hilltop sites, a spring with associated folk traditions 

may occur lower down the hillside or in the valley below as at Mont de Sene. I would 

argue that these should not be overlooked solely on the grounds of distance. Any visit to 

the site will involve awareness of the nearest water sources if they are some distance 

away. For example, in the case of the Titelberg a compromise may have been reached 

between the siting of the temple at an otherwise geographically suitable spot and the 

location of the nearest spring, where the baths were built. The distance between the two 

does not mean that the baths were necessarily of an unrelated nature.

The relationship of temple sites to water is considered in more detail in chapter 5, where 

I discuss its use in architecture, the presence of bathhouses and the relationship of 

temple sites to springs. However the significance of water on temple sites is also 

relevant in establishing a wider landscape context for these sites. By its very nature, 

water is not static or bounded but traverses bounded spaces, visibly above ground or by
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underground streams. The incorporation of springs into temple complexes suggests that 

there may have been little conceptual distance between the spring and the temple. The 

presence of water flowing through the temple tends not to be disguised. This gives the 

temple an organic quality and may allow it to appear 'natural' and timeless. At Autun it 

may not be coincidental that the spring of La Fontaine Santole runs into the centre of 

the scaena of the theatre (Rebourg 1993, 56). By their placement at the head of springs 

and the sources of tributaries (as at Sources de la Seine), it could be argued that temples 

acted to control or sacralise these sources (or vice-versa), and thus the power of the 

deity was extended over the whole landscape by means of this water. Their impact may 

thus have been felt over a wider area than may be apparent.

The significance of rivers in Roman imperial ideology may have been similar to that of 

roads. They were undoubtedly important communication routes, particularly in 

mountainous and forested landscapes such as that of the Morvan. They symbolised the 

extension of Roman imperial authority as a linear course through claimed lands (Purcell 

1990, 13). The visibility of temples from rivers may thus have created an impact in the 

same way as temples visible from roads. However rivers were also conceptual and 

physical boundaries, perceived as such from pre-Roman times. They were bound up 

with tribal identity in the naming of peoples and gods. The presence of temples 'across' 

the river would have made a statement about the affiliations of the people on the other 

side, and acted as an extension of religious authority over the limits of the daily 

inhabited world.

The location of temples in Burgundy appears to respect the position of rivers. The most 

common location for a temple is on high ground on a spur of land overlooking a river 

valley. In some cases they appear to be oriented to face the river, as in the case of Grain 

(Yonne), which faces southeast down to the Yonne. Other such examples are the Gallo- 

Roman temple at Vertault (Cote-d'Or), which overlooks the Laignes valley, and 

Montmartre (Yonne), which overlooks the Cousin (and its confluence with the Cure). 

There also appears to be a preference for a position at the confluence of two rivers, 

typically with a view of both valleys, as at Alesia. The confluence appears to have had 

particular significance, possibly because of the relationship between rivers and tribal 

identity mentioned above. This is demonstrated by the positioning of the altar of the 

Three Gauls at the confluence of the Rhone and Saone in Lyon, where imperial
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ideology appears to have appropriated this emotive imagery. The confluence may also 

be a place of particular turbulence or changes in colour and speed of the river. It may be 

that temples are situated at confluences even when these are not on high ground, as in 

the case of the sites of Pregilbert, Sainte-Pallaye, Trucy-sur-Yonne and Cravant at the 

confluence of the Yonne and the Cure. At Autun, the extramural temple complex is 

close to a crossing of the Ternin. The theatre faces this and a building was identified by 

aerial photography near the river with one side open to it (Goguey 1992, 47). A large 

space identified by aerial photography may have been a canal leading to the confluence 

of the Arroux and Ternin. It may have determined the orientation of buildings around it 

(Bilan Scientifique de la Region Bourgogne 1995, 1998, 63).

Figure 11

Those building temples appear to have manipulated watercourses in the immediate area, 

possibly to allow access to them or to incorporate them into the temple site for ritual 

purposes. A deliberate selection of marshy ground appears to have been involved for 

example in the siting of temples at Essarois (Cote-d'Or) and Entrains-sur-Nohain, in the 

marsh of Saint-Cyr (Nievre), although it is sometimes difficult to estimate the ancient 

level of the water table. Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) may have been surrounded by 

water. It is possible that the baths and source catchments were on an island, with the 

ancient bed of the river Cure passing between them and the building to the northwest. 

The whole area was almost an island, being bounded by a watery landscape with 

marshes to the north ('les marais de la Bazaine') and south (known as 'les marais de la 

Morte'), and the river to the east (Louis 1944a, 42-3). The area was drained in the 

fourteenth century. Similarly, the temple at Les Bolards appears to have been built on a 

gravel bed that may have once been an island, between two oxbow bends of the river 

Meuzin. It is possible that the river was deliberately diverted to produce this effect 

(Pommeret 2001, 9). A similar manipulation of a watercourse may have occurred in the 

area of the theatre at Malain, and at Beire-le-Chatel, where the Tille has been diverted 

(Gaiffe 1986, 60).

Figure 12
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At some sites, there appears to have been considerable movement of soil and 

manipulation of the landscape in order to maximise visual effects and allow movement 

of water and possibly of people. The terracing at the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus at 

Alesia would have created distinct levels between the baths and the temple, allowing 

maximum impact of the view upon reaching the temple. This makes use of natural 

ruptures in the limestone plateau, but may also have been enhanced artificially (E. 

Rabeisen, personal communication). The different levels of terracing at Sources de la 

Seine may have also operated to control movement of people in stages of a ritual 

sequence or according to social groups (Aldhouse-Green 2001, 68). Deliberate levelling 

of the site at Essarois was proposed by Daviet and may have been intended to 

manipulate the relationship between the temple and the stream.

"Ce nivellement fait apparattre un deplacement vers le Nord du lit du ruisseau par 
rapport a son thalweg geographique, ce deplacement effectue de main d'homme 
selon toute vraisemblance. Le mur D...jouant le role de musoir en travers du lit 
nature! confirmerait cette hypothese3" (Daviet 1963a, 4).

Figure 13.

The possible cultural significance of trees has been emphasised by recent authors (Rival 

1998, Aldhouse Green 2000, Birge 1994). They are often seen as forming a living 

bridge between the past and present, the everyday and mythical, and the earth and sky; 

they "exist within two landscapes, one visible and present, and the other past and 

intangible" (Birge 1994, 232). There is rarely any evidence for trees reported at 

sanctuary sites in France, although they have been proposed at Lowbury (Oxon.), 

Chelmsford (Essex) and Uley (Glocs.) (Fulford and Rippon 1994, 197). More recently 

work at Springhead (Kent) (P. Andrews, Wessex Archaeology, personal 

communication) has led to the identification of a large tree hole with surrounding ritual 

deposits. Such evidence can be difficult to locate, tree holes only being present when a 

tree falls over rather than being cut down or decaying in situ. It may be possible to 

interpret the pits excavated at Nod-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or) as tree holes (Renard 1992, 

13). In particular a shallow pit (VI) with an indistinct northern edge could be interpreted 

as a tree hole. The others may have been pits for deposits attracted by the tree. Pit III 

seems to have contained burnt bone and ceramic sherds.

3 This levelling caused a displacement of the stream bed to the north of its natural path, by all 
appearances produced by human action. The wall D...acting as a jetty across the natural bed confirms this 

hypothesis'.
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Pollen evidence would reflect the flora of a wider area. There has been very little 

environmental analysis on Gallo-Roman temples sites. At the recently excavated sites of 

Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme) and Saint-Maur (Oise) the sites were found to be non- 

wooded and grassy, with the latter yielding traces of agriculture (although pine pollen 

occurred at Ribemont) (Munaut 1991, 115). Branches are sometimes found in 

waterlogged deposits such as the basin of Montlay-en-Auxois (Cote-d'Or), but it is 

difficult to ascertain if they were brought to the place or accumulated from surrounding 

vegetation.

Temples in boundary locations

The use of temples as boundary markers, positioned at the edge of civitates or on tribal 

boundaries has been the subject of considerable debate. This was proposed by Agache 

and Breart for civitas boundaries in Picardy in 1981 (Marchand 1991, 15) and it has 

been suggested that Le Portus (Saone-et-Loire) was on the border of two Aeduan pagi 

between Macon and Chalon-sur-Saone (Grenier 1960, 700). Temples are certainly 

denser in some areas than others, but one might expect a more radial distribution if this 

was the case. This could perhaps be seen in the relationship of sites at Menestreau (La 

Chaume du Sauveur) and Bouhy to Entrains-sur-Nohain (Nievre). An alternative 

explanation to the marking of a boundary by temples might be their arrangement along 

pre-existing pilgrimage routes. This might explain their alignment in rows not always 

corresponding to Roman roads, "ils s'alignent le plus souvent en chapelets" (Marchand 

1991, 15). The two explanations may of course coincide, with pilgrimage routes placed 

in liminal areas and used to reinforce territory (see chapter 3). The proximity between 

sanctuaries in the Picardian area seems to support this (ibid. 17). There is certainly an 

association in epigraphy between temples and pagi, which may have predated the larger 

civitates.

Figure 14

In ancient Rome, the boundaries of the city were reinforced through processional rites 

and sacrifices, such as that of the terminalia. There are some textual accounts that 

suggest that similar practices took place in Gaul; in Sulpicius Severus' Life of Saint
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Martin (12.2) the saint intercepts a funeral procession, taking it for a procession of an 

idol around agricultural land. Analogous practices persist in rural France to this day, in 

which statues of the saints are carried around the fields to ensure their fertility in the 

coming year. The idea of a sanctuary connected to an urban centre by means of rites and 

processions, reflects however a form of core-periphery model that may be an over 

simplification of the relationship between the two. The implication is that the sanctuary 

represents an extension of official, urban-based power into the countryside and a claim 

to rural means of production. However, rather than being peripheral, the sanctuary may 

be at the foreground of people's daily experience and thought, at least at certain times. 

The relationship between the two places may be complicated by questions of tradition 

and allegiance, and mediated by myths. A temple does not necessarily have a different 

meaning for those living in the city and those living in the country; to argue otherwise 

would be to suggest that the urban population were somehow complicit in this 

mechanism of control and 'above' religious superstition. This may be projecting 

Christian models of 'rustic paganism' back into the past.

This suggested reason for the location of temples presents a highly abstract 

administrative view of landscape, and may ignore more local significance of place. It 

implies a rigidity of ethnicity that may not have been lived. Such categorisation may 

have made sense from a Roman perspective, but boundaries may have been more fluid 

in practice, and to argue in this way might suggest that Gallo-Roman temples were a 

colonial imposition, whereas in fact their origins appear much more organic. The idea 

that temples were founded in empty space occurs commonly in the literature; "Us ont 

pour mission premiere de definir un territoire; leur creation meme est un acte de prise de 

possesion du sol" (Brunaux 1991, 8), but this ignores pre-existing land use (discussed in 

chapter 7). It is suggested that there may be more place-specific reasons for the location 

of temples, such as a view over a confluence of significant rivers, or a pre-exisiting 

tradition of ritual practice.

It has also been suggested that Burgundian temples seem to occur on tribal boundaries, 

for example Mirebeau-sur-Beze (Cote-d'Or), which is said to be on the border of the 

Sequani and Lingones (Guillaumet and Barral 1991, 193). The use of rivers as tribal 

boundaries may be another reason for this patterning. However such tribal boundaries 

cannot be determined with such accuracy for the Roman period, many being based on
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accounts of pre-Roman allegiance (seen through Roman eyes). Their identification 

through patterns of material culture (particularly coinage) is also problematic. These 

boundaries were by nature shifting and are likely to have altered over the course of the 

period in question, whereas a longer continuity of significance of place can be seen on 

many of these sites. The meaning of these places may not therefore be entirely reduced 

to political factors.

The relationship of temples to towns and other settlement patterns

There has been a tendency in Roman archaeology to create a rigid distinction between 

urban and rural space, with the loss of conceptualisation of a holistic landscape that is a 

feature of prehistory. Meaning is seen as given to monuments and urban streets, and 

where the texts are silent archaeologists have been unwilling to fill in the gaps. Temples 

are viewed with an urban perspective,

"a node in the landscape that had a series of accumulated meanings, unlike the 
countryside, which had few places that had a meaningful past to those travelling 
though it. Cities had a history, whereas the countryside had none" (Laurence 1994, 
138).

The implication here is that there has been a complete break with the pre-Roman past 

and its systems of meaning. The distinction between rural and urban temples is 

entrenched in recent syntheses. Work on temples in Picardy suggested that eighty 

percent of these were 'rural' (Marchand 1991, 14).

It has been suggested that the peripheral location of temples within some vici in the 

northern part of Gallia Belgica is due to their later construction and not a deliberate 

feature of the planning of the town (Vermeulen 1995, 187). Vermeulen contrasts this 

pattern in the 'central loess area' to that in the north and south of the region, where 

"temples seem to have played a more prominent role in the development of the centre" 

(ibid. 188). This type of approach risks a tendency to environmental determinism, 

seeking explanation in environmental differences alone. There may also be a pattern 

here of later building of temples in roadside vici to serve the population of these newly 

arising settlements.
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The limited extent of excavation of Gallo-Roman towns and vici in Burgundy makes it 

difficult to comment on the location of urban temples. In the well-excavated vicus of 

Les Bolards the layout of the buildings appears to respect the location of the temple; the 

temple is approached directly from the main road through the centre of the settlement, 

and faced by an apparently open 'forum' area containing a basilica. The earlier temple 

is on the same alignment as this basilica and the surrounding buildings. However it is 

difficult to determine the nature of the surrounding occupation; the whole area may be a 

cult centre, having grown up around a pre-existing cult site. In the case of Malain (Cote- 

d'Or) at least three sanctuaries have been identified, with that at Ancey placed some 

distance away from the centre of occupation, looking away to the east. This may 

however have been linked to the settlement by means of an aqueduct and lines of sight 

may have been created between the theatre and the temples on the higher ground to the 

east. The streets lead up to this place from the theatre, suggesting that cult buildings are 

central to the articulation of the settlement.

Figure 15

In the case of Vertault, a pre-Roman settlement, the external sanctuary is separate and 

made distinct from the main urban area. A comparison may be made with Alesia, where 

the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus is some distance away from the main urban area and 

probably outside the main town wall (Gallo-Roman burials found in this area are 

suggestive of its extramural location). The urban temples of Alesia (as at Vertault) are 

more closely integrated in the spatial layout of the town. It is tempting to see the 

retention of pre-existing cult places alongside new temples. Unfortunately the locations 

of temples at Auxerre, Chalon-sur-Saone and Macon are not well defined. There may 

have been a cult site at Place, outside Macon (Saone-et-Loire), where baths have been 

excavated along with items of a religious nature (Comite departementale de la recherche 

archeologique de Saone-et-Loire 1996, 232-3). Autun has an extramural cult site at La 

Genetoye, which pre-dated the urban site. Such extramural sites may not therefore be a 

feature of planned Roman towns (this assumption underlying discussion of the 

peripheral nature of more indigenous cults). They however may have thrived through 

their continued use by the urban population. The presence of springs or streams may be 

a reason for their location, below hilltop settlement sites.
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The relationship of temples to hillforts is covered in some detail in chapter 7, dealing 

with continuity from the Iron Age. However the incidence of temples on hillforts in 

Burgundy is important in the consideration of landscape use, indicating as they do some 

continued frequentation of an earlier site into the Roman period. This later appearance 

of temples may contradict the statement of Woolf on late La Tene oppida;

"As far as we can tell, the oppida had no temples, no monumental architecture, no 
public spaces and, as far as we can tell, much the same sorts of things went on there 
as had done in the open settlements that preceded them" (1993, 229).

The location of the so-called temple of Apollo Moritasgus at Alesia and of the fanum at 

Mont Beuvray seems to be with respect to pre-existing public space, defined by 

earthworks. The symbolic nature of these earthworks needs to be considered. It has been 

noted for sanctuaries in Picardy and upper Normandy that those on fortified sites tend to 

precede the fortification, which occured during or after the first century BC (Fichtl 

1991, 24). A seven-hectare area was delimited at the eastern, highest end of the 

Titelberg. This was a pre-Roman construction (La Tene Dl at the earliest) that was 

respected in the layout of the later settlement and the site of the later fanum. Similarly, 

at Otzenhausen there was an internal division of the twelve-hectare enclosure, in which 

a fanum was built.

It has been suggested that the layout of Augustodunum is strongly reminiscent of that of 

Bibracte (Woolf 2000a, 118; Colin et al. 1995 162). The enclosed areas within the walls 

of Augustodunum and the ramparts of Bibracte are similar in size and shape and in the 

positioning of their gates. If this was intentional, the implications of this deserve further 

consideration. By creating Augustodunum in the image of Bibracte the memory of 

another place was made concrete and lived out on a daily basis. The continued links 

with the earlier city are also demonstrated by the worship of Dea Bibracte in Autun. 

What impact did this have on the use of space in the city? Was the 'memory' of special 

or ritual places also transferred to the topography of Autun? Did this transferral reduce 

the symbolic power inherent in the original site of Bibracte, now removed from its 

landscape context, lines of sight, local networks of interaction and the buried dead? It is 

tempting to see echoes of the topography of Bibracte in the placement of a sanctuary in 

the south east area of the Autun, the theatre in the east with a spring running through it, 

and a possible oval basin in Boulevard Latouche (Rebourg 1998), but this must remain 

speculation.
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The relationship of temples to villas is difficult to establish. Where isolated dwellings 

are found they may be related to the cult function of the site, housing priests, guardians 

or pilgrims. Such a 'villa' was found near the temple at Grain (Yonne) and both 

buildings are some distance from the settlement (Bonneau 1977, 117). The building at 

Asquins (Yonne), identified as a villa, could also be interpreted as a complex of 

buildings surrounding a temple, as there is a large prominent east facing building in the 

centre of this arrangement (Petit and Mangin 1994, 73). Similar problems of 

interpretation may apply to the sites of Escolives Saint-Camille (Yonne) and Braux 

(Cote-d'Or), where absence of any distinctive 'temple' has made the identification of 

public and private space problematic.

Boundaries and temenoi

The delimitation of areas around temples with constructed temenoi (and possibly those 

without visible constructions) and other demarcations of space is significant for the 

landscape context of the temple, enclosing an area of land. The extent and shape of this 

area sometimes appears to have been a somewhat arbitrary choice. Although such walls 

are often located by excavation and visible through aerial photography or geophysical 

survey, the meaning of the interior space itself is not clear unless more of the exterior 

can be excavated. It would be of interest to consider what these spaces represented and 

the reasons for their shape. It maybe that augury played a part in them, as in the external 

boundaries of Roman towns, as both may have a roughly polygonal shape. Another 

relevant question may be whether temenoi appear to enclose pre-existing features, 

contours or watercourses.

The role of pre-Roman earthworks as enclosures for temples has been mentioned in the 

above discussion of oppida. The position of gateways and locations of deposits within 

boundary banks and ditches appears to reflect the patterns of pre-Roman cosmology. 

The placement of ritual deposits in these ditches shows continuity from Iron Age 

practices, for example the placement of third to fourth century fibulae in the outer 

enclosure ditch at Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or) (Gaiffe 1986). However, these 

earthworks may not be necessarily Iron Age in date, although this can be an assumption 

for unexcavated sites. A murus gallicus at Alesia appears to cut the temple area off from
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the rest of the site. The extra-mural fanum at Vertault was also separated from the urban 

area by an earthwork. This has not been securely dated but may be post-conquest (Colin 

et al. 1995, 161). A distinction should be made between re-use of prehistoric enclosures 

and later Roman earthworks, and unexcavated walls may look like banks. A 'defensive' 

earthwork surrounding the fanum at Bois Jossam, Val Suzon, (Cote-d'Or) may be an 

example of a contemporary enclosure, separating the area of the temple from the 

surrounding landscape, but this was not securely dated,

"une levee de pierres qui partait a quelques dizaines de metres du Nord du fanum et 
1'entourait en formant deux branches qui se prolongeait en bordant le Chatelet et le 
source qu'il recelait4" (Guyot 1977, 354).

This arrangement has been interpreted as a double ditch and bank cutting off the 

promontory to form an early Iron Age eperon barre (Joly 1973).

Unlike some of the larger temple complexes excavated in northeastern France, there are 

few examples of completely excavated enclosed sites in Burgundy. However enclosing 

walls are often visible in aerial photographs. There was an irregularly shaped temenos 

wall at Le Tremblois (Cote-d'Or) with a large gate at the southeast entrance. The wall 

appears to have been divided up on the interior with partition walls, either for stabling, 

accommodation or shops. Another example is that of Saint-Usage (Cote-d'Or), where 

the enclosing walls appear to control access to a unaligned cluster of buildings. It has 

the appearance of being built around the temples after their construction.

At Autun, the temple complex at La Genetoye may have been enclosed by a wall, 

indicated by the place name 'Les Grandes Murailles', and the remains of a wall have 

been located running parallel to the road out of the town on the eastern side. There was 

also a wall running parallel to the road bordering the buildings at Nod-sur-Seine (Cote- 

d'Or) on their south side (Renard 1992, 13). These features imply a closed area that may 

not have been visible until the visitor reached the entrance, and would have controlled 

access to the area. Blocking of the view of the temples from an approaching visitor may 

have increased their impact when they became visible, and created a sense of mystery. 

They may also have framed the view looking out from the temple, which was often

4 'a bank of stones running from some tens of metres to the north of the fanum and surrounding it, 
forming two branches which continue along the edge of Le Chatelet and the spring it conceals.'
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controlled in temple complexes and in some cases seems to have been meant to be 

observed from the theatre.

The visual impact of the boundary wall may have been heightened with the use of 

coloured plaster, or light coloured stone and chalk (as at Lancing Down). The 

significance of using light coloured materials in prehistory has been investigated by 

other authors (for example Darvill 2002). Boundary ditches may have been full of 

water, with a reflective quality. The potential symbolism of this is evoked by Richards 

in his study of late Neolithic Orkney henge ditches, also likely to have been 

permanently flooded; "water as representing both a natural architecture and a potent 

symbolic agent of transition and division" (Richards 1996, 203).

Conclusion

The careful placing of Gallo-Roman temple sites shows an awareness of the way in 

which landscape informs the experience of ritual sites. In turn, the experience of 

landscape was irreversibly altered by the construction of these distinctive monuments. 

By their presence they gave a new aspect to towns and journeys, and to the horizon seen 

on a daily basis by local inhabitants over a wide area. Although on a local level, those 

constructing and visiting these monuments may have been sensitive to the indigenous 

'gods of the place' (Millett 1995, 99), the conspicuous uniformity of the Gallo-Roman 

temple created linkages between distant places, those visible and those beyond. The 

gods of these places were seen and looked out over rivers, valleys and roads, attracting 

pilgrimage and inspiring awe. However, any visitor to the temple would be 

experiencing it through its immediate context in a very physical sense, and in a unique 

way, by the effort of walking up or down to the site, becoming aware of new 

perspectives from a theatre seat, and hearing the sound of running water, for example. It 

was through these experiences that the visitors made sense of their surroundings and in 

this way that the gods of the place revealed themselves.
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Chapter 3: Pilgrimage

Introduction

This section will look at the concept of pilgrimage as a way of understanding Gallo- 

Roman temple sites. Past uses of the pilgrimage analogy and the usefulness of this 

concept will be considered. Pilgrimage is a widespread phenomenon and there are 

superficially similar aspects between many different religions. On any one pilgrimage, 

there may be many different interpretations and motivations for making the journey. 

However they are united by a focus on movement and destination, and by the 

significance of place. Analogies are useful in so far as they show how spaces can be 

incorporated into wider practices and given meanings. When viewed as a particular way 

of relating to the landscape, pilgrimage opens up the possibility of a more holistic and 

long-term approach to temple sites. The evidence for the function of these sites as 

places of pilgrimage will be discussed, including the many associated pilgrimage 

traditions from the post-Roman period.

Historical use of the pilgrimage analogy

Grenier is explicit in his portrayal of Gallo-Roman temple sites as places of pilgrimage. 

His approach draws mainly on analogy with later medieval holy places (Grenier 1931, 

224). The continuity of sanctity of hillforts is emphasised, as is the intervisibility of 

sites and their visibility from roadways (1931, 232). He tends to a fairly extreme view 

of the ritual function of these sites, "toute ville, en principe, etait un sanctuaire" 

(Grenier 1931, 680). However he places sanctuaries mainly in the context of a local, 

rural tradition of pilgrimage. This model does not rely on the role of an elite or imperial 

authority and presents the creation of these sacred sites as a fairly organic process,

"Rassemblement pour la fete religieuse une population dispersee par le travail 
agricole, chaque sanctuaire represente une sorte de 'Forum' campagnard " (Grenier 
1960, 950).

1 'Assembling a dispersed agricultural population for the religious festival, each sanctuary represented a 

sort of rural 'Forum'.
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Following this approach, some sanctuaries have been interpreted explicitly as pilgrim 

sanctuaries (for example Hochscheid (Weisgerber 1975), Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme) 

(Cadoux 1991), Sanxay (Vienne) (Formige 1945) and Sources de la Seine (Cote-d'Or) 

(Aldhouse Green 1999)). This has tended to be a fruitful approach, leading to more 

holistic interpretations, and consideration of the motivations and desires of those 

visiting the site. However there has been little general discussion of why some 

sanctuaries and not others should be interpreted as sites of pilgrimage. The concept of 

pilgrimage has tended to come into discussion of Gallo-Roman temple sites when larger 

scale complexes are found, with theatres, baths and buildings that may have provided 

accommodation. Where such interpretations are made, however, it may be without 

discussion of the evidence for this type of use. It also occurs in the context of healing 

shrines, and those where the iconography seems strongly to suggest images of pilgrims. 

However the concept may be useful when applied to temple sites more generally.

Sanctuaries are often seen as places of pilgrimage by analogy with Greek sites, such as 

the sanctuaries of Asclepius, particularly those involving water or a healing aspect (for 

example Grand (Lorraine)). Some caution is required here, as an inappropriate context 

may be being applied to the Roman provinces, although there appears to have been a 

certain amount of contact between Gaul and those trained in medicine in Greece 

(Rousselle 1990, 91). However it is worth considering the similarities with and evidence 

for awareness of the cult of Asclepius in Roman Gaul. A number of sculptures of a hand 

holding his attribute of a staff have been found, notably at Essarois (Cote-d'Or), and a 

relief said to be of Asclepius was found at Mont de Sene (Cote-d'Or) (Esperandieu 

1910, 215 no. 2170). Another relief from near Malain (Cote-d'Or) has been interpreted 

as Asclepius and Hygeia (Esperandieu 1911, 434 no. 3586). The bronze figurine of 

Thirona' from Malain in Dijon Museum appears to have been modelled on images of 

Hygeia, holding a snake in her right hand (M. Aldhouse-Green, personal 

communication). A relief of a sleeping woman with a man standing next to her from 

Montremont2 (Cote-d'Or) (Esperandieu 1910, 149-150 no. 2042) has been interpreted 

mainly as portraying the rite of incubation, although this seems open to other 

interpretations. An inscription from Grand (Vosges) referring to somno jussus has been 

interpreted in this way (Bertaux 1993, 27).

' Wrongly attributed to Santosse (Thevenot 1941).
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Van Andringa (2000, 13) argues against discussing Gallo-Roman sanctuaries in terms 

of pilgrimage. He suggests that the concept is not a useful one, bearing specific 

associations with the cult of medieval saints. While I would agree that it is necessary to 

formulate a definition of pilgrimage that is not culturally specific, I would argue that it 

is a useful concept, for reasons outlined below. I would also suggest that aspects of the 

medieval cult of saints had their origins in antiquity, and that these later ideas of 

pilgrimage may therefore inform our understanding of earlier practices. A restricted 

concept of pilgrimage may not be very useful, tending to be based on analogy with 

Christian pilgrimage. I would prefer to see pilgrimage as a process of engaging with the 

sacred mediated through movement in time and space. It is "a kinaesthetic mapping of 

space, a charting by bodily movement of the contours of the religious landscape" 

(Sallnow 1991, 148) and in this way allows exploration of an analogous cosmological 

map.

Pilgrimage is a useful concept for this study because of its potential for opening up 

connections between temple sites, settlement, landscape and people. It is an example of 

an active process in the past that would have given meaning to the buildings and 

landscapes being studied. The creation of linkages through ritualised movement also 

breaks down a conceptual division between urban and rural sites; they are both parts of 

the same practices. Pilgrimage also provides a way of understanding the mixing of 

sacred and secular material culture that can occur on sites of a primarily religious 

function. In a town such as Lourdes, a large settlement may arise from a small shrine, 

and a substantial support industry appears. There still appears to be a certain reluctance 

to see religion as a major motivating force for change in the archaeology of settlements. 

Pilgrimage can create landscapes not only conceptually but also in reality on the 

ground, influencing the orientation of buildings and networks of roads.

Some problems of the use of analogy with Christian pilgrimage are outlined below, 

although these may be partly countered by the strong degree of continuity (I would 

argue) between the late antique pagan and early Christian traditions. Christian 

pilgrimage is associated with the cult of a particular saint or martyr, and the relics of the 

saint may themselves be the object of the pilgrimage. Pilgrimages of other religions 

may acknowledge the importance of place much more strongly. Studies of Gallo-
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Roman sanctuaries have tended to attempt to demonstrate a religious focus for the site 

that is similar to that of a Christian shrine. Epigraphy and iconography have been 

studied with a view to the identification of the deity to which the site was dedicated, the 

assumption being that visitors to the site sought to honour that particular deity. While it 

appears that some deities dominated particular sites (for example Hercules at Deneuvre 

(Meurthe-et-Moselle)), at others the evidence points more clearly to polytheism on the 

part of the dedicants. The association of the site with a single deity may have been less 

common than is suggested, and the place itself may have been the most important factor 

attracting pilgrims to a site. Where a site is identified clearly with a deity, as with 

Sequana at Sources de la Seine (Cote-d'Or), the deity may be associated very closely 

with the place itself, and could perhaps be interpreted as the embodiment of natural 

features such as rivers.

It is suggested that religious sites can absorb a multitude of meanings, although there 

may be one official discourse (Eade and Sallnow 1991, 15). This may be what is being 

seen when dedications are found to a number of deities at the same site, or perhaps such 

polytheism was simply the norm. People may have made dedications to deities with 

specific attributes or personal significance to them, the site itself being important as a 

place where such communication was appropriate and effective. Eade and Sallnow 

define a "pilgrimage locale" as "a site associated either with the manifestation of the 

divine to human beings or with the human propensity to approach the divine" (1991, 6). 

The essential aspect here is communication; the place is significant because some sort 

of communication has taken place or could take place there between human beings and 

the divine or its interpreters. However other social aspects of pilgrimage should not be 

discounted; pilgrimage gains power from its recognition as a visible group activity, both 

by those within the group and by wider society outside it. Communication between 

pilgrims themselves may also mediate between and alter individual experiences of the 

divine.

The veneration of natural landscape features such as trees and rivers has pagan 

connotations in a Christian context, although these can still be incorporated into a 

'sacred topography' by their association with the story of a saint's life or martyrdom. 

Beyond this, the pilgrimage itself creates its own topography, through the establishment 

of traditional routes taken between shrines and around the pilgrimage centre. At the
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Christian pilgrimage site at Rocamadour (Lot) for example, it is impossible for pilgrims 

not to be aware of the landscape on the precipitous site. Shrines are approached 

(traditionally) from the village below by means of a steep staircase cut into the rock. 

The upper part of the town is reached by a winding path, the turns of which are marked 

by Stations of the Cross, emphasising the correct route of approach (from below) and 

allowing the topography to be engaged with in a spiritual way.

Figure 16 

Figure 17

If there is a strong awareness and engagement with the topography of a site it follows 

that historically significant places will continue as foci and will determine movement 

around the site, albeit in a changed or elaborated form. The coexistence of old and new 

aspects should be emphasised, "societies did not move inexorably from animistic 

religions with natural shrines to priestly ones requiring theatrical settings" (Silverman 

1994, 2). Patterns of travel are inscribed in the landscape and ritualised within cycles of 

life; changes in belief are more easily made when they fit into these pre-existing 

traditions. It is processes such as these that might explain the continued significance of 

sites such as Walsingham (Norfolk) (Bagnall Smith 1999) or Alise-Sainte-Reine as sites 

of pilgrimage.

Journeys, routes and time

Pilgrimage is a process by which sacred places are created. Repeated visiting of the site 

keeps it in individual and collective memory. Places gain significance through stories 

built around them and the practices into which they are incorporated. Sacred places are 

therefore linked to the everyday world by means of this process, and renewed and 

transformed by it. Pilgrimage places its object (and those travelling towards it) in a 

liminal zone, by the necessary act of journeying to it. It is both in present time and space 

and removed from it.

If pilgrimage is seen as a journey, an active process, an archaeological approach would 

need to create links with the settlements from which people arrived and to which they 

returned. This could be done through material culture but there have been no such
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studies. The route can be considered as equally important as the destination. It may be 

helpful to look at these routes away from a site-based archaeology. Pilgrimages routes 

are "corridors charged with economic and social activity of a multitude of kinds" 

(Stopford 1994, 60). Pilgrims can be said to "transform landscapes into a continuous 

sacred topography" (Silverman 1994, 3). The act of pilgrimage extends the boundaries 

of sacred space, so that sacred landscapes exist as layers within those lived in daily life.

Again, analogies with later medieval Christian pilgrimage may also create a particular 

picture of pilgrimages undertaken over some distance, or in a hierarchy of importance. 

It could be argued that such phenomena do not account for the fairly dense distribution 

of Gallo-Roman shrines. Perhaps here a less restrictive approach to pilgrimage would be 

useful, acknowledging that there are other types of ritualised movement through the 

landscape, possibly not with the purpose of reaching a final destination;

"it would be good also to look at parade and procession and at the outward projection, 
whether on to town or country, of movement grids that are ideological in nature" 
(Dowden2000, 188).

Here Dowden is looking at the practice of procession with images of the gods, a practice 

that continues in rural French folk tradition, where statues of the saints are carried 

around fields to bless the land and ensure its fertility. Traditional rites centring on rural 

French churches are still seen as pilgrimages, even though they may be undertaken on a 

fairly small-scale or local level. The act of ritualised movement is still made with a 

sacred destination in mind. This comparison again suggests landscapes layered in time 

and space; parishioners may visit a church on a regular basis for weekly services and 

other events, but a 'pilgrimage' might be made only once a year on pre-determined 

festivals. In a sense, this act brings additional meanings of a place to the fore through 

visible performance.

Studies of Buddhist landscapes (Shaw 1999; Tanaka 1981) have emphasised the way in 

which pilgrimage circuits reinforce the idea of a landscape imbued with spiritual 

meaning. This is emphasised by the importance of visibility and inter-visibility of the 

stupa, which often have a mountain location, and thus extend their spiritual influence 

over the landscape within view. The intervisibility of Gallo-Roman temples might 

suggest similar linkages between sites. The existence of circular pilgrimages suggests 

that the act of travelling can be as important as the destination. Journeys are typically
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arduous; this is partly due to the penitential tradition in Christian pilgrimage, where at 

least part of a pilgrimage may be undertaken on foot, even barefoot or kneeling. This 

reflects the ambivalent attitudes to the sick and disabled in medieval Christianity, where 

the body suffers as a result of sin or to absolve sin, and may represent sympathy with 

the passion of Christ (Dahlberg 1991, 38). But beyond the penitential aspect, there is a 

more universal sense of the whole body undergoing transformation and experiencing the 

journey. This emphasis on movement brings another dimension to archaeological study 

of the landscapes. Routes connecting locales can be as significant as the sites 

themselves (Stoddard 1987, 450). It is only through these routes that people experience 

and interact with place.

The significance of paths through the landscape should be considered. There may have 

been some preference for ancient pathways over new Roman roads. In discussion of 

sanctuaries in Picardy, Marchand notes that they are aligned in rows that do not appear 

to coincide with Roman roads (1991, 15). Is it possible that this represents a pilgrimage 

route? The sanctuaries could also be located on pre-Roman road networks, which may 

still have been in use and would indicate the significance of these places in the pre- 

conquest landscape (Marchand 1991, 17). Marchand also suggests that sanctuaries are 

located on historic boundaries of pagi, for example those around Amiens, which form a 

circle about twenty to thirty kilometres around it (again around one day's travel). The 

emphasis on pre-Roman roads could also be significant in the context of the ideological 

connotations of road building by Romans in a colonial context (Witcher 1997, 63). The 

installation of shrines near to new roads could be seen as a political gesture, ensuring 

the movement of people through certain corridors. Although caution is to be used when 

drawing parallels with later material, a map of pilgrimage routes to Alise-Sainte-Reine 

(Cote-d'Or) in the sixteenth century (Vincent 1997, 107) shows both riverine and road 

travel. Routes were equally taken along valleys and across mountains, not excluding 

difficult journeys.

In practice, the archaeological identification of pilgrim routes is not easy. It is unlikely 

to be possible to differentiate between facilities for pilgrims and other road users, unless 

pilgrims chose particular roads not normally taken in daily life. However, stopping 

points would have been of crucial importance to those making long journeys. The 

volume of travellers involved in the Hajj pilgrimage has created an infrastructure along
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its route including accommodation, shops, baths, mosques and cemeteries). The 

provision of fresh water along the route may continue to attract people to these stopping 

places after their original purpose has been superseded (Petersen 1994, 55). The 

availability of maps such as the Peutinger table suggests that it was possible to plan 

long-distance travel in the Roman period, with a network of suitable stopping places. 

Visible sites and markers along the route create a sense of purpose and destination and 

help to fill journey with meaning (Harbison 1994). There is often an increase in 

intensity of religious imagery towards the final destination (Turner and Turner 1978, 

23). Bulliot noted many stone huts along the route from Autun to Saint-Honore, which 

he suggested would have served to house guards protecting the route (Bonnard 1908, 

99); roadside shrines, shelters or markers could also be a possibility.

Many Hindu and Buddhist pilgrimages involve visits to more than one destination. 

There may be a hierarchy of sites. The medieval pilgrimage to Santiago is an example 

of a route encompassing several lesser shrines as well as the main destination. If circular 

routes or those encompassing several sacred sites are to be envisaged, they would be 

expected to be a certain distance apart, say a day's walk, approximately twenty 

kilometres. This may be reflected in the spacing of Gallo-Roman temple sites. The 

Breton pilgrimage Tro Breiz (Le Roy 1950) is a circular route, where no particular 

shrine is privileged and a number of saints are honoured. This appears to have ancient 

origins. In such an instance, the act of travelling can be seen to be more important than 

reaching a final destination. The distances travelled on foot by people in antiquity 

should not be underestimated. The institution of the pilgrimage to Jerusalem began in 

the fourth century AD. The evidence of texts such as the pilgrimage of Egeria suggests 

that such journeys were undertaken by women and men. The degree to which ordinary 

people were able to undertake long pilgrimages is questionable; for example modern 

Muslim pilgrims may save for years and make considerable sacrifices to travel. In an 

agricultural society, it may be difficult to have time away from home. However the 

institution of pilgrimage may be supported, and accommodation and food offered to 

pilgrims along their route. In the case of local pilgrimages, this is less of a 

consideration.

The element of distance appears to be an important aspect of pilgrimage; to some extent 

it is the fact that travel is necessary that renders the pilgrimage meaningful.
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Ethnographic studies have shown differences in perception between those living close 

to a pilgrimage site and those visiting from some distance away. The residents of the 

site may be involved commercially and attend markets but view the pilgrimage with 

some cynicism or disinterest, as in the case of the shrine of Padre Pio in Italy (McKevitt 

1991) or the sanctuary of Senor de Wank'a in the Andes (Sallnow 1987). Finucane 

suggests that "the emotional excitement connected with the preparatory period and 

journey to the shrine may be essential for healing to occur" (1997, 162). However 

physical distance may not be necessary for a shrine to be seen as distant from the 

everyday realm.

Anthropological approaches to pilgrimage

In their work on pilgrimage, Turner and Turner (1978) saw pilgrimage as a rite of 

passage, consisting of stages of separation, transition and incorporation. The act of 

travelling necessitates detachment from the everyday context, and thus may enhance 

and emphasise the impact of the experience of the sacred. Travelling to an 'other' place 

prepares the pilgrim for its 'otherness' and renders the place conceptually as well as 

physically remote from daily life, when perhaps there is less of a real separation. This 

can be contrasted with a domestic shrine, say, or the modern parish church, where the 

proximity of the sacred emphasises the unity of the family or community. If the 

destination is remote, pilgrimage thus becomes a personal expression of belief outside 

the context of the community. However, pilgrimages that are undertaken as a group may 

also underline the unity of that group, and legitimate it by presenting the group in a 

more remote context. Beyond the level of the immediate community, pilgrimage could 

also be seen to celebrate social unity of larger groups, say from a politically cohesive 

area, or from a common religion or culture.

In such circumstances, pilgrimage places might be expected to have a peripheral 

location, perhaps on the boundaries of communities that they serve (for example the 

Golden Temple at Amritsar). Ownership of places might be contested (for example 

Walsingham (Coleman and Elsner 1999)), being the focus of reverence and attracting 

large numbers of people and consequent economic benefits. In visiting a site outside 

their territory, and by travelling through land belonging to others, people may be seen to 

lay a claim to cultural ownership of that site (Petersen 1999). The location of pilgrimage
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sites on boundaries can be a deliberate strategy to lay claim to disputed land. This can 

also be for symbolic reasons, although liable to misinterpretation; ancient Greek rites 

appear to have been concerned with laying symbolic claim to land at times of seasonal 

renewal (Alcock 1993, 3) and the rites concerned with the reinforcement of the Roman 

territorial boundaries such as the terminalia could be seen as comparable (Belayche 

1987, 145). Meeting on consecrated ground or at a liminal location could ease tensions 

surrounding representatives of different political interests, or these places might be 

invested with particular power. Boundary locations for pilgrimage destinations may also 

be explained by the fact that the gathering of large numbers of people could pose a 

threat to political organisation.

"Pilgrimage, indeed, has the habit of avoiding major political centres...it constitutes a 
fundamental challenge to the geography of states and social groupings" (Dowden 
2000, 191).

The liminal nature of the journey, away from the conventions of settled society, allows 

some freedom from social conventions. However participants are never free from their 

particular identity and interests. Groups of travellers can create their own social rules 

but may have roles reflecting to some extent their status in daily life, for example the 

gendered division of labour (Sallnow 1987, 190). At large modern Indian pilgrimage 

sites, there is division into caste group spatially and in the way in which the pilgrimage 

is experienced (Sopher 1987, 364). The shrine is a focus for "the expression of a 

diversity of perceptions and meanings which the pilgrims themselves bring to the shrine 

and impose upon it" (Bade and Sallnow 1991, 10). Although the place may be of shared 

significance, commonality of experience does not necessarily follow, and different 

groups may keep themselves separate at the pilgrimage destination, a fact that can be 

reflected in architectural arrangements. For example the 'blancs', a Clunaic group of 

pilgrims to Alise-Sainte-Reine have their own chapel and preferred fountain in the 

village.

This illustrates the power of pilgrimage to subvert or reinforce the structures of ordinary 

society. It may both create social relationships and reflect strains inherent in these. The 

Turners' discussion of the 'ludic aspect' of pilgrimage is connected with this 

phenomenon (Turner and Turner 1978, 35). In his study of Andean pilgrimage, Sallnow 

stresses the cathartic role of games on the journey's ascent. These are ritualised and 

performed in a designated space, the 'playground' (Sallnow 1987, 189). Games and
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songs are a 'safe' means of questioning authority (and perhaps legitimating this 

authority by sanctioning such questioning). They create cohesion among participants 

and feelings of transcendence. The role of the theatre in the Gallo-Roman sanctuary 

context appears to fit very well into this model.

More recent anthropological studies of pilgrimage, such as the work of Bade and 

Sallnow (1991) have stressed the underlying conflicts also played out in pilgrimage 

contexts, which are seen as "an arena for competing religious and secular discourses" 

(1991, 1). The accumulation of different meanings and values at a fixed point (and thus 

its power to make claims for land and cultural heritage) makes pilgrimage a focus for 

various political and cultural tensions. It also lends it the power to be used as a strategy 

for symbolic resistance to dominant ideologies or political authorities, particularly 

where these had a marked cultural or religious affiliation. This has been demonstrated 

by various ethnographic studies of pilgrimage in the colonial context, such as that of 

Sallnow (1991). It has been demonstrated that resurgence in pilgrimage movements 

often coincides with times of social change and upheaval. This may relate to their power 

to extend, consolidate and legitimate claims to land and cultural property, to the 

ideological power of appeals to the 'ancient and unchanging' or simply to the comfort 

obtained by individuals in times of disease or hardship. It might be expected that similar 

processes could be at work in the Roman context; and certainly in later antiquity when 

two religious systems were in very real conflict.

However, rather than pilgrimage becoming simply a means for domination or 

resistance, more complex processes may be at work. Sallnow suggests that pilgrimage 

to local shrines was viewed in a similar (yet conflicting) manner by both the indigenous 

people of Peru and the Spanish colonisers, "both conquerors and conquered each saw 

their own religious sensibilities reflected in the behaviour of the other" (1991, 150). 

This provides an interesting model for religious syncretism in the Roman period, in 

which 'Roman' culture is often seen as the active force, choosing to tolerate and 

incorporate (or not) indigenous deities, perhaps on the model of later Christian attitudes 

to paganism. Alternatively, pilgrimage may be a means by which indigenous cultures 

incorporate and interpret new systems of belief:

"for the Indians, on the other hand, they (miraculous images) were the means to 
domesticate the foreign gods, to insert these evidently powerful divine interlopers
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into the matrix of the animate landscape and through them to reclaim and to re- 
appropriate the extra-local and ritual dimension of their colonized territories" 
(Sallnow 1991, 149).

It may be that, as has been suggested for ancient Greece (Alcock 1993, 3), movement 

from the newly established urban centre to sites of earlier importance emphasised the 

incorporation of the past (spatial, ritual and political) into the present social order, and 

maintained links with older belief systems. It can be an active way of reclaiming places 

connected with old gods and past power structures (Hammond and Bobo 1994) and 

reinforcing links with ancestors. Pilgrimage brings a peripheral location into the centre, 

and connects present and past (Elsner 1997, 194), through the act of procession and the 

dispersal of images of the sacred. This interpretation could be applied to the positioning 

of shrines on hillforts after the hillfort itself had been abandoned for settlement. An 

example might be the apparent continuity of the shrine of Apollo Moritasgus at Alesia 

(Cote-d'Or) after the third century decline of the urban centre, which may have shifted 

to the plain below (Goguey 1968).

As a form of legitimation, this could either have taken place in an official context, 

establishing the validity of new organisational structures, 3 or (perhaps more likely given 

the nature of the evidence) on an independent personal level. Pilgrimage's power as an 

act of resistance may be connected to its personal and voluntary nature. Pilgrims release 

themselves from their usual obligations (for example work commitments) and place 

spiritual matters at the forefront of their lives. Turner and Turner suggest that this act 

may imply a critique of the current structure of society and thus threaten feudal systems 

of labour; "pilgrimage has long stood for voluntaristic mobility in a rooted system" 

(1978, 237), "it is, indeed, the ordered antistructure of a patrimonial feudal system" 

(ibid., 254). However it is possible to see an alternative process, whereby pilgrimage 

reinforces the status quo, for example where landowners require their peasants to make 

offerings in a shrine on their privately owned land.

3 An analogy here would be the Andes, where political control "was extended and consolidated by 
gaining control of the landscape, by annexing and re-energizing sacred sites and orienting them to new 
politico-religious centres" (Sallnow 1987, 97).
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The organisation of pilgrimage

It would be interesting to consider to what extent pilgrimages were voluntary, which is 

part of the wider question of how far Gallo-Roman religion can be said to be officially 

organised. The practice of pilgrimage does suggest a personal aspect, undertaken when 

possible and according to individual circumstances. These small-scale movements 

would have been difficult to control and thus could be seen as representing a low-level 

resistance to 'official' religion and continuity of past practices. The material culture of 

Gallo-Roman ritual sites suggests both isolated and occasional offerings, and those that 

may be more organised, involving large numbers of offerings deposited more or less 

simultaneously or perhaps collected and re-deposited (for example the ceramic jar of ex- 

voto at Sources de la Seine). Evidence such as the calendars from Coligny (Moselle) 

and Villards d'Heria (Jura) suggests that there may have been times deemed officially 

appropriate for observances (see below).

The institution of pilgrimage does not seem to have been a Roman institution, if defined 

as involving travel over some distance for religious purposes. The close relationship 

between civic territory and religious observance meant that the gods of one's own 

territory were honoured, and strangers were excluded from this (Belayche 1987, 138). 

However there were shrines visited in the manner of Greek pilgrimage in Latium and in 

the eastern religions. It is suggested that pilgrimage may have become more common 

with the increased mobility of people through the Roman Empire (Belayche 1987, 148). 

It does seem to have been customary for travellers to visit shrines in the vicinity.

The use of space on pilgrimage sites

Ethnographic studies of pilgrimage have tended to focus more on the people 

themselves, their beliefs and rituals, than the spatial arrangement of pilgrimage. It is 

relevant to the study to consider how space is structured for pilgrims. Pilgrimage sites 

are contested, appropriated, physical reminders of present hierarchy in 'eternal' space 

(Coleman and Elsner 1994, 81). They will gather an accreted sense of history but never 

seem static, being visited anew by different people. In these places there is a tension 

between the use of space and architecture to control movement and its re-interpretation 

by successive individuals. Although multiple meanings can indeed be read in such sites,
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architecture imposes particular interpretations through the way it must be experienced 

by visitors to the site. Whilst the architecture of pilgrimage sites may be interpreted in 

terms of controlling movement and restricting the free expression of pilgrims, it can 

also be seen in a more benign sense as providing a means for pilgrims to orientate 

themselves. On arrival at a strange and crowded place pilgrims may not know where to 

go or understand which parts of the site are to be treated with appropriate reverence 

(Sopher 1987, 362). Certain conventions of architecture and topography are 'read' by 

visitors to the site.

Inscriptions, iconography and ritual specialists may all serve to guide visitors to a 

'correct' interpretation of the space. However in personal acts, such as the deposition of 

an ex-voto, there is room for choice in the manner of the act, and the selection of the 

object. In his study of modern pilgrims at Lourdes, Bade (1991, 74) shows how pilgrims 

attempt to personalise their experience of bathing, with specific ideas on how aspect of 

the rite should be performed. While some of the wishes of the pilgrims are not 

compatible with the official structuring of the pilgrimage, there is room for personal 

freedom of expression, and choices are available.

Archaeological evidence for pilgrimage at Gallo-Roman temple sites

Turner and Turner comment on the ability of pilgrimage sites to attract a variety of 

symbols. Iconography is recognised as having a role in the construction of meaning at 

pilgrimage sites and may represent alternative or unofficial discourses;

"iconography sometimes reveals unrecognized and unlegitimated social values, even 
as a kind of social, if not "collective", unconscious, which persists in culturally 
transmitted, though unexplained symbols" (Turner and Turner 1978, 101).

The long persistence of symbols in the realm of pilgrimage (for example the cockle 

shell or palm) may be in part explained by their continuing active role in mediating 

between people and place.

Apparently straightforward depictions of pilgrims have led to the identification of some 

sites as places of pilgrimage. Figures of pilgrims in stone holding baskets of fruit were 

found at Mont de Sene, Sources de la Seine, Essarois, Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or), Les 

Bolards (Cote-d'Or), Sainte-Sabine (Cote-d'Or), Alesia, Massigny-les-Vitteaux (Cote-
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d'Or), and Le Tremblois. The dress of the sculptures is often interpreted as indicating 

their travelling nature4 ; they wear the hooded bardocucullus (as do the so-called Genii 

Cucullati). Some of the sculpted stone figures are also carrying animals; often small 

domestic animals such as dogs, lambs, rabbits, and birds. This type of sculpture is 

restricted to a fairly small regional area, mostly within Burgundy and extending to 

slightly to the north (for example Foret d'Halatte (Oise)). However this is not to say that 

the phenomenon of pilgrimage was restricted in the same way. The ex-voto from 

Sources de la Seine depicting two arms in an arch holding an object, and those that 

depict a hand holding an object emphasise the act of making an offering. They have this 

in common with the small statues depicting pilgrims carrying animals and other items, 

but here the person behind the gift is anonymous. These may have provided a stone 

record of a perishable gift, perhaps made earlier, and commemorate its effectiveness.

Figure 18

The pierced antler roundels sometimes found on temple sites and more often in funerary 

contexts (Hatt 1955) may relate to garments worn particularly on pilgrimage, as 

depicted in sculptures from Sources de la Seine, although they may simply have had a 

more general talismanic property. The fact that these were incorporated into graves may 

suggest the importance of pilgrimage in the construction of the social persona after 

death. Or they may have been considered appropriate clothing for a journey to be made 

after death. It has also been suggested that these roundels correspond to the Roman 

bulla, a talisman worn by children until adolescence. Sculptures of swaddled pilgrims 

(usually taken to be infants) were found at Alesia (Esperandieu 1910, 309 no. 2387), 

Sources de la Seine (Esperandieu 1910, 331 no. 2440 and 2441), Saint-Sabine 

(Esperandieu 1910, 151 no. 2044; 1925, 282 no. 7080, 286 no. 7091)5 and Essarois 

(Esperandieu 1911, 358 no. 3420, 3421).

Figure 19

4 "Cela confire bien aux personnages en bois des Sources de la Seine le caractere de pelerins" (Deyts

1983,131)
5 Originally up to twenty such sculptures were found but most were lost (Vaillat 1932, 72).
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Iconography can also refer to the act of travel. An inscribed copper alloy plaque found 

at the shrine of Apollo Moritasgus, Alesia, depicted a man driving a cart, with the 

inscription "DBA EPONE SATIGENVS SOLLEMNI FIL / V S L M" (Esperandieu 

1931). In such circumstances, Epona may have been an appropriate deity. A similar 

depiction (the head of the driver is missing) occurs on a stele found near Lux (Cote- 

d'Or) dedicated to Mercury, by the side of the road towards the summit, where the 

temple was located (Devauges 1971). The leaving of votive offerings could in some 

way be seen to ensure the perpetual presence of a person at a shrine, reminding the gods 

of that person's existence and leaving a record of their visit for other pilgrims to 

encounter.

Similarly, images of feet or shoes may represent the act of pilgrimage itself in addition 

to being offerings for the healing of the feet (Aldhouse Green 1999, 90). Roman 

pilgrims in Egypt left depictions of feet to record their presence at that place (Driel- 

Murray 1999, 135). In this context it may be relevant to note the number of boot nails 

found at the theatre site of Les Bardiaux (Nievre). These were also among the few 

objects found at the sanctuary at the source of the Yonne (Nievre) in addition to many 

amphorae sherds (also a feature at Les Bardiaux). Leather shoes were found in the 

source of the Creusot at Escolives-Sainte-Camille (Yonne); they appear to have had 

astrological symbols inscribed in the leather sole. Driel-Murray discusses the presence 

of such symbols on shoes, suggesting that particular signs may have been chosen for 

their association with appropriate elements or deities, for protective functions, astro- 

medical reasons or relating to auspicious periods of time (Driel-Murray 1999, 134; 

Driel-Murray 2002).

The evidence of coinage perhaps has potential for this type of study but is in reality 

ambiguous and difficult to use. It has been suggested from the distribution of types such 

as 'potins' and Breton 'billons' that religious authorities themselves may have issued 

coins, perhaps for use in the temple context as offerings (Gruel 1991, 236). However it 

is different to distinguish religious from other authority in this early period, religion 

being integral to the political context. It may be that the numbers of coins deposited in 

temples simply rendered what were comparatively rare objects more visible. There are 

also problems with the use of regional issues to indicate the proportional origin of
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visitors to a site; coins move independently of people through trade networks, and 

possibly do not reflect a strict geographical or ethnic division in their areas of use.

The presence of offering trunks at the sites of Grain (Yonne) (Devauges 1973), Alesia6 

and Curtil-St-Seine (Cote-d'Or) (Guyot 1977) among others is suggestive of pilgrimage 

(see chapter 4). The large numbers of coins collected (often contained within them) 

appears to indicate a small offering by a large number of people, and some sort of 

official organisation. Payment could of course have been made by other means. Lead 

tokens were found at La Porte at Alesia depicting Mercury in a temple on one side and 

'ALISIENS' on the other (Esperandieu and Bordot 1907, 36). This may be some type of 

pilgrimage token, either used in place of coinage or as a souvenir.

Analogy with modern pilgrimages would suggest that pilgrimages provided many 

opportunities for trade and exchange. This should not be considered as incompatible 

with the sacred nature of the site. At the large Indian pilgrimages such as the Kumbha 

Mela, a large temporary settlement springs up including stalls selling a great variety of 

products, including tools, shoes, furniture and textiles (Dubey 1987). Many Gallo- 

Roman temple sites have metalworking associated with them that could be related to the 

production of votive objects. At Malain, artefacts of a religious nature were being made 

in the associated settlement and not near the temple. Thus this type of activity may not 

necessarily be interpreted as having a ritual context. Nine statuettes found at "Champs 

Marots" in Malain appear to match moulds found at La Boussiere (Roussel 1979, 215). 

The area at La Boussiere does seem to have a considerable amount of religious imagery. 

It may not be unreasonable to suggest a settlement that was involved in the production 

of ex-voto amongst other activities, serving the temple at Ancey to the east, and the 

other sanctuary to the west.

Similar activities took place at Alesia; moulds for the production of small wheels were 

found near the temple of Apollo Moritasgus, one cut into re-used ceramic and another 

into stone (de Villefosse 1911, 398). This might suggest that ex-voto were being 

produced for use at the temple; thirty small copper alloy wheels were found near the

6 Discovered at 'En Surelot' in 1821, containing 80 silver coins, but no record of these was made 

(Esperandieu and Bordot 1907, 23).
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temple itself (Esperandieu and Bordot 1907, 143). De Villefosse also mentions that 

some moulds for copper alloy objects were found with the objects still attached. 

Unfortunately the locations given are not precise. Such wheels were clearly of religious 

significance; one from Augst bears a dedication, and they also appear as a motif in 

statuary. The workshop at Bourbon-Lancy (Saone-et-Loire) was manufacturing clay 

statuettes of a religious nature, the type of object one would expect to be sold as an ex- 

voto or souvenir of a visit to a shrine (Rouvier-Jeanlin et al. 1990). These statuettes are 

found widely, often in domestic contexts. Among the statuettes being made were figures 

with hooded cloaks, which are often taken to represent pilgrims. The area excavated 

was too small to place the workshop in any particular context but there were shrines and 

an important thermal station in the vicinity.

The buildings in the area of the temple on Mont Beuvray have been interpreted as shops 

and other facilities for pilgrims. One room contained white clay figurines, and was the 

only place where such figurines were found (Bulliot 1899, 235). The 'bone cutter's 

workshop' at Champallement (Nievre) could also be interpreted in this way, being in 

close proximity to the temple. However the bone finds could relate to a secondary use 

of the space, being in the later (fourth century) levels. The room was not completely 

excavated but earlier levels contained first and second century coins (Devauges 1975). 

The bone report (Poulain 1975) shows a relatively low proportion of worked bone, and 

an absence of antler and horn, which might have been expected for the manufacture of 

objects. A proportion of the assemblage resulted from food remains, suggesting general 

settlement rather than industry.

The nature of pilgrimage would require temporary accommodation, which may be 

difficult to detect archaeologically. Such temporary structures have been identified at 

Greek sanctuaries (Morgan 1994, 125), where historical texts refer to the use of tents. 

Work on ancient Greek pilgrimage sites shows that evidence for temporary 

accommodation may only be found some distance away from the shrines, and may thus 

be difficult to detect archaeologically. Regulations imposed included those banning 

tents from the sacred area (Dillon 1997, 206). Here there was great concern that baths 

be made available for pilgrims to wash (Dillon 1997, 214).
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It may be that apparently empty spaces would have been set aside for such uses, in 

which case it may be 'negative' evidence that is being sought. Only large-scale 

excavation of 'empty' areas will lead to the identification of temporary structures or 

remains left behind by those camping at the site, and few sites in the region have been 

subject to such investigation. Such work is not undertaken in approaches that 

concentrate on more substantial architectural remains, particularly with the aid of 

geophysical surveying techniques. Morgan (1994, 126) suggests that aspects such as the 

distribution of ceramic types in these areas may give insights into spatial and social 

differentiation of pilgrims, although such evidence may not survive where there has 

been a concern for maintaining the cleanliness of the site. At Le Tremblois, the unusual 

layout of the temenos wall, which is divided on the inside into small units, does seem to 

suggest stable accommodation for animals or people, or perhaps small shops (Martin 

1968a). The latter interpretation seems to fit better with the type of objects found in 

these areas, which may also suggest small shrines; "le nombre des monnaies, bagues et 

fibules retrouves semble exclure que ce soient des ecuries7" (Rolley 1972).

Cleanliness of the site may be maintained for ritual reasons. In his account of a modern 

sanctuary at Yauca in Peru, Silverman (1991, 220) discusses how the site is swept clean 

before the annual festival although most of the refuse left behind has already blown 

away. There is little evidence of its use that would survive archaeologically except for 

postholes from temporary accommodation and cooking hearths, which collect refuse. A 

similar analogy is provided by Bulliot's account of Breton practices at a church in 

Tithoree, where the church is swept before the festival and the dust thrown to the wind 

(Bulliot 1899, 66).

The provision of food for pilgrims would have been a significant activity, by analogy 

with modem pilgrimage sites. An inscription mentioning a kitchen found at Pallien in 

Trier (CIL XIII 3650) was interpreted by Hettner as referring to a facility catering for 

pilgrims visiting the nearby sanctuaries of Altbachtal and Irminenwingert (Scheid 1991, 

44). Scheid refutes this, arguing that there is no reason to suggest that it does not refer to 

the sanctuary at Pallien itself. However this still suggests some sort of official 

preparation of food or ritual meals. There has been a tendency to dismiss deposits that

The number of coins, rings and fibulae found seems to exclude the possibility that these were stables'.
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are not obviously of 'ritual' nature in the context of temple complexes, but other 

deposits can also be informative, as the studies of the bones from Uley demonstrate 

(Levitan 1993). Here it was possible to make a distinction between buildings and 

species used for sacrifice and for more domestic purposes.

Food may have also been made for consumption by visitors to the site that differed from 

food in an everyday context (for example the white earth cakes purchased and eaten by 

pilgrims at the shrine of Esquipulas in Guatemala (Kendall 1991, 145)). Ceramic 

moulds with a radiating star or wheel motif appear at a number of Gallo-Roman sites. 

Several were found at the site of La Boussiere at Malain (Roussel 1979a, 64), where 

they were interpreted as lids despite possible alternative explanations, "il est, par centre, 

frequent jusqu'a une periode recente pour la decoration de pains ou galettes de fetes8" 

(Roussel 1974, 162). In fact, such objects are commonly interpreted elsewhere as bread 

moulds. The production of these items was noted at the tile works at Trouhaut (Cote- 

d'Or). Others were found at Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) and Alesia.

Figure 20

Evidence for seasonality at sites might be suggestive of pilgrimage, by analogy with 

later French pilgrimages, which occurred annually or in times of drought. An annually 

occurring (or less frequent) rite may be more resistant to change than one occurring 

more frequently. The process of ritualisation ensures that elements stay the same and 

that the rite is in some ways placed outside of time. It might be expected that better 

weather was preferred for travelling, or perhaps obligations to agriculture made spring 

and summer travel difficult. Seasonality of use of pilgrimage sites may also be 

established by the sequence of layers in offering pits and wells, and by animal and plant 

remains. Little work of this kind has been done on Burgundian sites.

It seems reasonable to assume that observances were made in accordance with an 

astrological calendar. Remains of calendars found at Coligny, Villards d'Heria and 

Grand suggest this. In a study of epigraphy from temple sites, a grouping of inscriptions 

around the times of April, May and July to October has been noted (Isserlin 1994).

8 'It was, on the other hand, usual until a recent period to decorate bread or cakes for festivals'.
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Although this was a fairly small sample it appears that some times of year were either 

inconvenient or inauspicious for travel or financial outlay. The orientation of temple 

buildings may give some indication of their main festivals (or dates of inauguration). 

The temple of Essarois was orientated towards sunrise on the 5 May, (Beltane) or the 6 

August. The temples of the Sources de la Seine, Apollo Moritasgus at Alesia, 

Champallament (Nievre) and Montmartre (Yonne) were all orientated to the equinox, 

and the successive temples at Le Tremblois ranged between 21 and 28 April and 12 to 

23 August (Daviet 1961, 33).

Continuity of pilgrimage into the Christian period

The specific nature of Christian pilgrimage and a perceived hiatus between the 

destruction of temples and the establishment of saints' cults from the sixth century has 

led to a cautious approach to the question of continuity. The problems involved in 

claiming continuity of Gallo-Roman practices into the Christian period are summarised 

below (and discussed further in chapter 8). However I would argue that in general 

terms, the study of these later practices may be informative analogies for the way in 

which focal places were approached by their local communities.

To some extent a separation of sacred place from object of devotion took place in the 

Christian period with the cult of relics and the sacralisation of bodily remains, which 

were portable (although the movement of human remains has many precedents in the 

pre-Christian era). The transferral of relics could create new sacred places. However 

there are many examples of Christian churches being built on temple sites, or near them 

but slightly removed in space (perhaps to redirect the focus of visitors to the site). The 

fact that Pope Gregory advocated the use of pagan sites for Christian shrines in 601 (in 

a letter to Mellitus recounted in the Venerable Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the 

English People (1.30)) implies some continuity of use or memory of these sites up to 

this time. However, it is suggested that the idea of a shift from place to person as the 

focus of veneration is too simplistic a description of the process. The statues of gods 

and emperors used in processions in Roman religion were also seen as an embodiment 

of the sacred.
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Aspects of pagan practice forbidden under Christian legislation suggest that there had 

been a previous tradition of movement of people to sites of natural or architectural 

focus. The Homily of Saint Eloi states,

"ne porte point de flambeaux aux temples des idoles, aux pierres, aux fontaines, aux 
arbres ni aux carrefours et ne faites de voeux a aucune des choses9" (Grenier 1960, 
950).

The Council of Auxerre in 585 forbade the practice of making 'offerings in springs, 

sculpting wooden feet or human figures' (Rousselle 1990, 73). Such evidence for 

persistence would suggest that it may not be problematic to have a gap of several 

hundred years between the late Roman period and the main period of Christianisation of 

pagan places.

The question of continuity is also complicated by the use of pilgrimage as a political 

strategy to support certain national or political interests. It may be used, as mentioned 

above, to emphasise claims to or ownership of territory, or to popularise practices 

traditionally associated with particular groups. Therefore what appears as archaism 

"may indeed, be an attribute of the contemporary political situation" (Turner and Turner 

1978, 106). This can be seen at Alise-Sainte-Reine, where the twentieth century revival 

of the pageant of Saint Reine has become associated with Gallic nationalism, 

emphasising the martyrdom of the saint as a symbol of Gallic resistance to imperial 

rule. It is possible that pre-Roman places may be used in a similar way in the Roman 

period, or that persistence of pagan sites into the Christian period is part of a Christian 

strategy of deliberate archaism rather than representing a true continuity.

It is therefore possible to overstate the continuity of pilgrimage destinations, as these 

may gain some legitimacy by claiming antiquity. In her study of European Christian 

shrines, Nolan estimated that only six percent dated from before the seventh century 

(Nolan 1991). However it is also the case that early Christian shrines would have been 

distanced from possible pagan origins. One sees attempts to eradicate earlier memories 

and rites while simultaneously appropriating their place within cultural practice and 

incorporate them into new practices, albeit unacknowledged. The gap between 'official' 

religion and 'unofficial' practices may be large. It is also the case that those

9 'Do not carry torches to the temples of the idols, to stones, to springs, to trees or crossroads, and do not 
make vows to any of these things'.
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perpetuating rites often considered to be 'pagan' in their nature and origins would 

nevertheless see themselves as Christians and may interpret their actions within the 

context of a Christian ideology (for example holy wells).

Medieval pilgrimages often took place along Roman roads, although this may be more 

due to the quality and convenience of surviving roads than any continuity of tradition. 

However the existence of these roads would have continued to involve ancient 

landmarks in the journeys of future generations of people, and the significance of some 

of these may have been preserved by virtue of this fact. The power of repeated actions 

to inscribe traditions and memories in the landscape should not be underestimated.

Medieval pilgrimage traditions with pre-Christian heritage

Although folk traditions should not be seen as static and unchanging, it certainly seems 

that some pilgrimage traditions surrounding old churches (possibly on the site of pagan 

ritual sites) owe something to the pre-Christian tradition in their practices if not their 

meaning. A good example from Brittany is given by Grenier (1960, 801) in his 

description of the rites surrounding a church in Carnac (Morbihan), taken from the 1877 

account of the excavator, Miln. The pilgrimage is known as 'le boeuf de Saint Carnely', 

protector of livestock, and takes place on 13 th September(my translation):

"That day and preceding night pilgrims come from all parts of Brittany. They process 
silently around the church, then arrive at the western point, prostrate themselves in 
front of the statue placed above the door, then go to the fountain some distance from 
the church. People with small pitchers offer them water, which they taste before 
washing their hands and face, which they do kneeling, raising their hands to run the 
water the length of their limbs. Returning to church, they place their offerings by the 
side of a statue of the saint. He protects their animals; his water protects them against 
disease".

The Breton pilgrimage Tro Breiz (Le Roy 1950) forms a circle connecting seven 

bishoprics, and honours seven saints. It is undertaken fifteen days before and after major 

seasonal feasts, with a distance of about twenty kilometres a day covered on foot. It uses 

Roman roads and appears to be of great antiquity, passing many places associated with 

legends and practices that appear to be pre-Christian in origin. The account of the 

pilgrimage by Le Roy gives an impression of a landscape populated by the saints. Also 

outside the area of study but of interest nonetheless is Gregory of Tours' description of
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sixth century pilgrimage centred on the lake at Saint-Andeol (Lozere) (De gloria 

confessorum II, in Bourgeois 1992, 25). He mentions the throwing of perishable 

offerings and the clothes of the sick into the lake over a four-day festival. This appears 

to have a remarkable continuity into the nineteenth century, in a pilgrimage on the 

second Sunday in July described by Prunieres in 1868 (ibid. 26).

Similarly, there appears to be great antiquity to certain pilgrimage traditions in the 

Vosges (Dupuich 1973). That associated with the martyr Sainte Libaire at Grand links 

her burial place in an extramural cemetery with a nearby stream. There is a link with a 

nearby shrine dedicated to Saint Elophe, who is said to be her brother in the legend. It 

may be possible to see some reflection of paired Gallo-Roman deities in the family 

relationships often claimed for saints. For example the martyred 'Saints Jumeaux' at 

Saints-Geosmes (Haute-Marne), where a dedication to Mars and Bellona was located at 

the parish church, which has an associated pilgrimage (Thevenard 1996, 301). Such 

construction of genealogies between deities or saints appears to be a common way of 

interpreting relationships between shrines that may be on the same pilgrimage circuit or 

part of the same cult. A similar origin myth has been observed in the Andes for sets of 

shrines. 10

There are very many traditional pilgrimages in the Burgundy region, but most seem to 

be centred on the parish church and only attract local inhabitants. However water does 

seem to be a common theme, with fountains or springs located near the church. For 

example at Saint-Germain-du-Bois (Saone-et-Loire), there was a pilgrimage to the 

source of the Cousin and a ruined chapel (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 67). In Burgundy, 

dedications to Saint Martin are often indicators of sites of pre-Christian importance, 

whether due to their early date or the saint's reputed iconoclasm or both (see chapter 8). 

At Saint-More (Yonne) legends surround a spring, said to have been discovered by 

Saint Martin when looking after goats (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 42). He found a shell 

in a hole in the rock, indicating the presence of water. Other dedications on known 

pagan sites are for example at Mont Beuvray, where there is a chapel dedicated to Saint

10 'Typically, it is said that five brother taytachas were wandering through the area, and that each stopped 
to rest at the spot where his shrine now stands, the oldest first and the youngest last" (Sallnow 1991, 145).
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Martin, and Saint-Martin-de-1'Aigue (Cote-d'Or), where there was a Christian oratory 

on the possible site of a temple near the source of the Aigue (Thevenot 1952, 246).

At Mont Beuvray (Saone-et-Loire) it may be that the Fontaine Saint-Martin originally 

sprang higher up, nearer to the site of the Gallo-Roman temple (Beck et al. 1988, 115). 

There are considerable gaps between phases in the chronology of the Christian chapel 

built on the site of the Gallo-Roman temple, although the re-use of the site suggests 

some persistence of association at least in group memory. Fairs at Mont Beuvray are 

traditionally celebrated on the first of May. A pilgrimage took place to the springs on 

the first Wednesday of May (Bulliot 1899), when the springs were visited before 

sunrise:

"Un certain nombre de villageois et villageoises, a jeu, gravissent la montagne a la 
pointe du jour, avant la foire. Us se rendent successivement aux deux fontaines 
principles, celle de Saint-Pierre et surtout celle de Saint-Martin, s'y agenouillent, 
prient et boivent de 1'eau. C'est alors qu'ils deposent leurs voeux...consistent en 
pieces de monnaie, en objets de consommation, oeufs et fromages 11 " (Bulliot 1899, 
75).

He also mentions other springs that received specific types of offerings. 

Figure 21

On the basis of this tradition Bulliot (1899, 84-5) attempted to seek evidence for 

temporary fairs in area of the 'Champ de Foire'. He interpreted metallurgical debris in 

the area between the Fontaine Saint-Pierre and the Come Chaudron in this way and saw 

the posthole structure near the fountain as stabling for animals. The structures around 

the temple on the site of the Chapelle Saint-Martin could be interpreted as catering for 

pilgrims (see chapter 4). Some broad comparisons can be drawn between the layout of 

this site and that of the Apollo Moritasgus shrine at Alesia; both are near entrances to 

the hillfort reached from steep paths below and commanding good views to the east.

The pilgrimage described above appears to have included the Fontaine Saint-Pierre. 

This had a stone housing around it until recent reconstruction work began. Earlier ritual

" 'A certain number of villagers, for sport, climbed the mountain at dawn before the fair. They went to 
each of the two main springs in turn, that of Saint-Pierre and above all that of Saint Martin, where they 
kneeled, prayed and drank the water. They then placed their vows...in the form of coins, or foodstuffs, 

eggs and cheeses.
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associations surrounding this source have not been emphasised in recent excavation 

reports, which have tended to interpret it as being used for water supply. However an 

alternative emphasis might be possible, given that eighty-one coins dating from the first 

century BC to the first century AD were found in the basin and surrounding structure, 

and an anatomical ex-voto of lungs was also found 12 , as well as many sherds of fine 

ceramic drinking vessels (Richard 1991), a copper alloy ear and a white clay Venus 

figurine (Richard 1992, 118). Some timbers produced radiocarbon dates from the third 

century AD (Richard 1993, 350), indicating use contemporary with thefanum.

One of the most striking examples of long-term continuity of a pilgrimage place is that 

of Alise-Sainte-Reine. To some extent, the archaeological remains of the 'basilica of 

Saint Reine' on the hilltop of Alesia itself have been used to support the known 

traditions surrounding the story of the saint (a third century martyr), but historical 

evidence dating back to the sixth century renders this at least plausible. A fifth to sixth 

century Christian basilica was built on this site, and the relics of Saint Reine were 

transferred to Flavigny from Alesia in 866. Twentieth century excavations have 

revealed a possible mausoleum dating from the late fourth to fifth century, around 

which the first Christian church may have been built. This was aligned along the Roman 

road. However there are no burials on the site prior to the late sixth century (Wahlen 

1994), although intramural burials did occur in the area of the theatre from the late third 

century, and also possibly from the fifth century in the cemetery of Saint-Pere. The 

discovery of a table service including a dish depicting a fish and inscribed 'REGINA' 

has also been seen to support the legend, as have the chains in some of the Merovingian 

burials (often used in a votive context or on pilgrimage as a symbol of resurrection and 

healing). However, much of the story of Saint Reine owes its origins to ninth century 

traditions of hagiography (Boutry and Julia 1997, 18).

Figure 22

The present day pilgrimage is celebrated on September 7, the saint's day. It lasts several 

days and celebrates the transferral of the relics of Saint Reine back from Flavigny to

12 Illustrated in Richard (1991, 120), without any additional comment in the text. It is not mentioned in 

subsequent reports.
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Alise-Sainte-Reine in the seventeenth century, with a procession from Flavigny to 

Alise-Sainte-Reine. It includes a pageant in the modern open-air theatre celebrating the 

life and martyrdom of Saint Reine. The pilgrimage appears to date at least from this 

period in the seventeenth century, when a Franciscan establishment at Alise revived the 

cult and popularised the healing spring. Baths were built and the water was bottled and 

sold. The tradition appears to have persisted with decreasing popularity into the 

eighteenth century, but was revived in the mid nineteenth and twentieth centuries (with 

themes of Gallic nationalism) (Boutry and Julia 1997).

The seventeenth century pilgrimage drew people from Burgundy in particular, but also 

from further afield at its peak. The itineraries for the seventeenth century show routes 

along river valleys but also across more mountainous areas. A study of the frequentation 

of the shrine shows a peak in September in accordance with the saint's day, but also in 

May and August (Le Henand 1997, 131). This pattern continued into the eighteenth 

century, when the May peak (corresponding to the Trinity) declined in favour of the 

September one (Julia 1997, 253). The pilgrimage appears to have been undertaken along 

prescribed routes, with traditional stopping points. For example at Saint-Thibault (Cote- 

d'Or) it was customary for pilgrims to spend the night there, then drink a cup of water 

from the fountain by the church before continuing on their way (Logeat 1839, 375). 

Other formal stopping places connected with the pilgrimage are; Sainte-Colombe (Cote- 

d'Or) (where there appears to have been a Christian oratory built over a pagan temple), 

Sevastopol, near Amay-sous-Vitteaux and La Roche Vanneau (Cote-d'Or). There were 

also various routes known as 'Chemin de Sainte Reine' such as that running through the 

Aubaine valley.

Any earlier origins to this pilgrimage are difficult to establish, but there does appear to 

have been a pre-existing cult around the site of the spring first mentioned in 1498 

(Bolotte 1970, 20) 13 . There is mention of a hospitum at Alise for the reception of 

pilgrims in the eleventh century, and a thirteenth century reference to actors in a 

procession (Maillard de Chambure 1841, 110-1). It is possible that growing popular 

interest in the spring was an impetus for the transferral of the cult to Alise, and not the 

reverse. Mention of the spring itself does not appear in the legend of the saint until the

13 The records of 1498 refer to an altar "erige ab antique" at Alise, and in 1499 of offerings made there.
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fifteenth century, when the healing powers of the source appear to have become popular 

(Courtine 1997, 54). The account of an eighteenth century traveller mentions the 

practice of bathing for nine days, which may have some pagan origin (see chapter 5) 14 . 

The cult itself may have incorporated some older elements. There is some evidence for 

a similar cult at Malain, where Reine is a male saint (Courtine 1997, 39). The ninth 

century writer Lothaire mentions fairs and markets held at Alesia "in ecclesia sancte 

Juste" (Wahlen 1997, 77). At the Fontaine Sainte-Reine, late nineteenth century 

excavation revealed that the spring itself was subject to veneration in antiquity (Pernet 

1916) (see chapter 5). This fact is not usually mentioned in works on the history of the 

pilgrimage at Alise-Sainte-Reine (for example Boutry and Julia 1997).

There appears to be some element of continuity in a christianised version of the cult 

surrounding Sources de la Seine (a Saint Sequanus), to which there is an annual 

procession from Sainte-Seine ten kilometres away. Along with the celebration of mass, 

those present throw goblets of water at the priest 'to demand realisation of their vows' 

(Gremaud 1954, 159). There is a road known as the "Chemin des Pelerins" from Boux- 

sous-Salamaise (possibly to Sources de la Seine) on the Sombernon-Alesia road 

(Gremaud 1954, 162). At Lamargelle (Cote-d'Or), the pilgrimage to Les Roches Saint- 

Claude was made by Phillipe le Hardi in fourteenth century and recorded as being made 

by eight hundred pilgrims from Dijon in the seventeenth century (Gremaud 1932). A 

tradition persisted there at the festival of La Chandeleur (Candlemass) on February 2, 

when women threw bread into the water. The same custom was associated with known 

Gallo-Roman sites at La Douix, in Chatillon-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or) and the source of La 

Coquille at Etalente (Cote-d'Or) (Renard 1994, 23). At La Douix the pilgrimage was 

made in times of drought (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 82), which has also been 

suggested for that at Sources de la Seine.

Although there is no known link, the Gallo-Roman site of Fontaines-Salees is very close 

to the important medieval and modern pilgrimage centre at Vezelay, a hillfort and 

stopping point on many itineraries to Santiago. Again, it is possible to envisage a

14 "La fontaine de Sainte-Reine, dont 1'eau tombe dans un bassin ne tenant pas plus d'un seau et de la par 
un secret conduit elle s'ecoule plus has sur la droite, qu'elle forme une espece d'etang dans laquelle les 
malades affliges de diverses malades s'y baignent pendant neuf jours" (Gilles Caillotin quoted in Frijhoff 

and Julia 1997, 286).
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landscape with a high density of sacred foci. The intervisibility of hillforts such as Mont 

Beuvray, Mont Uchon and La Certenue (Saone-et-Loire), 15 (all the object of 

pilgrimages), makes it possible to imagine pilgrimage circuits dating back to pre-Roman 

times, although this would be difficult to verify.

Conclusions

The concept of pilgrimage can usefully be applied to Gallo-Roman sanctuaries, as an 

aid to understanding the complexity of activity and interpretation represented by these 

sites. The use of analogy emphasises the impossibility of maintaining clear distinctions 

between 'sacred' and 'secular' use of space on these sites, and demonstrates that 

religious foci can be the main factor in settlement development rather than an additional 

function. Through a broadly defined idea of pilgrimage it is possible to envisage 

physical movements and ideological linkages between sites in the Gallo-Roman 

landscape, again moving away from an approach centred on the temple itself. I would 

suggest that, if used in a critical manner, the rich evidence of later pilgrimage traditions 

in the Burgundy region is a relevant source of analogy for this study.

15 For the pilgrimage here see Bulliot and Thiollier (1892, 311).
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Chapter 4: Ritual, space and architecture

Approaches to the architecture of Gallo-Roman temple complexes: theoretical 

issues

In this chapter I consider issues of approach to the study of Gallo-Roman architecture. I 

present a critique of current approaches to this aspect of temple sites, and examine the 

challenges presented by theories of architecture and space. In the ensuing discussion of 

Burgundian temple sites, I hope to emphasise the variety and complexity of their spatial 

arrangement and the potential of this information for investigating aspects of practices 

at the sites.

In the following section I discuss the heritage of past approaches to Gallo-Roman 

architecture and temple architecture in particular, looking at the way in which this 

subject as traditionally been addressed. I argue that the study of the architecture of the 

period has historically fallen between a number of disciplines that have not been wholly 

reconciled. It is suggested that this legacy has determined the conception of what 

constitutes 'architecture' within this period of archaeology, and that it may be 

productive to consider this question in a broader sense. In particular, the challenges of 

recent architectural theory have not been taken up by this discipline and I suggest that 

their consideration may be productive for future approaches to the subject.

When the architecture of a Gallo-Roman temple is discussed it is usually in the context 

of its form, decoration and typology. This is done with the aim of providing stylistic 

comparisons, dating evidence and visual reconstructions. Such visual reconstructions 

are rarely applied to the buildings that surround a temple on such a detailed level. When 

reconstructed temples are compared they tend to be fairly similar to each other in 

overall appearance. Discussions of style have largely centred on divergence from an 

assumed classical norm. It is suggested therefore that discussion of architecture in the 

Roman period is set within fairly limited parameters, preconditioned by conceptions of 

on the one hand classical, Vitruvian architecture (which assumes a homogenous, 

uniform and strictly controlled form) and on the other hand the reconstruction of
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buildings in prehistory, which tends towards minimal reconstructions from the available 

evidence. A study of these buildings undertaken from such a starting point may fail to 

emphasise what is significant and distinctive about Gallo-Roman architecture.

In his study of the architecture of Roman temples in the German provinces, Trunk 

highlights the problems of a "Grundrissarchaologie"; reliance on ground plans alone 

(1991, 10). However his emphasis on ornament and construction techniques could be 

criticised for the same theoretical reasons. These details are not necessarily able to 

provide any more answers to the implied questions of origins and influences (ultimately, 

questions of ethnicity), although the study is a valuable aid to creating more accurate 

reconstructions. By taking the Roman temple as a model, other architectures may be 

excluded from such a discussion; for example, afavissa is to be recognised as a room 

under the cella (ibid. 31). The possibility of less formalised use of space (for example a 

pit) is not allowed for.

I would argue that the very idea of a Gallo-Roman or Romano-Celtic temple has a 

limiting effect on these discussions. The architecture of the Romano-Celtic temple is 

commonly described as 'Roman' in appearance, perhaps 'disguising' or 'preserving' the 

practices of pre-Roman ritual 1 . For example, the sanctuary at Aubigne (Sarthe) is 

described as "un monument associant tradition celtique et appareil architectural 

remain2" (Lambert and Rioufreyt 1991, 182). I would resist this tendency to see a 

hybridised form; this obscures the specific response of each structure to its surroundings 

and the unique nature of its architecture. The evidence for pre-Roman buildings that 

echo this particular form is also limited and they do not date much before the beginning 

of the Roman period. Furthermore, techniques of building in stone were known during 

the pre-Roman period in Burgundy.

Discussion of the architecture of Romano-Celtic temples in the past has therefore been 

in terms of architectural components as signifiers, of ethnicity for example. A more 

active role for this form of material culture has rarely been embraced. For example, the

1 "der als Unsetzung einer keltischen Kultbauform ins Monumentale durch romische Bautechniken zu 

verstehen 1st" (Trunk 1991, 73).
2.A monument combining Celtic tradition and Roman architectural technique'.
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similarity of the temples with archaic Greek forms is shown by means of a list of 

isolated components;

"L'enclos quadrangulaire oriente vers les points cardinaux, 1'entree, centree sur le 
cote oriental, disposee sur le meme axe que le temple au centre geometrique de 
1'enclos, ce temple lui-meme de plan carre avec galerie de facade protegeant une 
fosse creusee dans le sol 3 " (Brunaux 1991, 7-8).

Eco comments (quoted in Leach 1997, 203) that we see the secondary functions of 

classical temples, 'pagan' or 'classical', rather than the primary, "What is left is a series 

of connotations established by history and 'carried' by the monument".

The so-called 'Gallic forum' (Goodchild 1946, 76), consisting of porticus and temple 

has been considered to be a statement of Roman authority, with a central 

monumentalised Roman presence (Trunk 1991, 95). (Indeed there is little space for 

resistance in Trunk's account. He characterises the indigenous cults of Trier as 

overshadowed by the larger and more decorative temples of the urban cults, without 

considering differences in function or degree of frequentation (ibid. 85)). Although the 

urban archaeology of Burgundy has yet to produce detailed excavation of fora in the 

urban centres, an apparent lack of this type of monument may be indicative of different 

structures of authority. Here pre-existing urban centres appear to have developed in a 

non-uniform manner (for example at Les Bolards and Alesia). Their origins are quite 

different from the Roman ideal of a city laid out with the templum physically and 

conceptually at its foundation.

It seems, however, that although there are dangers in attaching certain meanings to its 

form, the appearance of the Romano-Celtic temple represents a significant and visible 

change in this period, requiring explanation. The appropriate decorative devices for a 

temple were those with a 'Roman' aesthetic, whether they were chosen by local builders 

or imposed by a foreign authority. However these new styles of material culture need 

not imply real changes in liturgy or belief (although it is perhaps wrong to see belief as 

separate from ritual practice, being informed and transformed by it). It is necessary to 

look at the way in which space was used and experienced, the context within which

3 'The four-sided enclosure orientated to the cardinal points, the entrance, at the centre of the east side, on 
the axis of the temple at the geometric centre of the enclosure, the temple itself square in plan with a 

gallery as facade sheltering a pit dug in the soil'.
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these new architectural styles operated. These spaces articulated in a very different way 

from the classical temple.

What is meant by architecture?

I would like to propose a broader definition of architecture than seems to be currently 

employed in archaeological studies of these sites. I see architecture as constructed 

space, the division and creation of space and manipulation of landscape. Excavation has 

tended to reinforce a limited perception of architecture by focusing on the building 

itself. This has perpetuated a view of architecture that excludes the surrounding 

environment, natural features such as water, ephemeral structures and open spaces. New 

approaches to landscape archaeology show us the importance of integrating the study of 

'buildings' and 'environment', and this is clearly of great significance in this particular 

type of site. It may be that breaking down a rigidly perceived nature : culture division 

brings a more holistic understanding of the experience of the site.

In this broader understanding of the architecture of temple sites, I would like to see 

extension of the zone of the 'building' to include pathways and paved areas in the 

vicinity, watercourses, walls and boundaries. Improved recording techniques would 

note how the temple was situated according to the topography of the site and its general 

aspect, including views. It should be noted that only on superficial inspection is there 

always a high degree of regularity and linearity. The spaces also include fluid curves 

and irregular spaces (for example the uneven trapezoidal shape of the outer enclosure of 

the temple at Val Suzon (Cote-d'Or)), something that is not often reflected in 

reconstructions of these buildings. These things are integral to an understanding of how 

this architecture 'functioned' in providing a sacred setting.

Archaeology and architectural theory

It is suggested that archaeology has not taken on recent critiques of architectural theory 

and practice in its discussion of the relationship between space and social practice. This 

includes discussion of the active role of space in the construction of society (Bourdieu 

1977, 89; Giddens 1984, 25) and its role in discourses of power and social relationships. 

The role of the architect also remains untheorised in discussion of the Roman period; if
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it differed from the modern day concept of an architect, the nature of this difference 

needs to be addressed. The central question here is: does architecture reflect social 

structure, systems of power and control (or resistance) and belief systems, and can we 

use archaeology to look at these aspects? The relationship between architecture and 

these aspects of society has been subject to considerable debate and discussion, 

something that does not come out in interpretation of the archaeology of the Roman 

period.

There has been an assumption that we can 'read' social structure from architecture, as 

demonstrated by recent work on villas (for example Smith 1997). The spatial analysis 

proposed by Hillier and Hanson (1984) has been used to identify relatively public and 

private spaces within Roman housing (Grahame 1999). While this has a value, it can be 

enhanced by taking into consideration contextual features such as decoration (Ellis 

1999, 85). In a temple complex such analysis may be of some use in determining the 

more inaccessible parts of the buildings, but these generalisations may be even more 

problematic in the context of sacred architecture, where 'invisible' boundaries and 

conventions may restrict entry.

Architecture is not a static inscription of relationships between those using it, although 

it may be transformed to represent this more directly. The relationship between the 

architect(s) and those using the building (during and after its construction and in the 

future) is likely to be less straightforward and involve renegotiation of space. It is 

therefore not possible to view architecture as a repository of symbolic meaning that can 

be read from its plan, as with the analogy of a text. It has the capacity to have many 

meanings generated in the course of its use, as with a theatrical stage. Restrictions on 

physical movement may be imposed by its structure, but it does not restrict the 

imagination to the same extent.

Boys (1998, 204) makes the point that analysis of space tends to be highly functional, 

"delineating experience only in terms of physical use of the built environment and space 

rather than, for example, via experience and meaning". This is an important point for 

archaeological interpretation; a villa, for example, will be an important part of the daily 

experience of people who may not even be allowed to enter or who may leave little 

trace. A temple may be the repository for memory and meaning for a large number of
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people even though none of them could be said to inhabit it. It is not so much what a 

room is for perhaps as what it means, and this can include a range of emotions and 

memories.

The work of Graves (1989) on the English parish church is an example of a successful 

archaeological account of sacred space (although it is supplemented by abundant 

historical sources). Here she outlines the way in which liturgy is inscribed on the space 

of the church but is also modified by and adapts to variations in architecture. In this 

account the staging of social and religious hierarchies is made explicit, but the church is 

also shown to be a stage for competing and sometimes conflicting discourses, both 

religious and secular. Indeed secular discourse is shown to influence and change church 

architecture and liturgical practice.

Much thinking on the use of space and sacred space in particular retains the use of 

binary oppositions (inside : outside, back : front). Discourse in architecture now 

cautions against the use of such an approach as an interpretative tool. Binary opposites 

are easily equated with values that are not neutral, as has been the case in past 

discussion of 'Roman' versus 'native' architecture. Seeking to equate differences in 

gender, for example, with binary oppositions of space maintains a restrictive view of the 

structuring of both space and society. The appeal of such an approach is its recourse to 

supposedly universal and self-evident categories, but it tends to result in over 

simplification of relationships. Even the concept of the liminal implies the continued 

presence of these two oppositions, as does discussion of syncretism and hybridisation. 

The 'hybrid' product is however more complicated than this suggests; the result is more 

than the sum of the two parts (as in the creation of Gallo-Roman religion (Woolf 

1998)), and is created in a very difference context.

In her discussion of the subject in contemporary architectural theory, Boys highlights 

the possibilities opened up by thinking of other categories of people and spaces,

"Rather than mutually exclusive territories, defined by their oppositional 
characteristics, categories of thought are here conceived as more fluid and 
overlapping; for example, as linked contradictions, borders and margins, or 

indeterminate and open systems" (1998, 205).
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This call for new ways of thinking about space can equally apply to our approaches to 

past space, often analysed in ways that reflect our own experiences of space. Boys 

suggests that new types of explanation can be created by considering the social and 

economic contexts of the production and consumption of architecture (1998, 207).

An important development in architectural theory that has begun to be acknowledged in 

archaeology is the concept of embodiment as an interpretative tool. The use of 

phenomenological approaches in prehistory began a move towards a more 'experiential' 

understanding of buildings and monuments (Tilley 1994; Thomas 1996). In these early 

accounts, the 'body' remained an invisible shell for the gaze. Feminist critiques of this 

construction of the subject have emphasised the indivisibility of the subject from the 

body (Grosz 1994). Different types of bodies are linked with the construction of 

different subjectivities and different ways of experiencing the world;

"in dealing with body and architecture the obvious question - what body? is the key 
to the unveiling of many mysterious ideological fabrications. Asking 'what body?' is 
synonymous to asking 'which gender?' for a genderless body is an impossible body" 
(Agrest 2000, 359).

It is now acknowledged that the history of architecture and architectural theory has 

served to exclude women;

"If sex condenses the notions of body and power that have permeated architectural 
criticism since the Renaissance revival of Classicism, an analysis of gender in 
modern architectural criticism reveals a social system that has historically functioned 
to contain, control, or exclude women...that man builds and woman inhabits; that 
man is outside and woman is inside; that man is public and woman is private; that 
nature, in both its kindest and its cruellest aspects, is female and culture, the ultimate 
triumph over nature, is male" (Agrest et al. 1996a, 11).

This could be said to apply equally to the Roman period, with Vitruvius' use of the male 

body as a standard measurement for architectural form. However this must not simply 

be assumed to be an accurate reflection of reality. It may be that women were more 

active in the creation of Gallo-Roman architecture than is often assumed, as with image- 

making.

If there is a gap between new thought on architecture and its interpretation in 

archaeology, it may be partly to do with the quality of material available for study. 

Excavation is restricted in area, or takes place in separate areas that are not always 

possible to inter-relate with a sufficient degree of accuracy (as at the sanctuary of
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Apollo Moritasgus at Alesia (Cote-d'Or). However the type of questions being asked of 

the evidence will also influence the information that is collected. This type of 

conceptual work is therefore important in outlining what we hope to learn from the 

archaeology.

Space and ritualised practice

In this context I would like to consider the relationship between space and ritual 

practice. Studies of sacred space have generally sought to reveal aspects of liturgy and 

ritual practice. This area of enquiry appears to have potential for Gallo-Roman temple 

sites, where our understanding of what actually happened at the site seems strangely 

limited given the amount of archaeological information available. This may be because 

of the desire to seek evidence for 'unusual' practices, those looking too similar to 

domestic and or industrial practices being dismissed as such due to a reluctance to label 

something 'ritual'. These issues have been raised particularly in work on the Iron Age 

(for example Hill 1995) and will be pursued in chapter 7. As Briick argues (1999, 317), 

one of the defining characteristics of ritual in past archaeological and anthropological 

theory has been its non-functional nature, leading to difficulties of recognition when 

there is no clear distinction in the material record.

However ritual may not only be defined as something 'out of the ordinary'. This is 

implicit in the definition of ritual given by Turner;

"Formal behaviour prescribed for occasions not given over to technological routine 
that have reference to beliefs in mystical beings or powers (1967, 19)",

although this definition still retains a suggestion of the opposition of ritual to functional 

behaviour. The Turners later developed the idea of ritual as 'transformative 

performance' (1978, 244). The analogy of a text, or play to be performed is still 

commonly used when discussing ritual. A criticism of this concept of ritual might be 

that it suggests a view of ritual as something to be observed, (the ethnographic 

viewpoint), not as actions undertaken by participants for their benefit alone. It should be 

emphasised that a performance is also made up of the same components as daily life;

"it is by a Christian sentiment...that the spiritual excludes the familiar; in Antiquity, a 
great religious festival as well as a theatrical representation...in no way prevented the 
revelation of the most everyday gestures" (Barthes 1979, 16).
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This emphasis on performance is present in the work of Barrett,

"the code of ritual appears inscribed upon the physical medium through which it is 
expressed, including the bodies, gestures, movements and voices of the participants" 
(1991,5).

Barrett recognises that this discourse derives from the context of everyday life but 

insists upon its separation in the minds of the actors;

"rituals are created by the submission of human agents to the disciplinary 
requirements both of traditional practice, but in the characteristic of a textual 
discourse, the objectified product of a distanciated authorship" (ibid.).

However, as Briick suggests, a distinction between 'practical' and 'ritual' actions may 

not exist in some societies;

"it would seem unhelpful to apply a functionalist approach to certain aspects of 
prehistoric life (for example subsistence) while admitting that others (such as 
religious beliefs) cannot be explained in this way. Rather, prehistoric peoples applied 
an historically-specific logic to the world around them. This comprised a set of 
culturally-specific values, aims and rationales which shaped their practical 
interaction with the world" (1999, 327).

She thus considers the concept of ritual to be of no value for the study of archaeology.

The theory of 'ritualisation' developed by Bell (1992) may be a more productive way of 

looking at the relationship between what we perceive of as ritual and space, without 

creating a rigid and permanent distinction between the sacred and the profane. Bell does 

not go as far as Bruck in abandoning the concept of ritual and such an approach may 

have value particularly in the cultural context of the Roman Empire, where it could be 

argued that there was self-consciousness about the performance of ritual in terms of 

organised religion. The emphasis in Bell's theory is on the way in which action marks 

out activity as 'ritual'. Bell sees ritualisation as a strategic form of social action through 

which such distinctions are created and privileged (1992, 74). By emphasising the 

embodied nature of this ritual action (ibid. 934), this understanding of ritual would 

suggest a dynamic interpretation of sacred space through action and movement.

The tension between the everyday and the 'other' may thus be heightened in the context 

of a sanctuary. The very act of going to a place to perform a ritual action may define it 

as such, although it may not be distinguished from other necessary practices. The

""The strategies of ritualization are particularly rooted in the body, specifically, the interaction of the 
social body within a symbolically constituted spatial and temporal environment".
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architecture of a sanctuary may mark it out as an appropriate place for certain actions. 

However, a visitor to a sanctuary may not be knowledgeable of its topography and 

architecture, having come some distance. The architecture may serve to guide the 

pilgrim around the space and thus may either speak self-evidently through the body or 

seem strange, to varying degrees. In considering the relationship between space and 

ritual, space has not always been given an active role, and has tended to be seen as the 

space in which ritual happens. Architectural space however has an important role in the 

construction of ritual. In particular, the spaces in which ritual action takes place operate 

as arenas for the negotiation of power.

"It is in the form of cathedrals and palaces that Church and State speak and impose 
silence on the multitudes. It is obvious, actually, that monuments inspire socially 
acceptable behaviour, and often a very real fear" (Bataille, quoted in Leach 1997, 
21).

The impact of these temples cannot be over-estimated; they were an unprecedented 

architecture in their surroundings and one of the most conspicuous due to the height of 

their cellae. Power in ritual is produced and mediated by disciplining the body, speech 

(and even thought).

"Power constructs religious ideology, establishes the preconditions for distinctive 
kinds of religious personality, authorises specifiable religious practices and 
utterances, produces religiously defined knowledge" (Asad 1983, 237).

By controlling the movement of the body in space, temple architecture involved the 

subject in complex relationships of power. The subject was consciously or 

unconsciously positioned with regard to other pilgrims, cult officials and the deities (or 

their representations). The contested nature of ritual arises from its embeddedness in the 

same relationships of power that construct daily life, something that can be clearly seen 

in the way in which religion is linked with political, economic and legal aspects of the 

Roman state (Harrison 1992, 229). These power relationships continue to be played out 

in a ritual context; they may be heightened or subverted. It is suggested that the 

emphasis on these relationships created by the process of realisation "specifically 

affords the opportunity for consent and resistance and negotiated appropriation on a 

variety of levels" (Bell 1992, 209). Such resistance may not be visible archaeological!y 

(Bell gives the example of a participant being present in body but resisting the dominant 

ideology in mind (ibid. 208)). However it is likely to be enacted in relation to structured 

space, and may make these negotiations of power transparent. A concrete example
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would be the presence of boundaries, ethnographic studies such as the work of Bade at 

Lourdes having shown that pilgrims tend to contest the official boundaries of 

pilgrimage sites in a desire to be closer to their object of worship (Eade 1991, 71). On 

the other hand control of access may not be by physically visible means.

The space of Gallo-Roman sanctuaries

The above discussion would suggest that the spatial arrangement of sanctuaries is 

closely related to their social and ideological meanings. It is suggested that an 

experiential approach to these spaces is an appropriate way of attempting to understand 

how these meanings were negotiated by the embodied subject, with the 

acknowledgement that it may be hard to understand the experiences of culturally and 

individually specific bodies. Attempts to imagine past experiences of sanctuaries are 

always present to some extent in interpretation, although they have been more explicit 

in the work of some archaeologists, for example Grenier's account of entering the 

temple at Puy-de-D6me (1958, 427) and the writings of Bulliot, which openly use the 

analogy of the more recent fairs and pilgrimages on Mont Beuvray (1899a, 151-2).

In attempting to create narratives of ancient visits to these sites, I have found myself 

hindered by the limited amounts of their areas that have been excavated, as discussed 

above. However it is still useful to ask if the space of Burgundian temple complexes 

reveals anything about the articulation of space between buildings and their 

interconnectedness in ritual practice. My discussion of the role of theatres (chapter 6) 

and baths (chapter 5) would suggest that they are part of one ritual experience. There is 

little mention in classical sources of a close relationship between theatres and temples 

but this is perhaps implicit in the religious context of games and festivals. Tertullian (De 

Spectaculis 10.1-2) makes this connection explicit; "The path to the theatre is from the 

temple and the altars, from that miserable mess of incense and blood, to the tune of 

flutes and trumpets5", although he is a late (Christian) source, speaking from a polemic 

standpoint and this may not be an accurate perception of the rites involved.

; ..."qua ad scaenam a templis et aris et ilia infelicitate turis et sanguinnis inter tibias et tubas itur..."
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The temple complex on Mont Beuvray (Saone-et-Loire) is an excellent example of the 

potential of a sanctuary for the interpretation of spatial use. With better recording of the 

location of finds and phasing a more accurate picture could have been produced. As it 

is, it is a good example of the interdependence of buildings that should all be considered 

as part of the architecture of ritual. The temple was arranged within a courtyard 

surrounded on several sides by ancillary buildings, in such a way that access to the 

temple would have been tightly controlled by walls and entrances. The account of 

Bulliot's excavations (Bulliot 1899) must be treated with some caution, as the area had 

been subject to disturbance and little attention was paid to phasing. However the plans 

produced by this excavation cover a wide area around the temple with many interesting 

features, and give considerable insight into the functioning of a temple site.

According to Bulliot's plan (reproduced in Guillaumet 1996, 140, and revised in 

Goudineau and Peyre 1993, 97) the temple was situated in a courtyard, on the west side 

of which were a row of small rooms with what may have been an exterior portico (or 

more likely a pavement) on the west side. This portico appears to have been itself 

partially enclosed and bordered on the west side by a road (with more buildings to the 

west along the south part of its length) with a wall and gateway across the south side. 

Unfortunately the access to the temple in the middle of this row of buildings is unclear 

in Bulliot's account, having been subject to later disturbance; he suggests a gap in this 

row of buildings allowing western access to the temple, although not aligned with it.6 

This may have been possible although there is no definite evidence to suggest a break in 

the portico on the east side. It may be significant that a row of postholes found running 

under rooms P and PI were in this entrance area (Bulliot 1899, 228).

Figure 23

The interior side of this row of buildings had a portico on the east side; it appears that 

they were to be accessed from this side. Bulliot describes them as shops, and this may 

be correct, although they may have had an alternative function associated with the cult 

(he states that the objects 'sold' included jewellery, mirrors, fibulae, silvered bronze, 

glass objects (1899a, 90); this may have been a repository for offerings). This might

6 This should also be treated with caution as Bulliot's hypothesised western entrance to the temple has 

been shown not to exist (Peyre 1984).
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contradict the suggestion of Grenier (1960, 782) that shops were not allowed inside the 

enclosure of the temple, as they were considered profane. The most southwesterly room 

is reported as being the only one containing white clay statuettes. The north side of the 

temple courtyard also had an internal portico with buildings on the exterior, poorly 

preserved. The east side seems to have been intended as the main entrance for the 

temple, with a substantial wall opening on the northeast corner7 . It may be significant 

that a well was located in this entranceway to the left side. The courtyard here was 

wider at the north end than the south end, which may have served to emphasise the 

entrance slightly when approaching from the south or east (the original main entrance to 

the site was from the direction of the spring known as the Fontaine Saint-Martin). The 

lack of buildings on this side is in keeping with the importance of the easterly view, but 

it is not known how high this outer courtyard wall was. Below this eastern side and 

down slope was a building described by Bulliot as a priest's dwelling, by analogy with 

Mont de Sene (Bulliot 1899a, 89).

It therefore seems likely that the temple was intended to be entered from the eastern 

side. The arrangement of space to the west of the temple appears to have controlled 

arrival from the south and would have also had an effect on traffic travelling down the 

road from the north. The buildings along this road to the north may have also served to 

accommodate pilgrims, although their date has been disputed (Goudineau and Peyre 

1993, 101 8). However the break in the wall to the west of this road provided access onto 

the space known as the Terrasse, an earlier cult enclosure. The architecture here 

acknowledges this earlier space, which may have been used for gatherings.

It is the south side of this courtyard that has the most unusual arrangement of space, and 

the confusion in Bulliot's account may be due here to the presence of several phases. In 

this area there are also features that appear to be from the pre-Roman use of the site. 

The buildings to the south of the courtyard wall (rooms Gl-4) are later in date (third 

century) and have a curved external wall, with a door opening from the outside to the 

interior. Bulliot suggests that this was a dwelling for a priest but notes that the activity 

here seems closely related to the demands of cult; he reports evidence of animal 

sacrifice. Outside these rooms and to the west was another well, which appears to have

7 A parallel is the temple complex at Pommern (Hettner 1911, 51).
8 The authors nevertheless prefer to retain a Roman date for these constructions.
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been fed by an aqueduct, suggesting more of a basin. It had a granite surround and two 

limestone columns and was "refermait avec du bois de chene, des noisettes, une defense 

de sanglier, des poteries de toute sorte9" (1899, 247). In this area were pestholes and 

Iron Age 'funerary holes'; the area appears cut off from the main temple area by a 

diagonal wall to the south and only accessible through the door leading into rooms G. 

Goudineau and Peyre (1993, 104) see rooms Gl and G2 as a mithraeum, due to the 

presence of a raised area in Gl. However this reconstruction is not entirely convincing 

as it stands, there being little evidence for such a cult in the area.

It seems that the presence of ancillary buildings is usual on temple complexes, and more 

thorough consideration of these is required. The popular image of a Gallo-Roman 

temple presented to the public is of an isolated, freestanding building, such as that at the 

'Archeodrome' in Burgundy 10 . This is the result of the legacy of antiquarian images of 

temples such as the so-called 'Temple of Janus' in Autun (Saone-et-Loire), which 

became firmly rooted in the archaeological imagination. The 'temple of Janus' in fact 

stood alongside many buildings, which were aligned along the main road out of Autun. 

Aerial photographs reveal a less substantial construction in front of its eastern entrance 

(a similar arrangement might be the structure in front of the east entrance of thefanum 

at Montmartre, Yonne, although this appears to have pre-dated the temple). The other 

buildings form a row extending south of the temple and turning back in an east-west 

row running parallel to the temple to the south (Goguey 1992, 47). Further to the south 

are possible bath buildings.

Despite improved excavation techniques our understanding of the function of these 

buildings has not been enhanced beyond the earlier identification of such buildings as 

priests' houses or accommodation for pilgrims. An example of such a building is that 

found to the northwest of the temples at Mont de Sene, Santenay (Cote-d'Or), described 

by the excavator as a 'lodge'. It was connected by two steps to a corridor between the 

two temples. This use of space would suggest that it might have acted as a sort of 

gatehouse, controlling movement into the shrine. Visitors may have passed along the 

corridor and entered the temples through their the south-east entrances. Many votive 

offerings were found in the small single-celled building to the south and down-slope of

9 'Sealing with oak (a deposit of) nuts, a boar's tusk and ceramics of every sort'.
10 An archaeologically-themed modern visitor attraction near Beaune, Cote-d'Or.
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the temples. At Champallement (Nievre), entry to the temple was through an enclosed 

courtyard from the east, around the edge of which was an enclosed walkway, slightly 

raised. Built into this was a building on the east side that was interpreted as a priest's 

house. This was also the focus for offerings and the area where earlier traces of activity 

were found (Charleuf 1844).

Figure 24

The more 'domestic' form of some buildings on temple sites has led to their 

interpretation as dwellings. Some similarity can be seen between the small building (IB) 

with two annexes on its facade at Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) and the small dwelling 

identified near the fanum at Grain (Yonne). Both had a demarcated area on the right- 

hand side of the main room that appears to have been used as stabling in the case of 

Grain (Devauges 1979, 462). The form of this structure is not dissimilar to that of the 

'dwelling' discovered to the south of the temple of Le Portus (Saone-et-Loire) (Parriat 

1955, 16). Although interpreted as a dwelling, the building contained items associated 

with cult practice and a large number of coins in a discreet area near the entrance to the 

main room (Parriat 1966, 32). This building could be seen as a place to receive 

offerings, being situated at the left of the entry to the fanum. A small square building 

was placed in front of the 'dwelling' and immediately in front of the left hand (south 

east) corner of the fanum, connected to the 'dwelling' by a dry stone wall that may have 

been later in date. This position is the one in which offering trunks have been found on 

other sites.

Figure 25

Inside the interior enclosure at Le Tremblois were small buildings with their back walls 

formed by the enclosure, each consisting of a front area and a back room with a post 

that may have supported a thatch roof. It has been suggested that these are 

accommodation for visitors or stabling for animals (Paris 1968, 487). However the 

many objects found in these buildings (coins and jewellery) might indicate that they 

were intended as a locus for offerings (Rolley 1972, 445). These were often located in 

the pit in the back room of each building.
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The spaces in-between are however more problematic. An understanding of architecture 

as constructed space rather than as 'buildings' allows a shift of emphasis. Buildings 

define the space outside them as well as that contained within their walls. The activities 

taking place in these spaces are equally important to our understanding of ritual action. 

Indeed it may be their ambiguity and flexibility that render them of interest (an example 

might be the boundary ditches of causewayed enclosures or Iron Age shrines). Grosz 

examines this particular nature of the 'in-between space', partly as a metaphor for 

difference, but her words could also apply to physical spaces;

"The space of the in-between is the locus for social, cultural and natural 
transformations: it is not simply a convenient space for movements and realignments 
but in fact is the only place - the place around identities, between identities - where 
becoming, openness to futurity, outstrips the conservational impetus to retain 
cohesion and unity" (Grosz 2001, 92).

She notes the tendency for this outside space to be aligned with nature, and architecture 

with culture in a binary opposition,

"In a certain sense, it is nature that falls into the space "between" or before the 
juxtaposition and coincidence of the urban, the architectural, and the cultural" (2001, 
98).

I would suggest that in approaches to the architectural space of sanctuaries there has 

been the assumption that the spaces between the buildings were subject to little 

modification, or were the locus for activities that were difficult to identify or define.

The role of 'empty' space is rarely mentioned in studies of sanctuaries. It is considered 

in the work of Morgan on the Corinthian Isthmia sanctuary of the Greek Iron Age. Here, 

pestholes are thought to suggest the presence of tents, and areas for dining and discard 

are also identified,

"The development of the terrace certainly implies a need to cater for growing 
numbers of people, and also raises the possibility of social differentiation, both in 
terms of access to shelter and in the overall use of space" (Morgan 1994, 126).

If the potential use of these outdoor spaces is recognised, it may challenge the common 

perception of the temple as being used by a small number of people, as suggested by 

Dark;

"Romano-British temples were not designed to serve communities, or even families, 
by providing places for collective acts of worship...Instead...temples were the 
settings for rituals by priests alone" (1997, 2).
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The location of temples inside considerably larger enclosures could have allowed them 

to accommodate a number of people who may have circulated in and around the temple. 

Such an arrangement could be envisaged at Le Tremblois (Cote-d'Or), where it was 

noted that pestholes were 'everywhere' (Martin 1966a, 394). Ambulatories too may 

have facilitated access by providing a viewing zone.

An apparently empty space may also be occupied in group memory by an earlier 

construction that is no longer visible, or its former location may have been marked in 

some way. For example at Malain (Cote-d'Or) the aerial photograph of the Litavus 

sanctuary to the west of the present-day cemetery shows the outline of a roughly square 

ditched enclosure open to the south (Goguey 1994, plate 7b). The location of this 

structure is respected by the buildings that surround it but do not overlap it in any place. 

However the ditched enclosure could have been in existence before the other buildings 

were built, and it may have been contemporary; it is perhaps misguided to make 

assumptions about date on the basis of form alone.

It has been suggested in the section on bathhouses (see chapter 5) that the articulation of 

space between subsidiary buildings may be significant in determining the sequence of 

their use in ritual and can be a key to understanding their meaning. Here it is the 'in- 

between' spaces that show the interconnectedness of buildings, for example via 

drainage channels and water pipes at the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus, Alesia (Cote- 

d'Or). It may be that with a site that would have been visited from outside the 

settlement up a steep hill, the pools at the bottom of the sanctuary represented an initial 

purification before a visit to the temple. The bath building itself had a cold plunge pool 

interrupting the portico, so it could be suggested that pilgrims congregated in the portico 

immediately prior to bathing, possibly leaving clothing in this area. The paved northern 

side of the portico may represent a waiting area that came under heavier use. However 

interpretation is limited here due to poor documentation of the connection between two 

separate areas of excavation.

It could be argued that the layout of modern and medieval Christian healing shrines 

represent an ambivalence in the Christian attitude to sickness and that this is played out 

in the architectural space of the sanctuary. Steep and inaccessible entrances to shrines 

are reached with great difficulty and viewed as a form of penance, sickness being
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related to sin and suffering (of the sick and healthy alike) seen as a necessary part of the 

pilgrimage, acting as penance but also identified with the suffering of Christ (Dahlberg 

1991, 38). There is a physical separation between the holy spring and the baths at 

Lourdes. The church authorities at Lourdes are careful to distance the official 

presentation of the site from the act of healing (Bade 1991, 65). This sort of ambiguity 

is less apparent in the layout of Gallo-Roman sites such as Sources de la Seine, where 

healing may have been a primary function.

Water appears to have been used on temple sites to make connections and create 

boundaries. At the site of Montmartre, Vault de Lugny (Yonne) the original excavations 

suggested that the temple was linked to another building to the south by an open paved 

area, across which an aqueduct ran (Petit 1904, Parat 1922). The symbolism of crossing 

water may have been significant here," although recent work has cast some doubt on 

the extent of this channel, which was not detected towards the north (Olivier and Baudot 

1989, 180). Parallels can be drawn at the sites of Champallement (Nievre) where a 

channel ran at ground level to the north and south of the temple, level with the entrance 

(Charleuf 1844, 8), and at Les Bolards, Nuits-Saint-Georges (Cote-d'Or), where drains 

were a prominent feature of the temple forecourt. Such visibility could perhaps be a 

reflection of positive associations such as cleansing rather than the more negative 

associations held by drains today. Further work may also reveal significant orientations 

in the direction that water enters and leaves buildings and basins. At Sources de la Seine 

it tends to leave to the northwest, as does the water at Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne).

Ritualised practice

Can the form of Gallo-Roman ritual architecture tell us anything about the practices that 

took place in sanctuaries? The form itself has been considered to have significance for 

ritual practice; the word 'ambulatory' carries connotations of a space for circulation. 

The evidence for this practice is reviewed by Van Andringa (2000a) in his discussion of 

the ceramic vase from Sains-du Nord (Nord) that appears to depict a temple in cross- 

section. In the ambulatories are busts, perhaps representing statues (Van Andringa

11 The building in front of the temple is now thought to be earlier in date than the temple, which may 

affect this interpretation, although the phasing is not clear and the two may have been in use at the same 

time.
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interprets these as imagines of deities or perhaps of imperial personages). Whether or 

not Romano-Celtic temples can be said to be part of imperial cult practice, the evidence 

does suggest that there was public access to the ambulatory if not the cella. Van 

Andringa cites the graffiti on the exterior of the cellae surviving at Chateauneuf 

(Savoie) and the wear on the floor at Puy-Lautard (Creuse) as examples (ibid. 42 and 

40). The arrangement of the so-called temple of Janus at Autun would support this view 

of the ambulatory as a space used for the display of images. The remains of four niches 

survive on the exterior west and south walls of the cella, providing space for images or 

offerings (Parlasca 1998, 278). It is not known if access to this space was freely given 

or restricted. It is usual for a Romano-Celtic temple to have a wider door to the 

ambulatory than to the cella, but this may just be a matter of proportion. It has been 

suggested that the later addition of a small porch in the northeast corner of the temple at 

Mont Beuvray gave access to the ambulatory alone (Beck et al. 1988, 115) but it could 

equally have been a small annexe or podium.

Although the presence of an ambulatory is a common and distinctive feature of the 

Romano-Celtic temple, it may not always be present. The lack of such a feature may 

have caused religious buildings to go unrecognised, and they are unlikely to have been 

identified from aerial photographs alone. The temple at Lux (Cote-d'Or) is reported as 

having had no visible traces of an ambulatory (Ruellet 1993). However a parallel wall to 

the west could have been part of such a structure, the preservation of the site being poor 

(no south wall of the cella survived). Similarly, there may or may not have been an 

ambulatory at Le Portus, where a 'pavement' was found around the exterior of the cella 

(Parriat 1955, 18). The temple at Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or) (Bilan Scientifique de la 

Region Bourgogne 1993 1995, 28) was a simple rectangular construction with a porch, 

but here the ditched enclosure in which it was situated could be seen to act as an outer 

division of space.

Single-celled buildings appear to have acted as shrines or repositories for votive 

offerings, as at Mont de Sene (Cote-d'Or). At Nod-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or), there were 

three simple rectangular buildings with exedrae towards the north (Renard 1992). The 

interpretation of these structures as mausolea or funerary shrines appears to be more to 

do with their lack of an ambulatory and simple form than evidence of a funerary context 

and although the forms of the ceramic assemblage can be linked to feasting activity, this
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can also occur on a temple site. However, a cremation was found in a glass jar in 

building F.

Deposition practices on temple sites may tell us about how the space was used. It seems 

that some areas were preferred for making offerings, where deposits can be considered 

to be in their primary context. The favouring of entranceways and boundaries for 

deposition seems to represent a continuity of common depositional practices on Iron 

Age sites. The area outside the entrance (usually to the east) is also a common focus for 

offerings and may possibly have been the location of an altar (although this classical 

position for an altar seems far from usual in Burgundian temples where evidence 

remains). The site of Le Tremblois (Cote-d'Or) had an area of votive deposition from 

the first century in the axis of the entrance, to the east. At Lux (Cote-d'Or) also, a large 

number of coins were found deposited in a pit nine metres to the east of the temple 

(Devauges 1976, 441).

Where the presence of offering trunks has been recorded, it seems that the favoured 

location is to the left of the entrance to the temple building, perhaps relating to the way 

in which the space was used, possibly turning left on reaching the door. This was the 

case at Grain (Yonne) and probably at Val Suzon (Bois Jossam) (Guyot 1977, 351). 

Here all the offerings were found deposited at the entrance to the cella on the left side 

and at the entrance to its enclosure. Four fibulae were found to the right of the entrance 

to the cella. Most of the coins found in the fanum at Le Portus (Saone-et-Loire) were 

found inside the cella slightly to the right of the entrance (Parriat 1955, 17), although a 

later deposit was found cut into the floor along the inner western wall. Corot (1935, 

112) mentions the discovery of an offering trunk at Sources de la Seine but no further 

details are given; it may have come from the south-east area of the temple, where the 

excavations of 1933 were located.

The presence of offering trunks was however not restricted to temple buildings; an 

example was found in the baths at Villards d'Heria (Jura), positioned in relation to a 

pool in a manner analogous to a cella, which may attest their ritual context (Lerat 1998, 

54). However such repositories of valuables may have been moved in the past. At 

Alesia an offering trunk was found in the area known as 'en Surelot' in 1821 containing 

80 silver coins, unfortunately poorly recorded (Esperandieu 1906, 23). A trunk was
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found in the settlement of Vertault depicting a male and female deity with a slot 

between them for offerings (Daguin 1898, 335). However there is little evidence for the 

specific context of this discovery, usually taken to be domestic.

Wells also appear to have been positioned in relation to temple entrances, whether to 

provide water for ritual use or to act as a place for offerings or both. A twelve metre 

deep well was found to the right of the entrance to the fanum at Menestreau (Nievre) 

(Bigeard 1996, 185), and one to the left of the entrance at Les Bolards. The striking 

number of (earlier and contemporary) wells at Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) perhaps 

parallels the fourteen found in the centre of the enigmatic building known as the Motte 

du Ciar, Sens (Yonne) (interpreted as being provided to allow the cement to breathe!) 

(Harmand 1958, 65). The presence of floor-level wells in the corridors of Les 

Fontaines-Salees would have considerably altered movement and experience of the 

space. There appears to be a reluctance to recognise the messy, complicated nature of 

such architecture.

Elaboration of the entrance to the site and to the temple itself would have been likely, 

although the entrance to temple enclosures is not commonly located. At Le Tremblois, 

(Cote-d'Or), the later temple was inside a further enclosure with a northeast entrance in 

the same axis as that of the cella. This appears to have been elaborated with posts. The 

entrance to the outer enclosure or 'temenos' was some distance away to the southeast, 

and this enclosure formed an irregular (possibly pentagonal) structure. The large 

southeastern gate was decorated with columns depicting cows in relief (Paris 1964) and 

flanked by two annexes, possibly to control the passage of visitors. The entrance to a 

temple was often emphasised by means of columns (as at Champallement, (Nievre)) or 

a more elaborate facade. At Menestreau (Nievre), the front of Ihe fanum was extended 

with an entrance porch and four columns, and the structure was raised on a podium 

reached by a flight of stairs (Bonneau 1995, 51).

The orientation of Gallo-Roman temples seems broadly in line with that of earlier 

shrines; for example at Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme) the axis of the site is aligned with 

a midwinter sunrise, an alignment that was the same for the pre-Roman ossuary below 

the Roman period temple (Haselgrove 1995, 73). The direction of orientation is 

however by no means consistent. The orientation of a number of temples in Burgundy is
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listed by Daviet (1961, 33). This small sample shows a range of orientations; while a 

number face directly east (90°) others are more north-easterly (Alesia, Essarois, Le 

Tremblois) corresponding to an azimuth in April to May or August to September. The 

orientation of the temples at Mont de Sene, Santenay (Cote-d'Or) appears unusual here, 

at 138° it does not appear to relate to a particular azimuth and its orientation may be due 

to other factors (perhaps its view across the valley, see chapter 2). A general tendency to 

face east is mirrored in the architecture of round houses (for example the work of 

Oswald on Romano-British sites (1997, 92) 12 , villas and some burials, and may 

therefore not have any specific bearing on ritual, reflecting instead the way in which 

cosmology pervaded daily life (an example of the relationship between architecture and 

habitus). However a ritual significance is suggested by a fifth century sermon by Pope 

Leo (27.4), which mentions the practice of sun worship at daybreak from high places 

being continued in Christian basilicas 13 .

Form

It is suggested here that the articulation of built spaces within a temple complex may be 

more important to our understanding of their ritual significance than the form of the 

temple itself. The very distinctive concentric form of Gallo-Roman temples has allowed 

them to be identified with ease from aerial photographs; indeed a significant number of 

Burgundian temple sites are known from aerial photography alone. I would like to 

examine some of the assumptions made about these temples from their form alone.

The 'double' Romano-Celtic temple, consisting of two closely adjacent square temples, 

or two cellae in the same enclosure, is fairly common in Burgundy. For example at 

Sources de 1'Yonne, Glux-en-Glenne (Nievre) two temples were in the north part of the 

same enclosure (one with a triple wall) and there was another unenclosed temple to the 

south. The particular significance of such a choice of form is not known; double temples 

are often thought to represent paired deities, for example the two temples at Mont de 

Sene were thought by Grenier to be to Mercury and Rosmerta (1960, 708). However in 

this instance, the attribution appears to be based on assumptions about common pairings

12 Although less work has been done on Gallic sites there appear to be similar patterns in the orientation 

of Gallo-Roman temples.
13 "Even some Christians...climb the steps which go up to the platform on the upper level, turn themselves 
around towards the rising sun, and bow down to honour its shining disk" (Maas 2000, 180).
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rather than iconographic evidence, as while an ex-voto naming Mercury was found at 

one temple and a statue nearby, there was nothing to suggest an identity for the second 

deity. Bulliot thought that the northern temple was dedicated to Mercury and the other 

to a personification of a source (Esperandieu 1910, 214); similar pairing occurs at Neris- 

les-Bains. It would be of interest to consider how the double temples operated in terms 

of cult and if there were any differences between them in the distribution of offerings.

Doubling may occur at a later date, for example at Menestreau (Nievre), where another 

temple was built to the north of a pre-existing one (Bigeard 1996, 185). This also 

happened at Essarois (Cote-d'Or). In these cases it is unclear whether both temples were 

used simultaneously. This needs to be determined for multiple temples discovered by 

aerial photography, for example at the site of Serbonnes, Le Pare (Yonne), where three 

fana are visible on aerial photographs in a roughly north-south alignment (Unpublished 

photograph, SRA Bourgogne). At Mirebeau (Cote-d'Or), the two excavated fana are on 

different alignments, the more northerly one being earlier. Stones from the earlier 

building were re-used in the later one (Goguey 1980a, 183). The excavation plans show 

a wall of a third structure to the south of the later temple, not mentioned in the text of 

the report.

At Ancey, Malain, also, the two adjacent temples are not contemporary, with the so- 

called temple of Sucellus later (second to third century) than the other (first to second 

century). Although the area to the east of one of the Gallo-Roman temples at Ancey, 

Malain (Cote-d'Or) is interpreted as a courtyard, it is possible that there was a 

'doubling' of the temple in form (Roussel 1969). The soil from the area in which the 

cella was located appears disturbed, and consisted of a black occupation layer with a 

more compact 'gallery'. Excavation reached a lower layer of substantial postholes in 

this area, which are reminiscent of earlier phases found on other temple sites. The 

excavator interpreted these as an earlier settlement, but a pre-cursor of later ritual 

activity could easily be seen here. From the site plans, it appears that these postholes 

were also distributed over the area of the two small annexes to the south, and may have 

continued over the area of the gallery also, but the gallery does not appear to have been 

excavated to this level.

Figure 26
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Generally speaking, the form of a Gallo-Roman temple does not seem to be closely 

related to its specific cult. Polygonal temples are known from the area but seem less 

common than in Britain, for example. Octagonal temples were present at 

Champallement and Alesia, and what may have been a pentagonal temple has been 

identified from the air at Saint-Usage, (Cote-d'Or) (Goguey 1994, plate 25b). An 

octagonal temple at Saint-Amatre in Auxerre (Yonne) (Grenier 1960, 710) could be 

disputed, as it appears to be part of a much larger building, although the finds are 

religious in nature. Circular temples may have been present at Lux (Cote-d'Or) outside 

a villa-type ensemble (Goguey 1994a, 204), at Mesmont (Cote-d'Or) (Goguey 1980, 

12) and Moroges (Saone-et-Loire) (Rebourg 1994, 99). At Entrains-sur-Nohain a 

circular cello, was placed inside a rectangular enclosure (Thevenot et al. 1987-1988, 23). 

The horseshoe shaped enclosures at Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or) and La Motte du Ciar, 

Sens (Yonne) could also be compared, although the latter's identification as a temple 

has been disputed. The central area appears to have had a hypocaust, and the building 

may have been baths.

The desire of archaeologists in the past to categorise temples by these simple formal 

categories obscures the fact that religious practice may take place in buildings that do 

not even 'look like temples'. The site of Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or), usually referred to as 

a town or small settlement, contains buildings of ambiguous function, with much 

evidence for 'ritual' practices. An example is the area of squares fifteen and seventeen, 

which contained large quantities of animal bones, particularly crania and horns, 

suggesting sacrificial activity (Martin 1966, 384), as well as statuettes and coins. It may 

not be unreasonable to suggest that this site was given over to occupation of a primarily 

religious nature, considering that a large volume of its total area was taken up with 

temple complexes and other public buildings. 14 Similarly, the so-called monument of 

Ucuetis and Bergusia at Alesia has the form of a dwelling (Martin and Varene 1973, 

20). It was only evidence of unusual practices that suggested it might have had a non- 

domestic nature, perhaps as a shrine for a particular 'guild' of craftspeople. A centrally 

located well contained copper alloy spoons, jewellery, keys and what may have been

14 The site plan of Les Bolards (Pommeret 2001, 20 figure 6) shows a large temple complex in most of 
sector IV as well as the excavated temple in sector I with possible baths in sector II.
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inscribed wooden plaques (Toutain 1919, 72). The area also appears to have contained 

Iron Age wells or shafts containing special deposits (Martin and Varene ibid. 24).

The site at Malain (Cote-d'Or) tends to be presented as a settlement site with temples 

attached. I would not dispute this interpretation due to the large size of the site and the 

relatively small area excavated. However religious buildings are numerous even for a 

site of this size. The activity in more recognisably 'domestic' buildings excavated at La 

Boussiere, Malain, suggests that they were also involved in a ritual context. A building 

(VII) here has been identified as a temple on the basis of its finds, despite having more 

in common with local urban settlement forms. This building contained sculptures, 

inscriptions and ex-voto. Its phasing was contemporary with that of the temples at 

Ancey, Malain. The surrounding area was a locus for craft production, including 

metalwork. In building XXV, moulds were found for the manufacture of a ring with a 

bearded head. Room XXXIV contained clay statuettes (particularly of animals) and 

moulds for production. Room XLV contained in particular statuettes of mother 

goddesses. It therefore seems that these buildings were involved in the production of 

votive objects, some of which were used in the vicinity (for example the statuettes 

found at Les Champs Marots which matched moulds from La Boussiere (Roussel 1979, 

215)). It could be argued that these buildings, located along a street running from east to 

west along the axis between two areas of recognisably religious buildings, were part of 

the same cult complex. Interestingly, these buildings co-existed with more traditional 

'indigenous' architectural styles in the first century AD (Roussel 1979, 216).

Figure 27

This apparent lack of easily distinguishable sacred and secular zones has been noted 

previously by those working with Iron Age material, "A practical and domestic versus 

religious dichotomy is inappropriate for most places and most times during the British 

Iron Age" (Gwilt and Haselgrove 1997, 2), and (with lesser frequency) for the Roman 

period: "Without the superimposed Gallo-Roman temples, there is little to differentiate 

the plan of sites such as Estrees-Saint-Denis from contemporary rural settlements" 

(Haselgrove 1995, 66). Scheid (2000, 19) recognises this ambiguity of material culture 

but would still maintain a sacred : secular divide; he states that it is the act of ritual that 

renders objects sacred. This reflects the work of Bell on ritualisation, discussed above.
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It is necessary to be cautious when looking at activities that are now considered 

'mundane', such as metalworking, which could have been viewed as magical, with the 

power and danger inherent in processes of transformation.

The housing of wells and water shrines appears to have been varied. Where there are 

few substantial stone structural remains, as at Montlay-en-Auxois (Cote-d'Or), 

excavation reports often mention the presence of tiles, suggesting some sort of roofing 

structure (Dupont and Benard 1995, 61). At Corcelles-les-Monts (Cote-d'Or), a building 

housing a well could be interpreted as part of a shrine, given the presence of, amongst 

other objects, coins, a statuette of Minerva, an altar and antlers. Here a rectangular 

building was divided into two rooms; the larger one containing the well unpainted but 

the smaller with vertical red and yellow stripes on the walls, and some foliage (Guyot 

1937, 496).

The structure of the Fontaine Saint-Pierre on Mont Beuvray (Saone-et-Loire) illustrates 

a fairly elaborate housing for a basin. The later phase echoed a Gallo-Roman temple in 

the way in which the basin formed a central square within a square surround, like a 

cella, reminiscent of the room with the central basin at the Apollo Moritasgus sanctuary 

of Alesia. However the earlier structure appears to have been simpler, a rectangular 

structure divided into one larger and two smaller rooms (Richard 1993, 344). Here the 

basin itself was of wood within a stone surround. Pink granite was chosen for the 

corners of the stone surround, as for the construction of the oval basin in the Pature du 

Couvent, Mont Beuvray (Richard 1993, 345). The appearance of these finely worked 

stones reused in the inlet channel suggests that the earlier construction may have had a 

well-constructed stone housing comparable to the work on the oval basin. It is tempting 

to see an analogous structure in the Rougelot catchment at Arleuf (Nievre), with its 

three small rooms to the north and a tank to the south (Olivier 1983, 194). However 

there is no clear evidence of cult function in this case.

Figure 28
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Construction processes

Little work has been carried out on aspects of the construction and choice of materials 

of Gallo-Roman temples. It might be expected that the materials used were significant 

and chosen for particular properties and associations. (For example Davies and Robb 

(2002) have commented on the use of tufa as a construction material in Romano-British 

temples, suggesting that the use of a water-formed rock is intentional). The architects 

and builders are erased from archaeological accounts, which concentrate on complete 

forms. The people using the temple are unlikely to have been as distanced from its 

construction as in a modern context; the act of construction may have constituted a 

dynamic relationship with the supernatural. A detailed study of the phases of building 

may reveal the extent to which the finished building was the result of a fully planned 

construction or developed in a more organic way (the latter certainly seems the case for 

many sites). Indeed, it might be the case that temples were modified more than was 

necessary due to their role as visible sites of patronage (c.f. Graves 1989, 311).

Although limited analysis has been carried out on stone from Gallo-Roman temple sites, 

it seems that local stone tends to have been used for building where available (for 

example at Essarois (Cote-d'Or) (Daviet 1967, 208)). The marble used in the temple on 

Mont Beuvray was from local quarries at Champrobert and Le Puits (Bulliot quoted in 

Goudineau and Peyre 1993, 86). Quarries at Pouillenay provided stone for temples at 

Alesia, Sources de la Seine and Les Fontaines-Salees. This was not always the case; a 

notable example being that of the temple on Puy-de-D6me (Puy-de-D6me), where 

marble was imported from some distance. Quarries have been found near temples in the 

Burgundy region, and appear to have been the subject of ritual deposition practices. 

They may have been perceived of as holy places themselves. The large quarry under the 

urban centre of Alesia was filled with deposits of a special nature, including many 

groups of miniature ceramic vessels. Part of this fill also consisted of metalworking 

debris, which may have also been considered 'special', invested with power, danger or 

symbolic meaning. This quarry predates the other monumental buildings of the site, and 

the later temple was built over it once filled. It may also be significant that the large 

stone quarry at Saint-Boil (Saone-et-Loire) was the location for a hoard of coins and 

jewellery in the third century (Devauges 1981, 433).
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Stone from earlier constructions is commonly used in later ones on temple sites. Is this 

purely due to the convenience of a ready source of building stone or is it due to the 

sacred or powerful nature of the old material? This occurs at Croix Saint-Charles, 

Alesia, where re-used material was identified in the small square shrine ('B') (Le Gall 

1963, 149) and at Escolives-Sainte-Camille (Yonne) (Kapps 1974), where sculpted 

stones from an earlier monumental building were incorporated into a later one. The 

location of the earlier building here is not known; it was comparable in style to the 

suggested bath building at Sens (Yonne), from which masonry was incorporated into the 

town walls. At Les Fontaines-Salees, parts of the outer wall surrounding the square 

basin were re-used in the first century bath buildings (Lacroix 1963, 103). The small 

square pool of the Apollo Moritasgus complex at Alesia had a flag inscribed 

"LIBERALITEM STATVAM IOVIS" that Esperandieu thought re-used from an older 

temple, although the phasing of this structure is unclear from his account (Esperandieu 

1910a, 270). Re-used masonry elsewhere on the site points to connections between the 

two temples at Alesia. In the area of the theatre, a capital from an earlier monumental 

building was discovered, dating from the first century BC. A similar capital was re-used 

in the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus. These elements may have both come from the 

early phase of the latter sanctuary, although they could equally have come from 

elsewhere (Olivier and Rabeisen 1985, 19).

Can different 'meanings' be ascribed to different building materials and construction 

techniques? After the Flavian period destruction of the first 'romanised' temple at 

Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme), a small shrine was built on the same site in mud brick. 

This has been interpreted as self-conscious rejection of 'Roman' architectural styles 

(Cadoux 1991, 156) but the memory of the previous temple was not lost; a second 

century construction re-used the foundations of the first temple. The interpretation of 

the site by Cadoux suggests that these successive phases are architectural responses to 

discontinuity in local power structures; "On peut raisonnablement penser que les 

autorities gallo-romaines ont cherche a supplanter le souvenir du site latenien 15 " (ibid.), 

yet the details of construction suggest a close relationship between the pre-Roman and 

Roman buildings. The divisions of the enclosed area are above earlier ditches, 

suggesting continuity in the structuring of space. These changes need not be due to

15 'One could reasonably think that the Gallo-Roman authorities had sought to supplant the memory of 

the La Tene period site'.
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different authorities, but may be slightly altered responses to the same ritual 

imperatives.

The importance or significance attached to the structural materials themselves may be 

reflected in their frequent selection for structured deposition. A typical deposit in a pit 

or a well will contain a variety of material types and architectural fragments are often 

included, almost as a token representing a whole. For example, the contents of a well at 

Bourbon-Lancy (Saone-et-Loire) included ceramics, bronze vases, iron chains, two 

fragments of painted plaster, moulded marble, the shoulder of a statue, a bronze vase 

and iron keys, as well as many animal bones and coins (Vertet 1988, 27).

Different types of stone are likely to have been chosen for their particular colour, which 

may have had symbolic properties (Jones and MacGregor 2002). The temple at Moulin 

a Vent in Entrains was decorated with plaques of black schist from the Autun area and 

red marble from the Morvan (Thevenot et al. 1987-8, 24). A dump of this black schist 

was found near the temple at Le Portus, and may have been used as a building material 

on the site (Parriat 1966, 40). It was also recorded by Bulliot at the temple on Mont 

Beuvray (Goudineau et al. 1993, 86). The 'Janus' temple at Autun (Saone-et-Loire) had 

marble cladding on the cella interior, which may have created a luminous quality in 

what is likely to have been a dark environment, lit only from the upper windows in the 

cella and possibly by artificial light. This would have contrasted with red marble pillars 

that it is suggested decorated the niches (Parlasca 1998, 284). White marble flags were 

used on the staircase leading up to the podium at Menestreau (Bonneau 1995).

Decoration of Gallo-Roman temples was vibrant and seems to have employed similar 

colour schemes to contemporary villas. These may have operated to draw in the eye and 

create distinctions between certain areas. The suggested sanctuary Room VII at Malain 

was painted with a red, black and green colour scheme, and fragments survive of a 

figure of a 'dancing' woman (Frizot 1975, 253). The interior of the cella at Le Portus 

was decorated with geometric and floral decorations in red, yellow, green, blue-grey, 

red-brown and brown (Parriat 1954, 391). The small square pool at Alesia was 

decorated with wall plaster painted with a red linear design, and later with leafy 

garlands with a border of stucco depicting dolphins and tridents (Esperandieu 1910a, 

260). Painted wall plaster was found associated with the mud brick early temple at Les
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Bolards, with decoration imitating marble (Planson 1982, 67; Pommeret 2001, 43). The 

painting of such buildings may have made them less easy to distinguish from stone 

ones. Fragments of painted daub were also found at Mirebeau (Goguey 1980a, 176). It 

is not clear if the exterior of these temples were also painted. Painted plaster survives in 

the niches at the 'Janus' temple in Autun, although the account of Bulliot seems to 

suggest that it covered the masonry more extensively (Parlasca 1998, 273).

Mosaic decoration was also employed in temple buildings although few examples 

survive. A rough mosaic floor was recorded at Le Portus and tesserae were found at 

Alesia in the Apollo-Moritasgus sanctuary. A grey and white stone mosaic was also 

present in the fanum at Mirebeau (Cote-d'Or) (Goguey 1980a, 176). However on the 

present limited evidence it seems that complex figurative mosaics were generally 

lacking in a temple context. It may be that the selection of mosaic designs involved a 

high degree of personal preference in a domestic context and were therefore not 

appropriate for a public building. Nevertheless, the decoration of temples and associated 

buildings does not appear to have differed greatly from domestic buildings in style, 

technique and materials. Clarification of the legal status of temples may be of interest in 

this regard; there are not many known examples of 'private' temples (that at Lux (Cote- 

d'Or) (Goguey 1994a) may be one due to its apparent location in a villa complex).

Conclusion

The above discussion would indicate that there is a need for more creative and critical 

approaches to the architecture of Roman period temple complexes. This would require a 

more inclusive approach to built and 'unbuilt' spaces over a relatively wide area. For a 

more experiential approach to Gallo-Roman sanctuaries, better knowledge of the 

potential spaces for movement is required. Given the importance of space in structuring 

our understanding of the world, these dynamics may further our understanding of 

discourses of power and social status in the context of ritual action, for "it is the 

relationships which the use of space helps to set up which are historically of interest" 

(Graves 1989, 319).
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Chapter 5: Water and Baths

Introduction

This chapter considers the role of water and bath buildings in Gallo-Roman sanctuaries, 

focusing on the Burgundy region but also drawing on wider examples. The role of water 

on these sites can be seen as of primary importance to their interpretation when patterns 

of water catchment and supply are considered. The relationship between natural water 

sources and temples is investigated, and ritual practices associated with water sources 

discussed. The ritual significance of bathhouses on temple sites is considered. The 

history of interpretation of temple bathhouses is found to be bound up with and 

influenced by changing attitudes towards the body, and an attempt is made to consider 

the implications of Roman-period conceptions of the body.

Historically, a distinction has been made between sacred springs, thermal or mineral 

'spa' sites, and sanctuaries. This is partly due to the focus of study being on the 

buildings themselves, with sites such as Chamalieres (Puy-de-D6me) seen as somehow 

set apart by their apparent lack of recognisable temple buildings, and by implication 

having been seen as less 'Roman' or earlier in date (the dating of Chamalieres material 

shows this not to be the case (Romeuf 2000, 35)). Grenier described the architecture of 

water sanctuaries as "plus nai'vement populaires et d'origine nettement indigene" (1960, 

384). This attitude seems to reflect the commentary of classical sources but also perhaps 

the contempt of later Christian sources for 'pagan' rural practices. It still persists in 

interpretations of temple sites, particularly in Britain;

"This cultural conservatism and local continuity of the native landscape make it 
probable that the folkloristic perception of natural features and antiquities led to a 
mythological view of topography, as in the villa landscape. This may have included a 
religious dimension, such as the veneration of mountains or lakes" (Dark and Dark 
1997, 91).

However the worship of springs was certainly not a non-Roman concept, with such 

sanctuaries having close parallels with earlier Italian and Hellenistic sites.
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In chapter 1, the interest of earlier scholars in France on of the role of springs and 

fountains in these 'villes d'eaux' is discussed. Nineteenth century antiquarian accounts 

of Gallo-Roman religious sites placed considerable emphasis on much later folk 

traditions (for example Bulliot and Thiollier 1892). The presence of medieval and 

existing holy fountains (often associated with folk legends and customs) was used to 

locate earlier sites. While many of the connections made were not supported by 

adequate archaeological evidence, the fact remains that there is a close relationship 

between temple sites and springs. Whilst considerable caution is required in the use of 

these later traditions to imply continuity of practice, I would argue that they remain of 

significance as a model of the long-term continuity of significance of place and the 

transformations that occur in the perception of this place, whether or not they contain 

some remaining core of ancient tradition or whether they have been re-invented after 

long periods of disinterest.

An example is the tradition surrounding 'Les Rochers du Camp de Glenne' (Glux-en- 

Glenne, Nievre). There is no precise topographical location in the account (Saintyves 

1934, 91-2) but it would appear to be at least in the vicinity of the Gallo-Roman site at 

the source of the Yonne. Saintyves recounts the local tradition of villagers going there to 

deposit coins and eggs. At a spring nearby, a doll was immersed on the birth of a child, 

and whether or not the doll floated would predict the future health of the child. This may 

be the Fontaine Saint-Denis in the Champ des Tartres mentioned by Bulliot and 

Thiollier (1892, 375) and near the site of the temples discovered at a later date. The site 

of the temples was recorded as being 150m away from the basin of a spring, described 

as a 'petit bassin rustique amenage' (Olivier 1983, 226).

Water within sanctuaries

Traditional approaches to sanctuary architecture have tended to consider buildings more 

or less in isolation from their landscape context. To give water a central role on Gallo- 

Roman temple sites necessitates the breaking down of boundaries between constructed 

space and 'natural' environment. There has recently been recognition of the way in 

which landscapes are understood and 'created' through their experience as a totality, and 

that the 'natural' can be itself a culturally specific construct (Bradley 2000, 34; Tilley
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1994, 23). Flowing water provides an immediate and obvious connection to the natural 

environment, altering the aspect and sounds of a place according to weather conditions 

and water table. The introduction of movement and life through the use of water will 

render the architecture of the site less sterile and static, creating visual and aural 

contrast, and may imbue it with sanctity. Water can be seen to link 'landscape' and 

'architecture', but it is also employed as an architectural element in itself. When water is 

viewed in this way, the distinction between 'atectonic' sites and temple sites is thus 

made less meaningful.

In the so-called sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus at the eastern end of Alesia (Cote-d'Or) 

(Esperandieu 1910a), water was used as a connecting element linking separate 

architectural features. Here spring water was channelled through the cella and annexe of 

the temple, passing through a small square building, from which one channel then fed 

the baths. The other branch of the channel directed water out to a hexagonal pool, then 

to a rectangular one. To the north of the temple, another channel came from a basin and 

passed through a rectangular building before joining the baths (see amended plan by 

Touzel in Rabeisen 1992, 31). However this second channel did not fill the baths, and 

joined with the water from them only as outlet channels. The baths were supplied by 

water from the temple area, and the water could be seen as having been sacralised by 

this path, if not already perceived to be a sacred source. The emphasis on the water was 

reinforced by the concentration of ex-voto offerings in and around the small fountains 

and basins that served to draw attention to the path of the water. Although water passed 

under the floor level of the temple, the large brick vaults revealed in the exterior walls 

of the temple would have made its passage visible. The iconography and use of 

architecture here enhanced the emphasis on the sacred aspect of water. In the side of the 

southernmost small rectangular basin, the incoming stone channel terminated with the 

head of a man with ram's horns. Unfortunately this sculpture is known only from 

photographs (Esperandieu 1925, 318 no. 7143). The small fountain to the northwest of 

the baths appears to have had steps down into it and operated as a plunge pool as well as 

being the greatest focus for offerings.

Figure 29 

Figure 30
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At the sanctuary of Sources de la Seine (Cote-d'Or), architectural devices were used to 

present and emphasise the presence of water to those visiting the shrine, and to control 

access to it. The springs emerging from the cliff behind the site were channelled into 

collecting pools slightly below the upper terraces where the temples were located. Water 

therefore had to be crossed and engaged with before the temples could be reached. The 

deities appeared to preside over this activity from a more elevated position. On entrance 

to the site, both statues and water may have been clearly visible, with a dramatic 

impression given by a channel (Cl) flowing out through a large hole in an altar in front 

of the temple (Deyts 1983, 25 1 ).

Although no baths as such have been discovered at Sources de la Seine, the oval basin 

appears to have been accessible to those seeking immersion in the water and was 

approached by means of a row of votive stele, which perhaps acted to advertise the 

curative properties of the waters. The ellipsoidal basin found by Corot, a later alteration 

of the early quadrilateral source basin (C2), also appears to have had a seating bench in 

its side (Deyts 1983, 28). Significantly, the original phase of this basin seems to have 

preceded the surrounding buildings. The actual source of the Seine was cut off from the 

temple complex, although it may have been the focus for more personal veneration away 

from the walled in sanctuary area. The main deposit of wooden statues was located 

nearer the source outside this enclosure, in an area that was possibly visited on the way 

out of the complex.

Figure 31 

Figure 32

Sites for Gallo-Roman ritual practice centred on springs have not always yielded stone 

architecture or any form of 'temple', and may simply consist of wooden catchment 

basins (for example La Fontaine Segrain, Montlay-en-Auxois (Cote-d'Or) (Dupont 

1995)). However, their material culture may be indistinguishable from those with stone 

temple buildings. There is a strong similarity between the sculptures and offerings found 

at the

Quoting the original account by Baudot, dated 1836 - 1842.
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open-air source of the Douix at Chatillon-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or) (Renard 1994a) (see 

frontspiece figure 1) and the nearby temple of Essarois (Cote-d'Or) (Daviet 1967). The 

wooden anatomical sculptures deposited in La Fontaine Segrain (Cote-d'Or) (Dupont 

and Benard 1995) are similar to those found at Les Sources de la Seine. This thus has 

implications for the categorisation of sites by architectural form alone.

Figure 33

The continuity of veneration of sanctuaries often appears much longer if springs and not 

the temples themselves are seen as the focus, which brings the importance of phasing 

based on temple use alone into question. For example, the later phases of Les Fontaines- 

Salees (Yonne) take on a different character if the basin is taken as the focus of the site 

instead of the more substantial buildings. According to coin deposition patterns, the 

baths appear to have gone out of use in the late third to early fourth century (Fabre and 

Mainjoinet 1965, 169). The fourth century occupation of the baths is seen as 'domestic' 

in nature, and a picture drawn of semi-abandonment of the site. However the large 

number of fourth century coins found in the 'bassin sacre' seems to suggest a continuity 

of cult use, and it may be that the general nature of the fourth century occupation of this 

part of the site needs to be looked at more closely.

Figure 34

The recording of evidence for water supply is still variable in excavated sanctuaries. 

There are practical considerations here. Many pipes were wooden and do not always 

survive. Plans do not always give accurate impressions of micro-topography to allow 

estimation of direction of water flow and run-off. Without specialist help it is difficult to 

estimate ancient water table levels. Changes in these can dramatically alter the aspect of 

a sanctuary. Many are found in currently marshy areas, making accurate recording 

difficult. It is unclear whether some sites were unintentionally or intentionally under 

water during their use, and it is not always possible to distinguish between pits and 

dried-up wells. For example, Fontaines-Salees now appears as a very marshy area. 

However an ancient riverbed was found passing between the baths and the building to 

the northwest ('CC'), and it appears that the baths and the source catchments may have
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been on an island, which may in itself be significant (Martin 1958, 317). A lack of 

detailed information about water supply is also the result of past lack of interest in a 

supposedly mundane aspect of these sites. When water supply in sanctuaries is looked at 

in more detail, complex systems of pipes and channels can be seen that do not always 

have a straightforwardly functional explanation. The symbolic role of water requires 

further investigation.

The sanctity of water

The above examples illustrate the ways in which water has been worked into the 

architecture of temple sites. It was treated with reverence and was a focus of ritual 

attention. But what did it mean? Some authors see thermal or spring sites as being more 

closely connected to religious practice (Yegul 1992, 125). This may be due to an idea of 

the perceived miraculous nature of warm or spontaneously appearing springs. However 

this also reflects a lack of a well-developed theory of water in Gallo-Roman society. 

Evidence for the sanctity of water in particular contexts can be found in most cultures. I 

wish to consider the form this took in the Roman period and specifically to what extent 

water was considered to represent gods or to be a god itself.

Figure 35

A cup from Otanes in Spain (Baratte 1992, 43) depicts a source of water originating 

from a vessel being poured by a reclining nymph, which is shown flowing into a 

collecting basin. A young person is shown pouring water from the basin into an 

amphora, and in neighbouring scenes amphorae are transported by cart, presumably to 

be used for healing; a boy is shown giving a cup to a seated old man. The religious 

context is emphasised by a depiction of a priest at an altar, and another of an old man 

with a staff approaching an extinguished altar (possibly a reference to a vow fulfilled?). 

This therefore appears to be a representation of a sacred spring. The way in which the 

water emanates from a divine body can be compared with sculptures of reclining women 

with flowing hair and clothing representing springs, such as that from Gissey-le-Vieil 2

2 The exact former location of this figure is not known, but it was apparently "accompagnee de conduites 
d'eau, de poteries, de placages en marbre" (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 61).
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(Cote-d'Or) (Esperandieu 1910, 151-2, no. 2045). A similar pose is adopted by the male 

figure from Autun (Saone-et-Loire) said to represent a river (possibly the Arroux), 

reclining with an urn out of which water flows (Esperandieu 1910, 122-3, no. 1993)3 . In 

these images there appears to be a deliberate ambiguity between the boundaries of the 

body and the water itself.

Figure 36 

Figure 37

At the shrine of Apollo Moritasgus in Alesia, statue bases were found in buildings with 

flowing water emerging into pools beneath the statues. The emergence of the water may 

thus have appeared miraculous. The deities could also be seen as 'blessing' the water 

and the presence of their reflection may have also been thought to transfer particular 

properties to the water. Similar examples are the sanctuary at Deneuvre (Moitrieux 

1992) and the bust from what may have been a small public fountain at Malain (Deyts 

and Roussel 1994). The pedestals in the spring at Bath were arranged so that statues 

would have appeared to 'float' on the water surface (Cunliffe and Davenport 1985). The 

depiction of Sequana on a duck-prowed boat also suggests this supernatural element and 

personification (Aldhouse Green 1999, 91; Deyts 2000). In a similar way, religious 

imagery in public baths may have been viewed as more than simply decorative before 

the Christian period. Inscriptions tend to emphasise the way in which the deities 

concerned favoured a particular bath by their perpetual presence there (Dunbabin 1989, 

12). These phrases were more than metaphors; they related to actual imagery in the 

baths. The deities 'dwelt' in these places through the presence of their images.

Figure 38

The association of water with female elements seems to have been common in antiquity, 

which may be related to ideas of the natural moistness of female bodies (see below), 

although rivers and the sea are often given male personification. Dunbabin (1989) sees 

female associated deities in the form of Venus or nymphs as part of a general cult of

3 This statue was found in the sixteenth century in the river bed near the bridge of the Arroux (Anon 1848, 
158) and said to have had a head with two horns, now lost (Pouillevet 1878, 68).
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beauty and eroticism related to water and bathing. Bachelard (1942) investigates this 

subject further, recognising the theme of the (male) gaze upon bathing women. He 

connects concepts of whiteness and purity of water to legends about virgins in water 

such as the folk custom associated with the Fontaine Cruanne in Magny-Lambert (Cote- 

d'Or) (Bachelard 1942, 175; Saintyves 1934, 205). In times of drought, nine young girls 

were to go into the basin of the fountain and empty it to allow it to rain4 . The same 

legend is quoted in Drioux (1934), who adds that this was to be repeated nine days in a 

row. This rite is similar to one reported for the Fontaine Saint-Martin at Chissey (Saone- 

et-Loire), where a child had to empty the well for three consecutive days before sunrise 

to ensure rain (Saintyves 1934, 204). There are a number of legends from the region that 

refer to the immersion or aspersion of statues of saints in springs in times of droughts. 

Statues of saints were plunged into the basin of the fountain of Saint-Gervais near 

Moulins-Engilbert (Nievre), at Etonnay (Cote-d'Or) and Saint-Anthot (Cote'dOr) 

(Saintyves 1934, 216). At Sources de la Seine, the clergy were sprinkled with water in a 

ceremony to ward off drought (Rossignol 1847, 194). There may be a connection 

between the holy purity of clergy, virgins and newborn and a desire to purify wells and 

water sources. It seems that the bodily presence of the maidens in the water transferred 

their properties of purity to the water itself.

More indirectly, water may be seen as sacred by virtue of its cleansing power and almost 

universal symbolism of purification. Its use for purification and lustration is to be 

expected, and its healing functions can be seen partly as an extension of this function as 

well as resulting from God-given powers. This makes it difficult to draw distinctions 

between 'functional' and 'symbolic' water use in sanctuaries. It is often argued that 

wells in temple forecourts served pilgrims and residents but have no meaning beyond 

this, but (for example) washing a plate or giving water to a horse in such a context may 

be a symbolically charged act. In turn, the washing of a priest or sacred objects in water 

may have invested the water with meaning. It would be interesting to consider how this 

property of water may have been incorporated into sanctuary rites. The use of water for 

ritual washing before or after visiting the temple may have been restricted to part of the

4 c.f. Pomponius Mela's De Chorographia (III.5.6.48) Sena in Britannico mari Ossimicis adversa 

litoribus, Gallici numinis oraculo insignis est, cuius antistites perpetua virginitate sanctae numero nuvem 

esse tradintur.
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body or involved bathing or immersion of all the body. Ritual purity may have only been 

required of priests or those involved in sacrificial acts or it may have been a necessary 

rite for all visitors to the temple. The location of wells and basins within the sanctuary 

may give some indication of this. The spring basins at Grand were clearly situated on 

the entry route to the sanctuary and would have to be passed in order to reach the temple 

(Bertaux 1993, 27).

Evidence of the power associated with water even in the context of baths can be seen in 

Roman stories of 'demons' in warm, damp places such as baths at night (said to like 

blood, another warm, wet element), and the range of decorative devices used in baths to 

ward off the evil eye or attract luck. This "clearly goes back to beliefs in the sanctity of 

all springs and water sources" (Dunbabin 1989, 36). Perhaps also, it reflects the 

perceived permeability of the naked body, considered particularly vulnerable to malign 

influences. Sinister presences are also evoked in later (Christian) accounts of pagan 

places;

"nous avons tous etc, dans notre enfance, a la Chandeleur, jeter du pain dans la Seine 
et dans la source de la Dwi. Selon d'antiques croyances, on entend, chaque nuit, les 
pas d'un genie invisible effleurer doucement la surface de 1'eau, sous la grotte 
profonde de cette fontaine ou il fait son sejour. L'ombre des fees celtiques erre 
encore sur nos forets5 " (Laperouse 1837, 20).

While the central importance of water sources to these sites can be attested by their 

incorporation into later sacred landscapes in the positioning of early churches and holy 

wells, the association with early Christian saints may also obscure some of the original 

meaning of the water sources. The early Christian use of water symbolism also draws on 

the image of water representing the deity itself. 6 Water is given sanctity by its 

connection with a saint, either through a miraculous healing act performed by the saint 

in the location of a spring, or arising directly from the body of the saint, where she or he 

was martyred or rested on a journey (perhaps suggesting traditional pilgrim stopping 

places). This removed the need for another 'source' for the water (such as chthonic

5 'We have all, in childhood, thrown bread in the Seine and at the source of the Dwi on La Chandeleur. 
According to ancient beliefs, one hears, each night the steps of an invisible genie lightly skim the surface 
of the water, under the deep cave of that spring where he spends his time. The shadow of the Celtic fairies 

roves again in our forests.
6 "He who has once bathed in Christ has no need of a second bath" (St. Jerome Letters. 14, 10, quoted in

Yegiil 1992, 314).
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forces) or for the water itself to embody any pagan god. The saint is sometimes credited 

with the 'discovery' of the spring or of its healing properties. At many holy wells and 

fountains today the water is still drunk by pilgrims, who thereby absorb and benefit from 

its sacred properties and are thus indirectly healed by the associated saint.

One such example is the Fontaine Sainte-Reine at Alise-Sainte-Reine (Cote-d'Or), 

where late nineteenth century excavation revealed that the spring venerated by modern 

pilgrims also attracted interest in antiquity (Pernet 1916). Roman finds including a stone 

figure of a deity (Esperandieu 1910, 299 no. 2362) were made around spring itself, and 

in the area of the modern spring catchment a wooden structure of four oak planks was 

found below successive housings (Pernet 1916, 117). Although the timbers were not 

properly dated, they were assumed to be from the Roman period. The actual source of 

the spring is higher up the hill (Le Gall 1987, 565). The cult of Sainte-Reine has been 

displaced from its original location at the basilica of Sainte-Reine, which existed in the 

area between the ancient town and the cemetery of Saint-Pere. This is possibly due to 

the location of the hospital near the present spring and the Christianisation of a healing 

cult that may have existed in the area. The Fontaine Sainte-Reine is said to have 

appeared miraculously after the beheading of Saint Reine. Although there is no 

established connection between the shrine of Apollo Moritasgus on Alesia and the later 

pilgrimage cults in the town below (Alise-Sainte-Reine), it may be significant that some 

of the water from the Fontaine de la Porte near this Gallo-Roman temple was channelled 

into a system feeding the pilgrim Hospital of Alise-Sainte-Reine in the seventeenth 

century (Le Gall 1987, 656) (although later most of the water supply used for healing 

came from a source known as La Fontaine des Dartreux in Gresigny, which was alkaline 

and therefore good for the treatment of skin disorders (Bolotte 1970, 82)).

Figure 39 

Figure 40

The theme of decapitation is a common one. It is tempting to see the water of the spring 

as a metaphorical representation of the spilled blood of the saint. For example, at Bouhy 

(Nievre), the site of a Gallo-Roman temple, there is a church dedicated to Saint Pelerin, 

the first bishop of Auxerre. The spring at the foot of the village is also dedicated to him.
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The legend states that Saint Pelerin was chased from Entrains and captured at the 

source, where he was whipped, but the whip changed into a serpent and entered the 

spring. Another legend has the saint decapitated at the spring, and his captors chased by 

a serpent. Folk traditions on 16 May involve placing an image of a serpent with a large 

head and a necklace in the spring (Chevallier 1992, 77).

Figure 41

At Sainte-Sabine (Cote-d'Or), the spring at La Bussiere is said to have appeared where a 

monk put down the relics he was carrying (Lapierre 1936, 35). A modem pilgrimage 

takes place there on the 29 August and the fourth Sunday after Easter (Denizot 1882, 

193). Interestingly, the village used to be called Saint-Martin-de-Lassey, and the story 

surrounding the cult of Sainte Sabine and Lassus suggests an attempt to appropriate the 

pre-existing pilgrimage by another cult. The Fontaine Semond was said to be the site of 

the decapitation of Saint Florentin, and in the associated pilgrimage the pilgrims took 

the water at Semond, said to flow with the saint's blood below the water (Girard 1932). 

This was the site of a find of a Gallo-Roman sculpture of two oxen chained together 

with a bell (Esperandieu 1925, no. 7100, 292).

Water is commonly used to receive offerings, part of a long tradition of offerings in 

watery places dating back into prehistory and continuing to the present day. Where 

water is selected as an appropriate medium for the deposition of ex-votos, it appears to 

facilitate the reception of the item by the god, forming a channel of communication. It 

may also symbolise a 'drowning' of the object offered, ritually killing it (a sacrificial 

substitute) and setting it beyond the reach of those hoping to steal or intercept it. In the 

case of anatomical ex-votos, objects may be substitutes for real body parts being healed 

by immersion or again simply offered in thanks to the gods who are seen to reside in 

such watery places. It may be that there was a deliberate selection of materials according 

to their capacity to absorb water and transform through long immersion (as with the 

wooden statues and body parts found at Sources de la Seine and Chamalieres) (M. 

Aldhouse-Green, personal communication). Again, there is a sense of porosity in the 

conception of the boundaries between the deity, the water, the ex-voto and the devotee.
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There appears to be an ambiguity here; water is more than a representation of a deity, it 

is almost seen to be a physical manifestation of the deity. However the two remain 

separate concepts. In depiction, water can be distinguished from the deity, but the 

boundaries are not clear. I would argue that the relationship of people to water might 

have been perceived to be similarly ambiguous. Hippocratic writings suggest a unity 

between humans and the natural world; water running through both in the same way. 

"Its circulation on the earth is paralleled by the circulation of fluids in our bodies" 

(Lyndon and Moore 1994, 267). The freedom experienced through immersion in water 

is that of losing the sense of the body's boundedness, of being one with that element.

Bathing and the body

Bath buildings within temple complexes have been viewed in functional terms as 

providing facilities for travelling pilgrims. In this respect their interpretation has not 

differed greatly from other bathhouses in a civic or rural context;

"Certainly, baths that stood in sanctuaries served as places for ritual cleansing, as 
well as offering more mundane services, and baths of all kinds carried divine 
associations...But...they reflect more the physical pleasures and benefits of bathing 
rather than a religious or metaphysical desire for purity" (Pagan 1999, 5).

The channelling of sacred springs into temples and bathhouses suggests a need for a 

closer consideration of the ritual context of the baths. I would argue that they are 

integral to the ritual experience. By bathing near (or in sight of) a temple and in water 

from a sacred spring, the pilgrim communes directly with the god through the medium 

of water. The transformative power of the deity acts on the body of the pilgrim. Bodily 

experience is thus used to effect transformation and structure interaction with the sacred.

It seems possible that in some sanctuaries baths came to replace or represent springs. 

For example the painted decoration from the baths at Villards d'Heria (Jura) depicted a 

naturalistic environment with detailed plants and birds (Lerat 1998). Similar decoration 

has been found in the baths at Vertault (Cote-d'Or). At the British site of Bath, springs 

were incorporated into the architecture of the Sulis Minerva temple complex and were 

closely related to the bath, providing some of its water supply (Cunliffe and Davenport 

1985, 37). The spring catchment pool was more open to view on the south, bathing
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complex side (probably by means of three windows looking in from the baths). It seems 

unlikely that the original spring pool itself was used for bathing in, but it may have been 

viewed from the southern corridor; votive deposits appear to have been made from this 

side. It might be possible to view the baths as performing some aspect of the earlier 

function of the springs that fed them, perhaps accommodating larger numbers of 

visitors. The circular cold bath might have been a substitute for the spring itself, as it 

was on the same alignment and looked out over it to the altar. This alignment was 

considered important, as it was maintained by an extension of the altar to the east, 

relating to the position of the door to the spring when this was enclosed.

More critical approaches to the subject of bathing in the Roman world are required. 

Interpretation is still overshadowed by recent historical attitudes to the body. The same 

conceptions of the body cannot necessarily be applied to the Roman period; such 

attitudes are historically and culturally specific. There is much evidence to suggest that 

the culturally constituted body underwent dramatic changes in the late eighteenth 

century (Laquer 1990). Baths have generally been studied from the point of view of 

architecture and typology and theories of corporeality have so far been neglected 

(DeLaine 1999, 7).

In the context of debates on 'Romanisation', the tendency to see baths as a measure of 

'civilisation' should be looked at critically. Ideas of dirt are used to create boundaries 

between 'us' and 'them'. McClintock (1995) shows how soap was used to represent 

ideas of empire in the nineteenth century, with advertising for companies such as Pears 

explicitly portraying the power of soap to 'civilise' (and literally 'whiten') other races; 

"soap and cleaning rituals became central to the demarcation of body boundaries and the 

policing of social hierarchies" (McClintock 1995, 33). In the Roman context it appears 

that there was a similar concern for body care, and baths may have to some extent been 

seen as part of the 'Roman' way. However, the connection between hygiene and 

civilisation is bound up in the imperial legacy of our own culture and different 

explanations for the meaning of baths should not be overlooked.

The interpretation of the site of Les Fontaines-Salees illustrates these problems of 

approach. In the original interpretation of this site, and the one currently presented to the
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public, the baths were divided into a section for men and a section for women. This 

conclusion was supported by the use of gender-attributed material culture, as well as by 

assumptions about Roman period practices; it can also be criticised on these grounds 

(Allason-Jones 1995). The small series of rooms adjacent to the baths were seen as areas 

for beauty treatments, perhaps using the analogy of contemporary spas. The excavator 

remarked on the number of objects of 'female adornment and coquetry' found in this 

area (Louis 1944, 39). However, the utensils for preparing ointments and pigments 

could also have had a medicinal use, and both men and women used oils and unguents. 

The drinking cups found inscribed with owners' names in this area show both male and 

female names. There is no reason to believe that fibulae found in the area were worn 

exclusively by women.

Figure 42 

Figure 43

The phasing of the site would indicate that the so-called women's baths were a second 

century addition and the men's baths were earlier. However they might be better 

interpreted as a response to the need for larger facilities and a change in focus of the 

architecture. The changes seem to reflect increased control of access route to the 

enclosed shrine area, with long corridors allowing for movement of people and possibly 

ensuring passage through the baths before visiting the shrine. The suite of rooms 

interpreted as for beauty treatments could be better seen as changing rooms opening out 

onto the courtyard and baths, which could have operated together as a large suite rather 

than being necessarily segregated by sex. There may also have been access from the 

'women's' caldarium into the 'men's' suite of baths to the north. Although such an 

interpretation may not have been produced in the context of a modern excavation, I 

would suggest there has been little recent challenge to the assumptions about bathing 

that underlie it. In the following, consideration will be given to the models influencing 

the

production of such interpretations of baths on temple sites.

7 "si Ton juge par les nombreux objets de parure et de coquetterie feminine".
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Much has been written on whether or not the Romans practised mixed bathing, but the 

evidence itself is slight and contradictory. Pompeian baths have often formed a model 

for interpretation of provincial baths, with evidence for separate bathing areas for men 

and women at the Stabian and Forum baths (Pagan 1999, 26), but it is by no means 

certain that these attitudes were common to Rome and the north western provinces. 

Even in Pompeii, the Central Baths were apparently mixed. Mixed bathing in the 

Roman period is also suggested by the Imperial edicts that specifically banned it8 , and 

authors such as Martial (Epigrams XI, 479 } and Pliny the Elder (NH XXXm, 153 10).

Standard interpretations are based on the symmetrical design of many bath houses, this 

being seen as provision of equal suites of baths for men and women; for example the 

interpretation given at Bath, "one suite was reserved for females whilst the other was 

used by the males...mixed bathing, thought at the time to be an undesirable practice" 

(Cunliffe 1969, 129). This also reflects the recommendations of Vitruvius (De 

Architectura V, 10, 1), but Gallo-Roman temple sites are often far from the Vitruvian 

ideal in many respects. Where bathhouses consist of a single suite of baths, or where 

symmetry is less apparent, different opening times for men and women are often 

suggested as an alternative. It is difficult to see how this could operate in the context of 

a pilgrim destination. Interpretations of differently gendered use have also been based on 

material culture, as in the example of Les Fontaines-Salees (above), often leading to 

dangerous assumptions.

At Pompeii, the baths interpreted as being for women were smaller than those for men. 

This has sometimes led to assumptions about use of baths in other provincial contexts 11 . 

It is suggested that the later history of swimming bath design may have had some impact 

on early interpretation of sites such as Pompeii, with the assumption that women were

less athletic and needed less swimming space, or were perhaps less frequently free to 

attend the baths. In the late nineteenth century public baths of Germany, women's baths

8 Scriptores Historiae Augustae Hadrianus, 18.10; Marcus Aurelius, 23.8
9 "Omniafemineis quare dilecta catervis balnea devltat Lattara?".
10 "videret haec Fabricius et stratas argento mulierum balineas ita... cum viris lavantium". 
" For example Yegul (1992) contrasts the arrangements at Pompeii with the symmetry in size of the baths 
at Vieil-fivreux (Normandy) and Champlieu (Oise).
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tended to be smaller than men's baths, and smaller, separate baths were also provided 

for the poor (Meyhofer 1994, 16), a clear example of social attitudes being mapped out 

in and reinforced by architectural space.

The early Christian attitude to bathing in Rome was generally one of disapproval, which 

relates to views on public nudity and dirt (although these were contradictory in practice, 

with bathing being practised by senior clergy and the elite (Yegul 1992, 317)). However 

it could also be due to the pagan associations of the practice, as suggested by the 

widespread Christian appropriation of pagan springs in Gaul. There is in fact some 

evidence to suggest that baptism began in bathhouses. The early Christian baptistery at 

Auxerre known as the 'puits de Saint-Jovinien' had an early rectangular phase "en grand 

appareil remain" (Louis 1929, 1663). Around the well are three sides of a hexagon. 

Louis suggests that this relates to a fourth century baptistery, possibly with a polygonal 

apse. Leading from the apse a long room and two lateral rooms have been excavated, 

which he interprets as baths, used by early Christians as a baptistery. A baptistery was 

also created from a bath at Cimiez (Guyon 2000, 54). At the cathedral of Saint-Cyr in 

Nevers (Nievre), the baptistery is built on an unidentified fourth century structure 

(Bigeard 1996, 213). There are a number of similarities between early baptisteries and 

pagan sites where water is the focus, including octagonal shape, eastern entrance and 

decorative techniques. This may be reflected in terminology, as they are sometimes 

referred to as templum baptisterii or piscina. The Council of Macon in 585 (part 3) 

forbade visits to the site of baptism before the day itself (Guyon 2000, 23), perhaps 

suggesting the persistence of pagan rites of incubation or the tendency for early 

Christians to conduct baptism in secret, perhaps in public baths. Some traditional 

pilgrimages to springs took place before sunrise, as at Mont Beuvray (see chapter 3).

It could be argued that the interest in and concern with the question of mixed bathing 

arises from nineteenth and twentieth century ideas of privacy and the body. The design 

of roman latrines, for example, suggests that attitudes to personal space and appropriate 

public behaviour may have differed considerably. Although authors such as Martial 

imply that bathers in public baths in Rome were naked (Epigrams m, 51 12 ), bathing

12 "Cumfaciem laudo, cum mirror crura manusque, dicere, Galla, soles 'nuda palceo magis' et simper 

vitas communia balnea nobis "
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robes may have been worn, particularly in the chilly northern provinces (for example the 

references in the Bath curse tablets to lost 'balnearem' (Tomlin 1988, 196). Other 

distinctions may have been more significant than gender. There has been some debate 

over whether slaves attended Roman baths and in what role. It may be that the baths 

were a place where social distinctions mattered less (hence their power in ritual 

contexts) although this is not supported by textual accounts from Rome itself. These 

show the baths as a place to see and be seen, and bathers would show their status 

through jewellery and other conspicuous behaviour. In the context of a sanctuary, other 

distinctions may have mattered, for example the sick and the well, the ritually pure and 

impure, initiates and non-initiates. A ruling of Hadrian appears to have made provision 

for the sick to bathe separately from the healthy in the everyday context of public baths 13 

(Yegiil 1992, 463). This suggests the existence of ideas of contagion and the 

vulnerability of bathers to disease, as well as ancient attitudes to physical defects.

Studies of modern pilgrimage at Lourdes (see chapter 3) have illustrated tensions 

surrounding the act of bathing, associated with the different ways in which a pilgrimage 

may be experienced (Bade 1991, 74). Ritual practices may serve to break down certain 

social distinctions whilst remaining structured by others. The flexibility of social roles 

on such occasions may perhaps be contrasted with the fixed views of the body that still 

influence archaeological interpretation of bathhouses. I would therefore argue that the 

presence of baths has thus had an effect on the way in which sanctuaries as a whole have 

been interpreted in the past. Their interpretation requires as much care as the temples 

themselves and is likely to provide many insights into ritual practices and meaning.

Fluid bodies

Given the evidence for practices of healing at Gallo-Roman temple sites, it is relevant to 

consider how ancient concepts of healing and purification illustrate the perceived 

permeability of the body and its susceptibility to water. In the Roman period, varying 

temperatures and degrees of humidity were closely associated with both physical and 

mental health and ideas of gender and morality.

13 Scriptores Historiae Augustae. Hadrianus, 22, 7.
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There is much evidence to suggest that current 'scientific' understanding of the 

culturally constituted body has changed dramatically since the Graeco-Roman period 

(Laquer 1990). According to writers such as Galen and Aristotle, the bodies of men and 

women were essentially undifferentiated, the female genitalia being seen as an 

'inverted' form of the male. Biological sex was however less a determining factor of 

behaviour than rigid cultural roles. Biological sex was seen as potentially flexible, 

determined by bodily fluids and linked to temperature. In the words of Laquer,

"the borders between blood, semen, other residues and food, between the organs of 
reproduction and other organs, between the heat of passion and the heat of life, were 
indistinct and, to the modern person, almost unimaginably - indeed terrifyingly - 
porous" (Laquer 1990, 42).

Generally, women were held to be 'colder' and 'moister' than men, who were associated 

with warm, dry humours. There is a Latin inscription "baths, wine and women corrupt 

our bodies, but these things make life itself' 14 . The concept of moral danger here relates 

to Christian values but also suggests the threat of wet elements to dry male bodies. Heat 

was seen as arising from passion and capable of altering the bodily fluids, turning blood 

to semen. This may also be a cause of some ancient concerns for the morality of bathing, 

the baths combining fire and water. Warm baths seem to have been more associated 

with an excess of luxury, an idea persisting into the eighteenth century (Meyhofer 1994, 

12). Gilchrist (1995a, 50) demonstrates the persistence of the idea of bodily humours 

into the medieval period, and their possible role in the siting of monasteries, with 

marginal, watery locations favoured by nunneries. She suggests that this also affected 

the orientation of cloisters, with northerly wind seen as better for women than a moist 

southern one.

Given such views on the body, hydrotherapy made sense as a medical treatment. 

Changes in temperature and humidity would be thought to have a physical effect on the 

composition of the body (Flemming 2000, 96). The earlier Greek Hippocratic writings 

influenced Galen and Celsus, providing detailed regimes for bathing according to the 

health of the individual and the quality of the water. Seawater was seen to warm and dry 

the body, whereas fresh water would moisten and cool it. Medical problems were seen

14 CIL VI, 15258. Balnea, vina, venus corrumpunt corpora nostra, sed vitam faciund (quoted in Yegiil 

1992, 40).
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as being due to a perceived imbalance of these elements, for example infertility in 

women was seen to be caused by a drying of the womb, and menstruation was viewed as 

a self-regulatory expulsion of excess moisture. However, this was again a question of 

individual bodily equilibrium rather than being determined by sex (Flemming 2000, 

122). To remedy such imbalances, water was used as treatment. Parts of the body were 

immersed in hot or cold water and watery infusions were applied externally or taken 

internally. The fact that such treatments were seen to be interchangeable again 

emphasises the perceived porosity of the external body surface.

This permeability of the body can serve as a metaphor for the instability of culturally 

constructed categories of sex. Grosz discusses the way in which this fluidity has come to 

been seen as threatening to the boundaries of identity,

"body fluids attest to the permeability of the body, its necessary dependence on an 
outside, its liability to collapse into this outside...to the perilous divisions between the 
body's inside and its outside. They affront a subject's aspiration toward autonomy 
and self-identity" (1994, 193-4).

She shows how women's bodies have been associated with the fluid and those of men 

with the solid, denying a more 'messy' reality.

"The fluidity and indeterminacy of female body parts...is again not a fact of nature 
but a function of the modes of representation that privilege the solid and the 
determinate over the fluid" (Grosz 1994, 205).

A shift to a theoretical focus on permeability and drift, on "flows of intensity" (Deleuze 

and Guattari 1988, 162) may facilitate new ways of looking at construction of identities 

in the past.

Baths at Burgundian temple sites

When considering the presence of baths at temple sites, the tendency for excavations to 

focus on temples and not ancillary buildings has resulted in a small number of 

adequately excavated sites. Where baths are located near to temples, the connection 

between the two may not be emphasised. The number of temple sites with associated 

baths may be higher than previously thought, given the incidence of separate bath 

houses on temple sites discovered by aerial photography. In the following section I have
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identified known bathhouses in the vicinity of temples and discuss their possible 

relationship.

Alesia was sited on a limestone outcrop, which terminates with a band of clay around 

the perimeter of the hilltop. Springs occur naturally where the limestone meets the clay 

(Le Gall 1987). In contrast to the central sanctuary (the so-called temple of Taranis), the 

Gallo-Roman temples at Alesia appear to have been located in this perimeter region. 

Only one such temple has been fully excavated, that of Apollo Moritasgus at the Croix 

Saint-Charles to the east. However early excavations and aerial photography have 

identified further temples in the area of the modern cemetery of Saint-Pere on the south 

side, and at 'La Pointe' at the western end of the site, near the present statue of 

Vercingetorix. These locations are also significant for being near springs.

The double temples located in 1968-1970 in the Saint-Pere area, to the west of the 

present day cemetery, may have been associated with baths (E. Rabeisen, personal 

communication) (Le Gall 1984, 49). The foundations uncovered were extremely 

substantial, up to two metres wide, and a suggested tower may have been an apse. The 

hypocaust pilae found in this area were larger than the domestic ones found elsewhere 

on the site. Aerial photography also showed a large enclosed empty space, which may 

have been a cult enclosure (Goguey 1994, plate 3a). It is appropriate that this area of the 

site was chosen for the later basilica of Sainte-Reine. The find noted by Esperandieu 

(1907, 103) of two aqueducts leading to the southwest and a watercourse in the Champ 

Borne (cadastral area 627) may be related to these baths. There are also several possible 

sites for a set of extramural baths at Alesia. At the foot of the hill near the river Ozerain 

(at La Couperie) some buildings with mosaics and lead piping were found (Maillard de 

Chambure 1841, 198).

At the sanctuary of Apollo-Moritasgus, discussed above (see figure 29), it seems likely 

that pilgrims arriving through the main gate of the town would have entered the baths 

before the temple. The topography of the site made use of natural terracing on three 

levels (coinciding with the rupture and re-emergence of limestone planes), and this may 

have been enhanced artificially. Steps on the northeast side of the portico marked an 

entrance to the baths from the road, suggesting passage of movement through the bath
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suite and out towards the upper temple, possibly via the smaller shrines. However the 

poor excavation and confused plans of this site make it possible only to speculate.

A bathhouse was excavated near Malain at Les Motenets, Ancey, to the southeast of the 

temples and said by the excavators to belong to a nearby villa, dating from the second to 

third century (Roussel 1982) (Devauges 198la, 420). There is no direct evidence to 

suggest that this was connected to a sanctuary. However fragments of sculpture were 

found during the excavations, as well as over forty bone pins, and a spring was located 

fifty metres to the northwest of the villa. The temples at Ancey were thought to have no 

connection to the spring 300 metres away, although the stream from the spring ran less 

than twelve metres away from the east wall of the peristyle courtyard (Roussel 1969, 

189). It may be that the temple served to sacralise this spring. Another aqueduct ran 

from a place known as 'Le Bassin' near the present day water tower to La Boussiere, 

passing to the west of the temples. Nineteenth century excavation found a basin and a 

small aqueduct at the source (Roussel 1979, 222). Water from both these places entered 

La Boussiere near the small shrine housing the statue of a goddess.

Evidence has been found of channels between the ancient church of Malain (the site of a 

supposed temple and dedications to Litavus and Cicolluis) and the stream, La Douix. 

The same area has yielded a sculpted frieze and hypocausts;

"Des conduits auraient amore, entre 1'eglise et le ruisseau de Beaume-la-Roche, les 
eaux du lac du Mont Chauvin. On aurait reconnu une partie d'hypocauste avec ses 
piles15" (Grenier 1960, 683).

Baths in this area seem a possibility. Baths were also present at Les Bolards, Nuits- 

Saint-Georges (Cote-d'Or) slightly to the North of the excavated sanctuary, uncovered 

by early excavations (Pommeret and Muzin 1994, 85). They were connected to the 

sanctuary by means of a road.

The presence or absence of baths at Essarois continues to be a matter of debate. The 

sanctuary was definitely related to a nearby spring. The account of Mignard (1852) 

seemed to suggest that baths were present at Essarois, but he appears to have been

15 'Channels carried the waters of the lake of Mont Chauvin between the church and the stream of Baume- 
la-Roche (La Douix). Part of a hypocaust with its pilae was identified'.
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referring to structures that were part of the later discovered southern temple. Ashy 

deposits in a four-sided structure were interpreted as a hypocaust (ibid. 131) and 

fragments of pipes drawn. The building closest to the river had vaults in its foundations 

(perhaps analogous to those in the temple at the Croix Saint-Charles, Alesia) and 

Mignard saw these as allowing water in "Elles annoncent que 1'eau de ce ruisseau etait 

conduite dans les edifices sacrees 16" (ibid. 131), mentioning earlier accounts of the 

discovery of a stone aqueduct. Flue tiles were found in the 'settlement' area to the 

southeast of the temple excavated by Daviet (Daviet 1962, 10), perhaps a more likely 

location for bath buildings due to the presence of watercourses and a niche or apse in the 

excavated structures. The site had close connections to the nearby spring, with 'chapels' 

and mosaics discovered in the area by Mignard and "substructions importantes: 

nymphee ou temple en grand appareil" noted by Daviet in 1962 (Mabire 2000, 8). 

Wooden statues analogous to those at Sources de la Seine were discovered.

"Parmi ces sculptures il faut citer plusieurs fetiches en chene noirci dans 1'eau 
comme 1'ebene, representant des personnages informes, sans bras, les jambes 
separees par un sciage; 1'une d'elles a Im50 de haut 17" (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 
91).

Only two of these were mentioned in other accounts.

At the site of Sainte-Sabine (Cote-d'Or), a possible bathing establishment was located at 

Champ Boquet in Roncey (Denizot 1882, 162), about half a kilometre from the temple 

to the west on a high point with a good view. Mosaics, marble paving, a hypocaust and 

box tiles were found, although this may also suggest a villa. The site of the supposed 

temple itself is in Champ Chaumet, to the north of the village, between two springs, the 

Fontaine de la Vaire and Porronbouille. At the site of Chene de Haut-le-Pied, 8km to the 

northeast of Joigny (Yonne), bath buildings were discovered with a fanum fifty metres 

to the southwest (Delor 2002, 432). The baths were thought to be part of a metal 

working complex (see below). Finds included statuettes of mother goddesses and Venus 

in white clay.

16 They show that the water of this stream were channelled into the sacred buildings'.
17 'Among these sculptures one should mention many fetishes made from oak blackened like ebony in the 
water, representing formless people, without arms, legs separated by a slit, one of them Im50 high.'
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The site of Les Chailloux at Guerchy (Yonne) has only been discovered by aerial 

photography. Images show a large ensemble on high ground dominating the Ravillon 

(Delor 2002, 395-6) including a fanum and 'villa' in a separate enclosure to the west, 

with separate bathhouse. At Beneuvre (near the source of the Ource and to the south of 

Mont Aigu), baths are possibly present in an area away from the central temple site 

(Anon. 1895, xxii). In the case of such sites it is difficult to determine if baths belonged 

to a temple site or more generally to a vicus, and the whole vicus may have had a 

religious role. Saint-Valerien (Yonne) (Delor 2002, 617-8) is a vicus fifteen kilometres 

west of Sens, with a temple and baths in the north part. Statuettes of Mercury and Venus 

came from the site. Deilly (Villeperrot, Yonne) was a vicus with several temples and 

baths (Rorison 2001, 138). Other vici with temples and baths include Granges (Saone- 

et-Loire) (Rebourg 1994, 234), Auxonne (Cote-d'Or) (Rorison 2001, 141), Cortevaix 

(Saone-et-Loire), where they were probably in relation to a temple (ibid. 142) and 

Sennecey-le-Grand (Saone-et-Loire), which had a sanctuary near a spring, baths and a 

possible theatre (ibid. 144). The latter was located by aerial survey to the northeast of 

Chaponiere, and the baths at La Botte Vieille and Quart les Dames (Rebourg 1994, 438).

Other sites featuring baths in a ritual context

As mentioned above, the site of Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) shows considerable 

continuity over time in the attention given to its wells and springs. Apart from the 

Roman phases, there are traces of Neolithic activity, a Bronze Age cremation cemetery 

and Hallstatt water catchments. The circular feature with central basin has been dated as 

second to first century BC (although it could be later than this) (Lacroix 1964, 112). It 

was cut by the second century AD enlargement of the first century AD bath buildings 

(see figure 25). The close interrelationship between the Roman period bath buildings 

and other features of the site is not in doubt, and they may be considered to have a ritual 

function. The annexe IB described by the original excavators as a temple appears to date 

to the second century also. No structure identifiable as a. fanum type has been identified, 

although BZ may have been a shrine. Anatomical ex-voto were present in the long 

corridor to the south of the baths (rooms BA and BJ) and in some of the rooms or 

passages connecting this area to the baths (rooms L, M and K).
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The site at Escolives Sainte-Camille (Yonne) (Kapps 1974) requires reinterpretation 

with respect to the role of the bathing complex. Cult activity at the site is not in doubt 

and it has many elements in common with other Burgundian sanctuaries, but this 

activity is seen as belonging to the earlier phases of the site and the later phase being of 

a domestic nature, with the baths belonging to a villa-type establishment. Sited so that 

the present day stream runs through the bath buildings, it is likely that the water supply 

for the baths was from the Source du Creusot to the south of the site. It is this spring that 

was the focus of the ritual deposits. The first century AD phases consisted of bath 

buildings later built over by the third to fourth century buildings interpreted as a villa 

and baths. These baths were extremely large by private standards (Prost et al. 1992, 5) 

and incorporated re-used architectural blocks from a monumental religious building of 

late second century date. The original location of this monument is in doubt although it 

may have been around the spring itself. There was also a large Roman building in the 

area known as "Grippe Soleil", in which second century wall paintings were found.

Figure 44

The later baths at Escolives directly overlay the earlier ones, and yet the attached 'villa' 

buildings were on a very different alignment (Kapps 1974). It could be argued that a 

complete break had been made with the earlier phases and function of the site (with the 

cutting up of religious sculpture for building material), but the maintenance of the bath 

layout implies some sort of continuity (although it may have been easier to use old 

foundations in such a marshy area). The baths were thus the original focus of the site, 

and may have been the location of the earlier monument, which recalls the facade of the 

baths at Sens (also re-used in the third century in the town walls). Re-use of religious 

sculpture may not necessarily imply loss of meaning and could also be interpreted as a 

form of memory. (At the baths in the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus, Alesia, votive 

inscriptions were built into the eastern apse when extending the baths).

Recent work in the area around the spring at Escolives shows that it was channelled into 

a basin partly cut into the natural rock and partly constructed with walls (Mordant 1996, 

192). There appears to have been a suite of baths in this area that predated the earliest of 

the baths to the north. In the spring itself, ex-votos were discovered in the form of
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bronze eyes and female torsos (with iron nails still in situ for attachment to walls) and 

poorly legible defixiones. A wooden anatomical ex-voto and remains of fruit were also 

found here, along with a Gallic potin and second century pottery (Thevenot 1988, 53). 

However, this ritual activity is seen to cease in the second century despite continued use 

of the water source. The choice of this site for Merovingian burials may also be 

significant, a phenomenon occurring on other such sites. I would argue that the nature of 

the activity around the spring suggests that the later baths may also have ritual function.

The baths to the west of the urban centre of Vertault (Cote-d'Or) illustrate the 

occurrence of religious iconography in the context of civic baths. It is debatable whether 

or not they had a primarily ritual context, although this could be argued from the nature 

and abundance of imagery and artefacts (Aupert 1991, 186). It is not clear whether the 

baths were directly connected to a temple complex; the 'temple' excavated by Mignard 

and Coutant to the north yielded few finds, and may have been a public building such as 

a macellum (Mangin 1986, 10). However the area to the north of the baths has been 

incompletely excavated and the long wall to the west of the baths continues to form the 

west wall of another enclosure directly to the north of the baths that contained a variety 

of structures, including a building with an east-facing niche.

Figure 45

The excavators interpreted the large room to the south of the baths as an exercise hall. 

The finds from this area however may suggest alternative interpretations. Although the 

finds were unlikely to have been uncovered completely in-situ, the grouping of a 

number of artefacts in the centre of this room could be interpreted as a central altar or 

image. The arrangement of this room was perhaps better suited to a large public 

entrance hall, with a strong religious element. Around the central plinth were found a 

votive altar or statue base (CIL XIH 5659), fragments of another statue (Esperandieu 

1911, 343, no. 3391), a head wearing a mural crown (identified by the excavators as 

Cybele), a torso with drapery from another statue and a white marble cornucopia. The 

inscription on the statue base could be read as a dedication to Fortuna, (perhaps a better 

interpretation of the 'Cybele' head), and was possibly the same statue from which the 

cornucopia came. It may be significant that a conduit of water flowed out from the
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eastern corridor into this room (slightly above floor height) and crossed the floor 

diagonally to the south west to reach an outflow channel to the south of the baths. Pieces 

of a labrum were also found in this room, some recorded as positioned near the entry to 

the eastern corridor

The caldarium had a large eastern niche jutting out into the corridor to the east, and 

mirrored by a niche in the east side of the corridor beyond. The niche was decorated on 

the caldarium side with a multicoloured mosaic and painted plaster, depicting a brightly 

coloured tree (Mignard and Coutant 1856, 33). The corridor is likely to have been 

visible from the baths at this point; window glass was found. On the corridor side of this 

niche further fragments were found, including the left foot of a marble statue, the hand, 

fingers and leg fragments of the same. At the northern end of the caldarium near the 

entry to the hypocaust a white marble torso was discovered, which belonged with the 

fragments above (Esperandieu 1911, 332, no. 3369). The statue has been reconstructed 

and appears to be a male deity standing by a tree trunk and an upturned urn (these last 

fragments were located in the larger room to the south end of the eastern corridor 

(Mignard and Coutant 1856, 44). The caldarium appears to be part of the first phase of a 

two-phase construction (Mangin 1985).

In the tepidarium was a votive altar portraying a naked male deity and an overflowing 

urn flanked by two cloaked figures, one sacrificing at an altar and the other shown 

between two mallets (CIL XHI 5660; Esperandieu 1911, 340-341, no. 3385). This may 

be a reference to the more distant source of the water, which was carried to the site by 

aqueduct. Also in this room was a relief of a child carrying grapes (Esperandieu 1911, 

342 no. 3388). An occulist's hoard was found in these baths (Thevenot 1950, 417). A 

relief depicting three matres (Esperandieu 1911, 334, no. 3373) was found outside the 

baths to the west, in an area thought to contain earlier structures (Mignard and Coutant 

1856, 49). The water supply for the baths at Vertault appears to have arrived by 

aqueduct to a tower in the town walls to the northwest. It was suggested that the source 

of the water was on a neighbouring hill directly to the west, known as the Puits de la 

Margelle (Mignard and Coutant 1856, 51), but other springs can be found in the vicinity 

of Vertault. The Fontaine de Jouvence is at the foot of the hill of Vertillum to the 

northwest.
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Figure 46

Sites featuring ritual significance given to water and springs

Mont Beuvray (Saone-et-Loire) can in some ways be compared to Alesia, both being 

hilltop settlements with many springs, although the occupation of Mont Beuvray is 

generally earlier in date. The most significant spring site on Mont Beuvray seems to 

have been the Fontaine Saint-Pierre, a late La Tene construction with Gallo-Roman 

enlargement (see figure 28). The Augustan phase consisted of a rectangular basin with a 

wooden lining. Ritual deposition seems to continue in this period with a foundation 

deposit of coins (Richard 1991, 113). The building was enlarged in later phases with 

two small symmetrical rooms either side of the opening to the main room housing the 

tank (which could be seen as analogous to the cella in afanum). The room beyond this 

had a break in the walls to allow the passage of water through. The latest 

dendrochronolgy date for a re-used wooden beam in one of the channels outside the 

building gives a terminus post quern of 184 AD but the sequence of rings is incomplete; 

it is thus conceivable that the structure lasted into the late third or fourth century 

(Richard 1992, 120). However the finds from the destruction layers date up to the 

second century only. The Gallo-Roman phase has been interpreted as a public fountain 

(Richard 1993, 347) but the earlier phase has produced around 100 coins, which is high 

for accidental loss and seems more indicative of ritual deposition. A bronze ear and an 

anatomical ex-voto in the form of a pair of lungs was found, though the context of this 

is not known (Richard 1991, 120 fig. 3). The surrounding area has produced flue tile 

from the remains of a possible bath building (Richard 1993, 348).

As at Alesia, several of the springs have a long association with local traditions and 

pilgrimage, and have been Christianised. The Gallo-Roman temple near the Chapel of 

Saint Martin is near a spring known as the Fontaine Saint-Martin. The positioning of 

this site recalls that of the Croix Saint-Charles at Alesia, which may have also originally 

been at the main entrance to the site. Unusually, no baths seem to be associated with the 

temple complex on Mont Beuvray, but a small isolated bath building was discovered in 

the Pature du Couvent (Dechelette 1904, 33). This consisted of a simple three-roomed
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structure fed from a spring 100 metres to the south by an aqueduct (ibid. 6). 

Interestingly, a funerary pit was located centrally in room C, containing a cremation and 

two or three broken amphorae with no necks or handles, bones and a coin (ibid. 33). It 

may have pre-dated the building. There were numerous other springs on Mont Beuvray, 

including a square catchment basin located behind some of the houses at the Pature de 

Couvent. The Fontaine de 1'Ecluse had a square wooden basin with a stone flagged 

floor, and a wooden roof, the timbers dating to the mid first century AD (Schopfer 1998, 

181). The assemblage was of La Tene date, ending before the Augustan period, and 

there is no suggestion of a cult function (although a mid first century fibula was found in 

the layer dating to the abandonment of the basin following the collapse of the roof). The 

oval basin should also be mentioned in this context.

At Arleuf, to the west of the theatre site, the structures known as 'Captage Rougelot' 

have been interpreted as domestic or craft installations (Olivier 1983, 194). One of the 

buildings has a wooden basin just inside a wide entrance, with a drainage channel to the 

southwest. It was not possible to determine the point of entry of the water. The fill 

consisted of tiles and burnt wood, and the basin may have been part of a metalworking 

installation, although there was painted wall plaster in an adjacent room and some fine 

ceramic wares similar to those used at the theatre. However the buildings to the north of 

the theatre at Fougerat have produced more finds of religious significance, such as a 

statuette of Sucellus and figurine of Venus found just outside a small basin, interpreted 

as a private bathroom (Olivier 1983, 199).

Thermal springs

The sites of Saint-Honore-les-Bains (Nievre) and Bourbon-Lancy (Saone-et-Loire) are 

both modern spa establishments with Roman-period use of the same springs. While not 

temple sites as such, the water appears to have had religious significance and associated 

material culture suggests cult use. There does not however seem to have been distinctive 

treatment given to thermal springs, neither to saline ones. The baths at Bourbon-Lancy 

are also in the area of the modern spa. They consisted of five springs and two large 

basins (Vertet 1988, 21). One of these, the Bain Royal, was constructed with a number 

of niches by which the water entered, possibly under statues. Marble paving appears to
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have been used throughout. Sculptures of swaddled infants as ex-voto found here show 

a similarity of function with other sanctuaries (Bonnard 1908, 269).

At Saint-Honore-les-Bains, the Roman bathing establishment was in the area of the 

modern baths. The description of these (Collin 1888, 68) sounds similar to those 

described at Bourbon-Lancy by Aubery (1604). The receiving basin of the water of the 

Crevasse was paved in white marble, with four semi-circular bays and marble pedestals 

in these (presumably for statues). Collin also describes the excavation of seven wells 

connected by marble channels, with many coins discovered in the wells. The earliest 

coin was Tiberian. Although the absence of Gallic coins is noted here, the wells were 

not fully excavated to the bottom, and these coins were found in the village itself. No 

definite indications of cult activity were found apart from a wooden figure which may 

have been similar to those of Sources de la Seine, found in a small reservoir basin along 

with ceramics; "une figurine a bois grossierement sculptee" (Collin 1888, 312). It is 

possible that the foundations of a 'signal tower and the house of the watchman' found at 

the centre of a mound near the hamlet of Preparche (Collin 1888, 72) was in fact a 

temple.

Baths at other sites

Bathing establishments appear to have been provided for industrial complexes, such as 

those at the ceramic workshops at Vieux-Fresne, Guegnon (Saone-et-Loire) (Rebourg 

1994, 254). Rorison interprets these as a small water sanctuary with baths (Rorison

2001. 133). It is perhaps wrong to exclude the ritual from the industrial when defining a 

site, the two having close connections, particularly in the case of metalworking. Baths 

were associated with ironworking at Foil (Nievre) (Bigeard 1996, 222-3), Bouhy, in the 

Vallee Saint-Pelerin (ibid. 76) and at Chene de Haut-le-Pied, Joigny (Yonne) (Delor

2002. 432). At Thoste (Cote-d'Or) (Pre de Refort) a set of baths have been interpreted as 

serving the mining community there (Mangin et al. 1992, 189). The possibility of a 

sanctuary could be argued for; the baths are located opposite a semi-circular enclosure 

and near a building known as the 'Chateau de la Sole' of indeterminate date.
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The location of public baths at Autun remains unknown, although various buildings 

with hypocausts (which were more probably residential), have appeared in the small 

areas excavated (Rebourg 1998, 196). Sites suggested as possible locations include the 

so-called Temple of Jupiter' in the Saint-Andoche area (ibid. 197; De Fontenay 1889, 

128), or a circular building in the area of the present day hospital. At Macon, urban 

baths and a temple to Jupiter are suggested by inscriptions (CIL XHI, 2581-2595). The 

most likely site for a ritual complex is at Vieux-Fresne on Place hill, where a 

monumental bathing complex found in 1835 was fed by the Source de 1'Abysse 

(Rebourg 1998, 307). The complex dated from the first to the fourth century and 

contained mosaics and ex-voto (Comite departementale de la recherche archeologique 

de Saone-et-Loire 1996, 232-3). Baths may also have been located in Macon near the 

Pont du Cimetiere (Pont de 1'Egalite), where a statuette was found with an elliptical 

cement tank and channel (Jeanton 1926, (1), 21-2).

The baths in Sens were located in an insula in the south west of the town near the forum 

(Rue de 1'Epee), and were built during the first and second centuries, partly built over by 

third century rampart (Delor 2002, 655-6). The water supply came some considerable 

distance from Saint-Philibert by aqueduct. In the fourth century they were reused for 

occupation. Baths have also been suggested for the remains at the junction of the Rues 

Laurencin and Saint-Didier (Delor 2002, 657). It has also been suggested that the 

monument known as the Motte du Ciar may have been a bath building, due to the use of 

hydraulic mortar. The monumental blocks re-used in the city walls and thought to be 

from a bath facade were found to the southwest of the town enclosure. They have a 

water-related religious theme, featuring Venus or women bathing and men fighting 

watery beasts. There is also a depiction of a nymph with an urn (Esperandieu 1911, 71, 

no. 2866).

Figure 47

The location of baths at other urban centres is less certain. In Tournus (Saone-et-Loire), 

baths were possibly located near the town and near to a spring. The villa at Belne was a 

large site yielding many finds, some of a religious nature, and had dependent baths 

thought to be at edge of the D 215 on the south side of road. In Cosne-sur-Loire, baths
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have been located in the district of Saint-Aignan (Morellet 1838-40, n, 57). In the 

Quartier de la Pecherie there was a nineteenth century excavation of a room with painted 

plaster, bath basin and lead pipes, with working of antlers on the site (Morellet 1838-40 

pi. 109).

It is difficult to ascertain whether temples associated with villas should be seen as 

private shrines belonging to that estate or as a place of public worship, the villa perhaps 

part of a large religious complex. Such an ambiguous site is that of the Plaine de 

Crisenon, Pregilbert (Yonne) (Delor 2002, 544), where a villa on the banks of the 

Yonne was identified by aerial photography. A road runs along the villa walls on one 

side, across from which is a fanum, and a bath house to the north. At Les Flassis, Venoy 

(Delor 2002, 757-8) a villa identified from the air has an eastern set of buildings 

including a fanum, with baths along the north aisle of the villa. Where bath buildings do 

appear in the context of large villas, they tend to be situated between the pars urbana 

and the pars rustica, perhaps indicative of their status as a common public area. In some 

cases, there appear to be additional smaller baths for domestic use in the villa itself, as at 

Les Roches, Chapelle-Vaupelteigne (Yonne) (Duchatel 1970).

In some cases, the baths in a villa complex have yielded the type of finds normally 

associated with a temple. The villa at Les Mazieres, Saint-Andre-en-Terre-Plaine 

(Yonne) (Delor 2002, 561-2) had a bathhouse just north of a corridor separating the two 

parts of the villa. In the main room of the baths, the finds included a green stone axe and 

a statuette of a mother goddess. At La Tete de Per, Noyers-sur-Serein (Yonne), 

excavation in 1958 of thirteen buildings including a bathhouse (interpreted as part of a 

villa complex), revealed a statue of a fertility goddess found face down outside one of 

the buildings and a hoard of third century coins (Duchatel 1964). A small marble altar 

was discovered in the villa at Les Chagnats, Saint-Germain-des-Champs (Delor ed. 

2002, 577-580; Baudoin 1859). Sculptures of a religious nature are relatively common, 

although not usually monumental in size, and these baths should therefore be considered 

as places for private ritual. They do however reveal the appropriateness of baths as a 

context for this type of practice.
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The villa at Les Chetives Vignes, Champvert (Nievre) is another such example (Bigeard 

1996, 91). It was situated on the slope of a hill dominating the Aron valley, to the west 

of the modern village on the edge of the road to Decize. Excavations in 1891 found a 

marble statuette of 'young Hercules' and many other finds. One room contained an 

octagonal basin at the centre of the room, with run-off to the southeast, interpreted as 

having been converted into a baptistery, although there was nothing else to suggest a 

Christian context (Gauthier 1897). At foot of the same hill near the road to Decize were 

a further set of baths, including an octagonal frigidarium, three tepidaria, and three 

caldaria. Finds included a statue of Venus and half of a seated goddess, as well as an 

inscription (CIL XHI 10.025, 25) on a bottle depicting a man, but there was nothing else 

to suggest a religious function.

At Lux, 'La Ville d'Ogne' (Cote-d'Or) a site discovered by aerial photography has the 

appearance of a villa but had differences of layout which has led to its interpretation as a 

public monument with some possible religious function (Goguey 1994a, 206). Limited 

excavation produced flue tile, water pipe rings and drainage channels, so the presence of 

baths seems likely (ibid. 205). This site could be compared with Braux, a 'villa' site 

containing elaborate bath complexes but also indigenous basins and ritual deposits, with 

apparent continuity from the Iron Age. At Braux the main area of excavations did not 

include a possible sanctuary 300 metres away to the southeast (Farine 1999, 22). I would 

suggest that this area was close enough to the baths for the possibility of some 

relationship between the two sites.

At Chatelet d'Arcelot, Arceau (Cote-d'Or) a set of baths appear within a double ditched 

enclosure, in an area also occupied during the Neolithic and Bronze Age periods 

(Lechenet and Martin 1984). This enclosure may have initially had a military connection 

(as suggested by the authors) due to the presence of tiles stamped with LEG VHI (the 

site is near to the fort at Mirebeau), but the baths appear to be part of a phase of later 

use, incorporating monumental blocks from an earlier structure. Nothing else in the 

enclosure would suggest a military function (although large buildings were identified to 

the north) and the enclosure might well have had a ritual significance for these later 

phases. An alignment of pestholes appears to demarcate the area to the east.
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Spring sites

Another aspect of the significance of water in Gallo-Roman society was the tribal 

identification with rivers, which defined people and territory (Seine / Sequani, Ignon / 

Lingones). Acting both as a barrier to movement and a means of communication, they 

could be seen as a liminal zone. The source of such rivers would have been a natural 

focus for veneration. Again, the deity appears to preside over the river or personify it. 

As rivers demarcated territory, their confluences would be natural meeting places or 

disputed areas. The site of a confluence may be marked by dramatic changes in the 

speed, colour and turbulence of the flow. Inscriptions from Lyons stress the location of 

the altar of the Three Gauls 'at the confluence of the Rhone and the Saone', suggesting 

unity of peoples represented by uniting rivers. Water may thus have a political 

signification in sanctuaries. The placing of temples by watercourses has been explored 

in chapter 2; it is suggested that the territory into which the rivers flowed was implicitly 

brought to mind at a sanctuary at its source.

Deyts (1992, 57) created a distinction between cult and custom in her discussion of 

ritual practices at springs. It does seem that many springs were the find spots for 

offerings such as coins and small statuettes, which are indicative of personal rites. She 

would contrast these with the organised rituals taking place at temples. While the 

evidence from many spring sites seems to reflect this hypothesis, and while most of such 

sites are poorly excavated and lack good stratigraphy, I am reluctant to dismiss their 

evidence. Many show signs of having had associated structures in the vicinity and given 

the importance of springs to temple sites, such a distinction may not have been 

perceived in the Gallo-Roman period. It could be said that many offerings at temple 

sites also reflect small-scale, personal acts. The body of information on spring sites in 

Burgundy is large and sometimes misleading due to the tendency of early writers to 

assume continuity back from Christian sites. I will outline the evidence of the more 

significant sites below. A more complete list of sites is given in the appendix.
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A building housing a well on the southern slope of Mont Afrique near Flavignerot and 

Corcelles-les-Monts (Les Jaumieres) appears to have been a location for ritual practices, 

although not of conventional temple shape. A rectangular building was divided into two 

rooms, the larger room housing a well (or possibly a receiving basin for the spring) and 

a variety of objects including antlers, coins and a statuette of Minerva (Guyot 1937). 

The smaller room was painted and contained a small altar depicting naked deities 

(Esperandieu 1938, 122-3, no. 7814) and what appear to have been anatomical figurines. 

A second spring on Mont Afrique (Le Groniau) was the location of the two rooms of a 

larger building on the northeast slope of the hill, excavated by Aubry and his son 

between 1899 and 1901 and interpreted as part of a villa. The inventory of objects from 

this site is strongly suggestive of a sanctuary, including statuettes of a bearded deity, a 

'Ceres', a 'Vulcan', Mercury and Minerva, a marble female head and "beaucoup de 

fragments de jambes, de bras biases, soit au-dessus du genous, du coude ou du 

poignet 18" (they may have been anatomical ex-voto) and 425 datable coins amongst 

many other objects (Bertrand 1919). The excavator reports "un petit canal de Om.25 de 

longeur, en pierres seches, se dirigeait vers les fondations remains 19" from the spring 

150m away.

Figure 48

There are a number of springs in the area around Santenay (Cote-d'Or), although none 

of those usually discussed in the literature are very close to the site of the Gallo-Roman 

temple. The nearest are those near the church of Saint-Jean-de-Narosse, one of which 

has a small Gallo-Roman stele of a figure in a sagum set into its housing, known locally 

as Saint Eloi and reputed to have healing properties. There do appear to be springs on 

the north side of the Montain des Trois Croix (Mont de Sene). The Fontaine Salee (also 

known as the Source Romaine) in the valley near Santenay, was found to contain many 

Roman coins as well as a fragment of thin gold leaf, and the area of 'Les Caves' nearby 

also appears to have been occupied in the Roman period (Thevenot 1971, 32).

18 'Many fragments of legs, broken arms, sometimes above the knees, the elbow, the wrist.'
19 'A small channel 0.25m long in dry stone, leading to the Roman foundations.'
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Near the site of Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or) (although some distance from its centre at 

Premeaux-Prissey), the discovery was made of an apsidal building with an octagonal 

marble basin and aqueduct, thought at first to be palaeo-Christian. Excavation revealed 

it to be part of a villa, and the finds suggested a first to second century date (Planson 

1969). A deposit was recorded that may have been ritual in nature (a tile with an animal 

print, bronze pin, two sherds of metallic pottery, two fragments of marble plaque, one 

pink stone fragment and a sherd of a local vase), although this is not incompatible with a 

villa context (Planson 1972). The channel from the basin appears to lead out to the 

northwest in the direction of a fanum-shaped structure (aerial photograph, SRA 

Bourgogne, Dijon). The nearby thermal source at Courtavaux (3km from Les Bolards, 

Cote-d'Or) was noted by Bulliot and Thiollier (1892, 113), who recorded "des restes 

remains, des marbres, des conduites de pierre, des medailles". This appears to have been 

the findspot for the sculpture of the swaddled child and dog in Beaune museum 

(Esperandieu 1910, 155, no. 2051).

Finds of Gallo-Roman material are particularly common at the source of rivers and 

streams, but these are usually chance finds with a lack of thorough excavation to support 

them. At the source of the Aigue, Beaune, "on a exhume une tete de Diane et des jambes 

votives" (Thevenot 1971, 56). Other remains found include fragments of a frieze and 

cornices, as well as a pair of lower legs (probably an ex-voto or part of a statue). An 

account of 1866 mentions a wall with tile and brick, coins and conduits, so there may 

have been some construction around the spring. Three bronze paterae were found forty 

metres away from the spring (Thevenot 1971, 90).

Figure 49

The source of the Arman9on is located at Puits de Tagny, Essey, (Cote-d'Or) and also at 

Pouilly. The structure associated with the source at Essey is a small stone housing of 

uncertain date, and no ex-voto were found in recent work. However in the surrounding 

area were structural remains, including a well, a cellar with painted plaster, water 

channels, bricks and tiles, as well as mosaics. It is suggested that there may have been a 

villa, temple or even baths in the area. A number of sculptural fragments come from the 

site, including a chariot with two passengers (Bruzard 1873; Esperandieu 1910, 280, no.
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2325). Corot mentions an inscription to the god Nonissus as associated with this site 

(1932, 248). At the source of the Oze (Fontaine Sainte-Marguerite) near Savranges at 

Bussy-la-Pesle (Nievre), Roman objects were found on cleaning,

"Ce nettoyage a procure un certain nombre de monnaies romaines, des epingles en 
bronze et en os, et diverse autres vestiges qui, malheureusement, n'ont pas etc 

conserves, non plus que quelques debris de sculpture paraissant avoir appartenu a un 
petit edicule paVen20" (Corot 1936, 253).

Recent excavations discovered a site at the Source de la Coquille, Etalente (Cote-d'Or), 

a tributary of the Seine. In the nineteenth century coins were found here, and a polygonal 

pedestal with figures said to include a depiction of Venus emerging from the water 

(Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 89). The attributed statuary in Esperandieu shows an 

indistinct figure wearing a cloak with crossed bands or ribbons on his or her chest 

(Esperandieu 1925, 294, no. 7104). The presence of a building upstream was suggested 

by layers of mosaic tesserae and fragments of a hypocaust (Gelot 1996). Two oak posts 

were also found, possibly from a wooden housing. Work by Paris in 1957 yielded three 

sculptural fragments; a knee, a leg and a fragment of a leg (Martin 1958a, 308). Other 

finds at springs include that at La Fontaine des Enchasses, Treigny, at the source of the 

river Vrille. This was a statuette of a boy wearing a cloak over his back, a terracotta 

female bust of first century date and the neck of a Dressel amphora (Benard 1964). At 

the source of the Douix in Ladoix-Serrigny near Beaune, many coins were found during 

clearance, mostly dating to the late third to fourth century. The Roman levels appear to 

have been destroyed by later structures (Martin 1960, 338). The source of the Ource is 

located on the east side of Mont Aigu (Cote-d'Or), a hillfort, near the site of Beneuvre. 

There may be remains of baths further to the south (Drioux 1934).

At Asquins-sous-Vezelay (Yonne), a building was excavated around a spring (the 

Fontaine Saint-Martin or Source Choslin) measuring 6 by 5.8m, apparently a pool or 

catchment structure with niches (Guillon 1895, Delor ed. 2002, 163). Three pipes led 

from a chamber above the spring, flowing out into the long basin in front of a masonry 

block framed by a large niche and flanked by two smaller ones (perhaps this block 

supported a statue) and out beyond the wall at the opposite side through a pipe. The

20 This cleaning produced a certain number of Roman coins, bronze and bone pins, and a variety of other 

remains which, unfortunately, were not kept, as well as other sculptural remains appearing to have come 

from a small pagan shrine'.
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niches were decorated with large snail shells embedded into the cement. No finds were 

reported, although the structure appears to be Roman in date from the construction 

techniques. This is a rare example of substantial masonry structures remaining around a 

spring. The large complex of buildings identified by aerial photography to the north of 

this village appears to be a temple complex containing baths (Delor ed. 2002, 161)

In many cases, wooden tanks (usually of oak) were used to contain springs, as at Les 

Fontaines-Salees (Yonne). A good example of such a site with ritual use is the Fontaine 

Segrain at 'La Ville d'Eguilly', Montlay-en-Auxois (Cote-d'Or). Here, three tanks of 

oak planks were aligned down a slope from west to east. The middle and largest basin 

was 6 by 5.7m square and may have had a tiled roof. Cult use was suggested by the 

presence of five anatomical wooden models (a head, leg, forearm and two figures, one 

female), thin, perforated, rectangular plaques (perhaps inscribed?), a gold fibula pin and 

a female statuette. Ceramics in the form of thin goblets and metallescent fabrics were 

also found, as well as coins (mid first to mid second century). The use-period of the 

basins was initially given as second to third century by the excavators on the basis of the 

ceramics, and the coins were seen as intrusive (Dupont 1984, 72). However 

dendrochronological dating of the posts put them in the late first to early second century 

(Mangin et al. 1992, 193), suggesting a structure with a possible period of use over 

several centuries.

Figure 50

At the Source Saint Are, Saulx, near Decize (Nievre), a set of three oak tanks was found 

in 1881, similar to that at the Fontaine Segrain, with the largest tank at the top. Finds 

included an intaglio inscribed "COCCEIAN VSEDOMITVS" (CIL Xm 2815), white 

ceramics and first century coins (Vaillat 1932, 75). Similar structures appear to have 

been located at Saint-Parize-le-Chatel, Fonds Bouillants where three wooden basins 'en 

forme de baignoire' were located near a source (Bonnard 1908, 451; Bigeard 1996, 237) 

and at Saint-Pierre-le-Moutier, at the Fontaine-des-Vertus (Bigeard 1996, 238), where 

three basins (it is not reported whether of wood or stone) connected by pipes were found 

in the 1870s. Bonnard noted a well with walls surrounding it at the site and Gallo- 

Roman ceramics (1908, 452).
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A thermal spring at Bourbiere Chaude de la Crote (between Grisey and La Plaine) in 

Saint-Symphorien-de-Marmagne, (Saone-et-Loire) (Rebourg 1994, 351-2) was housed 

with oak planking over a brick floor. Three well housings made from oak trunks (similar 

to those found at Les Fontaines-Salees) were arranged in a triangle, two small and one 

large. It was suggested that this was a Neolithic catchment re-used in the Gallo-Roman 

period; Neolithic flint, fossils and ceramics were found in the bottom layer. However 

this interpretation should be treated with caution due to the common deposition of 

worked Neolithic flint (and fossils) in Gallo-Roman contexts. Many finds in the upper 

layers were indicative of a ritual deposit, including a statuette head, a phallic pendant, a 

gold fibula and arrowheads (Louis 1943, 70).

As with Mont Beuvray, other hillforts have springs that appear to have been the focus of 

ritual attention. Baths are sometimes located below the hill itself. On the east slope of 

Vieux Dun, Dun-les-Places (Nievre) was the Fontaine Saint-Marc, overlooking the 

valley of the river Cure. The spring is near a chapel, which replaced an older oratory, 

possibly of tenth century date. This chapel was the object of a pilgrimage and the 

Christianised source continued to attract offerings. The excavations revealed a channel 

leading to the southeast at an oblique angle to the modern housing in the northeast 

corner of an earlier square "cello?, orientated east-west (Lafontaine and Oliver 1990). 

Excavation of the southwest angle of this 'cello' revealed a basin delineated with stones. 

The fill layers contained late third to fourth century coins and Roman tile, and it appears 

that an earlier basin was below the later Roman housing. A quantity of un-worked wood 

was also retrieved from the basin. The earliest levels may have dated to the La Tene 

period. Below the western slope of Mont Avrollet (Avrolles, Yonne) in the gardens of 

the Chateau d'Avrolles was the Source Saint-Beate and the Fontaine Senain, where a 

vaulted gallery twenty-four metres by three and a half metres was found in 1833, with a 

basin containing coins (Delor ed. 2002, 222).

It seems probable that many of these spring sites had La Tene origins and were used 

throughout the Roman period. Objects found at La Douix in Chatillon-sur-Seine (Cote- 

d'Or) suggest that this site had been used to make offerings well before the Roman 

period. As well as earlier ceramics, pre-Roman objects including over 200 fibulae were
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found. Some were analogous to Mont Lassois types, their first use dating to the early 

fifth century BC (Renard 1997, 69; Coudrot 2002, 83). This has implications for the 

Sauer's proposal (1999) that coin offerings in springs in Gaul began as a direct result of 

Roman military influence. It may be possible that coins later replaced other types of 

offering, and the site at Chatillon is a clear example of an indigenous tradition based 

around a spring that survived into the Roman period.

Conclusions

Some of the ideas put forward in chapters 2 to 4 have been considered through the 

element of water. This has demonstrated the productivity of a more integrated approach 

to temples and their landscape. In the above discussion of bathing practices, I have 

attempted to demonstrate the extent to which past views of bathing practice may have 

differed from our own. Human engagement with water may be rendered meaningful, 

and needs to be considered alongside theorisation of the body. Just as there was a 

diversity of meanings attached to bodies, the water itself was not a neutral substance and 

could act on the body in a variety of ways according to its properties. That people sought 

cures by visiting Gallo-Roman sanctuaries is well attested (although not all spring 

sanctuaries appear to have been directly connected with healing practices). Baths in this 

context therefore seem to be as much for immersion in as washing off. This bodily act 

would have been structured according to ideas about the body and about the particular 

qualities of the water itself. Interaction with water played a significant part in the way in 

which visitors to a Gallo-Roman sanctuary would encounter the sacred.

I would therefore argue that the presence of baths at sanctuaries has had an effect on the 

way in which sanctuaries as a whole have been interpreted in the past. Like the temples 

themselves, baths have been separated from their landscape contexts, and are presented 

as being peripheral to the ritual process. The interpretation of bath facilities requires as 

much care as that of the temples themselves and is likely to provide many insights into 

ritual practices. If baths are to be seen as an integral part of the ritual experience they 

need to be imagined not as empty spaces, but as filled with water and filled with 

meaning.
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Chapter 6: Theatres

Introduction

In this section I will review past discussion of the role of theatres in Gallo-Roman 

temple complexes and develop some further areas of relevance to this study. Examples 

are chosen from throughout northern Gaul as this provides a more balanced comparative 

picture than the smaller study area. This will facilitate a more detailed examination of 

theatres in the area of study. There has been a lack of recent attempts to create a 

synthesis of theatres in Roman Gaul, with the notable exception of the conference held 

in Lattes in 1989 (Landes ed. 1992a). This may be in part due to the difficulty of 

categorising this diverse building type in approaches dominated by architectural studies 

and to a lack of well-excavated sites.

The history of study of this topic has been dominated by questions of architectural 

typology and definition. For clarity I retain the term 'Gallo-Roman theatre' to denote 

theatres in Roman Gaul of a non-classical plan, but also emphasise the problems 

associated with the use of this term. The term is used here without denoting any of the 

specific architectural features that have been used to define it in the past. The problems 

associated with this terminology can be seen as analogous to those associated with the 

term 'Romano-Celtic temple'. However in the case of Gallo-Roman theatres, their study 

has been further hindered by an emphasis on form, with a comparatively late shift to 

issues of function and meaning. The potential of approaches dealing with this material 

evidence as a setting for performance and social action is suggested.

Approaches to the study of theatre architecture

The architecture of Gallo-Roman theatres has been analysed in a manner analogous to 

that of the temples themselves, with the combination of amphitheatre and theatre 

elements being recognised as a distinctive Gallo-Roman 'hybrid' form ;

"The combination of Roman and native elements is paralleled in some degree by the

1 "On peut considerer ces theatres-amphitheatres comme une creation originale de I'architecture gallo- 
romaine" (Grenier 1958, 975).
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assimilation of Celtic to Roman deities, by the interaction of Celtic and Roman art 
forms, and by the type of theatre peculiar to north Gaul and Britain, which shows 
much the same pattern of distribution as the Romano-Celtic temple" (Lewis 1966, 
100).

This is not necessarily a helpful approach; by measuring architecture against a scale of 

ideal 'romanitas' it loses its own distinctive meanings and less consideration is given to 

earlier uses of this space. Derks (1998, 191) attempts to move away from this negative 

model of the Gallic theatre form, but still argues for minimal impact of indigenous 

innovations2 . Only Bouley (1983, 552) suggests that the variations in form of these 

theatres might relate to specific requirements of cult practice and their relationship with 

temple architecture.

When the many theatres in Gaul are compared, their great variety of architectural form 

is striking and recent work has begun to emphasise this diversity (Leveque 1992). 

Rather than conforming to a set 'type', they vary in size and construction and are 

adapted to the particular requirements of the site, generalisations thus becoming more 

difficult the more examples are known. For instance, the circular orchestra, supposedly 

one of the distinguishing features of the 'Gallo-Roman' theatre, is only seen at Sanxay 

(Vienne), Drevant (Cher) and Saint-Marcel (Argentomagus, Indre) in the Aquitanian 

region (Fincker and Tassaux 1992, 54). The Gallo-Roman theatre has also been defined 

by features such as a reduced scaena (stage area) and the presence of a podium. Dumasy 

(1975) has commented on exceptions and the difficulty of establishing rigid sets of 

architectural criteria.

The form of Gallo-Roman theatres has sometimes been seen as a combination of theatre 

and amphitheatre elements. In this way, the form of the theatre has also dictated 

discussion of its function to a great extent. The hybrid 'theatre-amphitheatre' form has 

been seen to combine staging for musical or literary performances with an elliptical 

arena more suited to games (Formige 1945, 84). The focus on the orchestra instead of 

the scaena is in some ways closer to the model of a Greek theatre (Fincker and Tassaux 

1992, 56). Some Greek influence in the origins of Gallo-Roman theatres may not be 

surprising given the Hellenistic culture of southern Gaul. It could be that the practices

2 ,,'Whereas these differences were originally considered to be unintentional deviations from the classical 
standard...they are now regarded as the result of a successful transformation of Mediterranean ideas" 

(Derks 1998, 191).
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being carried out in the theatres pre-dated the Roman period, if not the buildings 

themselves. Greek influence could account for the more U-shaped orchestras and the 

tendency for theatres to use the natural slope. There may also be acoustical 

considerations, but these are difficult to reconstruct in the case of sites in Gaul. The use 

of theatres in a strictly religious context also would fit the Greek model 3 (Dodge 1999, 

231). However, the scaena was still present in some theatres, and may have been 

present as a less permanent fixture in others. Evidence of stairs up to the scaena at 

Mandeure (Doubs) suggests that this reached a certain height and was used for 

performance.

Figure 51

The suggestion that these were used both as theatres and amphitheatres is refuted by 

Fincker and Tassaux (ibid., 54), who point to the lack of features standard to 

amphitheatrical performances. The argument for seeing the Gallo-Roman theatre as a 

combined theatre and amphitheatre seems to rest on the idea that the Gauls lacked 

resources to build both (Duval 1963, 127), which is clearly untrue, and the assumption 

that both were necessary elements of the Roman 'package'. Such arguments are put 

forward when seeking quasi-urban status for sanctuaries. However, very few (if any) 

sanctuaries have amphitheatres, which tended to appear more in a military context. This 

suggests that the function of the Gallo-Roman theatre had more to do with the ritual 

requirements of the sanctuary than serving the general entertainment requirements of 

the nearby vicus. These differences in usage will be discussed below.

Problems also arise with the assumption that theatres in Gaul had a similar meaning or 

function to those in Rome and with the acceptance of one Roman model on which other 

theatres were based, or from which they deviated (Frezouls 1992, 13). This is often 

taken to be the Vitruvian model but there is no evidence to suggest that it was perceived 

as such in the Roman period. Vitruvius' recommendations for a south-facing cavea (De 

Architectura 5.3.2) have been ignored in many Gallo-Roman theatres, either for reasons 

of topography or orientation, and this has little bearing on the degree to which their

3 "Similar types of theater / amphitheater are also located at rural shrines in Gaul...these should 
presumably be interpreted as a continuation of the classical connection between theater and religious 

ceremony as seen in the Greek sanctuaries" (Dodge 1999, 231).
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form can be considered to be 'classical'. While topography is often a factor, this should 

not be seen as a necessary constraint, as it may be ignored in preference for other 

considerations; for example the theatre at Argentomagus does not use a nearby 

depression, instead creating an alignment with a nearby hillfort and relating to the 

sanctuary.

The perceived connection between theatres and romanitas is used to relate sanctuaries 

to theories of Romanisation. Derks also sees theatres in civitas capitals as an indicator 

of a 'Roman' urban lifestyle,

"If the bathing culture can be called a typical expression of Roman urban culture, this 
certainly applies to the spectacle of theatres and amphitheatres. Although these 
monuments are only known in a limited number of civitas capitals, it is striking that, 
with the exception of Xanten, these again do not include any capitals from the 
northern part of the study area" (Derks 1998, 71-2).

Trunk has used the Roman connotations of the theatre form in his argument for 

sanctuaries being deliberately planned by the official administration. At Avenches and 

Augst, the simultaneous planning of theatre and temple in the first century is seen as 

connected with the Imperial cult (Trunk 1991, 45). Trunk suggests that the presence of 

games in a previously indigenous cult place is an explicit gesture of Roman dominance 

(ibid. 1991, 85).

The tendency to see public buildings such as theatres as an index of romanitas implies 

the existence of an ideal city and denies specific historical and local explanations for 

construction of these monuments, and the meanings created throughout the continuing 

period of their use (Perkins and Nevett 2000). This approach has perhaps been favoured 

due to the high archaeological visibility of such buildings and the availability of 

inscriptions. Derks (1998, 188) attempted to equate the architectural sophistication of 

the theatre with its degree of political importance4 . Those sites with 'monumental' 

theatres are considered to be of regional importance. However he remarks on the 

exception of Wederath, where a 'simple' theatre was used by a pagus. Reliance on 

inscriptions thus seems dangerous in this context; theatres may be used by groups other 

than those paying for the building work. The degree of romanitas in architectural

4 'The simple structure of such theatres may generally be taken as an indication of the local and private 

character of the cult and cult place involved" (Derks 1998, 188).
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decoration can be misleading, as in the case of temple buildings. Neither does it seem to 

follow that more architecturally 'sophisticated' theatres are found on urban sites 

(Frezouls 1992, 17). Their location in extramural sanctuaries as at Autun may suggest 

the relative political importance of such a site or simply their primarily religious 

function.

The role of the theatre in the temple complex

The theatre is one element of the familiar temple complex 'package' of temple, theatre 

and baths that is often seen as defining a sanctuary, although many sanctuaries exist 

without a theatre or baths. However there has been little consideration of its role in 

Gallo-Roman cult practice6 (although in a recent study Lobuscher (2002) argues for this 

connection on the basis of inscriptions). This is perhaps in part due to a reluctance to 

recognise the ritual context of the theatre unless a clear architectural link to a temple 

building has been observed (for example Niffeler 1992, 1167 ). It is argued below that 

such links can be created in other ways. Theatres in sanctuaries are sometimes viewed 

as distinct from other theatres and of specialist use or function8 . It certainly seems in the 

case of Autun (Saone-et-Loire) that the main civic theatre was not considered to be 

sufficient for the use of the extramural sanctuary because a substantial theatre was later 

built at La Genetoye.

Discussion of the form of theatres has tended to dominate consideration of their 

function, following from Grenier, whose account of extramural theatres deals only with 

'proper' theatres; the so-called "theatres-mixtes" are considered separately. The mixed 

type have been associated with less romanised sites, not only on account of their 

perceived impure architectural form, but also by the association of theatre with 'high'

5 "On sait que sanctuaires des eaux, thermes et theatres sont generalement inseparables dans la Gaule 
romaine" (Thevenot 1960, 222).
6 "Ces theatres sont encore trop incompletement etudies: on mesure encore mal leur role reel au sein de 
ces sanctuaires (r61e dans le culte, role d'education: ces deux aspects sont d'ailleurs etroitement lies)" 

(Cabuy 1991, 148).
7 "L'expression de "theatre cultuel" ne me parait justifiee que si le theatre se trouve a 1'interieur d'un 
enclos et s'il est lie a des structures a vocation cultuel - le telles que des temples" (Niffeler 1992, 116).
8 Bouley's "theatre cultuel" (1983, 546).
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culture and the amphitheatrical spectacles with mass amusement (Grenier 1958, 855) 9 . 

The evidence for the use of Gallo-Roman theatres for amphitheatrical displays and 

gladiatorial combat requires consideration. Gladiatorial displays are mentioned in an 

inscription at Vieux (Calvados) (CIL XIII 3162) that refers to such displays at Lyons 

and (although this is debated) at Vieux also (Matter 1992, 30). Leveque (1992, 260) 

suggests that this type of spectacle would be easily assimilated with Gallic traditions of 

human sacrifice but the persistence of such activity in a Roman period ritual context 

would be hard to prove for the region, although gladiatorial games had their origins in 

funerary ritual. On the other hand there is evidence of theatrical entertainers, such as the 

"histrion in a funerary inscription from Bourbonne-les-Bains (CIL XIII 5924) and a 

'derisor on a funerary inscription from Langres (CIL XIII 5701) (Bouley 1992, 79). 

The mosaic from the basilica at Grand may depict a theatrical scene (Lavagne 1992, 

242).

It seems unlikely however that the theatres on Gallo-Roman sanctuaries functioned as 

amphitheatres, as most have little room in the area of the arena despite its circular 

shape; the stage often protrudes some way into the orchestra. There are no obvious areas 

for holding captives or animals. In some cases there is evidence of a wall or balteus, 

which would have protected the spectators from violent activity (Dumasy 1975, 1014) 

but in others (for example Saint-Cybardeaux (Charente)) there are seats directly in the 

arena. The existence of a restricting wall could also be simply a way of preventing the 

audience from getting to close to or interfering with the events taking place in the 

orchestra. There has been little material evidence found for gladiatorial contests in these 

contexts.

Consideration of the function of the theatre in the cult context has taken classical Greek 

and Roman examples as its model. There is a difference in perception of function 

between these two models, with Greek theatre seen as dedicated to a solely ritual use for 

the enactment of religious mysteries. The Roman theatre is often related to games held 

at religious festivals, perhaps in a manner slightly peripheral to the cult (for example

9 "les pelerinages qui durent etre les plus frequentes ou qui se trouvent dans les regions le plus 
profondement romanisee...ont generalement prefere les theatres de type classique tandis que les autres ont 
le plus souvent construit des theatres-amphitheatres, comme si une clientele plus aristocratique et raffinee 
avail prefere les representations dramatiques aux jeux plus grossiers".
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Hanson 1959, 3). Beyond the ritual context, they are connected with spectacle and 

entertainment for large numbers of citizens or temporary pilgrims. More recently, these 

distinctions have become less rigidly defined, with an awareness of the degree to which 

religion was involved in Roman state practice and daily life. The role of humour and 

play has been emphasised in ethnographic accounts as a means of negotiating 

relationships during pilgrimage (Sallnow 1987, 189). It can act as a device for the 

revelation of 'truths' and exploring moral issues. The architectural space of the theatre 

is able to demonstrate and reinforce hierarchical social relationships at the same time as 

creating social unity and cohesion in the act of watching together. At the same time the 

theatre may allow religious fervour to be concentrated in one place and thus controlled; 

all the spectators are able to see and hear any instructions more easily.

Due to these social dynamics, a political function can also be envisaged for the theatre. 

This is suggested by the emphasis on the pagus in inscriptions, such as that from Eu 

(Bois-1'Abbe, Seine-Maritime), "pagus Catuslugo" (Mangard 1988). However the 

political and ritual are mutually reinforcing, and should be seen as interdependent in this 

period. Again, drama may be used to put across complex ideas to those who do not 

necessarily have a common language or cultural background. The slightly ambiguous 

relationship of theatrical spectacle to religious rite is suggested by the Theodosian Code 

of 346, which banned pagan sacrifices but permitted plays and spectacles outside of 

Rome itself (Codex Theodosianus 16.10.3). This exception may perhaps be due to the 

political functions of religion and the role of such occasions in the reinforcement of the 

imperial cult, although it could also be seen as a demonstration of the social importance 

and popularity of such activities.

The ambiguity of sacred or secular function has led some authors to argue against a 

primarily sacred function, or against the theatre being used as an indicator of a 

pilgrimage destination. Picard (1970, 186) suggests that the number of such theatres 

excludes the possibility of every site being an important pilgrimage location, and 

suggests that some sites (for example Argentomagus) are better seen as vz'ci 10 . However, 

such an argument may be based on a limited concept of pilgrimage, which may have 

had a much more important part in ancient life. In addition, it is often difficult to

10 He sees the theatres as belonging to non-urban fora serving an agricultural population.
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disentangle religious function from secular occupation attracted by the site. A survey of 

'secondary agglomerations' in Franche-Comte and Burgundy identified between ten and 

twenty-two percent of these sites as having theatres, higher than surrounding regions 

(Mangin 1994, 46). In total, eight certain and nine possible theatres were identified. 

This study seems to highlight the problems of using artificial categories such as the 

'secondary agglomeration' or 'small town', and the desire to identify a primary function 

for the site. Of theatres and baths, Mangin states "ce type d'equipement n'est pas 

reserve aux villes capitals ni aux seules "villes-sanctuaires"".

Evidence for direct use of the theatre for cult practice has been found at Vendeuil-Caply 

(Oise), where there was a sacellum with painted niche off the orchestra, a thymele 

decorated with depictions of ritual objects at the centre of the orchestra and a well 

(Bouley 1983, 568). It is difficult to say whether such theatres were used for sacrifices, 

but this may explain the importance of a sight line in front of the temple (see below). 

This would suggest an emphasis on participation and viewing of the rite, at least for 

those admitted to the theatre. Similar niches for possible sacella have been found in the 

theatres of Sceaux-en-Gatinais (Loiret) (Grenier 1958, 876) and at Chennevieres 

(Loiret), by which a figurine of Mercury was found (Grenier 1958, 923). Theatres may 

themselves have been used as foci for ritual offerings. At Grand, an Allier figurine 

depicting a hooded pilgrim was found in a drain running across the theatre. There were 

many coins in the theatre area, and many finds outside it (Billoret 1968). At Mandeure, 

a statue of Mercury was found in the theatre (Lerat 1970, 353). There is some evidence 

for drinking taking place at theatres and many ceramics were recovered from the cavea 

area at Les Bardiaux. This practice has been linked to celebration of the imperial cult 

(Gros 1987, 384) but it could as easily apply to other rituals.

The presence of theatres at sanctuaries has been related to observance of the imperial 

cult (Gros 1987; Price 1984; Zanker 1988). However it is difficult to tell how far this 

was incorporated in the practices of indigenous cults. In northern Gaul the evidence for 

this is mainly restricted to a number of dedicatory inscriptions referring to the numen of 

Augustus, although it has perhaps been inferred due to the romanitas implied by these 

buildings, particularly in an urban context. The priests may have gained imperial 

authority but they may have offered dedications simply in their capacity as members of 

the local elite. In general, the close relationship of temples to indigenous gods makes
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the imperial connection appear fairly superficial (Fincker and Tassaux 1992, 67). 

However the theatre was an excellent way of exerting influence over a large number of 

people, and the use of a variety of symbols and practices are likely in this context. If 

certain seats were set aside for the local elites, this could create a visual link to the 

general structure of imperial government. The image of the emperor may well have 

appeared in the setting of the theatre, although the general impression given by these 

northern cult theatres is of relatively austere decoration in contrast to the more ornate 

scaenae of other Roman theatres. One might also expect more evidence of imperial 

images if this was the case. The official dates for ludi at Bitburg", may represent an 

incorporation of pre-existing festivals into the Roman calendar, as with the later 

Christianisation of pagan festivals.

Chronology

Theatres are often found on sites with pre-Roman structures but no pre-Roman theatres 

as such have been found. However it is possible that some stone theatres replaced 

wooden ones that have left no visible trace, as suggested by the inscription from Feurs 

(Loire) 12 (Derks 1998, 191). Alternatively, open spaces may have been used for 

performance and assembly (for example the large Iron Age enclosures such as that at 

Fison's Way, Thetford and the Terrasse' on Mont Beuvray). Nevertheless theatres are 

relatively early in appearance in Gaul. It is relevant to consider the sort of circumstances 

in which theatres were added to sites. They are generally held to be later additions, "Les 

amphitheatres sont en general posterieurs aux enceintes sacrees correspondantes" (Rey- 

Vodoz 1992, 12).

At Neung-sur-Beuvron (Loire-et-Cher) the layer of fill below the cavea contained La 

Tene III finds, including amphorae, blue glass bracelets, potins and coin flans (Deletang 

1992, 39), and burnt wooden timbers were noted at foundation level in the stage area, 

suggesting an earlier construction. It may be that the theatre of Ribemont-sur-Ancre 

(Somme) was built on a pre-existing space for performance, explaining its particular 

location (Cadoux 1992, 91). The site as a whole appears to have been a pre-Roman cult

11 CIL XIII 4132, referring to ludi held on the eve of the Calends of May each year.
12 CIL XIII 1642 "...THEATRVM QVOD / LVPVS ANTHI F LIGNEVM POSVERAT / D S P 

LAPIDEVM RESTITVIT".
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site. Gallic coins and many Julio-Claudian finds were found in the area of the theatre, 

suggesting a phase of use immediately before construction, and some traces of an earlier 

foundation or enclosure were identified in the eastern part of the theatre.

A fourth century BC burial was found near the theatre at Aubigne (Sarthe) (Lambert and 

Rioufreyt 1992, 97 (footnote)). The theatre here was contemporary with the later first 

century temple, and the baths were later. For Swiss sites, four out of five theatres are 

near Gallo-Roman towns, the later theatres determined by the location of the earlier 

enclosures (Rey-Vodoz 1992, 12). The theatre at Les Bardiaux (Arleuf, Nievre) was 

also built over an earlier structure. It is not known if there was any connection between 

these structures or if the theatres were imposed with disregard for the previous 

occupation of the site.

At Trier Altbachtal, the second century theatre was built near the site of the earliest cult 

buildings on the site, dating to the early first century (Gose 1972). Some of the post- 

built structures in this area could have been pre-Roman (La Tene sherds were found in 

this area). To the southeast and in alignment with the scaena was the Gallo-Roman 

temple (34). The theatre itself appears to have been built within the walls of an earlier 

structure, and was slightly irregular in the length of its sides. The later theatre showed 

an alignment creating a line of sight through the scaena to temple 38, which itself may 

have had a precursor. The theatre was later replaced by what were interpreted as 

dwellings, although a mithraeum in their midst seems to make a ritual interpretation 

more likely.

At Vendeuil-Caply (Oise), the first phase of the larger, urban, late first century theatre 

followed the outline of an earlier structure (Dufour 1992, 103). Both structures were 

quadrilateral (a similar shape to the enclosure of the theatre at Les Bardiaux). Pits have 

been found on the site containing Augustan finds (Desbordes 1975). At Grand (Vosges), 

there were remains of earlier levels dated to 80-90 AD below the early second century 

theatre. It appears to have been modified to make a larger arena and then abandoned in 

175 to 180 AD (Burnard 1978). The theatre near the Temple of Janus in Autun appears 

to have an earlier building under its cavea orientated in the same direction as the temple. 

However this is not securely dated, being known only from aerial photographs (Rebourg 

1998). This theatre is later (second century) than the large intramural one. A number of
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theatres appear to have been modified or enlarged in the second century. At Ribemont- 

sur-Ancre, the theatre was changed into a form more closely resembling that of an 

amphitheatre in 150 to 180 AD (Bayard and Cadoux 1988) and more vomitoria were 

added. An enlargement also took place at Vendeuil-Caply in the late second century, 

altering the cavea to a more standard semicircular shape. Similarly, the theatre at Eu 

was rebuilt in the early third century from its late first to early second century precursor. 

This also involved enlargement and was contemporary with rebuilding of the temples, 

thus showing the close connection between the two.

Explanations of the disappearance of theatres in third century can be compared to those 

for temples and sanctuaries in general. Rousselle's hypothesis of a 'show-business 

crisis' links this to the general economic situation (1990, 266), whereas Fincker and 

Tassaux (1992, 72) closely align their discussion of theatre chronology to trends in 

observance of the imperial cult. Although they imply a context that is perhaps 

anachronistic, the arguments of Rousselle fit well with the general trend of third century 

decline in the use of temples, which in turn supports the idea of a primarily religious 

function for these theatres. The alternative picture of rejection of the imperial cult in 

favour of indigenous modes of worship does not fit the general third century decline in 

temple frequentation. (Although this argument of third century decline itself perhaps 

needs reconsideration, being very reliant on the coin evidence, see chapter 8).

Several theatres in Gaul appear to continue in use into the fourth century (for example 

Les Bardiaux and Ribemont-sur-Ancre). Others have more ambiguous evidence, 

possibly suggesting a change from their original function. The evidence of burning from 

Vendeuil-Caply accompanied by fourth century finds may relate to a secondary phase of 

use (Dufour 1992, 107). However the theatre appears to have undergone reinforcement 

after the later third century, indicating that it was still in use (Desbordes 1975). At 

Argentomagus, post-hole buildings with hearths were erected in one of the corridors, 

and build-up of silt and boulders suggests that the theatre lay open for some time 

(Dumasy 1992, 23). It is interesting to consider how this building persisted in collective 

memory; disuse does not imply a lack of reverence, and avoidance may be associated 

with sacred places. The excavators suggest that the building was used as a dump, 

although this type of rubbish deposit can sometimes be difficult to distinguish from
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ritual debris . At Grand (Vosges) an opening from the south side of the arena may have 

contained an altar for libations, and this was rebuilt in the fourth century, which could 

suggest a late continuity of cult function. There is also evidence for bronze working in 

this late period (Burnand 1986). In Britain, the theatre at Verulamium persisted into and 

was in fact enlarged in the third century. However the associated temple appears to have 

been used beyond this into the fourth century, suggesting a decreased connection 

between the two buildings. That at Canterbury was also rebuilt in the third century, 

whereas the Colchester Gosbecks theatre was demolished (Wacher 1995).

The theatre at Alesia (Cote-d'Or) was used late, possibly into the fifth century. It was 

ultimately used for burials, as were the theatres at Neung-sur-Beuvron (Deletang 1992, 

37) and Lyons-la-Foret (Eure). This picture of gradual decay contrasts with the image of 

violent destruction commonly presented for temples. The Christianisation of theatres is 

little discussed. The martyrdom of Christians in amphitheatres led to the foundation of 

later shrines at the Colosseum, for example. In Gaul, there is comparatively little 

evidence for this, and theatres appear to be less a place of later religious focus than the 

temples themselves. However at Mirebeau-sur-Beze (Cote-d'Or) a medieval apsidal 

monument was constructed near to the earlier theatre and temples (Guillaumet and 

Barral 1991).

The location of theatres

It has been suggested that, in contrast to the restrictions placed on construction of Greek 

theatres, Roman architecture was freed from constraints of topography by the 

technology of vaults and arches (Hanson 1959, 48). Theatres could be built on flat 

ground, (for example at Grand) and could be more closely associated with temples. 

However this technology may not always have been employed in Gaul; topographical 

reasons have been suggested for the choice of site for the Sanxay theatre (Formige 

1945, 92) and many theatres were built into a sloping hill.

Bedon explains the extramural location of theatres and sanctuaries "soit pour les raisons

13 "L'edifice ...deviant alors un vaste depotoir ou sont jetes tessons, debris metalliques et vestiges osseux 

qu' accompagne un nombre important de monnaies de III6 et IVe siecles" (Dumasy 1992, 23).
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religieuses, car c'etaient des lieux de mort, soit pour des motifs d'ordre public" (1998, 

19), suggesting that this location was generally due to the survival of older traditions 

and to the requirement for space. Rey-Vodoz (1992, 12) questions whether the location 

of Swiss theatres by sanctuaries was due to a lack of room in the pre-established street 

grid or deliberately chosen for proximity to the sacred area. Space requirements and the 

desire to keep associated noise and crowding away from the urban centre may partly 

explain the location of some theatres, but there are many examples that contradict this 

and it cannot be the whole explanation. The subversive power of performance could be 

considered in this context; alternative discourses to Roman imperial ones could perhaps 

be more easily created in an extramural, liminal location.

It has been suggested that theatres occur in sanctuaries at border locations (Bodson 

1982, 172) (see chapter 2). This is inferred due to the supposed political significance of 

such locations. Grenier (1958) emphasises the location at tribal boundaries of many 

sanctuaries with theatres (such as Aubigne (Sarthe), Champlieu (Oise), and Berthouville 

(Eure)). However the exact location of these boundaries is quite unclear and they may 

have been subject to change during the Roman period. It now seems an 

oversimplification to suggest that large sanctuaries were only to be found at border 

locations (Fincker and Tassaux 1992). For example, Ribemont-sur-Ancre does not 

appear to be in a known frontier location, but is some distance away (Cadoux 1991, 

156). Theatres may also be found close together, such as those at Naintre (Vienne) and 

Vendeuvre, which are both large (Fincker and Tassaux 1992, 63). This is more redolent 

of competitive munificence between vici or pagi, or a local concern for proper provision 

at sanctuaries. In an example of a group of theatres in a border location (Hires (Eure), 

Noyers-sur-Andelys (Haute-Normandie) and Lyons-la-Foret) Bodson (1982, 172) also 

notes the short distances between them. Just within a day's walk, their proximity could 

relate to a pilgrimage circuit and the provision of a theatre at each site may relate to a 

common requirement of the rites practiced at each site.

Grenier raises the same problem in his discussion of the theatre at Thenac (Charente- 

Maritime) (Grenier 1958, 852-3). He questions why it was necessary to build a theatre 

so near to that of Saintes. However he remarks on the long history of occupation of that 

location, with Neolithic activity on the hill known as Peu Richard and a spring below it. 

Evidence of baths had also been reported in the past, and while a temple was not
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known, a sanctuary appears to be a likely interpretation of the site, rather than (or in 

addition to) the settlement suggested by Grenier. Perhaps the sacred nature of the 

location outweighed what seems a particularly modern concern with well-spaced 

amenities. It may also explain the occurrence of two theatres in towns such as Autun 

(Saone-et-Loire).

The choice of site for constructing these theatres can hardly be seen as unimportant. The 

view frames the performance, is integral to it, and may be referred to by it. A permanent 

backdrop would have been created for the activity on display by the framing of the 

visible landscape. This may indeed have been an important part of their function, the 

theatres being "mechanisms for presenting to their users a striking panorama of artificial 

and natural space" (Carlson 1989, 62). I would suggest that this aspect has not been 

given enough emphasis in previous discussion of Gallo-Roman theatres, possibly due to 

studies being based on published plans and vertical photographs. An example is the 

placing of the theatre of Les Bardiaux, (Nievre), discussed below.

Figure 52

The location of the theatre with respect to temples and other buildings is significant in 

relation to the movement of people through the site and the order in which sacred 

knowledge was revealed, created or hidden. Where the theatre was not in close 

proximity to the temple, its religious function is sometimes debated 14 . However a 

connection between theatre and temple could also have been made by means of 

processions, topography and lines of sight. Further aspects of this are considered below. 

At Jublains (Mayenne), the theatre was to the south of the town, near the baths, and the 

temple was to the north, although they shared the same alignment (Grenier 1958, 778). 

At Sanxay, the theatre was separated from the rest of the temple complex by the river 

Vonne (Formige 1945) but its alignment still suggests that it was part of the complex. 

The fact that theatres were often just outside the main enclosure perhaps demonstrates 

the significance of the apparently mostly empty space inside the temenos, and suggests 

that the definition of the 'sacred' area should extend beyond the temenos itself. The

14 For example at Mauves, where the two are 900m apart; "trop eloignes du temple et trop distants les uns 
des autres pour avoir constitue un ensemble" (Grenier 1958, 794).
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theatre at Grand (Vosges) related to a sanctuary but was outside the main temple 

enclosure. The architecture was more reminiscent of an amphitheatre, but the 

incompletely enclosed arena suggests that the view out from the cavea was directed 

towards a certain point to the north (Olivier, A. 1992a, 165).

Social aspects

The seating arrangements of classical theatres were a "reproduction of the moral order 

of the city in symbolic form" (Whittaker 1997, 146) with tiered seats allocated 

according to class, gender and citizenship 15 . Deities and emperors had their place in this 

order, both connected to it and set apart. However, such models should be used with 

caution in the provincial context and in a ritual context the allocation of places may 

have operated according to different criteria. The theatre at Pachten preserves seventy- 

six blocks with the names of fifty-two people; thirty-two have been interpreted as 

Treveran names, twenty as Treveran or Mediomatrician and twelve as from the rest of 

the Rhineland (Ternes 1976, 23). However, this attribution is very difficult to do with 

the limited information available; most comparisons are with potters' names, which 

may only represent one section of society. The theatre at Trier Altbachtal also preserved 

stone seats with inscribed names. This does not necessarily indicate private use by 

initiates; it may also record the names of donors, although the formula "l(ocus)" or 

"LOGABIS" (from Alzey) does suggest a definite designation of place (Schillinger- 

Hafele 1977). The interpretation of the stones from Pachten has been disputed as they 

were found in a re-used context. It has been argued that they were not from a theatre at 

all (Schleiermacher 1963, 52), although this seems unlikely given the strong 

resemblance to those found in-situ at Trier.

The total capacity for theatres varies according to their size, and has been estimated 

from between about 500 spectators (Les Bardiaux) to 17 000 (for Grand, possibly an 

overestimate). This reflects the wide range in theatre size. However the majority of 

Gallo-Roman theatres seem to fall into two groups; those with a diameter of about 

seventy to eighty metres, (Eu, Argentomagus, Alesia, Compierre (Nievre), Vendeuil- 

Caply) which have an estimated capacity of 3000 to 5000 spectators; and those with a

15 The Lex Irnitana shows the applicability of this system to Spain.
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diameter of 130 to 140m (Grand, Mandeure (Doubs), Autun, Tarquimpol), which tend 

to have a much higher estimated capacity. At 142m diameter, the theatre at Mandeure 

was one of the largest in Gaul and has been estimated as having a capacity of up to 14 

000 spectators (Grenier 1958, 804). The existence of a row of seating 16 for those of high 

social status has been suggested for some Gallo-Roman theatres. At Saint-Cybardeaux, 

this has also been proposed for a row of seats forming what was effectively the ima 

cavea but inside the orchestra and separated from the rest of the cavea by a low wall 

(Dumasy 1975, 1017). A similar arrangement of three rows of seats has been observed 

at Champlieu. At Argentomagus these amounted to about seventy places. There are 

alternative explanations for these seats in the orchestra. It could be that those seated 

there were somehow part of the spectacle as well as spectators. They may have been 

members of the audience required to participate in the ceremony, for example those 

called upon to make offerings, new initiates, or simply performers waiting their turn.

If there were seats reserved for those of higher status (or of greater importance in the 

rites being observed), this implies a privileged viewpoint. This can be compared to the 

royal box in modern theatres. This is the place to which the performance is directed, and 

other perspectives have to be adjusted by reference to this point (Carlson 1989). This 

makes other spectators very conscious of their position; they are almost watching 

something being watched by others. This sense of multiple perspectives applies equally 

to the concept of a performance primarily intended for a deity (see below). Accounts of 

ancient Roman theatres suggest that high status seats (those reserved for senators) were 

at the front, around the circle of the orchestra". This may be compared to Rendell's 

account of the Italian Opera House in the eighteenth century, "where men displayed 

themselves to others" (Rendell 2002, 115).

The theatre afforded a good opportunity for munificence to be put on display, as can be 

seen clearly by the positioning of the dedicatory inscription of Eu over the proscaenium 

itself, where it would have been the focus of audience vision. Other inscriptions 

mention proscaenia, which appear to have been favoured for donations, possibly due to

16 "Gradins d'honneur".
17 For example Suetonius' account of the seating of the German ambassadors in Rome (Claudius 25), 
which may suggest that the ambassadors were themselves conscious of these signs of status by 

positioning.
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their high visibility. This may also suggest that donations to theatres were more 

symbolic than essential to their construction, although the inscription from Feurs refers 

to the reconstruction of a whole wooden theatre in stone. It is not clear whether the 

donors mentioned on the inscriptions were acting as representatives of the wider 

community or as individuals. The emphasis given to public office may suggest the 

former.

The question of visibility and access here becomes important. Who is being watched? 

Who is allowed to watch? The audience is still part of the performance. Feminist theatre 

studies emphasise the alienation experienced by women who watch performances in 

which women are absent or represented by men (Goodman 1998). Similarly, if women 

are absent from the audience, there are issues of how women are represented to a male 

audience, either by women actors or by men. The evidence from republican Rome 

suggests that here at least, women participated in theatrical displays of mime and 

dancing (Potter 1999, 269). Women were also involved in erotic performances, and 

appeared unclothed in aquatic displays (Potter 1999, 275). However they may have been 

excluded from the professional status of actors, who belonged to guilds and could earn 

high fees.

The wearing of masks adds another dimension to the theatrical representation of gender. 

That masks were worn in Gallo-Roman theatres seems likely. They were discovered in 

Britain at Baldock, Harlow, Wilderspool, Catterick, London and Dover, and their 

symbolism was known, as shown by the depiction of masks in wall paintings from a 

house in Leicester (Wacher 1995). They were found in Autun in Gaul and in a more 

concentrated distribution in Holland and the Rhineland region (Desbat 1992, 252). 

Thirty fragments of clay masks were found in the fill of the theatre at Trier Altbachtal 

(Gose 1972, 107). These were of a type common to the region depicting demons with 

sharp teeth and pointed noses, but rarely found in a theatrical context. (This may 

indicate that 'theatrical' performance was not restricted to the theatre building itself).

There are a variety of masks or sculpted heads found in Gaul that may or may not have 

been worn. Desbat notes a system of fixing consisting of a band at the back of the head, 

which only occurs on female masks (1992, 250). It is sometimes difficult to distinguish 

between theatrical masks and representations of deities destined to be attached to
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statues. That at Vendeuil-Caply, found near the theatre itself, had three nails associated 

with it which suggests that it was not intended to be worn, unless it was to be attached 

to further apparatus for fixing to the head (Mitard 1988, 29). Masks may also have been 

used for decorative purposes and miniature masks still replicate the system of holes 

without intending to be worn (Desbat 1992, 249). Some masks also come from bath 

contexts; a tin mask of a bearded man (or deity) was found in a drain at Bath in Britain, 

although this looks more like a votive offering than a theatrical mask (Cunliffe 1988, 6).

The masks can appear slightly ambiguous in terms of gender. However this would have 

been clear in performance by means of a code drawing upon conventions inscribed in 

everyday practice. This may have been made clear and unambiguous, and thus have 

perpetuated a static view of difference between sexes, if this was considered an 

important part of theatrical identity. There may have been an obvious contrast between 

the gender of the performer and the character, which could have been concealed or 

exaggerated for comic effect. Desbat (1992, 250) makes an interesting comparison 

between masks and 'parade helmets' from military contexts, which often show faces 

that appear to have female features, including elaborate hairstyles (for example 

Junkelmann 1999, 84 figures 7 and 9). In this case the effect may have been to inspire 

awe or fear by appearing as a deity.

•I Q

With seating dependent on status, at least in Imperial Rome , the position of women 

may have been clear within a visibly structured audience. According to literary accounts 

they do appear to have been present (for example Vitruvius' De Architectura 5.3.1). The 

inscribed seating stones from the theatre at Trier Altbachtal in theory present an 

opportunity to examine the structure of the audience within the Gallo-Roman context. 

However their interpretation appears to be subject to biases according to the 

preconceived expectations of classical scholars. Where the translation of a name is not 

known, the male form is assumed, and most of the names given are abbreviated19 . One 

inscription, "TOTTV I" has been interpreted as female (Totia or Tottia Vitalis) but the 

majority of full names do appear to be male names, as at Pachten. Some of those may 

also be family names, and the inheritance of seats could be envisaged. Where names are

This was prescribed in Rome by the Augustan lex lulia theatralis.
For example VIITTIMA.I interpreted as Vetti(i) Ma... (Schillinger-Hafele 1977, 458-461).
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superimposed, similar names may also suggest this, as in "TERTAS" with "C. Tertius" 

below it. The poor recording of contextual information at Trier makes it difficult to 

obtain further insights from this source; the stones at Pachten were discovered once 

reused in another building. Inscribed steps were also recovered from the theatre at 

Champallement (Nievre) but were not kept. One is recorded as "AIEPI...VIA" (north 

staircase) and another as "VERNCIT" (south staircase) (Bonneau and Aussaresses- 

Bonneau 1989, 8).

Bouley discusses variation of access in Gallic theatres. The theatre at Champlieu was 

accessed from a portico leading off from the temenos wall, contrasted to the theatre at 

Lenzburg, which was accessed from the summa cavea (Bouley 1983, 564). Access 

directly into the orchestra, as at Trier Altbachtal, Vendeuil-Caply and Les Bardiaux 

suggests a very different atmosphere, where it was perhaps less important to preserve 

the moment of revelation of the mystery of the stage. The emphasis may have been 

more on participation and the audience themselves, perhaps with procession from the 

theatre to the temple and vice versa. The lack of architectural devices for accessing the 

cavea externally may also have been a significant feature, although these are not always 

visible where upper levels have been lost.

Theatrical spaces and meaning

It can be seen from the above discussion that approaches to Gallo-Roman theatres have 

been dominated by discussion of their architectural form. However ideas about the way 

in which this form relates to use of space in performance are not developed. Theoretical 

discussion of theatrical space has considered meaning in terms of semiotics (Carlson 

1989), an approach that has yet to be applied to this context, although such approaches 

are now seen as inadequate representations of the way in which the meaning of space is 

constructed. No single code is inscribed in architecture and meaning is interpreted in 

various ways, which change according to context or viewer.

In some ways, the idea of theatre has connotations specific to modern western society 

that may be inappropriate in this context. Theatre is seen as a location for performance 

set apart from real life, as entertainment and thus removed from the constitution of 

society (although it could be argued that this is not the case). But it has a specific
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cultural context that can be contrasted with its position in classical culture. The 

development of renaissance theatre stressed continuity from the classical mode in 

genres and setting, but this was largely based on textual evidence and surviving ruins. It 

could be argued that medieval liturgical plays owed much more to ancient traditions, 

having a function in the realm of the sacred. Here, churches themselves were (and still 

are) areas for performance.

Although theatres on temple complexes present a concentrated locus for viewing 

performances, they perhaps should not be seen as discrete and bounded areas. The 

performance could spill over into the wider theatrical setting of the temple precinct and 

into daily life. The landscape becomes part of the staging for action, and by implication 

all those who dwell within it. Framing the landscape in this way renders it timeless, and 

transports it to a ritual past or parallel mythical world. This emphasises the subjection of 

the everyday world to the ritual realm, and highlights the control of the gods20 . By 

observing this from a perspective not dissimilar from that of the gods (from the theatre 

seats compared to, say, a shrine in the caved), the position of the participants in the 

ritual is set apart from the world they inhabit and spiritually elevated.

Theatrical space is also a means of creating space within space. Ritual drama recreates 

the topography of events in a past or mythical time or space (Loosely 1999). In doing 

so, it transforms the space in which this action takes place, investing it with layered 

meanings, and involves the audience in this to varying extents. Theatrical space changes 

its meaning as the actors pass through it and for this reason it is difficult to interpret 

archaeologically, but there may be certain conventions. Bonnafe (2000) identifies coded 

usage of space in Greek drama, where directions in the theatrical space represented 

directions in dramatic 'reality'. For example, an entrance from the spectators' right 

represented an arrival from the city, and one from the left an arrival from the 

surrounding countryside. The conventional orientations of the theatre building itself 

become dramatic conventions and can persist outside the original context. Different 

levels of spatial reality can thus be represented; the foreground of the stage where the 

action takes place and the world beyond. The stage building itself may represent

20 "Reality was frozen at a specific moment, removed from the flux of time and change, and rendered the 

property of the observer" (Cosgrove 1984, 22).
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different spaces or buildings in the performance such as a palace or the realm of the 

gods (ibid. 2000, 79).

If performance was previously located in temporary spaces, the construction of theatres 

in stone has certain implications. The fact that the theatre becomes a recognised space 

for the staging of performance suggests that the performance will be adapted to its 

architectural constraints. In some performances, tension can be produced between 

actions and fixed staging, making transgression of the expected boundaries more 

powerful (Pearson and Shanks 2001). An actor entering the audience breaks down 

distinctions between drama and reality and it may seem daunting for audience members 

to approach the stage. The order of access to the architectural elements of the sanctuary 

is also significant. It is possible that at Champlieu the temple precinct was only 

accessible from the theatre (Grenier 1958, 334). It may have acted as some sort of 

mechanism for controlling the flow of people and as ideological preparation for the 

ritual experience. Religious officials could have addressed crowds more easily when 

they were seated in the theatre.

The architectural arrangement of the temple site may make explicit connections 

between the temple and the theatre through lines of sight and axes of symmetry. At 

Champlieu, the theatre is perhaps connected to the temple through the east-west axis of 

the temple cella. Lines of sight may have been set up to make those in the theatre aware 

of their proximity to the sacred. However I would suggest that the lines of sight often 

operate to allow the deity to observe the proceedings from his or her position in the 

temple cella. The games are very literally in honour of the gods. Hanson has developed 

this argument for the cavea shrine. He emphasises the religious aspect of games, which 

took place 'under the eyes of the goddess' (Hanson 1959, 17).

The gods may have been visually present in other ways, in niches in the scaena frons 

and in sacella in the cavea itself, such as that at Vendeuil-Caply, which had a niche for 

a statue opposite the stage area. Other sacella are known at Senlis, Vienne and Drevant 

(Dufour 1992, 107). There may also have been an altar in the room to the south of the 

arena at Grand (Burnand 1986, 427). The procession of statues to the theatre (for 

example in the imperial cult at Tarragona (Whittaker 1997)) could have been a very 

explicit way of emphasising the presence of the deity or the emperor at the proceedings.
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The deified being therefore attended in the same way as another spectator, emphasising 

connections between humans and deities, while simultaneously maintaining their 

separation. Hanson also stresses blurred distinctions in some cases between temple and 

theatre, and uses the example of the temple at Gabii resembling a theatre in the 

arrangement and dimensions of its semicircular steps. Perhaps a similar relationship 

between theatre and temple can be seen in the semi-circular architectural forms at Sens 

(Yonne) and Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or).

The convention of the cavea shrine or variations on it discussed by Hanson may have 

undergone significant transformation in Gaul. The shrine in the theatre at Vienne was 

not accessible from the central aisle, and the entrance from the street behind may have 

instead been emphasised (Hanson 1959, 69). I would suggest that in many cases it 

appears to have been more important for the seated spectators to have a view of the 

temple than for the temple to overlook the stage area. At Avenches, the audience of the 

theatre looked out towards the temple of Cigonier some distance away, which appears 

to have taken the place of the reduced scaena, acting as a backdrop (Bouley 1983, 557). 

The scaena was similarly reduced at Mandeure (Doubs), Vendeuil-Caply, and Trier 

Altbachtal. Here the action would have been played out in front of the temple and the 

audience would have been aware of this. This view may have been the reason for the 

location of the theatre some distance away from the sanctuaries. Rather than suggesting 

that there was no practical relationship between the two buildings, the distance may 

have allowed the creation of the desired visual perspective between actors and temple, 

perhaps allowing the temple to fill the space of the scaena or making the actors appear 

larger than life-size, as gods. High parascaenium walls would have focused attention on 

the temple to the exclusion of all other visual distractions.

This idea is taken further by Fincker and Tassaux (1992, 56), who suggest that the 

scaena in the theatre of Saint-Cybardeaux was constructed to resemble a temple, with 

two L-shaped walls suggesting an ambulatory (although they may have also functioned 

to conceal those entering the orchestra from the audience). The reduced scaena with 

freestanding stage building may have been built to resemble a temple and the rites 

enacted in the theatre may have made reference to it. Where this is absent, as at 

Mandeure, the view directly to the temple itself would support this argument. A similar 

interpretation could be made of the structures in front of the scaena at Vieil-Evreux
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(Eure). At Drevant, painted decoration in blue, white and red was found on the scaena 

exterior and four columns for supporting a roof (Grenier 1958, 936).

This relationship between temple and theatre may also apply to Champlieu, where the 

temple cella is aligned with the orchestra, although not facing it. The visibility of the 

temple from the cavea is subject to the height of the scaena wall. However an 

alternative explanation for the arrangement at Champlieu is that the mystery of the 

temple is deliberately concealed from the theatre audience, perhaps in preparation for a 

later visit, controlling movement around the site. This would fit the arrangement of sites 

such as Ribemont-sur-Ancre and Alesia. The placement of the theatre at Alesia is 

interesting, as the theatre appears to turn its back on the so-called temple of Taranis. It is 

not directly in alignment with it, although the shrine may have been visible from the 

scaena, depending on the height of the cavea wall. The cavea does however give a view 

of the landscape over to the west, and the theatre appears positioned in such a way as to 

make use of the naturally terraced topography (mirroring the sanctuary of Apollo 

Moritasgus at the eastern end of the site, although this is not visible from the theatre). 

This view would have not been visible from entry at the level of the orchestra, but when 

the seating area was reached it would have been revealed to view. This theatre may be 

considered more as a central feature of an urban forum than a cult theatre, but I would 

not exclude it from the discussion, due to the pronounced ambiguity of the material 

from Alesia, and the fact that there does not appear to be another theatre on the site.

Orientation does not appear to be a constant factor among Gallo-Roman theatres in the 

same way as for temples, although some do appear to be aligned in a significant way. At 

Mandeure (Doubs), the temple and theatre relate closely to each other and are both 

almost on an east-west alignment, in contrast to the grid of the urban area (Mougin 

1994, 91). The theatre faces west, facing an east-facing temple and looking out towards 

the river Doubs. Entry appears to have been from the south. Some alignments may have 

been quite sophisticated, relating to mathematical or astronomical factors. This has been 

suggested for Ribemont; the theatre axis is at the azimuth at 50° north, latitude 128, and 

the Gallo-Roman temple and underlying pre-Roman structure are both 129 degrees 

(Haselgrove 1995, 73). At Sanxay a triangular alignment has been proposed between 

the sacellum in the theatre cavea, the cental point of the cruciform temple and a Gallo- 

Roman temple on the hill to the east (Harmand 1992, 76). The alignment would also cut
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through the tholos in the temple forecourt and a straight line from the apex of the 

triangle to the base would also pass through the centre of one of the baths. This 

argument is persuasive, although the lengths of the shorter sides of the triangle are not 

quite the same. It is also of interest to note that the drainage channel from the southeast 

corner of the temple flows exactly along this alignment, a fact not commented on by 

Harmand.

The relationship of baths and water to theatres should be considered in the light of the 

importance of water emphasised elsewhere in this study. Water may be used to create 

connections between seemingly separate buildings. Baths are found in combination with 

theatres where there is no evidence for a temple at the sites of Sceaux-en-Gatinais (here 

the temple is next to a large basin), Chennevieres (Montbuoy, Loiret) and Gennes 

(Maine-et-Loire). At Vieil-Evreux a 'basin' fed from an aqueduct was discovered in 

front of the theatre (Baudot 1944), although it has been suggested that this is in fact a 

portico (Esperandieu 1913, 32). In one of the sanctuaries at Alba (Ardeche), water now 

flows between the cavea and scaena of the theatre, located on an ancient watercourse 

(Dupraz 2000, 64). A fountain or water shrine has been suggested for the arrangement 

of water pipes running into the theatre in Verulamium, and possibly Canterbury too 

(Wacher 1995, 229). The theatre at Avenches had a sacellum that took the form of a 

fountain.

At Ribemont-sur-Ancre, the baths are in alignment with the theatre and temple, 

suggesting a linkage in use between the three buildings. If the complex was approached 

from the valley, bathing may have taken place before entry to the theatre and finally to 

the temple, with an increase in sacred intensity in preparation for an encounter with the 

deity. Here the cavea facing away from the temple could suggest that the revelation of 

the temple was prolonged, or again that the deity itself presided over the events from a 

more elevated position. I would argue that this orientation of the theatre need not 

necessarily denote the profane context suggested by Cadoux (1992, 91).

Some temples faced out towards rivers, which may have also been an important 

consideration in their topographical location. At Sanxay, the river Vonne separated the 

theatre from the rest of the sanctuary. In the case of Lisieux (Calvados) a stream now 

runs through the orchestra. The theatre of Saint-Marcel (Argentomagus) looked out to
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the Creuse, and that of Ribemont-sur-Ancre towards the Ancre. The theatre at Senan 

(Yonne) lies in the Tholon valley, with the Tholon running parallel to its north-south 

axis. Similarly, the theatre at Malain faced a watercourse, which separate it from an area 

of dense settlement.

The situation in Britain appears to be similar to Gaul in that a close connection between 

theatre and temple can be seen, although there are fewer known examples of theatres. At 

Verulamium the theatre overlooked the temple from the stage, whereas at Canterbury 

the cavea faced a temple enclosure. Gosbecks in Colchester appears to have been a 

temple complex comparable to those in Gaul. This arrangement may have been due to 

the presence of the colonia and a need to provide a location for indigenous worship 

outside the walls. A cult context for the theatre appears likely in Britain. Theatres do not 

necessarily accompany urbanisation and may exist without it, as for example in the case 

of a theatre mentioned in an inscription from Brough-on-Humber (Wacher 1995, 397). 

The theatre masks found in Catterick and Baldock (Wacher 1995, 60) may be indicative 

of a ritual context; these 'small towns' have features in common with sanctuaries.

Theatres in Burgundy

There are relatively few theatres in Burgundy that have been the subject of excavation; 

only those at Alesia, Arleuf and the urban theatre at Autun have been fully excavated, in 

addition to some early excavations at Champallement. The other known theatres have 

been identified by aerial photography (Autun's extramural theatre, Mirebeau, Malain, 

Entrains-sur-Nohain, Senan and Sennecey-le-Grand). Of these, few can be said to be 

located unambiguously in a temple complex, with the exception of the extramural 

theatre of Autun. However most of the others are part of larger settlements where 

temples are present, if not in close proximity. Although this seems not to support the 

argument advanced above (that theatres were an important element in religious 

practice), the surrounding area at Alesia, Entrains, Arleuf, Champallement and 

Mirebeau could be said to have elements of a significantly ritual nature and possibly 

related to nearby temples. At Senan and Sennecey-le-Grand the surrounding buildings 

have not been revealed. I will outline the evidence from the main Burgundian theatres 

below.
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There are two theatres known in Autun (Saone-et-Loire); that identified by aerial 

photography near the so-called temple of Janus at La Genetoye to the north of the town, 

and the intramural theatre, which is the largest in Gaul. The discovery of the theatre at 

La Genetoye allows it to be viewed as a large extramural sanctuary comparable to that 

of Trier Altbachtal. It is interesting that two large theatres were necessary in Autun, 

suggesting that the extramural one served a specifically cult function. The latter theatre 

is also very large, at 135m in diameter. A traditional theatrical function seems likely for 

the intramural theatre, which had a curtain trench, and was situated near to a separate 

amphitheatre (Grenier 1958, 801). It is dated to the period of Vespasian (an inscription, 

CIL XIII, 2658, documents its restoration under Trajan), and appears to have continued 

in use to the third to fourth century, which is unusual given the generally accepted third 

century sacking of the town. It faces east away from the town and is near the temples of 

the forum and the circular monument known as the 'Temple of Apollo'. The capacity 

was very large, estimated at 13 000 people.

The theatre at La Genetoye was built in the early second century on flat ground at 'Le 

Haul du Verger', 150m away from the standing remains of the Temple of Janus'. A 

wall on a different orientation may relate to an earlier building (Devauges 1985, 454). 

There is no evidence of a scaena building. The cavea faces out east towards the Ternin, 

tributary of the river Arroux, but there are traces of many other buildings and temples in 

the area, making alignment to a temple a possibility. The theatre itself appears to have 

been built over an earlier temple-like structure. Of particular interest is the relationship 

of the theatre and sanctuary to the pre-Roman 'causewayed camp' discovered by aerial 

photography nearby. On aerial photographs this looks like a row of double pestholes in 

a semicircular arc, almost opposite the theatre cavea and facing the other way. This is 

cut through by the road, so it is possible that there was no visible trace of it when the 

road was built, although the road bends sharply at the central point of this enclosure. 

The structure appears to be Neolithic although it could be later, and there are nineteenth 

century records of a menhir at this site (Rebourg 1998, 150).

The theatre at Les Bardiaux (Arleuf, Nievre) is part of a settlement along the crossing of 

two roads and there is as yet no firm evidence for this theatre being in the context of a 

sanctuary, as no temple has been found. However I would argue that such a context 

should not be ruled out, particularly given the presence of a contemporary possible
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water shrine to the west. The theatre relates to a contemporary building to the southeast 

of debateable function (interpreted as a dwelling). Metalworking furnaces have been 

found nearby. There is evidence for an earlier occupation layer before the second 

century construction of the theatre (Olivier, L. 1992, 58). This may relate to a building 

found directly underneath the theatre to the west, on the level of the scaena but not in 

alignment with it. Traces of a road run parallel to this building to the north.

The theatre is small in size and sits within an unusual rectilinear enclosure with views 

across the Morvan (see figure 52). The theatre looks out towards the highest point in the 

Morvan, Haut Folin, in the direction of Mont Beuvray, and is situated on the route from 

Mont Beuvray to Alesia, just south of the Roman road from Orleans to Autun. It is 

suggested that the theatre itself may have had a cavea of wood or mud brick (as no 

timber holes were found) (Olivier, L. 1992, 57). This would have been difficult to 

sustain in the regional climate had the structure not been roofed (the number of tiles 

found would indicate that it was). Another possibility is that stone seating had been later 

robbed, or that seating was on the sloping ground itself. Entrance to the theatre appears 

to have been from either side of the scaena building by narrow entrances, suggesting 

that entry was from orchestra level. Steps were also found in front of the stage area.

In the arrangement of the settlement at Champallament (Bois de Compierre, Nievre), the 

theatre does not appear to relate to the main temple buildings, being situated along a 

road 500m to the south. It was oriented so that the cavea faced west and looked out over 

a lightly sloping valley. There was a rectangular building to the southeast at the edge of 

the cavea, which recalls the arrangement of the theatre and annexe at Les Bardiaux. 

Nineteenth century excavations on the site discovered steps inscribed with names (as at 

Trier Altbachtal), but unfortunately these have since been lost (Bonneau and 

Aussaresses-Bonneau 1989, 8). The excavators did not work on the orchestra due to the 

presence of a spring, which is itself of interest. There were third and fourth century 

coins in the scaena area. Stairs were found leading up from the orchestra at either side 

to allow access to the semicircular seating area, and entry also appears to have been at 

the top of the cavea. The theatre had a diameter of about eighty metres.

The theatre at Alesia (Cote-d'Or) faced west away from the temple at the centre of the 

town. It does appear to relate to the temple behind it, although it is not directly in
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alignment. The top of the temple may have been visible from the scaena. There appears 

to be alignment between the temple and a structure on the exterior cavea wall opposite 

it, which could be some sort of shrine or exterior staircase. This alignment could also 

explain the slightly trapezoidal form of the postscaenium, but it is not precise. The 

theatre was eighty metres in diameter and wooden seating seems likely (Olivier, A. 

1992, 63). The theatre was built in the location of a Gallic road and caused the course of 

this to be changed slightly. It was in use from the later first century to late third century. 

The scaena and building in front of it extends some way into the orchestra, but there 

appears to be a substantial building behind the stage, which may be a later addition, 

blocking off the originally open orchestra with a roofed walkway allowing entry from 

the roads either side. Grenier (1958, 823) states that it could not have functioned as a 

'theatre-amphitheatre' due to a lack of space in the orchestra, and that this 'type' was 

generally developed later than the theatre at Alesia.

Evidence for earlier use of this site has been found in recent excavation under the 

theatre. Bronze working is suggested by moulds and crucibles found in the area of the 

cavea (Martin 1966d). The area appears to have been occupied from the late first 

century BC, and the theatre was built in the late first century AD (Gaillard de 

Semainville 1985, 251). A ritual deposit including a stone ram's head was made in the 

natural soil (Olivier and Rabeisen 1985, 17). The theatre seems to have gone out of use 

in the late third century and was later used for burials.

The theatre at Mirebeau (Cote-d'Or) has been located by aerial photography to the north 

of the temples at La Fenotte (Goguey 1992, 50, fig. 3) (see figure 53). The site is 1.5 km 

outside the fort near the river Beze (Guillaumet and Barral 1991). The theatre was 

aligned facing the two Gallo-Roman temples (with its axis between them), also a 

probable pre-roman cult site. The theatre was situated away from the separate military 

amphitheatre located near to the fort and seems to be directly related to the temple site 

in function. An inscription mentioning a restored proscaenium and naming a female 

donor21 was found in association with the military site.

21 C1L XIII 5614: ATTIA SACRATA / C(aii) F(ilia) PROSCAENIVM/VETVSTATE CORRVPTVM / DE SVO RESTITVIT. In 
some texts this is wrongly attributed to Mirebeau, Haute-Marne.
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That at Les Champs Marots, Malain (Cote-d'Or) was outside the main urban centre, 

separated from it by the river Douix and 700m to the west of the sanctuary on the site of 

the former church of Saint Valerian (by the present day cemetery) (see figure 15). It 

faces east towards the temples at Ancey, although not aligned with them. Also located 

by aerial photography is the theatre at Entrains-sur-Nohain (Nievre), found at Les 

Terres Noires. It does not appear to be in a sanctuary, although it is 200m to the east of 

La Scierie Tissier (an area of mixed activity, some of a ritual nature, comparable to the 

settlement adjacent to the temple at Les Bolards). It has a diameter of 115m (Bigeard 

ed.1996, 155) and faced west north-west.

At Senan (Yonne) a theatre has been located without any apparent associated sanctuary 

but the area has not been fully explored, and the size and position of the settlement may 

suggest a sanctuary. The theatre is located at La Fosse au Loup 100m to the southeast of 

the modern cemetery. It was aligned with its north-south axis along a Roman road and 

faced the river Tholon, with higher ground behind the theatre. The theatre was unusual 

in having a large U-shaped orchestra. The cavea was divided into three parts, with 

access from the orchestra to two corridors, and a peripheral external corridor (Heurtaux 

and Perrugot n.d.). The theatre at Sennecey-le-Grand (Saone-et-Loire) is known from an 

inscription (CIL XIII 2599) and was used from the second to fourth century (Rebourg 

ed. 1994, 435). It was to the west of the site, to the northeast of la Chaponiere and faced 

northeast, about sixty metres in diameter.

There are a number of other theatres in the Burgundy region whose identification has 

yet to be verified. A possible theatre has been identified at the sanctuary of Saint-Usage 

(Cote-d'Or) by aerial photography (Devauges 198Ib, 428). This could be considered to 

be unambiguously within the context of a sanctuary. There may also have been a theatre 

at Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or), with the reported find of "une curieuse structure de lignes 

disposees comme les rayons d'une roue et aboutissant a une surface claire semi- 

circulaire" (Goguey 1970, 55-56). However there is no information about the location of 

this find. Other possible theatres identified by aerial photography include one to the 

southeast of the vicus at Menou (Nievre) (a temple site) and a curvilinear feature at 

Veuxhalles, which could be a southeasterly facing theatre (Benard et al. eds. 1994, 171). 

A possible theatre was identified at Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or) (Goguey 1964, 80). An 

amphitheatre was also possibly identified at Le Chatelet, Mont-Saint-Romain (Saone-et-
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Loire), where a temple is also known (Bilan Scientifique de la Region Bourgogne 1995, 

16). The lack of a theatre at Vertault might be considered surprising (given its size, 

extent of exploration and lack of modern occupation) although a feature that could 

correspond to part of the cavea of a theatre has been identified (Petit and Mangin 1994, 

46).

Finally, there are a couple of sites where a theatre has been proposed but the supporting 

evidence is inadequate. Morellet (1838-40, xxv) mentions an amphitheatre at Bouhy 

(Nievre) of which there has been no trace since. A 'hemicycle' discovered at Val Suzon 

(Cote-d'Or) may have been a theatre, as the author suggests, but the extent of and 

quality of excavation does not allow this conclusion (Guyot 1971). The features also 

appear to relate to channelled water, with the flagged area possibly a paved basin, 

connecting with two other excavated basins. However the diameter (about 54m) would 

fit that of a small theatre.

Conclusion

By way of conclusion, it seems likely that theatres on or near temple complexes had a 

primarily ritual context, and that other associations brought to discussion of their use 

may have obscured their meaning in this context. Their location, architecture and mode 

of use all suggest a ritual purpose, not theatres solely for entertainment, although the 

two are not exclusive. I would suggest that a looser definition of cult practice and sacred 

space would lead to a greater understanding of the ritual realm, of which theatres are 

clearly a part. The multiple functions of the Gallo-Roman theatre perhaps illustrate how 

it is meaningless to attempt to impose a rigid sacred : profane distinction onto the more 

distant past (Niffeler 1992, 116).
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Chapter 7: The evidence for pre-Roman phases of Gallo-Roman 

temple sites and the question of continuity of sites from the Iron Age.

Introduction

This section aims to consider the evidence for continuity of ritual practice from the pre- 

Roman period at Burgundian temple sites. It aims to situate this evidence in the context 

of wider narratives of continuity and change of ritual structures and sites in this period. 

In particular, it considers the question of pre-Roman precursors to Gallo-Roman 

temples and the problems associated with their identification. To summarise current 

thinking about I ron A ge shrines, reference w ill be made to B ritish sites and those in 

other areas of Gaul, as this work has important implications for the Burgundian 

material. Syntheses (for example Derks 1998, Fichtl 1994, Roymans 1990, Webster 

1995) have tended to focus on these regions; collation and review of the comparable 

data from the Burgundy region is therefore a useful exercise.

Pre-cursors to 'Romano-Celtic temples'

The identification of structures as shrines in the Iron Age has been influenced by certain 

expectations of what a ritual structure should look like. The tendency has been to search 

for distinctive ritual architecture on the model of the Romano-Celtic temple. Iron Age 

shrines have most commonly been recognised by looking for earlier evidence from the 

lower levels of later Romano Celtic temple sites. There has therefore tended to be a bias 

to sites found underneath later Romano-Celtic temples, as wooden structures are less 

easy to locate in isolation and the Romano-Celtic temple is easily recognisable by its 

stone foundations.

There are several important issues raised by attempts to find earlier precursors of 

Romano-Celtic temples. Should the form of the Romano-Celtic temple be seen as its 

defining feature for such research? To look for a particular type of later architectural 

form in earlier periods may overlook a broader range of ritual sites. The structures 

themselves may mean little in the wider context of continuing rites; perhaps the
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continuity of practices should be given precedence in this type of enquiry. The problems 

associated with looking at form alone can be illustrated by the doubts cast on the past 

identification of several Iron Age 'shrines' on the basis of their distinctive plans alone 

(Downes 1997; Smith 2001, 63). These include the four rectangular structures at 

Danebury (Hants.)(Wait 1985, 386) and a polygonal post-built structure at Little 

Waltham (Essex) (Drury 1980). Following the model of the Romano-Celtic temple, 

significance has been placed on concentricity of plan, for example in the case of 

Heathrow (Middlesex) (Wait 1985, 388), where dating evidence has since cast doubt on 

the contemporaneity of the concentric structures.

Recent research has increasingly tended to suggest that in the Iron Age there may have 

been less of a distinction between the form of domestic dwellings and that of ritual 

structures; possibly the two were even interchangeable. The more convincing examples 

of pre-Roman shrines (identified as such on the basis of unusual deposition patterns) are 

generally hard to distinguish from ordinary dwellings by architecture alone. Such 

examples are the circular structures at Frilford (Oxfordshire) (Bradford and Goodchild 

1939, 11; Harding 1972, 62), Harlow (Essex) (France and Gobel 1985), and Thetford 

(Norfolk) (Gregory 1991). At Frilford, there was a long gap between the pre-Roman and 

Roman structures.

The enclosure and demarcation of bounded space in the Iron Age has been viewed as an 

early translation of the classical concept of the temenos, and it appears that later 

Romano-Celtic temples had temenoi which followed earlier enclosures (as at Harlow, 

Woodeaton (Oxfordshire) (Goodchild and Kirk 1954) and Lancing Down (Sussex) 

(Bedwin 1981). However this demarcation of space was also common to settlement 

sites. The site at Stansted (Essex) featured an unusual centrally placed rectangular 

building in an enclosure, surrounded by other hut circles (Brooks 1989). In plan, the 

enclosed area is difficult to distinguish from other 'non-ritual' sites such as Whitton 

(Glamorgan) (Jarrett and Wrathmell 1981) and Collfryn (Powys) (Britnell 1989). This 

problem can be extended to discussion of hillforts, where enclosing earthworks are not 

always defensive in nature and can be seen as symbolic demarcations of land (Bowden 

and McOmish 1987, 77). They may often be subject to elaboration around the entrance, 

and foci for ritual deposits. However this is not necessarily purely a demarcation of 

ritual space; the boundary may distinguish a space from its surroundings, restrict entry
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to certain people, mark a site for observances on entry or have a protective function. 

The appearance of Romano-Celtic temples on Iron Age hillforts is however a common 

phenomenon and hillfort boundaries have sometimes been seen as temenoi for later 

temples. There may be later elaboration o f them in the Roman period, as at Lydney 

Park, (Glocs.) (Casey and Hoffmann 1999, 100; Wheeler 1932, 63-65) \

In general, the dating of British precursors to the Romano-Celtic temple is still 

relatively late, into the first century A.D. with many appearing around the conquest 

period. It may be that the British sites with early dates are atypical in some way and 

display closer contacts with France (for example Hayling Island (King and Soffe 2001), 

and the temple complex at Gosbecks, Colchester (Hawkes and Crummy 1995), where a 

double-ditched enclosure has been identified as a ' Viereckschanze' and the presence of 

a later theatre recalls Gallo-Roman temple complexes). However, dating evidence from 

many of these sites requires caution due to the possibility of long periods of circulation 

for some of the coinage (see Haselgrove 1989) and the tendency for pre-Roman objects 

(such as Neolithic hand-axes) to be deposited in Roman contexts. The British material 

in general lacks the early, unambiguous dating evidence of French sites such as 

Gournay-sur-Aronde (Oise) (Brunaux et al. 1985a), where there appears to have been 

unbroken continuity of a ritual structure back into the third century BC.

The earliest structures found on temple sites in northern Gaul are arrangements of 

pestholes (probably free-standing) surrounding central pits containing ritual deposits. 

These features occur at Goumay-sur-Aronde, Saint-Maur (Brunaux and Lambot 1991) 

and Vendeuil-Caply (Oise) (Piton and Dilly 1985). The shrine at Gournay had its 

earliest phase in the third century BC (early La Tene), with a ditched enclosure. After 

the destruction of the previous phase in the mid first century BC, a structure was erected 

with a stone-based cella (open on the east side) with surrounding post-holes marking an 

ambulatory. Gournay appears to be anomalously early, but other sites show similar 

development from the middle La Tene (Berks 1998, 176).

Fichtl (1994, 24) suggests that there may be a distinctive type of early sanctuary 

occurring in Belgic Gaul. Gournay would be one such sanctuary of early date with

1 Here, heightening of the pre-Roman earthwork has been securely dated to the Roman period, although 
recent work suggests that the post-Roman phase identified by Wheeler cannot be this late.
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human bone deposition. It does appear that sanctuaries are of earlier date in the 

northeast of France, with sites appearing in the La Tene Cl and C2 periods, but there is 

a need for more detailed work in this area. The comparative lack of human bone in the 

central and eastern Gallic sites might be partly due to differing soil acidity. Baray 

(1989, 92) also notes that the ceramic assemblage from Gournay was not remarkable in 

itself, and it may be that without bone survival such a site might not be recognised as 

being of ritual function, a striking example being Acy-Romance (Ardennes). Weapon 

deposits do occur in Burgundy, at Mirebeau-sur-Beze (Cote-d'Or), but this site does 

seem slightly atypical for the region. Chronological trends are broadly similar in that the 

foundation of the first true fana in the northeast of France occurred in the mid to late 

first century BC (La Tene D2) as in Burgundy, with an apparent gap prior to this in 

patterns of deposition. There does not appear to be any real reason to connect 

sanctuaries of first century BC date with military activity (as suggested by Fichtl for the 

Titelberg sanctuary (1994, 90)).

Pre-Roman shrines in Burgundy

The following sites are those with clearly pre-Roman structures appearing to show 

continuity of ritual use, without apparent chronological gaps. There seems to be a 

relatively small number of sites with unambiguous pre-Roman precursors to later fana 

in the region, when compared to the number of sites yielding such evidence in 

northeastern France. However this may be a reflection of a variety of factors; sites have 

been generally less well-excavated, with many nineteenth century excavations, and 

earlier levels have been missed. The presence of postholes may have been overlooked 

and earlier material culture has often been dismissed as residual. The increasing number 

of sites yielding early material reflects new awareness of the importance of excavating 

early layers. A number are on upland sites and have been subject to significant erosion. 

There may also have been a regional trend towards ritual practice in other types of site 

in the region, particularly those associated with water.

The sanctuary at Mirebeau (La Fenotte) seems atypical in its clear evidence of earlier 

cult use dating to the early La Tene period. It was initially thought that the evidence 

from the site was ambiguous; although the ceramic assemblage was thought to suggest 

occupation of the site throughout the La Tene III period, the coins did not predate the
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Roman period (Goguey 1980b, 205). However, further examination of the finds led to 

later reappraisal of the site. Gallic coins, twelve potins, fibulae and spearheads were 

found. Six fibulae dated to the late La Tene I period, two to the early La Tene II and ten 

to the late La Tene III (Brunaux et al. 1985, 79). Two offering hearths in the cella of 

temple B contained fragmented La Tene III weapons, ceramics, jewellery and bone. 

This assemblage recalls the sites of northeastern France containing miniature weapons 

(for example Baalons-Bouvellement (Ardennes) (Squevin 1992, 141), and Mouzon 

(Ardennes) (Tisserand 1980)) and similar finds also occur in Britain, for example at 

Uley, Bancroft, Woodeaton and Walsingham. In these cases the miniature weapons 

have been given a first century date, within the Roman period.

Figure 53

The presence of earlier structures at Mirebeau has been suggested by the presence of an 

earlier ditch running southeast to northwest across the northwest corner of the site and 

diagonally across the corner of temple A. Many pieces of daub were found in this ditch, 

suggesting the presence of an earlier construction (Goguey 1980a, 178). Apparently in 

alignment with this were some pestholes between temples A and B. It has been 

suggested that temple B is the earlier of the two structures (Brunaux et al. 1985, 110). 

Some further ditches were discovered in the area of temple B during machine work, and 

two of these were sterile (recalling those in Viereckschanzeri). The site was not fully 

excavated, however, and it is likely to have extended much further than the excavated 

area. More detailed information of the location of the finds would be required to assess 

whether deposition was continuous throughout the La Tene period or whether the earlier 

weapons were deposited at a later date. Most of the earlier finds were dispersed in the 

soil outside the temples.

At Malain (Ancey, Cote-d'Or) (see figure 26), there was a pre-Roman layer under the 

cella, with postholes that do not appear to relate to a particular structure. The finds 

included potins, ceramics and bones, but this was not thought to be enough to indicate a 

cult place;
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"les constructions gallo-romaines recouvrent un ensemble celtique dont rien ne 
permet de penser qu'il ait ete lui aussi un lieu de culte; il s'agit tres 
vraisemblablement d'un habitat" (Roussel 1969, 190)2 .

However the evidence from other pre-Roman shrines is comparable in nature. The main 

area of Roman settlement excavated shows continuity from the late La Tene period; it is 

possible that the mixing of 'domestic' and 'ritual' contexts in this area is a reflection of 

this.

The evidence for a pre-Roman temple at Essarois (Cote-d'Or) appears to be fairly 

conclusive, although the dating is unreliable due to poor excavation techniques. The 

first phase consisted of two alignments of stone on the same axis below the cella and 

the east ambulatory of the south temple, containing ash and long-bones. Two pestholes 

were also found below the first century levels, one under the 'altar' and another below 

the north comer of the cella (Martin 1966b). This wooden temple was tentatively dated 

to the second century BC (Daviet 1967, 205). These phases seem to pre-date a second 

stone phase yielding Gallic coins and La Tene III ceramics in the area of the north 

temple, and the dating of this stone phase to the Iron Age put forward by Daviet has 

been rejected (Home and King 1980, 406). Among Gallic coins found in the northern 

cella were twenty-five potins. The southern temple was then rebuilt in stone around the 

mid first century BC.

The Gallo-Roman temple at Le Tremblois (Cote-d'Or) had wooden posthole structures 

below the first century stone temple but on a slightly different alignment. Later 

discovery of additional pestholes in the cella and ambulatory to the south led the 

excavators to suggest that there were in fact two wooden phases, although the 

stratigraphic basis for this is not entirely clear (Paris 1960, 173, footnote). The second 

wooden phase was roughly square, with a row of three pairs of smaller posts forming a 

type of entrance porch. Fibulae found on the site were dated to the second century BC 

(La Tene II) (Martin 1962, 450), thus (if this evidence can be taken as sufficient) 

making this earlier than many of the 'early' temples that mostly date to the La Tene III 

period. However, the coins in the earliest layer were Gallic and Augustan, the Gallic 

coins mostly datable from the mid first century BC at earliest to just around the time of

2 The Gallo-Roman buildings covered a Celtic phase of which nothing suggests that it was also a cult 
place, it very probably consisted of a settlement.'
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the conquest, so it may be possible that the fibulae were old when deposited. The 

excavator noted that finds of the Roman and pre-Roman periods were found mixed in 

the same deposit outside the temple (Paris 1960, 170), although copper alloy rings 

appeared in the Gallic layers only (Paris 1962a, 79).

Figure 54

There is a clear sequence of continuity at the site of Les Bolards (Nuits Saint-Georges, 

Cote-d'Or), where the first century cello, was built over two superimposed fana, the 

earliest of which may have dated to the early first century BC. The earliest activity on 

the site consisted of pits with ritual deposits under the area of the later cella, including a 

circular pit with offerings of ceramics from the late second century to early first century 

BC (Pommeret 2001, 35). A ditch or long pit to the east of and in alignment with the 

first cella may have demarcated a ritual space. The first temple appears to have been 

constructed in wood and mud brick with painted wall plaster. An enclosure was built 

around it and it was associated with Gallic coins. The layers below the later cella 

contained La Tene III ceramics, Gallic and Augustan coins. A second phase dated to the 

Augustan period. In the same area were a number of structures related to industrial 

activity; metalworking (iron and copper alloy objects), ovens and querns. This activity 

seems to have continued until the mid first century rebuilding of the temple (Planson 

and Pommeret 1986, 31). This type of occupation need not be seen as conflicting with 

interpretation as a site for ritual action. The site as a whole appears to continue directly 

from a pre-Roman settlement, as at Malain. Thevenot (1948, 290) mentions the 

discovery of Iron Age huts at the site reported in the manuscripts of Roux,

"En plusieurs points, les fouilleurs ont atteint une couche archeologique inferieure a 
la couche gallo-romain. Roux a decouvert plusieurs fonds de cabanes circulaires, 
formes d'une simple aire en terre battue". 3

Figure 55

The evidence from Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne) seems to show a similarly clear 

sequence of continuity from an early date, and the use of the site extended into the 

Bronze Age, with burials of cremations in urns in the higher part of the site to the

3 'In a number of places the diggers reached an occupation layer below the Gallo-Roman layer. Roux 
discovered many circular hut bases, formed from a simple area of beaten earth'.
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southwest. The site is near to the hillfort at Vezelay and there is some evidence to 

suggest t hat Iron A ge e arthworks s urrounded t he h ills t o t he west o f t he s ite around 

Mont Liboeuf (Louis 1944, 29). The 'circular sanctuary', which predated the baths, was 

built in the late first century BC over (but respecting) wooden wells from the Hallstatt 

period (Lacroix 1964, 112).

At Menestreau (Nievre), a square ditched structure dated to the early part of the first 

century AD and contained weapons, small ceramic receptacles and coins (Bigeard 1996, 

185). This was replaced in the mid first century AD by a stone cella, then in the early 

second century by a large Gallo-Roman temple. Pestholes and drains preceded this 

structure and were thought to have belonged to a pre-Roman settlement (Bonneau 1996, 

44), although they appear to have designated a space of similar size and shape to the 

temple itself.

Hillforts4

Gallo-Roman temples occur frequently on Iron Age hillforts, as do Romano-Celtic 

temples in Britain (for example at Maiden Castle, Dorset); indeed this phenomenon 

seems almost to be the rule rather than the exception on the larger sites. Interpretation is 

however less straightforward. Should the temples be seen as continuing the functions of 

the earlier hillfort (perhaps suggesting that sites such as Bibracte had a ritual and 

political role and one that could not be completely absorbed by a new Roman town 

nearby), or is there a discontinuity in the archaeological evidence, with temples 

persisting after the quasi-urban functions of such sites had ceased to exist? In this case, 

temples could be seen as either a statement of conquest and appropriation by new 

Roman gods, or as memorials of once-significant places, or as demonstrating limited 

persistence of a cult of place, persisting despite the resettlement of the former 

occupants.

The definition of an oppidum suggested by Buchsenschutz (2000, 62) involves a 

combination of factors; topography, enclosure, ramparts, craft and trade functions and a 

political role. There appears to have been a variety of social and economic activities

4 In this discussion I wish to include sites commonly referred to as oppida and other defended settlements, 
recognising that both categories are poorly defined.
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taking place at these sites, which has marked them out as being proto-urban in nature. 

The use of the term oppidum is problematic; the use of the word in classical texts was 

not always consistent. Dehn, and later Fichtl (1994, 16) used the term to denote a 

specific type of late La Tene defensive site greater than twelve hectares, with a 

continuous rampart not following the contours of the ground, and with internal posts, a 

ramp and gates. These criteria were developed with reference to Germany and do not 

refer to the nature of internal occupation or function of the site. It may not therefore be 

appropriate to discuss these sites as a single entity.

It would be difficult to ascribe a wholly ritual function to Iron Age hillforts, although 

the presence of shrines, unusual deposits and elaborate boundaries could support this 

interpretation. However, settlements with a large number of artisans, commerce and 

even minting of coinage are not necessarily incompatible with function as a location of 

seasonal pilgrimage serving the needs of a large number of visitors. In Buchsenschutz's 

account, the religious function is seen as an adjunct of its topographical distinctiveness, 

rather than a defining factor of this type of site. Other authors have seen these sites as 

having a more 'ritual' function; "aspects tant religieux que politiques et economiques" 

(Fichtl 1994, 9). The persistence of the 'ladder of inference' (Hawkes 1954) in 

approaches to the archaeological record has tended to discount the possibility of religion 

as a main driving force behind economic activity.

I would suggest that the identified 'trend' towards abandon of higher sites (particularly 

oppida) for lower ground at the end of the Iron Age (Barral and Guillaumet 2000, 65) is 

perhaps an oversimplification, lowland settlement having been less readily detected in 

the earlier Iron Age but nonetheless occurring. Bibracte and Autun co-existed for some 

time, although they are some distance apart. Macon (which had a murus Gallicus) and 

Decize were hillforts that were not abandoned and continued into the Roman period as 

towns. Not all of these 'high places' were actually defensive. It seems that more 

significant changes took place between the La Tene D2 and Dl periods, around 70 BC. 

It was in this period that new sanctuaries were founded that continued into the Roman 

period, and settlements tended to be denser and on lower ground. However the desire 

for a general narrative of progression from rural to proto-urban to urban sites (Fichtl 

1994, 8) tends to mask more complicated patterns of disruption and continuity. This 

perceived progression has been too readily equated with 'Romanisation'.
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Near Goumay-sur-Aronde, there was a break in settlement activity at the site of 

Montmartin, but continued use of the sanctuary there throughout the High Empire 

period. This is in contrast to the site at Gournay, where the sanctuary was filled, cleared 

and levelled. Later, settlement activity was renewed and a newfanum constructed at 

Gournay i n t he fourth c entury. H ere t he s anctuary preceded t he s ettlement i n t he La 

Tene C period. Given the late date of most sites referred to as oppida, it could be argued 

that they were situated on sites of pre-existing religious importance and not the other 

way round (Fichtl 1994, 181). However the spatial relationship between some of the 

fortified sites and later s anctuaries was not always close (for example R ibemont-sur- 

Ancre and Saint-Maur).

It is clear that the evidence for the relationship between temples and other features of 

hillfort occupation needs to be closely examined. It may be that some apparently early 

fortifications were later in date than previously thought and in fact acted as symbolic 

boundaries, demarcating internal (and possibly sacred) space. Such a function has been 

suggested for multivallate British sites (Bowden and McOmish 1987, 77). The use of a 

murus Gallicus in the Roman period at Vertault and Alesia (Buchsenschutz 1984, 169) 

could be interpreted in this way, rather than as the later defensive phases proposed by 

Colin et al. (1995). It may be that there was a deliberate use of an Iron Age 

constructional form here in a Roman context (A. Chadwick, personal communication).

Of the hillforts in Burgundy with Gallo-Roman temples, Alesia and Mont Beuvray have 

been studied in detail and excavated over a large area. The sanctuaries at Alesia (Cote- 

d'Or) include the Gallo-Roman temple at Croix Saint-Charles to the east, the more 

classical style shrine in the forum area, a possible sanctuary in the residential area and a 

historically reportedfanum at the western point, La Pointe, which has recently been re 

located by aerial photography (Goguey 2002, 50). The latest Roman period activity at 

the site was centred on the Croix Saint-Charles. If this sanctuary existed prior to the 

Gallo-Roman period, as is thought, it may have been separated from the remainder of 

the oppidum by a dry stone wall running to the west of it (Mangin 1984, 253). This 

recalls t he a rrangement o f s pace a 11 he o ppidum o f t he T itelberg. T he w all a t A lesia 

follows the spring line.
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The evidence suggests that there may have been a pre-Roman precursor to the octagonal 

temple at Croix Saint-Charles, although its excavation was not to modern standards. 

Thirteen Gallic coins were found, as well as early and late Iron Age ceramics. Part of a 

wall was found in the southeast corner of the ambulatory and there was also a small pit 

"rempli d 'ossements d 'animaux, meles de cendres et de charbons, alternant avec des 

pierres poseesa plat5" (Esperandieu 1910a, 257). These may relate to a first century 

phase; however earlier hearths were found against the outer west wall, with Augustan 

and Gallic coins (ibid. 258). During excavation to the natural soil between the cello, and 

exterior wall, Corot (1932, 250) reported the discovery of hearths with Hallstatt period 

ceramics and above them La Tene III ceramics. It was Esperandieu's opinion that earlier 

buildings were located below the adjacent baths and the small hexagonal building 

(1912, 43 and 49). He was not explicit about his reasons for thinking so, but mentions 

twelve Gallic coins from the lowest level of the 'grand temple' (actually the baths) 

(1912,53).

There was further evidence for early ritual activity elsewhere at Alesia. In the area of 

the theatre, an occupation layer dated from the late first century BC. (Olivier and 

Rabeisen 1988, 13). This consisted of wooden structures and metalworking activity. La 

Tene III cremations were also found to the west of the theatre (Thevenot et al. 1987- 

1988, 5). The capitals found in this area were re-used masonry and appear to come from 

a monumental building dating from the first century BC; one occurs in an early first- 

century context at the Croix-Saint-Charles sanctuary (Olivier and Rabeisen 1985, 19). 

However the original location of this building is not known. Under the portico of the 

forum temple (the so-called temple of Taranis) there was a thick deposit from earlier 

occupation, a black, ashy layer with metalworking debris (or possibly a deposit of 

votive offerings?) (Martin 1968, 477). Although there are some pestholes in this area, 

the dating evidence for other pre-Roman structures in the area is unreliable (E. 

Rabeisen, personal communication). An earlier temple on this site could explain the 

lack of alignment of the central temple with the portico.

On Mont Beuvray (Saone-et-Loire) there was a Gallo-Roman temple to the southeast of 

the site, in the area of the chapel of Saint Martin, and what appears to have been a

5 ,Filled with animal bones, mixed with ash and charcoal, alternating with stones laid flat'.
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sanctuary around the spring known as the Fontaine Saint-Pierre. The site differs from 

Alesia in that its occupation ends much earlier in the Roman period, with post-Augustan 

phases centred on the temple and Champ de Foire area only (Dechelette 1904, 114). At 

the site of another spring, the Fontaine de 1'Ecluse, a wooden basin enclosing the spring 

had an assemblage dating to La Tene D2, and no later than 30BC (Schopfer 1998), 

although there were no finds of a distinctively 'ritual' type. Although the coins from the 

Fontaine Saint-Pierre appear to continue into a later period, reaching a peak in the early 

first century AD (Popovitch 1998), the earlier levels contained a significant number of 

potins, which could date the use of the spring from the mid first century BC (Richard 

1991, 110). Dendrochronological dating of the timbers of the surrounds could put their 

construction back to as early as the beginning of the second century BC (Richard 1992, 

115). However the timbers could be older or re-used and the basin itself gave a first 

century AD date. Although there were few finds providing dates for later Roman period 

ritual use, the dating of the timbers would indicate that the site was still being 

maintained and used after the third century AD.

The first century fanum in the area of the chapel of Saint-Martin seems to be predated 

by occupation of the late La Tene period. However, recent work to determine the nature 

of this was inconclusive, as it appears that the nineteenth century excavations under 

Bulliot may not have reached the natural rock, and earlier material was mixed in with 

later deposits (Beck et al. 1988, 109). There were considerable amounts of ceramics 

dating to around the late first century BC (Peyre 1984, 13). The only feature discovered 

dating prior to the first century construction was a ditch running northwest to southeast, 

which contained an infant burial.

Near the site of this fanum there is a slightly raised empty space known as 'La 

Terrasse'. This has been interpreted as a ''Viereckschanze' (see discussion below, with 

critique of this category) but the lack of finds makes it difficult to be certain of its 

function. It was about eighty metres by one hundred metres, with a ditch and bank and 

exterior palisade. The bank contained La Tene III sherds and Bronze Age material, and 

there was a deposit of two Augustan vases in the ditch (Almagro-Gorbea et al. 1989). 

The absence of internal material does seem to suggest some sort of ritually demarcated 

place and is itself characteristic of Viereckschanzen. The bank of the Terrasse has been
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dated to the third century BC by means of dendrochronology and radiocarbon, although 

there are problems with these methods in such a context (Gruel et al. 1998, 12).

Figure 56

The other sites on Burgundian hillforts discussed below are less fully excavated but 

there seems to be a similar pattern of late La Tene fortification with Roman period 

temple. On the hillfort Vieux-Dun at Dun-les-Places (Nievre), a Gallo-Roman shrine 

was located around the spring known as the Fontaine Saint-Marc. This again was on the 

eastern side, near the northern 'point' of the hill, and there was an earthwork leading 

across the northern point (where the chapel remains), separating it from the rest of the 

hillfort. On the hillfort of Mont Saint-Romain, at Le Chatelet, Pierre-de-Bresse (Saone- 

et-Loire), there was afanum inside a double ditched square enclosure that was probably 

of La Tene date. Mont Saint-Vincent (Saone-et-Loire) is another hillfort with a Gallo- 

Roman temple, located at Le Portus. A Hallstatt tumulus is nearby.

A possible circular temple at Mesmont, on top of Mont Saint-Laurent (Cote-d'Or) has 

been noted from aerial photographs (Goguey 1980, 12). This site is intervisible with a 

number of other temple sites including Mont de Sene, and is also near Malain. A 

polygonal enclosure was revealed by aerial photography in the area between Malain and 

Mesmont, with a ditch filled during first century AD, but with no finds. It further 

supports the suggested continuity of occupation and ritual activity in the area (Roussel 

1984, 63). Mont Afrique, Corcelles-les-Monts (Cote-d'Or), seems to have had a small 

two-room building housing a well on its southern point, at "Les Jaumieres" (Guyot 

1937) (see figure 48). The presence of an altar and a statue of Minerva suggest a shrine. 

The excavator's account gives little in the way of dating evidence; although Gallic coins 

were found, the structure itself appears to belong to the Roman period.

Mont Dardon (Saone-et-Loire) shows occupation from the Neolithic through to the Iron 

Age and a Gallo-Roman sanctuary may have preceded the medieval chapel. Terracing 

of the area seems to have occurred just before the conquest period. Although no 

structures as such were found, there were a number of pestholes (late Bronze Age to late 

Iron Age), and a thick spread of material (consistent with that of a temple site) dating 

from La Tene III to throughout the Roman period in destruction layers preceding
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construction of an early mediaeval apsidal building. A trench with internal posts 

running roughly north to south was dated to the Neolithic period and runs parallel to one 

dated to the La Tene period (Berry and Crumley 1980).

Chassey (Saone-et-Loire) (figure 9) is another example of an hillfort with a Gallo- 

Roman temple (the excavator described an 8m square structure enclosed by another 

square structure with a passage of 2.6m between them (De Coynart 1866, 180)). The 

site is located near the western end of the plateau and faces Mont de Sene (which had 

double Gallo-Roman temples on its summit). D e Coynart also opened two Iron Age 

tumuli on the site, indicating pre-Roman use of the site. From his description, he also 

discovered what might have been a funerary shaft, containing human and other animal 

bones, as well as amphorae and fine ceramics. 6 Chassey may have been a Neolithic 

'camp' but there was also early Iron Age occupation (Nicolardot 1988, 114) and some 

sporadic late Iron Age occupation; finds of coins have been made there (Armand-Caillat 

1937, 116).

Pre-Roman use of Mont de Sene, Santenay-les-Bains (Cote-d'Or), is difficult to 

establish, although the similarity between the flint assemblages of Chassey and Mont de 

Sene has been noted (Bulliot 1874, 139). Bulliot mentions evidence of occupation prior 

to the levelling of the site for the temples; "des debris de poteries et de tuileaux 

annoncent une occupation anterieure a ce carrelage7" (1874, 144). However the earliest 

recorded coins were Augustan and the absence of Gallic coins was specifically noted. 

The hill does not appear to have been defended as such and has a relatively narrow area 

at the summit. However there do appear to be traces of banks running at right angles to 

the path up to the top (personal observation).

To summarise, these sites do not fit the broad picture of replacement of oppida by 

lowland urban centres under Roman rule. In the case of the relationship between Mont 

Beuvray and Autun (often cited as an example of this type of replacement, for example 

Woolf 1993, 229), the extramural sanctuary at La Genetoye, Autun, seems to be on a 

pre-existing route-way and dates to the early first century, overlapping with the period

6 Note from a meeting 1866-7 in Memotres de la Commission des Antiquites de la Cote-d'Or VII, 1865- 
1869 p. LXVIII-LXIX.
7 , ceramic sherds and tiles reveal an earlier occupation in this area'.
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in which the temple on Mont Beuvray was in use. The intervisibility of many of these 

sites should also be noted, for example that of Mont Beuvray, Mont Dore, La Certenue, 

Uchon, Mont Saint-Vincent and Suin, where there may also have been a temple 

(Groupe de recherches archeologiques de Gueugnon-Montceau 1973, 42). From Mont 

de Sene it is possible to see Mont Beuvray, Mont Saint-Vincent and Chassey.

Some spatial trends can be identified in the placement of temples on hillforts. The siting 

of the temple at the Croix-Saint-Charles appears to be typical, with the temple on a high 

point at the eastern end of the site, set slightly apart from the main area of occupation 

and apparently in an area demarcated by earthworks and near one of the main entrances 

to the site. This is reminiscent of the arrangement at the Titelberg, where a ditch 

separated the eastern end of the plateau from the rest of the site in the late Iron Age and 

a temple was built in the eastern part, which appears to have been reserved for this 

purpose (Krausse 1999). Similarly at Vertault, (Cote-d'Or) (Jouin and Meniel 2000) the 

extramural fanum was separated from the rest of the defended area by means of a large 

murus Gallicus which cut off the southern part of the site along a natural narrowing of 

the terrain. This area appears set aside for ritual practices and burials.

Although outside the area of study, in Treveran territory, the Titelberg is a good 

comparative example of a temple on an earlier Iron Age hillfort. The site dates to the La 

Tene Dl period and continued into the third century or later. The area of the later 

temple was demarcated from the remainder of the settlement by means of an enclosure 

ditch to the west, which originally enclosed a relatively empty space, as found in 

Viereckschanzen. The area enclosed was roughly polygonal and seven hectares in area 

(Fichtl 1994, 89). The ditch began to be filled from the second century BC but remained 

open (Metzler 1995, 571). In this area were found articulated animal burials, human 

remains and miniature weapons, all suggestive of a pre-Roman shrine, but no 

recognisable structures. Where there appears to be some discontinuity in the settlement 

area in the early Roman period, this eastern 'ritual' area continued in use with a 

concentration of Augustan coins prior to the 'resettlement' of the site in the later first 

century. This part of the site also persisted in use into the fourth century from the coin 

evidence, later than the rest of the site.
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Excavations on the Titelberg around the turn of the century also revealed a Roman bath 

complex in the southwest part of the site, centred on a spring (Metzler 1995, 95). This 

recalls the combination of features found at Alesia, although here there was some 

distance between the temple and the baths. Similar treatment of space can be found on 

other Treveran hillforts. At Otzenhausen there was a delimited space at the summit. A 

Viereckschanze was located in the interior of the Donnersberg (Fichtl et al. 2000, 181) 

and there was a cult site and temple at the Marberg, with a possible earlier site cut by a 

later basin (according to coin evidence).

Viereckschanzen

On the continent, Viereckschanzen ('four cornered earthworks') have also been 

considered t o b e a p recursor o f t he G allo-Roman t emple i n t he 1 ate La T ene p eriod, 

mainly due to their concentricity of plan. Although the connection between the two has 

been largely dismissed (Derks 1998, 181) it may still be relevant to discuss their 

relationship to sanctuaries in Burgundy. The distinguishing characteristics of this type 

of structure are summarised by Buchsenschutz (1989b, 6). They are typically square 

enclosures (although they may be rectangular or slightly trapezoidal) with a ditch and 

bank. Their variation in size is considerable although they are generally around one 

hectare in area. They often have an eastern entrance or may have no entrance at all, a 

drawbridge-type structure being postulated by Bersu (Mansfeld, 1989, 28). They have 

been distinguished by their lack of finds and structures in the internal area, a Ithough 

many do have deposits around the ditch and bank area, internal pits or post-built 

structures (for example Holzhausen). The type is common in southern Germany but 

spreads west throughout northern France and east into Bohemia and Eastern Europe.

Outside the Burgundy area, Viereckschanzen are known to have been related iofana at 

Gournay, Chatillon (Loire-et-Cher), Dreux (Eure-et-Loire) and Plaudren (Morbihan) 

(Buchsenschutz 1989b, 8). A Viereckschanze has been identified for the enclosure 

surrounding the later temple at the site of Gosebecks, Colchester, but given the range of 

Iron Age enclosure shapes in Britain there is no need to insist on this definition. One has 

also been postulated for the empty space on the 'Terrasse' at Mont Beuvray to the west 

of the Gallo-Roman temple (see above). There has been some debate as to whether 

these are ritual structures and a proper 'precursor' to later temples or whether they are
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agricultural or funerary enclosures. Venclova (1993) has argued against the assumption 

of a ritual function for all Viereckschanzen on the basis of similarities of form between 

them; they appear to have diverse internal assemblages. Indeed the coherence of this 

category of site can be questioned, with a large number of such sites having deposits 

indistinguishable from settlements, although again the distinction between 'ritual' and 

'domestic' seems of little use in this context (Wells 2001, 88). Murray (1995, 140) has 

suggested that the central European Viereckschanzen in his study were used for feasting, 

the material remains of which may fall between such interpretations.

The distribution of deposited finds in Viereckschanzen can be compared to those offana 

and other late Iron Age to early Roman period shrines. They tend to be found under the 

bank, in the ditch or outside the ditch near the entrance. However weapon deposits are 

rare. Whether the interior of these structures is really 'empty' is perhaps still open to 

question, as few have been completely excavated and many are known only from aerial 

photographs. Wooden structures such as the alignment of posts at Holzhausen (Brunaux 

1989, 13) would not necessarily be visible or easily located from the air and excavations 

have tended to focus on clarification of the external boundaries of the feature. The 

perception of 'emptiness' is within a certain understanding of architecture; 

Viereckschanzen are still a type of constructed space.

Although a primarily ' ritual' function for some Viereckschanzen appears likely, their 

distribution does not appear to coincide with Gallo-Roman temples or hillforts (Olivier, 

L. 1989, 105). It is difficult to generalise about the topographical locations of 

Viereckschanzen, which seem to be site-specific (Mansfeld 1989, 32). There may have 

been an importance placed on water, as at later temple sites, with wells and springs in or 

near the enclosure, for example at Holzhausen and Fellbach-Schmieden (ibid.}. The 

palaeo-environmental evidence from most of these sites is poor. The distribution of 

Viereckschanzen in Burgundy does not closely coincide with that of later fana, but there 

are a few possible areas of coincidence, notably at Beire-le-Chatel, and Mont Beuvray. 

The fanum at Le Chatelet, Mont Saint-Romain (Saone-et-Loire) also appears to be 

inside an earlier double-ditched enclosure, noted in aerial photographs (Rebourg 1994, 

375).
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Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or) is perhaps the clearest example of an apparent 

'Viereckschanze' later used as the site for a Gallo-Roman temple. At the site (known as 

'Le Patis du Letto') there was a double-ditched square enclosure with a possible 

palisade between the ditches. The earliest ceramics found dated from the Augustan 

period (Bilan Scientifique de la Region Bourgogne 1993, 1995, 28) and finds in the 

interior ditch were of late first century date. The ditch appears to have been open for a 

long time prior to being filled before the second century, when the temple was 

constructed (Bilan Scientifique de la Region Bourgogne 1994, 1996, 20). Rather than 

being an i solated m onument, t he e nclosure appears contemporary w ith the n umerous 

other structures that surround it (Gaiffe 1987), including hearths and sites of 

metalworking activity. The temple building was centrally located inside the enclosure 

and faced east. Pestholes found in the northeast corner of the cella and a 'stone-filled 

pit' maybe traces of earlier use of the temple site. There is little to suggest that this site 

can be dated prior to the Roman period, apart from the form of the ditch 8 and it is more 

likely to have been a Roman period site incorporating elements from earlier traditions. 

The find of a spear in the interior ditch would support this. Interpretation of the site as a 

'Viereckschanze* may thus be misleading. Furthermore, the two ditches may not be of 

the same date, as the outer ditch fill contained third and fourth century ceramics.

Funerary enclosures

Ditched square enclosures occur frequently in association with funerary enclosures, 

particularly to the north of Burgundy in the Yonne and in Champagne (for example 

Acy-Romance (Ardennes) (Lambot et al. 1994). They occur in cemeteries from the 

Bronze Age to the Iron Age and vary in size and form. Like Viereckschanzen and later 

temple enclosures they tend to have entrances to the south or east and finds are 

deposited near the entrance. However some enclose burials and others attract secondary 

burials. In La Tene period cemeteries, for example Serbonnes (Yonne) (Chossenot 

1989, 113), a slightly different phenomenon can be seen, still with a burial as a focus 

but enclosing a structure. Funerary enclosures in the Sens region (Yonne) are variable 

apart from the length of their sides and the depth of ditches, and few have entrances 

(Baray 1989b, 125). They were almost certainly of funerary function, with central

8 Although an unpublished note by L. Roussel in the archives of the SRA, Dijon, suggests that potins and 
miniature wheels were found on the site, but this is not referred to elsewhere.
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inhumations as well as peripheral inhumations. There is an absence of characteristic 

' Viereckschanzen' in this region, but other structures may have performed similar 

functions.

There are strong arguments in favour of later temple forms emerging from a funerary 

context. I n Britain, t he d itched e nclosure t hat w as a p recursor t o t he t emple a t F oily 

Lane (Herts.) had strong funerary associations, including deposits of human bone 

(Bryant and Niblett 2001, 102). However the question remains as to whether we should 

see these funerary and other 'ritual' spheres as related. To suggest a relationship 

between these structures and temples may be to emphasise form over function, with 

uncritical comparison of superficial traits. Fana rarely attract peripheral inhumations. 

However the practice of deposition of offerings in pits similar to that occurring at 

sanctuaries can be seen at Serbonnes (Yonne), in La Tene II enclosures with secondary 

burials used up to the Augustan period (Chossenot 1989, 118). It seems that there were 

many types of constructed space put to ritual use in the period and that to study 

typology of form is perhaps not very informative.

Superficially similar in form, but quite distinct from the funerary enclosures discussed 

above are the non-funerary enclosures of the same date such as Villeneuve-au-Chatelot 

(Aube) and from the Burgundy area that of 'La Grande Chaume' at Fontaine-la- 

Gaillarde (Yonne). These are perhaps the closest examples of early precursors of Gallo- 

Roman temple sites by virtue of their material culture, which dates from the La Tene II 

period. At Villeneuve-au-Chatelot, deposits began with weapons and fibulae and later 

deposits contained miniature wheels and coins. Coins were also deposited at Fontaine-la 

Gaillarde. One explanation for the occurrence of this type of feature could be the shift 

from inhumation to cremation occurring in the La Tene II period, around 175-120 BC 

and slightly later in the Sens / Champagne area. Deposition of artefacts may have been 

one way of continuing to honour a traditional burial ground whilst the body was 

deposited elsewhere. The difference between deposits in Viereckschanzen and funerary 

deposits has been used by Vidal to argue for ritual rather than funerary use of 

Viereckschanzen (Vidal 1989, 143). It does seem that their deposits have more in 

common with later sanctuaries than with funerary contexts.
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La Grande Chaume, Fontaine-la-Gaillarde (Yonne) is an example of later Roman cult 

practice at an earlier funerary site, (Sarrazin and Perrugot 1979). However the nature of 

the Roman practices in this place may be more associated with funerary rites than 

organised religion. Early first century cremation burials respect the location of the 

earlier funerary structures. In the second century, vases were placed in an earlier square 

funerary enclosure ('H'), particularly around the entrance and to either side of it. It may 

be possible to argue for continuity of use of the site from the early La Tene right 

through to the Gallo-Roman period. A number of late La Tene and Gallo-Roman 

cremations were focused on a square enclosure with a sterile ditch, and inside the same 

enclosure were sixty-one Gallic and twenty-two Roman coins (Gaillard de Semainville 

1983,403).

Figure 57

At Vertault (Cote-d'Or), square La Tene funerary enclosures were found in the area 

about one hundred metres to the south of the extramural fanum (Mangin and Mangin 

1994, 1). The temple itself was dated to the mid first century AD, and was predated by a 

conquest period ditch running underneath it containing animal burials and three 

pestholes found inside the enclosure wall. In a ditch (F2) to the south of the fanum, a 

burial was discovered with two late first century BC fibulae (Bilan Scientifique de la 

Region Bourgogne 1994 1996, 31). A ditch just to the south of this contained Gallo- 

Roman deposits above levels that could be dated to the late La Tene (on the basis of a 

small number of sherds) (Jouin and Meniel 2000, 154). Some Gallo-Roman 

inhumations were also found near the fanum and contemporary with its period of use 

(Mangin 1998, 37), including one burial in an earlier ditch containing dog bones. The 

site appears therefore to show an unusually close relationship between funerary 

practices and the ritual practices associated withfana. It might be of interest to compare 

practices at this spatially separate temple with those of the intramural temples of 

Vertault.

Figure 58

Another deposition practice at this time involved the use of deep pits or wells such as 

those at Vieille-Toulouse, which contained human bone. The ceramic assemblages from
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such 'funerary' pits include amphorae and in some cases sets of drinking vessels. The 

ritual deposition of sets of miniature vessels and drinking vessels at sites such as Alesia 

appear to echo these practices, although not obviously in a funerary context. Again, it is 

difficult to make a clear distinction. It might be expected however that 'ritual' practices 

were similar in funerary and non-funerary ceremonial contexts, with specific sets of 

gestures and material culture serving to denote ritualised action. This may also show the 

social i mportance o f feasting b oth i n funerary and o ther c ontexts. It m ay be t hat t he 

domains of the living and dead were not as spatially separated in the Iron Age as in the 

Roman period (Duval 1989, 162). Duval makes a contrast too between the occurrence 

of weapons in La Tene II sanctuaries in the Picardy area and their more frequent 

association with burials in the Sens region (ibid. 163). This may be a slight over 

simplification of the evidence, given that weapons were also deposited in rivers 

throughout the period (for example the large multi-period deposits from the dredging of 

the Saone near Chalon-sur-Saone, although some of these may have originally been 

land sites, later submerged (Bonnamour 1985, 31)).

hi the context of a longer-term perspective, it may be relevant to mention the incidence 

of earlier prehistoric occupation at later temple sites. For example the sanctuary at the 

Croix Saint-Charles at Alesia is in the area of a fortified spur, and the temple complex at 

La Genetoye in Autun appears to have been occupied by a Neolithic causewayed camp. 

The site at Les Fontaines-Salees is in an area used for Bronze Age urn burials. While I 

would not like to suggest any continuity, there may have been a perception of the 

antiquity and thus the special nature of these sites. Dark (1993) draws a contrast 

between the incidence of temples at the site of earlier monuments in Brittany and in 

Britain, suggesting that British use of these sites was down to individual 'superstition' 

rather than any particular religious significance. This argument relies on the separation 

of burial rites from other rites in the Roman period. I would tend to disagree that there is 

little connection between Neolithic and Bronze Age burial mounds and temples in 

Britain. Their coincidence has been remarked on at sites such as Brean Down, Mutlow 

Hill and possibly Uley (Williams 1998). The later use of earlier burial sites has in the 

past been explained in terms of a cult of ancestors (Forcey 1997), and authors have 

compared the occurrence offana with burials to mausolea or heroon. However there 

may be no need to invoke a classical prototype for this phenomenon, as local
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conceptualisations of landscapes can include long histories (Gazin-Schwartz and 

Holtorf 1999, 16; Vermeulen and Bourgeois 2000, 145).

Evidence for continuity of use from the Iron Age on the basis of finds only

Understandably, archaeologists have been cautious in their interpretation of finds from 

temple sites that seem to predate the structures. There has been a past tendency to 

dismiss such evidence as residual or related to earlier settlement sites in the area (thus 

demonstrating discontinuity through change of function). However, these finds appear 

with enough frequency to be considered significant and worthy of further discussion, 

particularly in the light of the increasing number of pre-Roman shrines identified. Gallic 

coins occur on the majority of the Burgundian sites studied; their chronology however 

needs to be interpreted with care, as although sometimes seen as indicative of a pre- 

Roman cult place they are rarely sufficient to suggest a date prior to the first century 

AD. Their occurrence in deposits with later Roman coins suggests that they had long 

periods of circulation and may have been subject to curation at sanctuaries or elsewhere.

Certain categories of object appear to have been restricted to early deposits in 

sanctuaries and m ay i n t hemselves b e a n i ndicator o f e arlier u se o f a s ite. M iniature 

wheels (usually made of copper alloy or lead) appear in deposits dated to the late first 

century BC to early first century AD. They occur at Alesia, Les Fontaines-Salees (at the 

circular sanctuary) and Les Bolards (in early first century AD contexts). Miniature 

weapons appear in post-conquest sites up to the mid first century AD (Fauduet and 

Rabeisen 1993, 147) and were found at Le Tremblois. The presence of potins may also 

indicate a specifically ritual context (Gruel 1991, 236).

There may be potential problems with the use of ceramics to date temple contexts. They 

are subject to the same difficulties of interpretation as coins and could have remained in 

use for many years after their manufacture. It is suggested that there is a need for further 

work to be done on the ceramic assemblages found on temple sites in Burgundy. The 

presence of 'La Tene' ceramics is often cited in excavation reports without illustrations 

or comparative studies to support this claim. Sherds may also be residual, although their 

presence can be dismissed as such without good foundation. This problem is illustrated 

by an offering pit found at Mirebeau,
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"remplie de terre noire avec os, numbreux tessons de ceramique - dont ceux d'un 
vase entier - a pate grise ou orangee qui paraissent remonter a la Tene III, et 
fragments de ceramique sigillee...periode Tibere-Neron9" (Goguey 1982, 80).

At Sources de 1'Yonne, Glux-en-Glenne (Nievre), the evidence for early use of the site 

took the form of a layer of stones and humus with coins from the late first century and 

ceramic sherds (of amphorae in particular). A late La Tene hut was found on one of the 

terraces facing the site (Pequinot et al. 1996, 217). Some stake holes in a cut across the 

cello, of the northernmost temple were not dated, but they appear in a section drawing 

below the foundation level.

The site of Le Verger at Saint-Romain (Cote-d'Or) is another example of a site that has 

material culture similar to that of temple sites but has produced no evidence to date of 

any structures (Grappin 1985, 64). Occupied in the Neolithic and Hallstatt periods, 

ritual deposition occurred from the La Tene III period and included fibulae, miniature 

wheels, weapons, ceramics and Gallic coins. However the stratigraphy of the later 

phases was not secure, the site having received deposits from overhead rock falls. 

Gallo-Roman occupation may have continued to the third or fourth century. The 

location of the site is in itself comparable to that of a Gallo-Roman temple, on an 

outcrop overlooking a valley and near a spring.

In the Saint-Paul area of Sens (Yonne), near the confluence of the Yonne and Vanne, a 

number of pits were found with pre-Roman ritual deposits, including potins, miniature 

wheels and Dressel 1A and IB amphorae, as well as Bronze Age ceramics and Gallo- 

Roman pits from the first to second century (Mordant ed. 1996, 212). Early finds were 

also reported at Grain (Yonne) (Devauges 1973), Bois Jossam (Cote-d'Or) (Guyot 

1977) and Braux (Cote-d'Or), where there were first century BC finds in a ditch with La 

Tene III ceramics. At Entrains-sur-Nohain (Nievre), ceramics and potins found on the 

site of the fanum date back to the late first century BC, but no structures were found, 

although the circular cella is reminiscent of that of Hayling Island (Bigeard ed. 1996, 

140).

9 'filled with black earth containing bone, numerous sherds of ceramics - of which those of a complete 
vase   with grey or orangey fabric which could date to the La Tene HI period, and fragments of 
slipware.-.Tiberian to Neronian period.'
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Some continuity of ritual p ractice m ight also be s uggested b y t he s imilarity b etween 

earlier and later sculpture found in votive deposits in the Burgundy region. The site at 

Vix (Cote-d'Or) does not extend into the Roman period but is of interest in this context 

as a possible precursor to Gallo-Roman ritual practices. A square ditched enclosure 

enclosed a twenty-five metre square space empty of tombs and containing a large empty 

pit (Bonenfant and Guillaumet 1998). This structure was dated to the late Hallstatt 

period. T wo s tone figures w ere found i n t he f ill o f t he d itch t o t he e ast (left) o f t he 

entrance in a level dating to Hallstatt D2.

Discussion: architecture and ritual

The question here is really whether it is possible to distinguish 'ritual' from the 

'mundane' in the archaeological record. These issues have been discussed at greater 

length in chapter 4. I would argue that the distinction might be inappropriate for the Iron 

Age period. Ritual may take place within the domestic sphere (for example the Roman 

household shrines) or shrines may take the form of houses, this form having a particular 

symbolism as the 'home' of a deity (for example the metaphor of churches as the house 

of God, or the work of Hodder on the symbolism of the 'domos' in the Neolithic 

(1994)). It could be that rituals were practiced on a personal level or at the home of a 

ritual specialist.

It seems that a more appropriate emphasis might be on detailed use of space and 

patterns of material culture. For example Smith's work on Romano-Celtic temples 

shows an emphasis on the deposition of finds at entrances and to the left of the doorway 

of shrines (Smith 2001). This can be seen at Hayling Island (King and Soffe 2001) and 

Harlow (France and Gobel 1985). Such patterns again appear to occur equally in 

domestic and ' ritual' c ontexts, a s O swald's w ork o n t he o rientation o f doorways h as 

shown (1997). Similarly, there is a general concordance between hillforts and other 

settlements in terms of structuring principles, orientation, boundaries and deposition 

(Bowden and McOmish 1987; Hingley 1990). The picture that is emerging is one of 

ritualised daily life. This fits more recent approaches to the study of ritual (Bell 1992, 

discussed in chapter 4), which suggest a move away from identifying ritual as 'different 

from' and instead advocate the study of ritualised action. This recognises the materiality 

and performative nature of ritual practice; by the creation of certain settings and use of
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certain objects and gestures, the ritual nature of the action is established. The material 

culture used in such circumstances is not necessarily distinct from that found in a 

mundane context; indeed it may gain power from its domestic associations.

The historical accounts of pre-Roman shrines by classical authors tend to emphasise the 

use of natural places such as groves and islands. This perhaps influenced early ideas of a 

lack of ritual structures in the Iron Age (Lewis' 'aniconic and atectonic' religion (1966, 

4)), one that still persists in more recent work 10 . There is a need for a certain amount of 

caution with these sources, as many were reliant upon earlier accounts, and show 

societies viewed through Mediterranean eyes. One might expect the atypical aspects of 

these cultures to be emphasised; the lack of recognisable 'temples' for example 

(although natural places were also venerated in classical cultures). It may be that the 

lack of a distinctive 'architecture' meant that indigenous shrines went unnoticed. The 

colonial context of these accounts should also be borne in mind. In a similar manner to 

the accounts of Elizabethan explorers, the writings of classical authors informed their 

audience of other societies with a view to their exploitation and eventual subjugation. It 

seems that to the Romans, temples were representative of civilisation and the city itself. 

There was recognition of foreign deities to a certain degree (for example the statue of 

Athena and the Kalydonian boar's tusks, which were taken from Tegea and housed in 

Rome (Alcock 1993, 157)) and the destruction of temples was a highly symbolic act.

I would suggest that there has been a past bias towards a certain understanding of 'ritual 

architecture' that has been based on classical and modern concepts of ritual structures. 

This understanding rests on the need to have a conceptual division between sacred and 

profane represented in material form (Venclova 1993, 60). This has also had an effect 

on our understanding of the Romano-Celtic temple, emphasising the typology of the 

form. The evidence suggests that in reality there was less rigidity in what was perceived 

as an appropriate place for ritual action. For example the material culture associated 

with the spring site at La Douix in Chatillon-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or) is very similar to 

that of the nearby temple sites of Essarois and Les Tremblois. Continuity of use of 

spring sites is not easily established: many of the earlier housings lack finds and can be

v> For example Roymans (1990. 73) "This evidence confirms the general idea (see e.g. Ross 1974:65; that 
at Late La Tene cult places rituals took place almost entirely in the open air and were focused around 
ritual pits, ditches, hearths, sacred springs, and, undoubtedly, sacred trees".
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dated only in relative terms. However the Fontaine Saint-Pierre at Mont Beuvray is a 

good example of clear continuity of use from the pre-Roman period, if it can be 

considered to be a focus for ritual action (see above).

So perhaps a broader definition of ritual architecture is required; if architecture is seen 

as constructed space it need not necessarily involve stone walls. Places for ritual action 

may be demarcated by a few posts, a natural feature, or not demarcated at all if they 

exist within communal memory. Apparently natural elements such as water may be 

'constructed' in some way; the diversion of watercourses creates similar foci and 

influences the passage of people through space. For example, the site at Chamalieres 

(Puy-de-D6me) i s no 1 ess a ' shrine' aIthough t here d oes n ot appear t o have b een an 

architectural element to the site. There may be reasons why stone architecture was 

consciously rejected in some places.

To conclude, it appears to be the place (or perhaps the act) itself that was more 

important than the associated architecture. Ritualised deposition could take place 

equally in watery places, in deep pits or in constructed shrines. An emphasis on place 

may also make it more legitimate to extrapolate back from Romano-Celtic temples to 

pre-Roman activity. Places may still be viewed as appropriate for ritual action or as 

suitable loci for communication with deities when no buildings are present. Buildings in 

ruins may still remain sacred. This might explain the continuity seen at Maiden Castle, 

where a third century Roman structure exactly overlies an earlier first century BC 

circular structure. The chronological gap need not mean that the significance of the 

former location was lost to common memory (although levelling and construction anew 

may represent a changed ideology or concept of appropriate architecture).

Conclusions

In the context of the above discussion, the evidence from Burgundy outlined above can 

be considered with regard to possible continuity of site use from the pre-Roman period. 

A number of conclusions can be drawn:

  There are a number of sites with evidence for pre-Roman activity, and the nature of 

the evidence suggests that similar features may have been missed on less recently
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excavated sites with poor stratigraphic techniques or shallow excavations. The 

presence on a site of earlier finds with no associated structures should not be 

considered to be without significance and may indicate a need for further excavation, 

particularly where investigation has been restricted to the immediate area of a Gallo- 

Roman temple. The evidence from sites such as Le Tremblois and Essarois is 

sufficiently early to be compared with that from the Picardy region and yet the sites 

in Burgundy are often overlooked in general discussion (for example Roymans 1990, 

74).

  A shift in emphasis of study from the stone-built temple form to other types of 

ritually used structure may expand the number of sites with continuity of ritual 

significance. Sites for Iron Age ritual practice may include funerary structures and 

watery sites.

  There is no simple relationship between Roman temple sites and earlier funerary 

sites; further work is required to examine connections between the two. Again the 

significance of place may be more important than the nature of the rite performed 

there.

  This evidence for continuity of use of ritual sites is significant for interpretation of 

the phenomenon of the Gallo-Roman temple. They do not appear to have been 

founded on new sites but instead have developed in the context of a pre-existing 

ritual landscape. The changes in the archaeological record prior to the La Tene III 

period may represent a more significant discontinuity of evidence, and it has been 

clear for some time that simple theories of 'Romanisation' or the involvement of the 

military are not adequate to explain these changes. It is still widely accepted that the 

'tectonising' impulse came about prior to the conquest through earlier contact with 

Mediterranean cultures and the south of France (for example Fichtl et al. 2000), 

although King (1991, 228) argues against this suggestion, viewing these mechanisms 

as responsible for the 'regularisation' of the Romano-Celtic temple form. I would be 

wary of using such models of culture contact and change as an explanatory 

mechanism for changes in ritual practice.
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Chapter 8: The late phases of Gallo-Roman temple use and evidence 

for continuity into the Christian period.

Introduction

As with the preceding chapter on the earlier phases of Gallo-Roman temple sites and the 

possibility of their continued use from the Iron Age, it is of interest to examine the later 

phases of these sites with a view to discerning wider trends of spatial usage in the 

landscape over a long period. This work may also serve to test some of the suggestions 

in this thesis for an altered approach to this type of site. The importance of the location 

of temples may be reflected in their later history, for example whether the site continues 

to be of ritual significance in the siting of churches and in the practice of pilgrimage. 

There will be shown to be a surprising lack of consensus about questions concerning 

continuity, and this section aims to provide answers to some of these questions for the 

Burgundy region.

Chronological framework

The later Roman period in Gaul may be considered for these purposes to begin in the 

later third century. At this time increasing barbarian raids and settlements took place. 

The sack of Autun by Victorinus around 270 indicates the insecurity being experienced 

in the region at this period (Van Dam 1985, 10). The Gallic Empire was established in 

the late third century with Imperial authority at Trier (until its retreat in the late fourth 

century) and this could be seen as the beginning of an increase in local control and a 

lessening of the direct influence of Rome. The official attitude to Christianity vacillated 

throughout this period, but it is a matter of debate to what extent these changes in 

imperial policy affected Gallo-Roman life. The various laws passed in this period may 

not have been strongly enforced. However, after the 392 law of Theodosius, paganism 

was no longer officially sanctioned in Rome.

Pagan religion and Christianity certainly appear to have co-existed in Gaul for several 

hundred years. The existence of the Council of Aries in 314 indicates that the Episcopal
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structure was already in place, and included a bishop from Autun. The cult of martyrs 

had begun by the fourth century (beginning with Christian exiles in Vienne and Lyons 

in the late second century), but came under increasing control by the church, which 

gained local authority. The late fourth to early fifth century appears to have been a time 

of shifting attitudes, with the movement of the bodies of martyrs into urban locations 

and the growth of the cult of relics. Nevertheless, the conversion of Gaul appears to 

have been a slow process, possibly slowed further by the settlement of incoming pagan 

groups from Germany. The Eastern Burgundians are recorded as having been officially 

converted around 430 (Jones 1963, 72). However their religious practices prior to this 

are not clearly identifiable from the archaeological record. It is not known whether these 

foreign pagan groups had similar ritual practices and used pre-existing places of 

worship, but they may be expected to be difficult to distinguish from people in Roman 

Gaul at this stage, given the relative homogeneity of these practices within the Roman 

Empire and their links to structures of authority.

Sources

The problems encountered in the study of the later phases of Gallo-Roman temple sites 

are quite distinct from those in the earlier periods. The proliferation of textual sources 

with the advent of Christianity has produced references to pagan shrines and practices, 

and the possibility of establishing a more accurate chronology for contemporary events. 

However there problems with the use of these sources; pagan practices were, with few 

exceptions (for example the work of Marcellus) seen through Christian eyes, with a lack 

of comprehension of the rationale behind these practices. Their function was not to 

describe these practices, but to warn of their folly. The sources may be subject to later 

change and are written from an elite perspective, which was not that of the people 

involved in pagan worship.

The main works are hagiographies, such as Sulpicius Severus' late fourth to early fifth 

century Life of Saint Martin (Watt 1928), and histories such as that of Gregory of Tours, 

writing in the sixth century. Hagiography is subject to particular problems of 

interpretation and uses many rhetorical devices to inspire faith in its subject. It is 

possible that the emphasis on destruction of temples by Martin is one such device, and 

may have been a later development (Caseau 1999, 33). In addition to these sources are
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the codes of law defining official attitudes towards paganism. These were usually 

decreed in Rome and were to apply to the Empire in general, but had more relevance to 

Rome itself than outlying provinces, which may have lacked the structures to enforce 

such legislation. It should therefore be noted that these apply more to Roman civic 

paganism than to practices taking place in the area of study. However these codes can 

be seen as a barometer of imperial attitudes towards paganism in their varying degrees 

of tolerance. For example, the Theodosian code of 399 is relatively cautious, expressing 

a desire not to destroy the 'common joy of all' and allowing festivals, but forbidding 

sacrifices and the observance of 'superstition'. A later softening of such laws in the fifth 

century may indicate that these matters were held to be more the realm of the Church 

than the state.

The work of Gregory of Tours seems to indicate the continued presence of pagan 

shrines in the countryside; he mentions the existence of a fanum at ' Vasso Galate' 

(History 1.32 (30)) and at Koln in 525 (Lives of the Fathers 6 St Gall 2). References to 

pagan practices in recorded sermons (for example that of Pope Leo in 451 (27.4) (Maas 

2000, 180)) and legislation (for example that of the Council of Auxerre in 585) into the 

sixth century and later suggest that these activities were still familiar to the intended 

audience, although this legislation may represent later reform of practices perceived as 

inappropriate by the authorities in a people that considered itself to be Christian (Brown 

1981,29).

Traditionally, there has been a gulf between the study of the Roman and post-Roman 

periods in France, and between the Classical and early Christian authors. This extends 

into archaeology through the emphasis on ecclesiastical architecture and burial sites in 

the period of Late Antiquity. The archaeological evidence has limitations of its own. 

Earlier phases of use on church sites may be neglected by excavators and can be 

damaged or rendered inaccessible by the presence of later constructions. On temple 

sites, the more recent levels may be damaged by disturbance or removal of topsoil. 

Activity which does not appear to fit expected patterns of use may be dismissed as 

secondary (as in the case of Les Fontaines-Salees, Yonne). The dating of the latest 

phases of use for temple sites has tended to rely on final coin dates. The problems 

associated with this are discussed below.
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The work of Rousselle (1990) will be discussed in some detail here as it highlights the 

weaknesses of the data while showing possible patterning in the sites of the region. Her 

account a ttempts t o c losely d ate t he final p hases o f G allo-Roman s anctuaries a nd t ie 

destruction events into historical narratives, and is therefore over-reliant on coin 

evidence. Rousselle's use of final coin dates for sanctuaries attempts to counter the 

arguments of Blanchet, who excluded hoards from sanctuaries in his 1900 study 

(Blanchet 1900), claiming that the destruction of sanctuaries was linked to the activity 

of Christians and not to barbarian invasions (Rousselle 1990, 32). However it could be 

argued that the special nature of sanctuary hoards does justify their exclusion from a 

study of hoard patterns on these grounds; they are certainly not representative of general 

circulation patterns, and were probably not intended to be claimed at a later date. 

Furthermore, Rousselle's use of these coin dates to provide a date for the end of 

occupation of the sanctuary is problematic. For example, coins from 388 to 402 

circulated until later in the early fifth century, so a deposit of coins of this date could be 

given a 1 ater d ate t han t he o ne u sed. T he c oins used a s o fferings i n s anctuaries m ay 

already be old, and the use of old coins may be preferred due to their diminished value 

or symbolic associations (for example Iron Age coins deposited in Roman temples, as at 

Harlow (Haselgrove 1989)). Earlier coins may also be residual in later occupation 

layers.

Rousselle lists the sanctuaries and baths 1 damaged or destroyed in the late third century 

(she states that the early date of these a lone discounts the activity of Christians, and 

prefers the explanation of Germanic invasions) (1990, 36 and 157-8). She relies quite 

heavily on Grenier (1960) and other early sources such as Vaillat (1932) for the 

provision of final coin dates, but given the lack of good stratigraphic excavation at this 

time these may be unreliable. The following Bugundian sites are listed as being 

destroyed permanently in the third century: Essarois (Cote-d'Or), Le Tremblois (Cote- 

d'Or), Beire-le-Chatel (Cote-d'Or), Decize (Nievre), and Entrains (Nievre) (Rousselle 

1990, 38). Those listed as destroyed and rebuilt include Sources de la Seine (Cote- 

d'Or), Massigny-les-Vitteaux (Cote-d'Or), Les Bolards (Cote-d'Or), St.Honore-les-

1 Her inclusion of bathhouses in this survey is notable, suggesting an acceptance of the ritual role of these 
buildings.
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Bains (Nievre), St. Reverien (Nievre) and Les Fontaines-Salees, Mont Beuvray (Saone- 

et-Loire) and Vertault (Cote-d'Or).

The sites given fourth century destruction dates are broken down by Rousselle into 

narrow historical periods, reflecting her use of the coin evidence. There is a further 

problem with interpretation in this period g iven the background of under-represented 

coin phases. For those sites destroyed in the Constantine period, (312-350) (including 

Vertault, Le Tremblois, Essarois, Beire-le-Chatel and Mont Beuvray), she suggests that 

no barbarian invasion can be held accountable and that there was no rebuilding 

programme at these sites (ibid. 1990, 46). The destruction is thus put down to difficulty 

in the economy and the presence of Saxon pirates in the Channel. However the presence 

of barbarians in Gaul from 356 to 361 (the campaigns of Julian) are suggested as an 

explanation for the destruction of some sites up to 378, notably Mont-Martre (last coin 

date 364-375) and Mohn, in the Trier region, said to have been destroyed by the 

Alamani (1990, 48). Of the sanctuaries abandoned during the period 367-392, Rousselle 

sees one group as being due to the action of Germans and another due to barbarians or 

the presence of troops in the Seine and Channel area. From an Aeduan group 

traditionally viewed as destroyed by Saint Martin, she excludes those destroyed 

between 370 and 397 (1990, 159). In this group are Massigny-les-Vitteaux, Saint- 

Reverien and Sources de la Seine. However she retains the involvement of Christians to 

explain the destruction of temples in central eastern France after Maximus even where 

no iconoclasm was apparent (1990, 160).

The majority of sites are therefore seen as having gone out of use in the mid third to late 

fourth century, with nineteen continuing in use into the early fifth century, mainly in the 

northeast, Moselle and east Lyonnaise region between Autun and the Vosges (1990, 

49). These included a number of large urban baths, and sanctuaries at Corcelles-les- 

Monts (Cote-d'Or), Fontaines-Salees (Yonne), Les Bolards, Alesia (Cote-d'Or) and 

Mont-de-Sene (Cote-d'Or). This pattern of late survival of sanctuaries in the Burgundy 

region is of particular relevance to this study. Rousselle emphasises the healing role of 

these sites and suggests that their survival may be due to this aspect. This can be 

contrasted with the m id fourth century abandonment o f B eire-le-Chatel, Vertault and 

Essarois. The earlier abandonment of these sanctuaries may weaken this argument, as 

these sites also produced anatomical ex-voto indicative of healing sites. However, the
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proximity of these sites may suggest their abandonment as a connected group (for 

example a pilgrimage circuit, or shrines related to the worship of a particular tribe).

These later Burgundian sites are considered in detail by Rousselle. Her discussion of 

Sources de la Seine points to the earlier date of the coins found collected in the re- 

deposited vase, but notes that fourth century coins continued to be deposited in the area 

of the basin (1990, 68), suggesting continued use. At Les Bolards, a picture of 

progressive abandon is produced, with late fourth century use of the mithraeum and 

fourth century construction of the 'monument aux statues' (1990, 69). The sanctuary at 

Alesia (Croix Saint-Charles) continued in use into the fifth century with a fourth century 

rebuilding and expansion of the baths contemporary with continued use of the octagonal 

temple and associated shrines. The latest coins are of Constantine and she notes the lack 

of ex-voto in the latest monuments. Her discussion of Les Fontaines-Salees follows that 

of the excavators, who proposed an invasion-related abandon of the baths in 273, 

followed by a gap and early fourth century re-occupation of a changed (non-ritual) 

nature. Rousselle disagrees with the proposal of Fabre and Mainjoinet (1965, 162) that 

the site was destroyed by the Alamanni in 354, preferring the invasion of 355-6 under 

Julian (1990, 71), and puts the later coins down to stray losses by a reduced number of 

pilgrims rather than indicating continued organised pilgrimage (due to the lack of 

accommodation). The view presented is thus one of decline and continued use beyond 

the events of 407 is not proposed, again due to a reliance on coin dates. As shall be 

discussed below, more critical use of coin dates and contextual evidence produce a 

different picture.

Having acknowledged the problems associated with the sources, it remains challenging 

to consider these later chronological phases in isolation, and to attempt to compare the 

archaeological and h istorical e vidence. T hese t wo s trands o f r esearch h ave t ended t o 

produce syntheses of remarkably differing conclusions. The historical evidence for this 

period requires extreme caution in its use, and more work (for example on ceramic 

sequences) is required to interpret the archaeological evidence in its own right. A 

number of questions need to be asked of the evidence:

  What was responsible for the decline in paganism, and can the action of invaders and 

iconoclasts be seen in the archaeological record at this time?
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  To what extent can continuity of place be seen between sites of Christian and pagan 

worship?

  Does this continuity indicate a continuity of practice?

  Is there chronological continuity between pagan sites and their later Christian 

counterparts, or is there a gap?

The role of Christianity in the destruction of the sanctuaries

The transition from paganism to Christianity in Gaul is a subject meriting attention 

beyond the scope of this study. Traditionally, narratives have presented a romantic view 

of 'triumphant' Christianity over a pagan countryside ruined by the ravages of 

barbarians, iconoclasts and general disaffection;

"le dernier quart du siecle puis les sanctuaries succombent au triomphe du 
christianisme. Le foret parfois en a recouvert et protege les ruines; ou bien quelque 
modeste chapelle, construite de leurs debris, en a pris la place2" (Grenier 1960, 950).

"It was not until the Christian faith had triumphed completely that it was possible to 
establish its sanctuaries on the same sites as the old temples that were now deserted 
or overthrown. But Christians...ventured to oppose the old religion on its own 
ground" (Delahaye 1955, 132).

Continuity of place has been until recently an acceptable concept when discussing 

pagan sanctuary sites in France, possibly due to recognition of the involvement of Saint 

Martin (Painter 1999, 697). By contrast, the continuity of pagan to Christian sites in 

Britain has tended to be dismissed. Grenier argues for a connection between the pagan 

landscape of Gaul and the location of medieval monuments,

"Ce sont ces lieux de cultes des grandes routes qui ont ete le theatre habituel des 
predications de saint Martin et de ses emules. Les pretoires, les greniers, les ecuries 
des s tations o nt d isparu m ais u ne v ielle c hapelle o u u ne e glise m arque s ouvent 1 e 
sanctuaire disaffecte3 " (Grenier 1960, 224).

The Burgundy region has tended to feature in discussion of pagan Late Antiquity as an 

area associated with the travels of Saint Martin (c. 315-397 AD). The Life of Saint 

Martin indeed provides some of the earliest textual evidence of pagan activity as seen

2 'In the last quarter of the century the sanctuaries succumbed to the triumph of Christianity. The forest 
again covered and protected the ruins; or some modest chapel, built from their remains, took their place.'
3 "These were the cult places of the main roads that had been the usual theatre for the preaching of Saint 
Martin and his emulators. The praetoria, the granaries, the stables, the stopping places had disappeared 
but an old chapel or a church often marks the abandoned sanctuary.'
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through Christian eyes (Watt 1928). This connection is emphasised in (what is 

effectively) an early synthesis of regional Gallo-Roman sanctuaries produced by Bulliot 

and Thiollier in 1892, "Z,a mission et le culte de Saint-Martin dans la pays Eduen: 

Etude sur le paganisme rural".

Bulliot and Thiollier take the view, now discredited, that the destruction of the 

sanctuaries in the Aeduan area was due to the action of Saint Martin. Their argument 

rests on the brief textual reference to Saint Martin's visit to the region (Vita Martini 

15.1). They use the well-known evidence for his destruction of pagan sanctuaries and 

replacement of them with Christian buildings to create a link between modern day 

places bearing the name of Saint Martin and pagan sites. However this type of 

association must be treated with caution as many place-names throughout France bear 

the saint's name, evidence of the spread of the cult at a later date. The link between 

Christian iconoclasts and the destruction of pagan shrines remains in later accounts, as 

the quotation from Grenier above demonstrates. He retains the interpretation of Mont- 

Martre as a site destroyed by Saint Martin (Grenier 1960, 710).

The idea that saints were instrumental in the destruction of sanctuaries is still influential 

in recent accounts. Rousselle suggests that the effect of Christianity in the destruction of 

the s anctuaries h as b een o verstated (1990, 1 3) a nd t hat t here w ere s ome e lements o f 

similarity between the cult of the saints and pagan practices. These elements are 

connected with t he r equest for h ealing and t he structures o f p atronage i nvolved. S he 

stresses the role of healing in conversion, "Martin guerit le Gaulois qui alors se 

convertit, reversible en: Martin convertit le Gaulois qui alors guerit" (ibid., 110), 

suggesting that the changes and troubles of the third to fourth century do not in 

themselves need to imply the destruction of a religion, and that the change which took 

place was the disconnection of a practice (the request for healing) from a place. Instead, 

the power attributed to the places was transferred to the person of the saint. Rousselle 

sees this as a radical change, although perhaps it overlooks the extent to which pagan 

gods were 'embodied' in their images. She suggests that Christian concern was with the 

type o f p ower p resent r ather t han t he p ower o f p lace i n i tself, " les 1 ieux e ux-memes
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n'etaient pas represented par une statue ou un objet, qui en eut concentre la personalite " 

(ibid., 182). I would disagree with this statement; given the personification of water 

deities present in some Burgundian shrines (discussed in chapter 5) it could be argued 

that the power of places was also embodied to some extent in the Gallo-Roman context.

Figure 59

Violent destruction and iconoclasm

The evidence for destruction at sanctuaries has traditionally been used to support the 

idea of violent destruction of temples by another party, whether it was at the hands of 

saints and iconoclasts, barbarians or local brigands (bacaudae), as suggested by Salin 

for Grand (Vosges) and by Baudot, who attributed the destruction of the sanctuary at 

Sources de la Seine to the Burgundians (as the mutilated statues suggested violent 

destruction) (Rousselle 1990, 158). However these groups (particularly the bacaudae) 

were not necessarily Christian at this time. The 'violent destruction' discovered at 

temple sites takes the form of burnt layers and broken statuary. This evidence should 

perhaps be considered more closely, as it is possible that such destruction could have 

taken place at the hands of pagans themselves. It is also possible that the fragmentation 

of statues has been overemphasised through early accounts such as that of the temples at 

Mont-Martre and Mont de Sene (Bulliot 1874, 155). Parts of statues' feet, arms, torsos, 

may in fact have been complete anatomical ex-voto as found at sites such as Essarois.

The meaning of burning has not been discussed in relation to temple sites. It is possible 

that setting fire to temples, prior to or after their disuse, could be considered an act of 

ritual significance in itself. An analogy might be the apotropaic use of burn-marks in 

later medieval buildings (Lloyd et al. 2001), or burning suggested as indicating ritual 

abandonment of Iron Age hillforts (Bowden and McOmish 1987, 79). It may be relevant 

in this context to note the late date of burning occurring at the site of Le Chatelet de la 

Fontaine-au-Chat, very near to the fanum of Val Suzon (Cote-d'Or) (Nicolardot 1978, 

415). Vitrification also occurs on ramparts at Burgundian sites such as Chatelet 

d'Etaules and Mont Afrique in the Cote-d'Or (Joly 1973), but dating is not always

4 'The places themselves were not represented by a statue or an object, in which the personality was 
concentrated'.
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known. Fire is known for its properties of purification; this may make setting fire to a 

temple a suitable practice prior to rebuilding, or a way of getting rid of the bad 

associations of a former phase or destructive act. Another more pragmatic explanation 

for burning on temple sites may be the presence of hypocausts in bath buildings. 

Evidence of burning was recorded at the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus at Alesia 

between the several phases in the area of the bath building. Accidental fire may also 

have been more likely given the presence of lamps, candles and the use of fire in pagan 

rites.

The destruction of statues on temple sites in Britain has recently come under 

reconsideration5 . The fragmentation, mutilation and deposition of statues have 

traditionally been viewed as evidence of iconoclasm, usually by Christians, although 

sometimes by other pagan invaders. What is common to these explanations is the idea 

that this treatment of images represents a destructive act, negating their meaning and 

value. However it might be possible to put another interpretation on these acts, as 

practices that are within the original pagan frameworks of meaning. The destruction and 

subsequent deposition of statues bears strong similarities to the destruction and 

deposition of other cult objects such as weapons or defixiones. Well-excavated 

examples of these deposited images show that their deposition differs little from other 

votive deposits, in that it is undertaken with care, often accompanied by a structured 

selection of objects, in a significant place such as the floor of the cella, a well or other 

watery place. For example a cult statue thrown into the river Cure at Les Fontaines- 

Salees was seen as iconoclasm but the watery location of the statue may in itself have 

been significant, and it may have been carried some distance from the site (Louis 1944). 

A head of Minerva was found in a well at Grain (Yonne) (Bonneau 1969). The well to 

the left-hand side of the entrance to the large temple at Les Bolards contained a broken 

stele depicting a triad of deities, a small pillar with a sculpted figure, two fragments of 

mother-goddess sculptures each depicting a head, a fragment of a sculpted bird and 

another small head. It also contained five amphora stoppers, animal bones, shoe nails, 

fragments of stone of various sources including green porphyry from the Vosges and

5 An unpublished paper 'Iconoclasm in Roman Britain?' given by B. Croxford at TRAC 2002 mentioned 
a disproportional representation of statuary heads, bronze hands and fingers, suggesting that these parts 
were deliberately selected, for example for use as ex-votos.
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coins from the first to fourth century (Pommeret 2001, 100). There were no signs of 

violent destruction at the site.

The deposition of the bronze sculptures of the faun and the goddess Sequana on a boat 

at Sources de la Seine shows careful deposition rather than iconoclastic destruction. 

They were placed in the same pit, next to each other, the goddess face down and the 

faun face up, head to toe. Although the faun was separated from its base this was also in 

the pit, although this detachment could have occurred during burial. The deliberate 

destruction of the altars to Mercury at Lux (Cote-d'Or) was attributed to Christian 

activity; they were found burnt, broken and face down in a pit filled with destruction 

material, dating to 388-392 terminus post quern (Ruellet 1975).

It should not be necessary to invoke the presence of iconoclasts such as wandering 

saints to explain the very thorough and complete destruction of temples and their 

contents. Even in the Life of Saint Martin, there are descriptions of pagans voluntarily 

tearing down their own temples after conversion. This violent reaction seems 

understandable by a people who feel betrayed by their gods, who were 'incapable of 

saving themselves' (Vita Martini XIV 3-7). Rousselle emphasises the ritual obligation 

implicit in this act (1990, 162), which recalls the earlier Roman practice of damnatio 

memoriae carried out thoroughly and over a wide-ranging area. This behaviour is all the 

more logical if one considers the extent to which statuary and other images were 

perceived as an embodiment of present deities. It is possible that the destruction of this 

presence could have been a step towards the reconsecration of the place.

Alternative reasons for decline

Accounts that attempt to place less emphasis on the role of Christianity in overthrowing 

paganism have recourse to explanations that stress the economic and social changes of 

the time. There is no doubt that from the later third century this region o f Gaul was 

experiencing invasion and uncertainty. It is however debateable to what extent this type 

of uncertainty would have diminished devotion at local shrines. The range of ex-voto 

usually present at temple sites suggests that people gave what they could. Ethnographic 

accounts of religious devotion under times of stress suggest that it increases rather than 

decreases (for example the prevalence of millenarian movements around periods of
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colonial conquest, such as the Taqi Onqoy in sixteenth century Peru (Sallnow 1991, 

139)). A decline in traditional Roman structures of local authority and patronage might 

lead to the breakdown of the organisational structures of pagan religion where this was 

closely allied to local authority, but there is a lack of detailed evidence for the 

organisation of 'Romano-Celtic' religion.

If, as has been suggested, there was a return to pre-Roman structures of local authority, 

an attendant return to 'older' religious practices might be expected, although perhaps 

the c hanges i n r eligious m entality h ad b een t oo p rofound t o a llow s uch a s hift. T his 

model is one of a 'veneer' of romanitas over an essentially unromanised outlook, and 

has been criticised for overlooking the deep and long-term changes undergone during 

and before the incorporation of Gaul into the Roman Empire (Woolf 1998). Despite 

these arguments, it does seem possible to detect in the archaeological evidence an 

apparent increase in frequentation of watery sites in the later period (although this could 

simply reflect an increase in the appropriateness of coinage as an offering).

The archaeological evidence might be seen to reflect a decline in the frequentation of 

sanctuaries in times of stress. However, the evidence is very much reliant on the 

interpretation of hoards, which requires caution. Hoards of coins in temple sites may be 

deposits stored for safekeeping. They may also be large donations to the temple, or a 

secondary amassing of coin offerings, for example at the end of a period of use or 

simply when the offerings have been in situ for some time. For example the hoard of 

coins found at Sources de la Seine peaks in the late third century but the date of the 

latest coin is 388. The deposition is secondary, and the coins have been gathered from 

elsewhere. There appears to have been deliberate selection of values, with the later 

issues representing one of each emperor up to the final coin (Baudot 1847, 122-3). 

Hoards cannot be assumed to date the events leading to their failed retrieval, merely 

their date of deposition. A fundamental problem has been raised with the use of third 

century coin hoards to date invasions (King 1981, 89); the general pattern of silver 

debasement from the 260s AD and a later shortage of coin may have led to increased 

hoarding, prolonged use of debased coins and a later failure to retrieve hoards. The 

widespread nature of later third century hoards may be more likely to reflect this 

economic situation than any localised patterns o f invasion (Reece 1981, 85). Locally
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struck imitations (common in the Aeduan area in the third to fourth century (Buckley 

1981, 288)) may also be later than the original issues bearing the same date.

It seems that the action of barbarians as an explanation for temple destruction should be 

treated with caution, but not entirely dismissed. Historical accounts of the invasion of 

Autun by Victorinus in 269 paint a picture of large-scale destruction, but it is possible 

that these may have been exaggerated, as archaeological evidence for this destruction is 

not frequently encountered (Buckley 1981, 295). Given the problems of the use of 

coinage to date destruction events, these are less likely to be able to be tied to one 

specific historical occasion. Nevertheless, events such as the presence of barbarians in 

the territory of the Lingones in 302-5 will have contributed to the general unrest and 

economic uncertainty of the period.

Re-building and restoration of temples is another indicator of their continued use and 

popularity within the context of a relatively stable economy. General trends seem to 

indicate a lack of new monumental structures with an emphasis on defence and 

enclosure from the third century (Rousselle 1990, 42). However the general lack of new 

fourth century constructions in Gaul compared to Britain seems to suggest that Imperial 

policy had little influence on the building of sanctuaries in Gaul. Interestingly though, a 

larger number of Treveran sanctuaries appear to continue into the fifth century (Cabuy 

1991, 169). A striking example is the fourth century rebuilding of Bad-Miinstereifel- 

Nothen (Pesch) (Weber 1992). There seems to have been little discussion of the reasons 

behind this phenomenon, if indeed it is accurate. A comparison of the number of new 

temples built in Gaul and Britain by Home (1981, 21) seems to show a decline in public 

building by the third century in Gaul, in contrast to a peak of activity in the mid fourth 

century in Britain. However this pattern appears to be slightly misleading when the 

evidence from Burgundian sanctuaries is looked at; here many earlier temples remain in 

use and there appears to have been fourth century rebuilding at many sites.
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The late phases of Gallo-Roman temple sites

The evidence of the final phases of some Burgundian sanctuaries will be considered 

below, with the aim of establishing any general trends and to highlight the complexity 

of the later material, which does not often show a clear end-date. Given the unreliability 

of coin dates, a more critical approach to this evidence is needed. In particular it is 

suggested that greater use could be made of the ceramic evidence from these sites in the 

future.

At Alesia, use of the sanctuary of Apollo Moritasgus at the Croix-Saint-Charles 

continues into the fourth century according to coin dates (coins of Constantine). 

Esperandieu dated his final phase of the site from the third century to a late fourth 

century destruction (1912, 42). During this phase an annexe was added to the southwest 

of the temple, and apses onto the bath building. The mosaic paving of the piscine in the 

baths was also dated to this period. The dates given by Esperandieu must however be 

treated with caution due to the poor quality of the excavation, where fourth century 

coins may have been taken from destruction rather than construction deposits, or were 

part of a general background of residual fourth century coins. The main area of 

occupation at Alesia appears to have had its final phases before this, such as the 

monument of Ucuetis, which was destroyed in the mid third century in a 'violent and 

systematic' manner (Martin and Varenne 1973, 22), but other parts of the site seem to 

have continued in use, as at LaFanderolle (particularly area A4, with fourth century 

oven (B4), and metal-working activity). Oriental cults appear to have been present at 

Alesia too in the fourth century; sculpted heads were found wearing Phrygian caps. The 

abandonment of the theatre has been suggested to be as late as the fifth century (Olivier 

and Rabeisen 1988, 13) but seems more likely to have been the early fourth century at 

latest, as dated by the placement of tombs in the theatre.

Continuity into the fifth century does seem fairly well established for Les Bolards. 

There was new construction in the fourth century of the 'monument aux statues' 

excavated b y R oux. T he m ithraeum appears t o h ave b een u sed i nto t he fifth c entury 

after a third to fourth century peak, and was eventually destroyed by fire. The end date 

for the site was given as 406 in the excavator's account (Planson and Pommeret 1986,
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9) but this appears to be an attempt to tie the site in with historical events, as coin dates 

continue in sequence until about 450.

The temples at Mirebeau (Cote-d'Or) contained fourth century mosaics as well as 

earlier material but there may have a been a break between the two phases, indicating a 

fourth c entury resurgence. Ana psidal b uilding t o t he s outh oft hefanum w as p oorly 

preserved and not dated. At Lux (Bois Giraud) the site also appears to show two distinct 

periods, with a second, fourth century phase after a gap. Additions were made to the 

fanum at Menestreau (Nievre) in the fourth century, but it was dismantled later in the 

fourth century, contemporary with the abandonment of hypocaust-heated rooms to the 

southeast (Bigeard 1996, 185). Of the coins found at the entrance to the fanum at 

Donzy-le-Perthuis, Le Grand Joux (Saone-et-Loire), the majority were fourth century 

and even into the fifth. The site at Grain has also been dated with a fourth century 

abandonment (c. 380) (Delor ed. 2002, 326). Le Tremblois was given similar dating, to 

the late fourth century, with coins of Constantine (Paris 1960, 174).

A hoard found at Le Portus (Saone-et-Loire) represented a complete coin series of the 

first half of the fourth century up to 353 (Parriat 1953). Parriat interprets this as being 

hidden due to conflict between Christians and pagans. It does appear to have been a 

deliberate selection of coins, perhaps placed as an offering, in a pot cut into the mosaic 

and covered by a tile. The hoard may have been deposited once the temple had gone out 

of use; the excavator noted a lack of burning and destruction suggestive of gradual 

abandonment (Parriat 1955, 18). Fourth century ceramics suggest that the temple was 

used up to the later fourth century abandonment, but there is no evidence to suggest that 

the temple itself predated the late third century, when it was rebuilt after destruction. 

Beire-le-Chatel is usually reported as having gone out of use in the third century. 

However preliminary excavation of the fill of the outer ditch revealed coins and fibulae 

dating to the third to fourth century (Gaiffe 1986). The fibulae and coins found in the 

early excavations of Morillot included some from this later period, although the 

majority were of the first and second centuries.

There may also have been resurgence in the use of watery sites in this period. At Sens 

(Yonne), a fountain at Saint-Beate received ex-voto deposits into the late third and early 

fourth century. Wooden posts at La Fontaine Saint-Pierre on Mont Beuvray were dated
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by dendrochronology to as late as the early fourth century although there was no other 

evidence of use this late (Flouest et al. 1993, 350). There was a third to fourth century 

fill at the Fontaine Saint-Marc at Dun-Les-Places (Nievre) (Olivier and Lafontaine 

1990). La Douix at Chatillon-sur-Seine (Cote-d'Or) was also frequented in the third to 

fourth century. Ritual practices at Escolives Sainte-Camille (Yonne) appear to have 

continued until a late period, centred on the spring at Pre du Creusot. A coin dated the 

foundation of the basin to the third century (Kapps 1968, 505). It is notable that at 

Sources de la Seine and Les Fontaines Salees, the latest offerings also came from water- 

filled basins.

On other temple sites the evidence for continuing use is more ambiguous. At Saint- 

Reverien there was mid fourth century bronze working in the area of the butcher's shop, 

and in the forum area but this was small-scale in nature. The bone working debris in the 

area of the forum seems to date mostly from the fourth century, and respects the forum 

area (Buckley 1981, 311). If such industry was related to the function of the site as a 

pilgrimage c entre it could be interpreted as being a sign of revival. At L es B ardiaux 

(Nievre), there were a few fourth century coins in the theatre area but a fifth century 

fibula came from the annexe building.

Similar problems of interpretation can be attached to Les Fontaines-Salees, which has 

confused archaeologists with its evidence of apparently simultaneous disuse and 

continued ritual veneration. The rectangular basin in BQ6 received deposits up to the 

end of the fourth century and the ritual nature of this is not normally disputed. The 

evidence for the proposed change of use of the north baths consisted of a hearth built 

above an ashy layer overlying the third century layer in room R. The ashy layer 

contained building debris, quern stones, ceramics, nails and a dog's skull, as well as 

early to mid fourth century coins (Louis 1937, 16). The interpretation given was 

explicitly that of changed use; "un atelier d'un artisan rustique, forgeron et serrurier tout 

a la fois, campe apres la catastrophe entre les pars de murs", but this type of deposit 

could also have been ritual in nature (ibid., 17). A similar occupation was suggested for 

room AE, despite the fact that here the coin sequence continued from 270 to 395. A 

hearth similar to that of R was also found in room AG built against the wall, with an

' The excavator's notation is used.
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associated fourth century coin, and was compared to bread ovens found at Les Bolards 

of a similar date. Louis (1938) reports the presence of pestholes from late structures in 

this area. The total number of coins from this courtyard area was twenty-six for the 

fourth century, some possibly as late as 455. The presence o f a human cranium was 

taken as being possibly indicative of a violent attack (Louis 1938, 302).

Figure 60

This contrasts somewhat with another part of the site, building CC, which appears to 

have been the focus for considerable activity and rebuilding in the fourth century, after 

its second to third century destruction. Lacroix's description of the occupation in this 

building after the first century fire fits in with the interpretation of changed use of this 

site;

"occupe par des habitants tres modestes, mi-agriculteurs, mi-artisans, comme ceux 
qui campaient a la meme epoque dans les ruines du caldarium des thermes du nord7" 
(Lacroix 1964, 112).

The activity in this building in the later phases is connected with later use of the basin in 

room BZ in the building to the south; "Apres la suppression du culte des eaux, 1'edicule 

BZ servit d'atelier des sauniers8" (Louis 1948, 253).

A late fourth century wall parallel to IB in building CC appears to have further 

demarcated space, in an area containing many finds (possibly re-deposited third century 

material). Some of the finds from this area were suggestive of a sanctuary (or possibly a 

rich dwelling) rather than industrial use (Martin 1958, 318). There seems to have been 

an over-emphasis in interpretation of finds of an industrial nature such as tools and 

quems, and under emphasis of the finds of jewellery of various types. These "abris bien 

precaires" were dated until the last quarter of the fourth century on the basis of coin 

evidence by Louis, although Lacroix seems slightly critical of his interpretation, "Tout 

cet ensemble de constructions secondaires exigeait repartition logique et espace9" 

(Lacroix 1964, 113). They were preceded by postholes for structures in the area of IF 

which were not clearly dated other than being earlier than the later fourth century wall

7 'Occupied by very humble inhabitants, part-fanners, part-artisans, like those who in the same period 
camped in the ruined caldarium of the north baths'.
8 'After the suppression of water cults, room BZ was used as a salt-makers' workshop'.
9 'All this group of secondary buildings show logical redivision of space'.
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(Lacroix 1964, 120). The gap in the coin sequence of this building is only between the 

years 284 to 307, with large numbers of coins before and after these dates. The dating of 

a hoard of 246 coins in a leather purse in room CC to 353-4 may not necessarily date 

the destruction of the building, as five coins dating up to 383 were also found in rooms 

IB and 1C (Fabre and M ainjoinet 1965, 168). Here the presence of large numbers of 

coins was used to support the interpretation of this area as a site of commerce (Lacroix 

1964 129). This contrasts with the use of late coins in the basin area in interpretation of 

cult continuity (317 coins dating between 354 and 408 were found at the site in total 

(about one third of the datable assemblage) and of these most came from the basin 

(Fabre and Mainjoinet 1965, 169).

It seems therefore that a significant proportion of sites in the region continued in use 

into the fourth century. However some did not; these include Nod-Sur-Seine (Cote- 

d'Or), which appears to have had a second century final phase 10 , La Genetoye at Autun 

(Saone-et-Loire), ending in the third century, and Arcenant (Nievre), dating to the late 

third century. The site at the Sources de 1'Yonne (Nievre) also appears to have gone out 

of use at an early date; there was no datable material beyond the first century, although 

the sample of datable material was very small (Pequinot et. al. 1996, 231). At Malain 

(Cote-d'Or) there is little evidence for continuity into the fourth century; the Anceyfana 

appear to have gone out of use in the late second to early third century, although activity 

on the settlement site continued beyond this, with reconstruction of shops in the third 

century. The eventual abandonment of the site was in the later third century. The early 

third century abandonment of the nearby baths might therefore reflect their association 

with ritual practices. However some continuity o f pagan practice is suggested by the 

hoard of statuettes found in Champs Marots, dated to the late third century. The 

unexcavated temple in the modern cemetery may have had a later phase of use (see 

below).

Continuity of practice? Similarities between Christianity and paganism

On a more general level, there are conflicting views on the extent to which the arrival of 

Christianity represented a break in practice and belief. The concept of continuity of

10 Interpreted here as a ritual site rather than having a specific function as a funerary monument.
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place is quite distinct from that of continuity of practice. The c ult of relics has been 

portrayed as a pagan survival, compatible with polytheism (Delahaye 1955, 126) and 

comparable to the classical tradition of venerable objects in temples (ibid. 129). In his 

work l The Cult of the Saints'1 (1981), Brown argues for the distinctive nature of the new 

cults and for a radical break between Christian and pagan modes of thought, but rejects 

the 'two-tier model' influencing much thought on the subject. This model is 

characterised by a view of pagan practices as simple and 'inferior' to Christian ones and 

being easily susceptible to elite-led conversion. If Roman period religious practices can 

be seen to be taking place at locations of pre-Roman significance, then the ability of 

Christian cults to appropriate these long-significant places and to transfer their 

veneration to alternative locations requires explanation. Rousselle suggests that the 

connection between place and pagan healing deity broke down some time before this 

change and that this can be seen in the capacity for sanctuary sites to attract new cults 

based on deities that were not in themselves known for their healing properties (for 

example that of Mithras) (1990, 184). This allowed the place to be used in the Christian 

period without presenting a strong conflict. Rousselle suggests that the place where 

healing was possible became 'located' in a person, and later in that person's relics. This 

implies a mobility of cult, seen in the wandering of saints and the movement of relics, 

but the very significance of the location of the relics and the importance ultimately 

invested in them shows the enduring power of place.

The cult of saints acted to give local meaning to a religion that was based on 

geographically distant events, simultaneously negating and reinforcing the local. 

Legends connect historical or mythical people with the topography of a local area. The 

Imperial cult was perhaps a similar phenomenon. However this explanation can still be 

criticised for presenting pagan religious practice in an overly simple manner, 

overlooking other aspects of this practice, in particular the ways in which the wider 

landscape was inextricably linked with the cult in a way that it could not be with 

Christianity. It uses the model of the Christian church when comparing Christian and 

pagan places of worship. A more detailed understanding of pagan ritual may show 

continuity in other aspects of practice that are less discussed in the Roman context, for 

example the institution of pilgrimage and the rite of baptism (see chapters 3 and 5 

respectively).
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Use for burial

The presence of later burials on temple sites is another practice that is usually taken to 

indicate some type of discontinuity of use. It is probably accurate to state that Gallo- 

Roman temple sites were not normally associated with burial sites in the Roman period 

(leaving aside the associations with earlier Iron Age burial places, and the occasional 

presence of fragmentary human remains), with burials occurring on separate sites in 

extramural locations. There does however appear to be a strong connection between 

Gallo-Roman temples and Merovingian burials in the study area, which are often found 

at or near the temple (as Mont-Saint-Romain (Saone-et-Loire), Sainte-Sabine (Cote- 

d'Or) and Escolives-Sainte-Camille (Yonne)). Again, this type of evidence tends not to 

be considered in detail in excavation reports of Roman period remains, and may be 

published separately or largely ignored.

Figure 61

However, the presence of later burials on Gallo-Roman temple sites should perhaps not 

be seen as a phenomenon entirely unrelated to their previous function. The choice of 

site is unlikely to have been coincidental and suggests that it had some continued 

importance to those burying the dead. The sites themselves may have become 

Christianised, although there is little evidence for their earliest Christian phases. Some 

temple sites may have been honoured as the location (real or reputed) of the martyrdom 

of Roman saints (for example Saint Reine at Alesia). Alternatively, such sites may have 

attracted the burials of later pagans. While the burial of bodies in the area of a temple 

may have been horrifying and unthinkable to a Roman pagan, by this time people had 

radically altered ideas on the treatment of the dead (Brown 1981, 21). It is therefore not 

necessary to view this practice as signifying a disjuncture and lack of reverence for a 

pagan site. It may rather represent a continuity of significance of place.

Escolives-Sainte-Camille is one of a number of Gallo-Roman sites that were later used 

for Merovingian cemeteries. The connection between these later burials and the earlier 

use of the site requires careful consideration; it may be that they in fact represent a 

radical discontinuity of use and associations, or they could be a method of honouring a 

'special' place. At the Merovingian cemetery at La Grippe Soleil at Escolives, thirteen
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Gallo-Roman tombs were also discovered, suggesting a continuity of use for burial. The 

connection with the earlier cult site is strengthened by the presence of Roman ex-voto 

re-deposited inside Merovingian tombs (Prost and Laurent 1995, 192). However the 

later use of the site as a cult site could be disputed; incorporation of sculptures from an 

earlier religious monument into the later third to fourth century rebuilding of the villa 

could be read equally as indicating discontinuity with past function.

In many cases, early burials appear to have been the reason for the building of a later 

church on the site. It is possible that a 'gap' in the archaeological record represents an 

earlier church or funerary basilica that is no longer visible, perhaps built from wood. Or 

it may be that these burials were clustering around a church that re-used Roman 

structures and was therefore not distinctive in plan. This phenomenon occured 

frequently in later Roman villas, where apsidal rooms may have been used as churches 

and attracted later burials (Percival 1992, 162; Ripoll and Arce 2000, 81). It is notable 

that the Christian focus at Alesia was in an area removed from the later pagan activity 

which appears to have been concentrated in the area of the Croix Saint-Charles, 

although there was a sixth to seventh century Merovingian cemetery near the present- 

day one at Champs de FEglise. There were some indications of fourth century use, and 

possibly afanum in this area. The late fourth to early fifth century Christian dishes 

found at Alesia in the area of the basilica attest to the early date of Christianisation of 

the site. The presence of an early Christian community is supported by historical texts, 

for e xample t he m ention o f a c lergy a t A lesia i n 4 80 i n the Vita Sancti G ermani b y 

Gregory of Tours (a sixth century text). Other mentions of a sanctuary for Saint Reine 

appear in eighth century texts such as the C artulary of Flavigny (Wahlen 1997, 62). 

However it is best to be wary of these sources given the possibility of later attempts to 

claim antiquity and thereby legitimate later cults. Neither are the geographical locations 

referred to in these texts possible to locate with precision.

Figure 62

The basilica of Saint Reine appears to have been built close to the forum area in the 

central region of the site. The earliest phases found were a single nave structure dating 

to the fifth to sixth century (Wahlen 1994, 20). This appears to overlie a space that was 

formerly crossed by a Roman period road running east-west, and may have incorporated
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an earlier roadside structure, although this positioning in itself does suggest a deliberate 

break with the older Roman patterns of use of space. There were no burials found prior 

to the sixth century in this area. It is possible that the area was formerly o utside the 

contracted late third century town and that it was used for a late fourth to early fifth 

century mausoleum, a founder burial for the later cemetery and possible martyrium 

around which the basilica was constructed (Wahlen 1994, 21). This would be supported 

by the presence of burials in the theatre area, suggesting that the later fourth century 

focus of the town (if indeed there still was one) may have been further east.

Continuity of place? Churches built on temple sites

A superficial look at the evidence for churches on the site of earlier fana might suggest 

that the building of churches on temple sites was a common occurrence. This view was 

emphasised in the work of Male (1950) and Grenier (1960). However, there is often a 

chronological gap between the two structures and little evidence for use in the 

intervening period, as for Mont Beuvray, Mont Dardon (Saone-et-Loire), Suin (Saone- 

et-Loire), Sainte-Colombe (Saone-et-Loire) and La Certenue (Gruel et al. 1998, 13). 

This is complicated by the fact that evidence for underlying structures was often 

destroyed in the construction of churches and only limited area excavations may be 

possible.

For example, excavations at Mont Dardon show a gap between late fourth century and 

later eighth century at earliest when a building of uncertain function preceded the ninth 

century chapel (apart from some late Roman to early Merovingian pottery at the site) 

(Berry and Crumley 1980). This building may have been of a funerary nature, as burials 

preceded the building of the chapel. Although it could be argued that the site remained a 

significant one (for example in terms of its visibility from a wide geographical area), 

there was little evidence to show that the chapel was built directly on the site of a Gallo- 

Roman temple, apart from the thick deposits of material of a 'ritual' nature dating from 

the first to the late fourth century AD. Any temple in the excavated area appears to have 

been thoroughly destroyed.

Mont Beuvray is one of the best-known examples of apparent continuity ofafanum into 

a Christian site; that of the present-day chapel dedicated to St. Martin. The evidence is
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now slightly less clear, presenting a gap comparable to that of Mont Dardon. It has been 

suggested that the earlier phases four (and possibly even three) may relate to a Christian 

building (although there is no clear evidence to suggest Christian use) due to the 

presence of a rectangular apse (Beck et al. 1988, 117). There does appear to be evidence 

for the very late Roman period use of the site, into the fifth century. However, the next 

chapel on the site dates to around the eighth or ninth century (Almagro-Gorbea et al. 

1989, 226). While structural continuity is difficult to prove, it may however be possible 

to see some sort of continuity of practices at this locality, with the use of the area for 

festivals and continued veneration of the nearby fountain of Saint Martin. As with the 

evidence for early occupation at Autun, the late evidence for ritual practices at Mont 

Beuvray conflict with the image of replacement of Mont Beuvray by Autun. This 

romantic image of ruined Mont Beuvray is presented by Garenne (1867, 23):

"Alors que Augustodunum etait dans toute sa splendeur, Bibracte detruite ou ne 
contenant plus que des massives ruinees, etait bien fait pour inspirer des reflexions 
tristes aux descendants des vieux Gaulois 11 ".

The presence of pagan precursors to churches on urban sites is even more difficult to 

establish given the complexity of such urban archaeological sites. In Auxerre (Yonne), 

the church of Saint-Amatre was thought to have been on the site of a Gallo-Roman 

temple. Two silver paterae dedicated to Apollo and an altar were found in the area 

(Grenier 1960, 710). Similarly, it is possible that churches were built on the site of 

earlier temple buildings at Autun. But in such contexts Roman remains could equally 

suggest that churches were built on dwellings or public buildings such as baths. This 

appears to be the case for Auxerre. The sixth century Life of Saint Amator mentions the 

change in location of the cathedral of Auxerre from an extramural site to that of a 

converted urban residence (Loseby 1992 151).

It has been suggested that a temple originally lay under the church of Saint-Pierre- 

1'Estrier, located outside of Autun (Sapin 1982). This location seems typical of that of 

Gallo-Roman temples, outside of the city on an area of high ground with good regional 

visibility. Below the fourth century mausoleum was a third century structure, with 

traces of a building below it that could date to the first century (Young 2001, 171). 

While inscriptions and archaeological evidence point to the use of the site for Christian

11 'Although Augustodunum was in all its splendour, Bibracte was destroyed or only contained ruined 
foundations, well placed to inspire sad reflections on the descendants of the ancient Gauls'.
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burials from as early as the later third century, the earlier evidence is more difficult to 

interpret, and could still be interpreted as a plausibleya«w/w. Although the basilica itself 

appears to have been placed over a rectilinear structure, there is a square Roman 

building adjacent to it to the north that is orientated on a north to south alignment. 

However an interpretation of direct continuity has been disputed by Young (2001, 172) 

who would see the development of the church from an early funerary basilica.

At Malain afanum was said to have been located in the area of the present-day cemetery 

situated under the (now destroyed) church of Saint-Valerien (Grenier 1960, 681). This 

was based on the discovery of material in the cemetery in the eighteenth century, 

including inscriptions to Mars and Cicolluis, ex-voto and coins. A temple in the area has 

been identified from aerial photography, although it is a little distance away from the 

ancient church. The site was not far from the theatre and there may have been associated 

baths, as well as an unidentified apsidal building. However there was no systematic 

excavation and so no good evidence for continuity. Thefana at Ancey were abandoned 

in the late second to early third century.

The other sites thought to be under churches are similarly lacking in systematic 

excavation. A chapel may have been placed over a temple at Cortevaix (Saone-et-Loire) 

but this is known only from aerial photography (Rorison 2001). At Sainte-Colombe 

(Saone-et-Loire), excavations b y S abatier u nder a m ore r ecent C hristian c hurch w ere 

reported to have found "foundations aux larges murs qu'il croit etre les fondations du 

temple remain" although this was disputed at the time by Jeanton (Maerten 1985, 31). 

Incidentally, this was a traditional stopping place on the pilgrimage route to Alise 

Sainte-Reine (Huchon 1939, 386). An ancient chapel of Saint John near Vezelay 

(known as La Corvee Saint-Jean) may have been an oratory built above a fanum, 

according to limited excavation (Louis 1937, 26). It has not been possible to 

substantiate other reports, such as that of an oratory on the reputed site of a temple at 

Camay (Cote-d'Or) near the river Mesvrin (Vaillat 1932, 73). At Ouanne (Yonne), a 

possible temple (identified by sculpted fragments) was found about 250m from the 

church, and Merovingian burials were found in this area (Louis 1956, 67). The theory of 

a temple under the church at Mavilly (Cote-d'Or) is not substantiated by any evidence; 

the sculpted block was not found in-situ (Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 128).
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The building of oratories at spring sites with pagan associations also seems to have been 

a common phenomenon. Christianised practices remain in local custom and folklore. An 

oratory (now disappeared) was built near the Source of the Aigue (Cote-d'Or) (a site of 

Roman ritual practice) around the seventh century, dedicated to Saint-Martin-de 1'Aigue 

(Thevenot 1952, 246). Whilst the associations between Saint Martin and sites of Roman 

pagan practice should be treated with caution, there does seem to be a certain co 

incidence. The church of Saint-Vorles at Chatillon-sur-Seine was originally dedicated to 

the virgin and Saint Martin, and is placed directly above the source at La Douix. An 

area known as Saint-Martin in Bourbon-Lancy (Saone-et-Loire) is known to have been 

the site of a temple (Rouvier-Jeanlin et al. 1990, 13). There is a Fontaine Saint-Martin at 

the source of the Fresne, where stone ex-voto including busts of pilgrims were found 

(Corot 1 932, 254) and a spring dedicated to S aint-Martin with an associated historic 

pilgrimage near the site at Beire-le-Chatel. Dedications to Saint Martin also occur in 

churches at Essarois, Mont Beuvray and Sainte Sabine.

Theatres and baths

The attitude of early Christians to bathhouses and theatres might be expected to be 

similar to their attitude to temples, given their close association. The Theodosian codes 

seem to acknowledge the relationship between games and pagan festivals, while 

expressing some reluctance to ban them. Amphitheatres were the focus for later 

Christian cults in parts of the Roman Empire as they were the place of martyrdom, as at 

Metz. In other places they were subject to the same desecration as temples (Caseau 

1999, 28). However there is some evidence to suggest that the use of theatres and baths 

may have persisted where that of temples declined. At Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme), 

the theatre was used until the mid fourth century, although the large temple appears to 

have gone out of use at the end of the third century. The baths were however dismantled 

in AD 220-250, "sans doute pour raisons d'economie" (Cadoux 1991, 156). At Les 

Bardiaux, the second century theatre appears to have gone out of use in the mid fourth 

century (Olivier 1992, 59).

It is worth mentioning the similarity between Christian and pagan attitudes to water; 

which is hinted at in later Christian accounts (see chapter 5). Attitudes to baptism show
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the replacement of repeated bathing in a pagan context with the single act of baptism 12 . 

The fact that these comparisons were drawn suggests the continued attraction and 

perceived threat of pagan water rituals. The presence of deities in pagan waters is 

suggested by Tertullian, who claimed that the waters in which pagans bathed were 

'empty' 13 . The frequent creation of Christian sites at the location of pagan water rituals 

suggests a concern to appropriate these that does not appear in the texts. The church of 

Saint-Pelerin in Auxerre appears to have been built on the site of a fourth century 

baptistery, located on the site of Roman remains interpreted by the excavators as baths 

(Louis 1929, 165).

Conclusion

A re-examination of the evidence for the late phases of Gallo-Roman temples suggests 

that there is certainly evidence for the persistence of use of temples in the Burgundy 

region into the fourth century, although the events of the third century appear to have 

had an effect on the archaeological record. The apparent increase in fourth century use 

should be compared to the increased archaeological presence of coinage in this period, 

mirrored on villa sites. There was a limited amount of rebuilding and continuation of 

ritual deposits in this period, although it cannot be clearly connected to any officially 

sanctioned pagan revival. A number of temples appear to have persisted in use into the 

fifth century, but a precise date for the end of the use period of these m onuments is 

difficult to obtain. If the main focus of 'official' worship was transferred elsewhere, 

places such as springs appear to have continued to be the focus for personal ritual 

practice.

Not all temples in the region show signs of violent destruction and the incidence of 

iconoclasm may have been exaggerated in the region due to the desire to link the 

archaeological evidence with the activity of Saint Martin. Perhaps other meanings for 

the deliberate destruction of objects (and by extension buildings) should not be 

dismissed in this cultural context; for example the bending or breaking of objects before 

deposition in wells, rivers or pits is usually interpreted as a sign of ritual dedication to a 

deity or other forces, even into the Roman period. The re-deposition of votive offerings

12 HippolytusofRome Tradition Apostolique 4\ (Rousselle 1990, 181). 
13 Tertullian Treatise on Baptism IV.4, V.2 (Rousselle 1990, 181).
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and statuary with some regard to their positioning and accompanying objects suggests 

'closing' deposits by those within that system of belief rather than destruction by those 

outside it. It is necessary to conclude that the factors contributing to the destruction of 

temples appear obscure and cannot be easily explained by linking coin dates to 

historical events, given the limitations of numismatic evidence.

It seems that there is little solid evidence for the conversion of temples into places of 

Christian worship, although the incidence of Merovingian burials at temple sites seems 

significant, suggesting that there was possibly undetected use of the sites. However the 

coincidence between later churches (from the eighth century) and temples seems more 

certain. It is suggested that this might be significant, perhaps representing a continued 

memory of the importance of the place to pagans, although there may also be practical 

reasons for the re-use of the sites (visibility and presence of good building stone). This 

highlights the dynamic aspect of sacred space and the materiality of religious practice, 

which is reinforced and sustained through visible points in the landscape and repeated 

journeys of the body along particular routes.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

Introduction

This thesis has discussed a number of interconnecting themes r elated to the study o f 

temple sites, and has illustrated the relevance of these themes with evidence from 

archaeological sites in Burgundy. In the following section I refer back to the aims and 

objectives outlined in chapter 1 and evaluate how this study has addressed these aims 

and added to understanding of Gallo-Roman temple sites. The remainder of this section 

will discuss further work that could be undertaken on this subject and d irections for 

future research arising from the study.

Establishing a context

This study has sought to demonstrate what is distinctive about Burgundian temple sites, 

focusing on their individual traits as well as their uniting features. Beyond a particular 

architectural form, Gallo-Roman religious sites may be distinguished by the presence of 

ancillary buildings, in some cases associated theatres and bath buildings, and evidence 

for frequentation by large numbers of people in the form of a variety of votive offerings. 

They have favoured landscape locations; on high points overlooking river valleys (often 

to the east of them), and near springs. The sites tend to have a long-term importance 

with frequentation before and after the period of the temples themselves.

However, I have shown here that Gallo-Roman religious sites also show a great 

variability in architecture and location; sites with very similar votive offerings and other 

material culture may have very different styles of building, or even no apparent 

buildings at all. Their location, whether in a town or in apparent rural isolation, is no 

indicator of the nature of the cult or ritual practices that took place there. Indeed, I 

question whether it is appropriate to make a distinction between the traditional 

'Romano-Celtic' temple form and buildings that appear more like domestic housing (as 

at La Boussiere, Malain (Cote-d'Or) or Escolives-Sainte-Camille (Yonne)) or smaller 

structures located at a spring.
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In particular, each temple is constructed in relation to its immediate and more distant 

surroundings and this forms a unique context in which attempts to interpret the site 

should be grounded. This is also of importance for the interpretation of theatres (which 

may be constructed around a certain view or background) and bath buildings (which 

may utilise water from significant springs). Available syntheses do always not provide 

adequate information on such positioning, which can be seen to emphasise the 

importance of location and perhaps transcend narrow chronological periods. 

Investigation of the wider geographical context allows temples to be placed in larger 

networks of landscape and communication appropriate for sites attracting pilgrimage.

In discussing 'context' for ritual structures I have also attempted to show the extent to 

which ritual can be seen as being embedded in daily life. It is necessary to imagine the 

processes whereby temples received their visitors, were built, abandoned and restored, 

and to consider who these people were. The example of bathhouses has been used to 

show the physical interaction of people in the past with architecture and environment, 

and the traces that remain of this interaction. Instead of religious life being seen as 

peripheral to the Roman town, both literally and metaphorically, it should be discussed 

along with aspects such as trade, town planning and social structure. At sites such as 

Malain and Alesia it does not appear to have been compartmentalised and could be 

considered to have had a much more important role, perhaps even being the primary 

reason for the existence of the site. Apart from the continuing influence of a 'ladder of 

inference' (Hawkes 1954) in Roman archaeology, in which religion and ritual are seen 

as subordinate to politics and military matters (and in the case of the provinces, viewed 

as a degenerate form of Roman civic religion), I would suggest that the reason for this 

'peripheral' vision of temples derives from thinking about ritual as a small-scale 

practice.

It is for this reason that I have used the analogy of pilgrimage as a means of imagining 

the possible implications of a network of temple sites, and the traffic between them. 

This analogy seems a useful one for the mechanisms that may have underlain the 

incorporation of a ritual site into the landscape of daily life. It also suggests alternative 

ways of viewing the positioning of temples in relation to settlements, with the 

pilgrimage destination brought to the fore at certain times and possibly reached through
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a different network of routes, altering the conceptual distance between p laces. As an 

analogy it is also useful to demonstrate the economic and social implications of ritual 

practice.

Syncretism and architecture

In t his s tudy I h ave a ttempted t o m ove a way from t raditional a reas o f d ebate o n t he 

architecture of Romano-Celtic temples (particularly the question of their classical and or 

indigenous origins) and involve new approaches to architecture. This has included an 

awareness of ambiguities between interior and exterior spaces, cultural and natural 

structures (illustrated by the architectural use of water) and the presence of multiple and 

changing discourses in the use of a building. In particular I have discussed the social 

implications of space as used by embodied subjects. I feel that there is much more to be 

done in examining the use of space and associated material culture on these sites, 

although the relatively poorly preserved archaeological record from many of these sites 

has precluded such a study for this area. I would draw attention to the spaces in-between 

the buildings, which may be expected to be places of assembly and temporary 

accommodation. Enclosing boundaries are also of interest but few have been excavated 

in the study area.

As with landscape, the diversity of architectural techniques used on these sites 

contradicts the impression of a superficially homogenous group. While similarities of 

form are emphasised in typological study, the details specific to each site may be 

forgotten. In my discussion of temple architecture I have sought to incorporate natural 

features and move away from a view of buildings situated in an ahistoric, unchanging 

landscape. The construction of the sites discussed shows a response to t he p articular 

terrain, surroundings and materials involved and may have produced very different 

effects to be experienced by visitors. Different phases of construction show responses to 

the requirements of changing patterns of use.

I have emphasised the similarity between ritual practices at temples and springs, arguing 

that the presence or absence of temple buildings should not be the main criterion for 

identifying a religious site. By considering such sites alongside temple buildings they 

can be seen to be part of the same world-view, not something 'indigenous' or pre-dating
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temples. It is clear that these sites co-existed chronologically and were equally included 

in Gallo-Roman experience of religion.

A longer chronological perspective

This study has examined in detail the evidence for earlier precursors to Roman period 

temples and for the later use and re-use of their sites. There appears to be increasing 

evidence from temple sites for continuity of frequentation from the Iron Age, 

particularly if ritual practices and not only structures are considered. The Burgundy area 

may contribute to this debate. It appears that a change in ritual practices (the appearance 

of specific built structures and categories of objects used for deposition) occurs before 

the Roman period. The site of Mirebeau in particular has evidence for a pre-Roman 

shrine, with much in common with more northerly sites, and Vertault has produced 

evidence of large-scale animal deposits, but generally the type of pre-Roman activity on 

Burgundian temple sites has little in common with the so-called Belgic group of 

sanctuaries such as Gournay-sur-Aronde (Brunaux 2002). In fact the type of deposit 

commonly found in earlier levels of the sites (for example the miniature vases at Alesia 

and the amphorae at Sources de 1'Yonne, Glux-en-Glenne) along with the high 

incidence of temples at sites with Iron Age funerary enclosures (notably in the Yonne 

valley) suggests that the development of temple sites may be more closely related to 

funerary ritual in this region.

An aim of this work has also been to depict a longer-term religious landscape, and 

consider the changing meaning of particular topographic locations. Rather than 

emphasising disjuncture and iconoclasm, the process involved in the later history of 

temple sites seems to have been one of adaptation and change of use, with temple sites 

being used for burials in the Merovingian period and associated springs acquiring 

Christian legends and symbolism. More work is required on the relationship between 

Merovingian burials and Gallo-Roman temple sites. Casual observation suggests that 

these occur frequently at temple sites, but stratigraphic relationships are not always 

clear. It is possible that some special associations surrounded earlier temple sites, or that 

there were vestigial pagan beliefs in the local population at that time. Beyond 

identifiable continuity, the temple landscape may have been absorbed into the later 

Christian landscape, surviving in the location of early Christian shrines and pilgrimage
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routes. In considering the destruction phases of temple sites, I have been critical of over- 

reliance on coin dates and their use to relate these phases to historical events. The poor 

quality of evidence from the later phases of Burgundian temple sites does not allow 

such interpretations, and more careful examination of their final phases is required.

Sites in the landscape

It is argued that the landscape context is of the utmost importance to the interpretation 

of temple sites, and is not to be viewed just as an external setting. The presence of 

temples and shrines overlooking river valleys and at the head of streams creates a 

landscape dense with religious and symbolic meaning. It also allows the cultural 

significance of supposedly natural features to be considered. The conception of 

landscape used in this study is an active one, with route-ways significant in the 

interpretation of temple sites, interconnected through movement and space. Lines of 

sight and intervisibility are also held to be important; these factors replace the idea of a 

temple as isolated in space, only relating to immediately surrounding settlements. The 

recognition of temple sites as special places beyond their main phases of use c an be 

explained by an awareness of longer histories in the landscape.

A broader social perspective

In writing about temple sites, an attempt has been made to incorporate the 'invisible' 

people of the past by thinking about the perspective of those visiting the temple. The 

architecture and landscape of temple sites are experienced by embodied subjects. The 

use of the pilgrimage analogy has allowed a more democratic view of those corning to 

the site, whereas only a certain section of the population may be visible through 

inscriptions and sculpted art. It also provides analogies for the ways in which 

pilgrimage can be considered a strategic and political act, emphasising certain 

allegiances to place and the past. Anthropological evidence has demonstrated multiple 

discourses involved in the act of pilgrimage. I have also shown how, through bathing 

and participating in theatrical performances, visitors to the site engaged in its 

topography and symbolism. The evidence for such acts may inform us about attitudes to 

gender and health in the Roman period. By bringing temples into regional networks, 

their social and possibly political importance becomes clear.
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Contribution to the state of knowledge of the study area

The main achievement of this study has been to engage the subject of the Gallo-Roman 

temple with current theoretical debate. I have attempted to bridge the gap between 

approaches in prehistoric and historical archaeology by using methods of interpretation 

favoured b y b oth. W hile o ther e vidence c annot be d iscounted, t o approach a R oman 

period temple site in a similar manner to a prehistoric one may avoid the imposition of 

certain pre-conceived ideas about the use of such space. The study shows how 

alternative approaches can enhance understanding of the complexities of ritual practice 

and integrate the study of temple complexes into wider dialogues on Roman Gaul.

The study considers the possible symbolism and significance of water in Gallo-Roman 

ritual and extends this to its use on temple sites, which has important implications for 

the study of bathing in general. By reconsidering a traditional area of study in a new 

light, it is shown to have relevance in wider social attitudes and ritual practices, and 

confirms the thesis' emphasis on integrated ritual and 'secular' concepts. The study 

made selective use of older and antiquarian accounts of finds at springs, many accounts 

being b ased o n t oponymy and 1 egend a lone. H aving d iscounted s uch e vidence, t here 

remains a substantial number of spring sites with Roman finds, many of which appear to 

have had related structures, and some with ex-voto equivalent to those found on temple 

sites. Although such evidence must be treated with care due to the lack of stratigraphic 

excavation involved, these sites are important in building up a picture of a sacred 

landscape, showing a side to Roman period ritual practice that tends to be 

underemphasised due to ideas of Roman 'civilisation' and indigenous nature-worship.

The study has provided a comprehensive survey of known temple sites in the Burgundy 

area, clarifying the state of knowledge of the subject and evaluating the evidence 

available. Any possible evidence for associated theatres and bathhouses has been 

considered and some of those previously deemed to be too distant to the temple are now 

seen as possibly associated. The study includes a total of 117 sites, forty-seven of which 

are only possible temple sites, leaving seventy sites with known temples. A further 

thirty-six spring sites are included in the gazetteer. Of the temple sites, twenty-six have
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baths and fourteen have an associated theatre, but it is unusual for both to occur at the 

same site (this may simply be due to limited exploration of sites).

The number of sites in the region is large enough to begin to have an impression of 

trends in p ositioning. The C ote-d'Or and Yonne are b est represented, which p erhaps 

reflects density of population and ease of aerial photography in the Yonne, and the 

history of research activity in the Cote-d'Or. The Nievre contains the large mountainous 

Morvan region and may have been expected to have a lesser density of sites, but the 

small number of known sites from the Saone-et-Loire suggests that more work is 

required in this region. In particular temples appear to be positioned in relation to 

watercourses, suggesting the importance of rivers and water in Gallo-Roman perception 

of the landscape and possibly a function of temples in rendering water sacred at its 

source.

Unfortunately it has not possible to look in detail at the relationship between temples in 

urban areas and those outside them due to the state of knowledge about urban temples in 

the study area. Those in, for example, Autun, Macon and Chalon-sur-Saone may be 

known through inscriptions or fragmentary evidence but there are no large-scale 

excavations of urban temples in areas of dense modern occupation. On the other hand, 

sites s uch a s Les B olards, M alain a nd Alesia s how t he r ole o f r eligious b uildings i n 

sizeable settlements.

Suggested areas for future work and the future direction of the subject.

The current state of knowledge about temple sites in Burgundy could be improved by 

excavation o ver a w ider a rea o n k nown t emple sites. M any o f t he t emples d iscussed 

have been excavated in the immediate vicinity of the temple only, and little is known 

about enclosing walls, ancillary buildings and their relationship to the temple. 

Systematic excavation of spring sites (particularly those near to known temples) might 

also be of interest, although there are practical difficulties associated with the 

excavation of such sites. Further studies of environmental evidence from temple sites 

would also be useful; there have been few studies of plant remains and even faunal data 

has been neglected.
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Although it was beyond the scope of this study, I would suggest that a comparative 

study of ceramics from temple sites in the regional area might be productive. A 

comparison of forms and fabrics might identify types particularly associated with ritual 

use (for example the miniature vases found deposited in the quarry at Alesia) and the 

appearance of these in settlement contexts might be investigated, allowing the 

identification of possible ritual practices outside the context of the temple. It would be 

of interest to compare temple assemblages to funerary ones, particularly to establish 

whether certain practices at temples may be related to funerary rites. The relationship of 

temple sites to regional patterns of production and distribution might reveal patterns of 

mobility of those using the temples and relationships to nearby settlements.

This study has implications for the study of baths and bathing practices in general. My 

research has identified what I perceive to be an ambiguous relationship between the 

secular and religious aspects of bathing; urban bathhouses may also include statues of 

deities, altars and ritual deposits. This perhaps reflects the lack of a strong distinction 

between the secular and religious in daily life. This research suggests that water supply 

and drainage arrangements in baths are not merely 'functional' in nature. It would be of 

interest to undertake a more detailed study of bathhouses in the context of temple sites 

and sites with sacred springs. This could focus on the internal spatial arrangement of the 

baths, their orientation and topographical relationship to surrounding buildings.

It might be useful to focus further research on temple bathhouses from a larger number 

and wider sample of sites from the north-western provinces of the Roman Empire, in 

particular the larger temple complexes of northern France (for example Ribemont-sur- 

Ancre, Somme), that have been excavated to a higher standard than many of the sites in 

the Burgundy region. This would allow comparisons to be made between different 

provinces and emphasise any regional trends. Such a study might look at the detailed 

distribution of artefactual evidence in baths, to see if any evidence could be found for 

the use of space, in particular the presence of medical implements and votive objects. 

Comparative use could be made of evidence from bathhouses in contexts thought to be 

of a 'non-ritual' nature: villas, urban and military sites, to identify possible differences 

in layout and use that may indicate an altered emphasis on the segregation of groups of 

bathers, or on healing functions.
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Similarly, this research has involved thinking about the role of theatres on temple sites, 

and attempted to move away from preconceived ideas about what took place in such a 

building. There may be scope here for further work, clarifying the relationships between 

temples and theatres in terms of topography and chronology. Such work could be 

complemented by visual reconstructions and work on lines of sight, to establish 

relationships between theatres and temples on a wider range of sites. Further excavation 

might also be able to provide better evidence for ritual practices occurring in the theatre 

itself (for example sacrifice and votive deposition).

In particular, this study could lead to further work on the landscape surrounding Gallo- 

Roman temples. It is still not clear whether many of these sites were in areas of pre 

existing settlement or not, and systematic survey could create a clearer picture of their 

surroundings. The use of GIS would have been useful in this study to create more 

accurate depictions of temples in relation to roads, rivers and other sites. Mapping 

temples with their surrounding topography would be an improvement on the standard 

'site plan' depiction of walls usually published. More detailed work could also be done 

on i ntervisibility u sing view-shed a nalysis toe ircumvent t he p roblem o f m odern d ay 

tree cover (known to be less extensive in Burgundy in the Gallo-Roman period).

Temple sites in historical context

As discussed in chapter 1, the material changes in religious practice that accompanied 

the Roman rule of Gaul were likely to have affected all sectors of the population; it is 

difficult to see changes in worship as an entirely elite-led process unless some degree of 

coercion was involved. The form that religious rituals took was however undoubtedly 

bound up in the construct that was 'Roman culture' as it evolved in the context of 

Roman Gaul, because Imperial ceremony involved the orchestration of ritual throughout 

the Roman Empire, although local variation in religious practice was encouraged. 

Indeed, the concept of syncretism as implying a blending of 'pure' and distinctive 

ideologies should be questioned (Shaw and Stewart 1994, 1) particularly in the case of 

Roman religion, which was by its nature syncretic. The agency of local participants in 

such a process should always be considered, as "synthetic appropriations...may be seen 

both as responses to external domination and as discourses of reciprocal domination" 

(ibid. 22).
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It is perhaps also important to consider in this context the extent to which 'religious' 

practices were identifiably separate from 'cultural' ones, and our perception of these is 

likely to be influenced by our own context. It could be argued that the most significant 

aspect of the transition from the Iron Age to the Roman administration was the juncture 

of a culture without clear distinctions between ritual and non-ritual practices (in terms 

of their conception as such) and an organised religion with prescribed rituals. It is the 

practices occurring at temple sites that are of interest for the study of this juncture, and I 

would suggest that the process of change was a gradual one, begun before the Roman 

conquest. By examining votive deposition and use of space on temple sites, it may be 

possible to see the ways in which individuals negotiated this change with material 

culture and with knowledge of the history and meaning of their surroundings. This was 

carried out by and experienced through the persistence of traditional practices in newly 

consecrated space, and the use of new material culture in traditional practices outside 

this space.

In the use of sites of former significance and the use of traditional forms and techniques 

for buildings in a new context, the new provincial landscape was able to incorporate 

both world-views. This may be particularly pertinent in the case of temples at former 

hillfort sites, which could be viewed as combining Roman concepts of the function and 

placing of temples with some of the importance already invested in these sites as 

(possibly) seats of local or regional authority, meeting places and loci of ritualised 

action. This could be perceived as visible dominance of new cultural values or as a form 

of commemoration of past ones, recalling in some cases a fairly distant past, or possibly 

a combination of both. The highly visible temples may therefore have been recognisable 

to everyone whilst loaded with a variety of meanings. These meanings would have 

changed during the life of these sites, and altered with each rebuilding. Buchli and 

Lucas (2001, 80) discuss how a monument can eventually replace that which it 

commemorates, and assist the process of forgetting, as well as remembering, with later 

narratives having that monument as a subject, and not the original event.
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Figure 2: The 'Temple of Janus' in Autun (Saone-et-Loire).



Figure 3: Map of France showing the location of the study area (shaded).



Saone-et-Loire

Figure 4: Map of Burgundy showing the four departements.



Figure 5: Sites in the study area: overview. 
Detailed maps given in the appendix (figures 63 to 66).
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Figure 7: Map of the area surrounding Les Fontaines-Salees (Yonne).
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Figure 8: The temple site at Sanxay (after Chauvet 1924, plate I).
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Figure 9: Map of Chassey (Sa6ne-et-Loire) and Mont-de-Sene, Santenay (Cote-d'Or).
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Figure 11: Map of sites and rivers in the Yonne valley 
(Roman roads shown as dotted lines).
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Figure 14: Map of sites around Entrains-sur-Nohain (Nievre).
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Figure 16: Staircase at the pilgrimage site of Rocamadour (Lot).
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Figure 18: Statue of a pilgrim from Sources de la Seine 
(drawn by Anne Leaver, in Aldhouse-Green 1999, 12 figure 5).



Figure 19: Swaddled baby in stone from Essarois, Musee Chatillonnais.
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Figure 21: Map to show the location of place-names on Mont Beuvray.
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Figure 24: Plan of buildings on Mont de Sene, Santenay (Cote-d'Or) 
(after Grenier 1960, 707 figure 217).
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Figure 27: Plan of temple at La Boussiere, Malain 
(after Benard in Roussel 1971, 129 figure 2).
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Figure 29: Plan of sanctuary at Croix Saint-Charles, Alesia (Apollo Moritasgus)

(after Touzel in Rabeisen 1992, 31).
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Figure 31: Plan of areas excavated at Sources de la Seine by Corot and Martin 
(after Jouven 1956 in Deyts 1983, 21).
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Figure 35: The Otanes cup (after Grenier 1960, 470, figure \41).
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Figure 38: Bronze figure of Sequana from Sources de la Seine 
(F. Perrodin, Musee Archeologique de Dijon, in Deyts 1994, 128 plate 57).
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Figure 39: The martyrdom of Sainte Reine (after Le Gall 1963, 218).



Figure 40: The site of the Fontaine Sainte-Reine, Alise-Sainte-Reine (C6te-<TOr).
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Figure 44: Plan of baths at Escolives-Sainte-Camille (after Gamier in Kapps 1974, plate 3).
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Figure 45: Plan of baths at Vertault (after Grenier 1960, 303, figure 97).



Figure 46: Statue of deity from baths at Vertault 
(Esperandieu 1911, 340-341, no. 3385).
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ancient chapel 
Source de I'Argilliere

Flavignerot km

Figure 48: Plan of Mont Afrique, Cored les-les-Monts (Cote-d'Or).



Figure 49: The source of the Aigue, Beaune (Cote-d'Or).



Tank

* mm * *

Large basin

Rectangular basin

Figure 50: Plan of the wooden catchment tanks at Fontaine Segrain, Montlay-en-Auxois 

(Cote-d'Or) (after Dupont in Petit and Mangin eds. 1994, 31 figure 17).
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Figure 55: Les Bolards: plan of temple showing earlier phases 
(after Pommeret 2001, 29 figure 12).



Figure 56: La Terrasse on Mont Beuvray (after Gruel et al. 1998, 32 figure 18).
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Figure 57: Iron Age burial enclosures at Fontaine-La-Gaillarde (Yonne) 
(after Sarrazin in Delor ed. 2002, 368 figure 439).
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Figure 58: The extramural fanum at Vertault (C6te-d-Or) 
(after Jouin et al. 2000, 124 figure 4).
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Figure 61: Merovingian burials at Escolives-Sainte-Camille 
(after Martins in Delor 2002, 353 figure 406).
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Figure 62: The basilica Sainte-Reine at Alesia (after Mordant ed. 1996, 78 figure 1).
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Figure 63: Map of sites in gazetteer, Cote-d'Or.



Figure 64: Map of sites in gazetteer, Nievre.



Figure 65: Map of sites in gazetteer, Saone-et-Loire.



Figure 66: Map of sites in gazetteer, Yonne.



JGote d'Or

JAIise-Sainte-Reine 

location
Cimitiere Saint-Pere 

excavated
1839, Pernet 1867, 1968-70 

temple
Idouble Gallo-Roman temple? 

pre-Roman

post Roman
Merovingian tombs, chapel of Saint-Leger has 8th century origins

landscape
South slope of hilltop

notes
Two wells found by Esperandieu in Cimetiere Saint-Pere containing three bronze cauldrons, 
sculptures, panpipes (Pernet 1907, 50). A stone basin and channel found in the cemetery 
(Pernet 1916, 118). Inscription to Ucuetis and Bergusia from here? (Toutain 1919). Account of 
discovery of fanum by Pernet at an un-named location in Le Gall 1989, with interior block of 
masonry for altar or statue, four post holes and another building forming an angle with it. 
Excavations of Esperandieu uncovered large public building (60m east of theatre), there may 
have been baths in this area, to the west of the cemetery (Le Gall 1984, 49). Water channels 
found in 1839, possible baths recorded as being in Champ Borne (parcelle 627). Many of 
these locations unclear. Inscription to Moritasgus and Damona found here (1962-3). Discovery 
of an offering trunk in this area in 1821 by Maillard de Chambure, containing 80 silver coins. 
He also reports a 'tower' demolished in 1803 where a gold cup, a silver vase and instruments 
for coin production were found (1841, 112).

bibliographic _________________________________
Le Gall 1963; 1984; 1989, 288; Pernet 1907; Esperandieu 1906; Maillard de Chambure 1841;



|Cote-d'Or

JAIise-Sainte-Reine 

location
Area to the south of the theatre 

excavated
aerial survey Goguey 1983 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and another building 

pre-Roman__________________

post Roman

landscape
To the south of the theatre

notes
100m to the south of the theatre a small building (temple?) within a large peristyle courtyard 
(Benard et al. 1994, 28-60). "Un monument carre avec portique et petit edifice en double 
carree...sur le cote sud-ouest" recorded as being discovered to the southwest side of a 
square monument with portico.

bibliographic
Benard et al. 1994, pi. 3b; Goguey 2002.



JGote-d'Or

Alise-Sainte-Reine 

location
Temple of Taranis', forum area 

excavated
Senechal, Rabeisen 

temple
iGraeco-Roman style temple, adjacent theatre.

pre-Roman
Late first century BC to 1st century AD occupation under temple, gallic coins, La Tene III 
cremations to the west of the facade of the theatre. Postholes under portico (unaligned). 
Zone of earlier occupation, metalworking under portico, then another ashy layer with building 
debris, of 1st century date. Deposits may have lasted until the second century.

post Roman
theatre used for later burials

landscape

notes
Temple behind cavea of theatre, not necessarily associated, late first century theatre with 
unusual scaena, abandoned late 3rd century. Northwest of temple enclosure was a filled 
quarry (stone for building?), with temple portico forming its edge to the north and west, south 
edge of quarry level with the north wall of the temple. Ritual deposits of groups of vessels (late 
first to early second century), some miniature. Quarry finally filled before construction of 
theatre (not before 11 SAD), first fills were of metalworking and other refuse. No metalworking 
debris directly under the temple, unlike the theatre area, fill contained rubble. Space may have 
had cult use. Statue of warrior leading ram found near the temple in 1st century levels 
(Rabeisen 1992, 124). Lead tesserae. Fourth century? Phrygian capped heads found in area, 
evidence for oriental cults. Stone ex-votos.

Martin 1966d; Rabeisen 1992; Martin 1968, 475; Senechal 1992; Gaillard de Semainville 
1985,251;



fc:ote d'Or

lAlise-Sainte-Reine 

location
La Pointe, near statue of Vercingetorix 

excavated
11881, Barral, aerial photography 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple 

pre-Roman _____
spur of land cut off by an earthwork in this area

post Roman

landscape
west part of settlement with good views to the west.

notes
Early discovery of a temple unpublished. 200m from statue of Vercingetorix. Old excavations 
reported a small fanum and section of settlement 300m to the southeast. Recently re-located 
by Goguey.

bibliographic
Le Gall 1963, Benard 1994, 28-60; Goguey 2002, 50.



Dote d'Or

Alise-Sainte-Reine (Apollo Moritasgus) 

location
ILa Croix-Saint-Charles 

excavated
Esperandieu 1909-11, Toutain 1931, 

temple
Octagonal Gallo-Roman temple with east entrance, other shrines and bathhouse. 

pre-Roman ______________
Traces of earlier occupation below the temple, including a ritual deposit. Reuse of earlier 
building material suggests early monumental structure somewhere on the site. Gallic and 
Augustan coins. Ceramics Hallstatt and La Tene.

post Roman
The site of Alesia in general has many post-Roman asssociations, particularly relating to the 
healing properties of its water.

landscape
At the Eastern point of the hilltop, probably outside the settlement walls, overlooking two 
valleys (the Ozerain and Oze). Fontaine de la Porte nearby, (channelled to hospital in post- 
medieval period), copper alloy statuettes found here in 1805. Near cemetery of infant 
inhumations

notes________________________________________________ 
jWater channelled through temple to baths. Temple early 2nd century AD with possible earlier 
phases, other buildings may date from early first century onwards, later phases of rebuilding. 
Surgical instruments, anatomical ex-votos, fragment of Apollo statue, and altar. Metalworking, 
manufacture of wheels. Inscription of Mortiasgus [CIL XIII 2873, 2874] not from here, from 
parcelle 630, but others found on this site. Small head of Mercury, gargoyle with ram's horns. 
Inscription to Mars and Bellonae from Champ Marechal just to the west (Maillard de 
Chambure 1841).

bibliographic
Le Gall 1963, Grenier 1960, 654ff; Esperandieu 1906; 1910 (no. 2384-2390); 1912; 1912a; 
1914; Rabeisen 1992; Heron de Villefosse 1911; Maillard de Chambure 1841

(C



jCote-d'Or

lArcenant 

location
Bois de I'Ecartelot 

excavated
[Ratel 

temple
Probable fanum 

p re-Roman___

post Roman

landscape
Between plateau Champ de Crais to the west and valley of Ecartelot to north. Source 
Biloinge 50m to the south at border of Fussey with Arcenant. Site enclosed.

notes
Associated forge and cistern in settlement, with ceramics dating from 2nd to 5th century, few 
coins (late c. 3rd). Probable fanum with other associated buildings, east entry to cella. Later 
converted into a different function, no apparent south wall. Lack of evidence for cult use apart 
from apparent ritual deposit of a statuette of a terracotta bird, iron objects and an ammonite in 
the ambulatory area.

bibliographic
Benard et al. 1994; Bilan 1994 (1996), 19; Bilan 1995 (1998), 28; Ratel unpublished reports 
in SRA 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1995; Ratel and Ratel 1996.



Nievre

JArleuf 

location
Les Bardiaux 

excavated

temple
Theatre, associated buildings, basin 

pre-Roman_____________
Earlier occupation under theatre (late first century?)

post Roman

landscape
[Roadside settlement. Probable bath house at Fontaine Chaude de Pont Charreau. Views 
towards highest part of Morvan.

notes
Main phase of occupation second to fourth century. No evidence for associated temple. Ritual 
deposit (statuette, fibua, lid, 2 sesterces). Basin at Fougerat seems to have ritual deposits 
and is contemporary with theatre.

bibliographic
JBigeard 1996, 59; Olivier 1983, 172-205; Olivier 1975; 1980; 1992



THP

jAsquins 

location
Le Champ des Eglises 

excavated
c. 17th, Parat 1909, aerial survey 

temple
large establishment with central temple. 

pre-Roman________________

post Roman
site occupied from the sixth to the ninth century, Carolingian cemetery in area.

landscape
2km north of Vezelay and north of Asquins. Between the road along the Cure valley and the 
river. Nearby Fontaine Saint-Martin / Source Choslin captage : Source and construction 
around it described by Guillon 1895, decorated with opus musivum but no evidence for cult 
use.

notes
Identified as a villa but possibly not (Petit and Mangin 1994, 73). Large arrangement of 
buildings and baths aligned east to west and east facing 'temple'.

bibliographic
Guillon 1895, II, 109-112; Courtepee 1765, 381; Delor in Petit and Mangin 1994, 72-3; Delor 
2002 161-2;
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|Saone-et-Loire

Autun (Temple of Janus) 

location
La Gentoye / Genetois 

excavated
Bulliot 1880 

temple_____
Gallo-Roman temple with theatre and other buildings nearby.

pre-Roman
neolithic? (not dated) causewayed camp (double alignment of post holes and ditch enclosing 
oval area). Menhir (destroyed in the 19th century). In an area of pre-conquest settlement. 
On route from Autun to Avaricum, was a pre-Roman route.

post Roman_____________________ 
(standing remains, mentioned in the 13th century

landscape
Suburban location. Near road Lyon-Boulogne, Chalon- Autun (Bibracte). Road to the north of 
the theatre. Right bank of Arroux and by tributary the Ternin, important crossing / harbour. 
Possible canal from Ternin towards sanctuary. Source La Lie led to pond at top of road 'Les 
Grandes Murailles'. A road connects the sanctuary area with the Champ de la Tour and 
Temple of Pluto' near the Porte d'Arroux. Possibly near route of canal de Touron bringing 
water to the Arroux from near Arleuf (Olivier and Rolley 2002, 275).

notes_________________________________________________ 
At least seven outbuildings mostly to the south and possibly baths, temple with central 
pedestal, east entrance. Theatre at Le Haut du Verger dating from early 2nd century 150m 
away, with possible fanum below it. Theatre faces east. Sanctuary Augustan to late third 
century. One building open to the Ternin.

bibliographic
Parlasca 1998; Gallia 1963; Grenier 1958; Olivier & Rebourg 1989; Rebourg 1998; Goguey 
1992; Bilan 1993 (1995), 63; Bedon ed. 1998, 35-58; De Fontenay 1889;



aone-et-Loire

JAutun (urban) 

location

excavated
circular temple to the south of the forum? 

temple____________________

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
Temple of Apollo mentioned in Constantine Panegyrics 21, 22 and other sources. Autun has a 
Flavian monumental centre including theatre and amphitheatre. Not enough evidence for 
urban temples.

bibliographic
Rebourg 1998; De Fontenay 1889



lYonne

Avrolles / Champlost 

location
IFoulon d'Avrolles, Champlost 

excavated
aerial survey 

temple____
At least 3 fana

pre-Roman
late Hallstatt cemeteries, sanctuary dates from second century BC (La Tene C2), many coins 
and early ceramics.

post Roman

landscape
To the north of Creanton.

notes
Three square shrines at Foulon d'Avrolles and a building facing the river. Fourth century 
coins. Another fanum at Les Vingts Arpents to the west of this site, north of the road.



12 urn Cote d'Or

jBeire-le Chatel / Brognon 

location
lie Chaume Tupin / Patis du Letto 

excavated
Morillot 1880, O. Gaiffe, Bulliot and Thiollier 1890 

temple
Enclosure with small temple in the centre 3.25 x 3.90m, east facing with porch. Possible 
theatre.

pre-Roman__________________
Double ditched enclosure with palisade around later temple (first century AD date). Three 
gallic coins found.

post Roman
Later pilgrimage to spring Saint-Martin nearby. Merovingian and Gallo-Roman burials on the 
site of the modern cemetery.

landscape
On flat area 250m west of village, right bank of Tille (possibly diverted), east of Petit Beire. 
On communal border Brognon / Beire Marshy environment. Near a crossing of roads, served 
by a road to the west running southeast towards Mirebeau.

notes
First ensemble Augustan, but open until 2nd century when temple built. Temple second to 
fourth century use. Other structures in the area. Pit in the rear of cella filled with stones, 
pestholes in northeast corner. Finds include anatomical ex-votos, statuettes depicting 
pilgrims, wheels, 200 coins (especially first to second centuries), 31 bells, first century fibulae. 
Sculpture of a musician with 'deae Januariae Sacrovirus' inscription.

bibliographic
Morillot 1884; Esperandieu 1911, nos. 3620-3636; Bilan 1993 (1995) 28-9; Bilan 1994 (1996), 
20ff; unpublished reports Gaiffe 1986; 1987, SRA Dijon.



ICote-d'Or

IBeneuvre 

location
Near Mont Aigu, "en Velay" 

excavated
de Coynart and Lory 1872; aerial survey by Goguey 

temple__________________________
(large fanum and building with double apses on west end. 

pre-Roman
This area a crossroads between prehistoric routes.

post Roman

landscape
On main east to west road with north-south road between Alesia and Langres. Some 
hundreds of metres east of Mont Aigu, at connection of the heads of two river valleys. 
Possible ancient road to Essarois and Mirebeau to the south of the Mont. Source of the 
Ource on east side of Mont Aigu.

notes
Small settlement with large area of public monuments, with temple in the central forum area 
at a crossroads. Buildings to the west could be cult related. Structures found in 19th century in 
a field on the south side of Mont Aigu, including aligned 'cellae'. Baths mentioned (Anon. 
1895), possible baths in 'area C'.

Martin 1962, 450; Benard et al. 1994, 124-131



r Bouhy 

location
ILa Vallee Saint-Pelerin 

excavated
nineteenth century excavations only, aerial survey 

temple_________________________
large square building 50m square photographed by Goguey, no other known structures.

pre-Roman
A palisaded enclosure in this area. Description of site to south of Bouhy on road to Couloutre, 
opposite Neronde, sounds like a pre-Roman sanctuary

post Roman
Associated folklore: Pelerin chased from Entrains. Altars to Mars Bolvinno reused as 
sarcophagi, Merovingian burials surrounding parish church.

landscape_____________________________________________ 
J6km north of Entrains-sur-Nohain and on its boundary. Near modern cemetery. Aqueduct 
Jbetween Entrains and La Valotte carrying water from Fontaine Saint-Pelerin to Entrains.

notes_________________________________________________ 
jFontaine Saint-Pelerin to the west at the foot of village Bouhy-le-Tertre. Inscription to Mars 
JBolvinnus CIL XIII 2900 re-used altar in a sarcophagus, from Bouhy-le-Tertre. Morellet 
(mentions an amphitheatre here, now lost (1838-40, xxv), this reported by Abbe Lebeuf to be 
lat the Cote du Cheney. 4000 third century coins in a vase found at Bouhy in 1880. Finds from 
Ifirst to fourth century around Fontaine Saint-Pelerin and associated metalworking. Square 
• building (c. 50 x 50m) photographed by Goguey in area of cemetery on west exit from village. 
jLarge buildings possibly a villa site?

bibliographic
Devauges 1988, 230; Bulliotand Thiollier 1892, 2, 100; Baudiau 1879; Bigeard 1996, 76; 
Bouthier 1984;



|Saone-et-Loire

jBourbon-Lancy 

location
La Cave aux Fees 

excavated
Bertrand 1892 

temple____

pre-Roman
I Deposits of flints but could be Roman

post Roman
Sixteenth century use of baths, dedication of church to Saint Martin.

landscape______________________________________________ 
JEast of Le Breuil, north of stream le Borne. Possible temple site near La Cave -aux-Fees on 
Ihill dominating town, with an underground gallery. Baths downhill from Saint Martin towards 
I the east.

notes
Swaddled images, ex-votos and polished stone axes found in thermal station. Inscription to 
Apollo found at La Cave-aux-Fees CIL XIII 2804-2811. Another temple at site of Saint-Martin? 
(Aubery reports anatomical sculptural fragments, this on bank of Loire). Building under 
modern church Saint-Leger

bibliographic
Rebourg 1994, 83; Rorison 2001; Rouvier-Jeanlin et al. 1990; Bulliot & Thiollier 1892, 339; 
Vertet 1988; Aubery 1604.



Cote-d'Or

iBraux 

location
La Croisee 

excavated
B. Farine 

temple

pre-Rpman
Occupation of the site from the La Tene D2 period onwards Basins containing ritual deposits

post Roman

landscape
In the southwestern part of a plateau overlooking the Armancon, 850m to the southwest of a 
crossing of roads from Bibracte to Alesia and Yonne to Besancon. The site is off the road 
southwest of Semur, to the north on the edge of higher ground (450m) overlooking a valley 
with the canal to the west. The sanctuary is 300m away from the excavated site, near a 
quarry. The source of the Broze is at Braux with recorded Roman remains ( Esperandieu 
1925, no. 7179, Drioux 1934).

notes__________________________________________________ 
[The excavated site dates to the third century, probably a villa but with large Flavian baths. Pits 
jwith ritual deposits to the east of the baths, and a late second century coin deposit.

bibliographic
Farine 1999; Benard et al. 1994;



17 jYonne:|YC

Brienon-sur-Armancon 

location
jChamp de la Cure, Thury 

excavated
(survey and aerial photography 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and other structures 

pre-Rornan____^ __________
The neighbouring sanctuary at Champ de I'Areigne was used from the La Tene period into 
the second and third century, with square and rectangular later shrines. Five shrines in total, 
and many pits and ditches. Deposits of fibulae and coins in the surrounding space.

post Roman______________________

landscape
On the right bank of the Armancon.

notes
The temples are in a large north-south aligned enclosure, with a fanum to the south. Used 
from the first into the fourth century. There was a colonnade around the cella with white and 
green marble. Entry to the fanum was from the west, in the direction of a spring. A stony path 
to the entrance bordered by a ditch (filled in the early second century AD). Other small shrines 
and possible bath building to the north. The space to the northeast was used for craft 
production up to the fifth century. Pits to the north. Posible baths or dwellings to the southeast 
of Champ de I'Areigne.

bibliographic



18 ™ ICote-d'Or

|Brion-sur-Ource

location
Le Champ aux Chevaux 

excavated
J. Millot 
temple
possible fanum 

pre-Roman __
Dates from the late La Tene period.

post Roman

landscape
9km from Chatillon-sur-Seine on both banks of the river, near the road Vole de Lousme'.

notes
The site was occupied to the late third century. Pits to the north. Two three-sided structures 
excavated but no real evidence for a cult place, many ceramics. One structure could be a 
cella due to its east opening and the wall to the north of it possibly an ambulatory wall, but no 
indicative finds.

bibliographic
Rebourg 1993, 335;



iNievre

near Le Montain 

excavated
[unpublished excavation by A. Bouthier 

temple__________________
yes

pre-Roman

post Roman
A parish church dedicated to Saint Martin, of thirteenth century date.

landscape
By the river Mazou.

notes
Possible shrine identified among buildings at a spring, currently in the bed of the Mazou. A 
building supported by columns, and finds of a capital, tiles and amphorae, c.f. Mesves-sur- 
Loire.

bibliographic
Bigeard 1996, 82;



Nievre

Celle-sur-Nievre 
location

excavated
[Unpublished excavation from the 1950s 

temple___________________

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
[Finds of 'utensils and statues' 10m from the source of the Mazou. No real evidence for a cult 
(site, just stray finds.

bibliographic
Bigeard 1996, 82



21 liHiHE ISaone-et-Loire

Chalon-sur-Saone 

location
[Saint-Jean-des-Vignes 

excavated
not excavated

temple_____
• possible site 

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
(To the north of the town on the southern slope of higher ground on the road to Langres.

notes
A temple is presumed to be north of the town on the route to Langres, possibly dedicated to 
Mercury. In an area of ceramic production and a cemetery.

bibliographic
Rorison 2001, 129; Rebourg 1994, 130;



IChampallement 

location
Bois de Compierre, Saint Reverien 

excavated
1841 Melines; 1844 Charleuf; Baudoin 1851-3; Coursier and Harris 1937,

temple_________________________________________ 
(Octagonal Gallo-Roman temple with east entrance, possible baths to the north.

pre-Roman ___________________ __
Possible earlier occupation from coins and fibulae (La Tene III) around the forum area, 
seems to date from the first century BC.

post Roman

landscape
On the Roman road from Autun to Entrains, on the west point of a small hill. Distinctive 
outcrop of land isolated by stream La Jarnosse, lower ground to the east. To the northwest 
of Saint-Reverien village.

notes
A theatre is located 500m along the road from the sancuary and appears to serve a small, 
vicus. Coins from the forum date up to the early fourth century. The building to the north of the 
forum has a hypocaust, many sculptures found there. The cella of the octagonal temple is 
[circular on the inside.

bibliographic
Devauges 1973, 1975; 1977; Bonneau 1989; Charleuf 1844; Esperandieu 1910 no.s 2226- 
2234



Nievre

IChantenay

location____________ 
Inear Saint-Pierre-le-Moutier

excavated
1837 

temple
yes

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Aerial photograph shows possible fanum to south of the village at Chatenay-Saint-Imbert

notes
De Soultrait reports the discovery of a room 8m square with a cement floor, in which were 
found a head of a statue, a lower torso and a seated male statue, as well as coins, columns 
and burnt bone. The location of this was not reported.

bibliographic
De Soultrait 1875, 188; Delor ed. 2002, 99



|Saone-et-Loire

|Chassey 

location
jSantenay 

excavated
Nineteenth century excavations by de Coynart, Flouest 1869. 

temple_______________________________
Gallo-Roman temple 8.40m square with two small annexes. 

pre-Roman____________________________
f

n
A hillfort with Iron Age occupation. Iron Age tumuli 30m to the southeast of the temple.

post Roman
Merovingian belt buckle found on the site, probably from a tomb.

landscape
Dominates two valleys, those of the Dheune and the Cosanne, and can be seen from Mont 
de Sene. Springs to the foot of the hill.

notes
Two rectangular wings or annexes to the north and south of the temple facade. The hillfort site 
has an eastern entrance and the temple site is to the south. A well 5.5m deep was located 
140m to the north of the temple (40m from the west edge of the plateau). Finds included 
amphorae, tiles, quernstones, flints, a column base, an ammonite, cremated human bone, 
animal bones, esp. boar tusks. Second to third century coins. South annex was roofed with 
imbreces, and had painted plaster. Bulliot (1874) mentions find of stone 'genie', a bull, a 
votive bronze foot and a statuette of Mercury.

JDe Coynart 1866; 1867; Bulliot 1874; Armand-Calliat 1937

"i'> h e u n e



ISaone-et-Loire

IChavanne 

location

I
excavated
IBulliot + Thiollier 1891 

temple_________

pre-Roman

[Roman

landscape

notes
[A square Gallo-Roman temple (10m square) reported by Bulliot and Thiollier, with nearby 
•structure 2.5 x 3.5m. 2 coins.

bibliographic
iFauduet 1993; Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 342



Cote-d'Or

ICorcelles-les-Monts / Mont-Afrique 

location
lie Groniot / Groniau, Flavignerot 

excavated
C and H. Aubry 1899-1901 

tern Die____________
no evidece for a Gallo-Roman temple, but possible sanctuary site.

The site is a hillfort with bronze age and Hallstatt barred promontory. Neolithic occupation 
recorded at the southeastern point. The 'Camp de Cesar' is walled on the north side cutting 
off this spur of land. In this area is an almost square enclosure and several tumuli.

landscape
A spring is 50m away from the two-roomed building.

notes

I

A plank-built well and Gallo-Roman channel found 10m from a spring with finds (early date?). 
Coins mostly sequanan. In area 'Le Groniot' (Groniau) on east slope there are three springs, 
with a rectangular oak tank 1.25m x 0.75m, 0.60m deep with stone flagged base. Filled by a 
stone channel from spring 60m to the southwest. No finds apart from nuts, nutshells and 
wood, some Roman pottery. Buildings 50m lower down excavated by Aubry. These probably 
excavations 150m from a spring and 400m south of Corcelles reported by Bertrand, including 
a building containing bronze statuettes, a marble head, fragments of stone legs and arms 
(probably anatomical ex-voto) and c. 3rd to c. 4th coins. Material indicative of a shrine. 
Statues from a 'lararium' from a 'sanctuaire du source' excavated in the 1930s on the slopes 
800m to the SE of le Groniau, with two rooms (Bigeard 1993). This is probably the two- 
roomed structure reported by Guyot (in Flavignerot at Les Jaumieres, the southern point), 
aligned north-south and including a small painted room and larger unpainted room with earth 
floor, containing a well. In this latter room were found antlers, coins (gallic and eduen) and a 
bronze statuette of Minerva. This was seen as a receiving basin for a spring. Unpublished 
records in SRA mention a spring sanctuary almost on the border with Flavignerot to E of SE 
tip below 'Bois du Camp'. Guyot 1929 reports a building 900m to the S of Corcelles 150m 
from the road to Flavignerot (parcelle 149), room excavated containing 146 (late) coins, 
inclined basement to receive water. Find of statuettes and 428 coins published by Bertrand in 
1919 was 50m from there.

Guyot 1937; Esperandieu 1938 no. 7814; Bertrand 1919; GIL 1336-1088;



127 5aone-et-Loire

Cortevaix, Saint-Gengoux-le-National 

location
Saint-Germain 

excavated
1880, 1900, 1914, Jeanton 1949; Cognot, Jarreau, aerial survey

temple_________________________________ 
(Possible site

pre-Roman___________________________
Occupied from late La Tene period onwards.

post Roman
Chapel over possible temple, Merovingian burials in this area.

landscape
Site between confluence of Rivers Guye and Grosne at a ford, east of TGV line beteen St 
Hyppolite and Confracon.

notes_________________________________________________ 
Early excavations found semicicrcular white marble piscine, with lead pipes, painted plaster, 
imported marble, tiles, terracotta tap with ram's head, stele of couple, inscription. Could be a 
villa or other baths.

bibliographic



128 JNievre

|Cosne-sur-Loire 

location
ILes Criots, La Bretauche 

excavated
aerial 

temple
[Temple associated with villa 

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
lOutside the Roman town

notes
Large villa-type establishment first to fourth century with external temple to the east. Baths 
likely, stone basins uncovered.

bibliographic



I

lYonne

JCrain 

location
Le Buisson du Cochon / de la Parparee 

excavated
1858 find of statues, Devauges, rescue. Olivier + Gautley 

temple_____________________________
Gallo-Roman temple and other buildings to the north and southwest. 400m away from Villa' 

pre-Roman _________
Early ceramics

post Roman
Mention of 'villa materni', ruins and statues in seventh century account by Saint Didier

landscape
Above the river Yonne, southeast facing. To north and west of track noth of Grain on higher 
ground above it. Plateau 'Les champs de Grain' 200m high. Settlement to east ( 2nd to 3rd 
century) 300-400m away. Villa is across road from Chemin no. 4 at Les Crotteaux. Large 
number of sculptures at Maison Blanche, including anatomical fragments (Quantin 1861).

notes
Fanum has southeast entry. 2 pits in cella. Offering trunk was to the left of entrance with 207 
coins. Late 2nd to 3rd century deposit with older material. Sculpture of Mars / Minerva (found 
in a well in 1861). A head of Mercury was found In small dwelling at le Buisson Rond, Les 
Crotteaux). Statues found on edge of road from Misery (Quantin 1885, 34) including a larger 
than life size Minerva and a statuette.

bibliographic
Devauges 1973; 1979; Bonneau 1969; Bonneau 1977; Quantin 1868 34



Cravant 

location
IPres des Isles Val Suzon, Breviande

aerial survey only 

temple
Apparent fanum in a square enclosure 

pre-Roman
LT III bracelets found at the site

Burials in the enclosure, probably Merovingian.

on Agrippan way between Avallon and Auxerre. At confluence of Yonne and Cure. South of 
river, left bank. In a small settlement.

Site on Roman road. Small temple to the west with cemetery inside same ditched enclosure

Rorison 2001 142; Delor 2002, 329



f Cote-d'Or

iDampierre-Fontenelle 

location
Bessey 

excavated
IAerial survey only 

temple ______
iGallo-Roman temple 

pre-Roman______

post Roman

landscape
On the road from Pontailler to Langres, near farm of Bessey at head of Bessey valley, in an 
area of springs. Near the source of the Beze. (Drioux mentions baths 1km south of spring 
'Rupt de I'Orme' at Dampierre 'en Fonteny').

notes
Aerial survey shows roadside strip buildings with shop frontage, a small temple built over an 
earlier building. About 8m square, with altar to the east.

bibliographic
Benarded. 1994, 139-142



Saone-et-Loire

IDonzy-le-Perthuis 

location
Le Grand Joux / Ville de Joux 

excavated
Guyot 1981 

temple
[Square Gallo-Roman temple 

pre-Roman__________

post Roman

landscape
Terrace at summitt of Montagne de Joux. Two springs, on north and south slope 250m from 
summit. Temple near trig, point 572m. Near main road from Macon to Autun. Walled area 
thought to be a Roman camp?

notes
Site dating to 4th to 5th century. 31 coins (second to fourth century) found in front of the east 
entry. Rectangular building orientated north-south some metres away from temple, 40 x 15m. 
Square room in temple with fill dated to c. 4th (on the basis of one coin). Abandoned as late 
as fifth century. Cobbled area to the east of the entry, possible offering pit to the south. Finds 
of statuary in nineteenth century. Stele found outside west wall of cella of woman folding an 
object in left hand. Also fragment of female stone head, a foot, a thigh, drapery.

bibliographic
Jeanton 1926, 20; Comite departementale de la recherche archeologique de Saone-et-Loire 
1996, 235;
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ISaone-et-Loire

|Dyo 

location

excavated
Possible site only 

temple_______

pre-Roman

>T Roman

landscape
Jto southeast of Saint-Germain-en-Brionnais

notes
I Sculpture found here suggested from a mithraeum.

bibliographic



Nievre

|1909 discoveries, 1980s, 1990s

landscape_____________________________________________ 
JEast of the town but in urban area, near road to Clamecy. Near district of Samt-Cyr, to the 
least of it and just east of the station. Theatre 200m away.

lArea of settlement and possible sanctuary. Well with probable ritual deposits (including many 
thorns in pairs and fragment of inscription IN HONOREM DOMVS DIVINE + DEO VCVETT. 
jOccupation dates c. 2nd to 3rd, but earlier deposits in well, potins found on site. Theatre at 
J'Les Terres Noires' faces WNW (find of a bronze cockerel here). Possible baths due to 
•presence of stone channels. Silver pitcher comes from a well in this area, now in Walters Art 
[Gallery Baltimore.

|Entrains-sur-Nohain 

location

no temple known 

pre-Roman

Mordanted. 1996, 125; Devauges 1985; 1988
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Nievre

I Entrains-sur-Nohain 

location
JMoulin a Vent 

excavated
[aerial photograph Goguey 1976 

temple
(circular cella in a rectangular enclosure

First century ceramics and possible precursor

Later burials, tomb against south wall of gallery in high middle ages.

Opens onto Entrains-Auxerre road, outside settlement. This on the Roman road out to the 
north of the town (to the east of the modern D5).

Early first century occupation precedes first masonry building, later sanctuary. Quadrangular 
enclosure with peripheral gallery, circular cella with monumental facade and central niche 
open to the East (road), assumed to be a monumental entrance. Row of buildings on inner 
eastern side of gallery. Baudiau noted circular building in area in 1878, possible amphitheatre 
Decorated with red and black stone plaques.

Bigeard ed.1996; Thevenot et al.1987-88 23-4; Devauges 1988



36 INievre

|Entrains-sur-Nohain 

location
ISaint-Sulpice 

excavated

temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
west-southwest of town

notes
(Colossal statue of Apollo found by exterior wall of cemetery, porbably on the site of the first 
jchurch of Saint-Sulpice, which may have been built on a temple. Some structures are 
(reported here by Heron de Villefosse.

bibliographic
Devauges 1988, 22; Heron de Villefosse 1876 (in Baudiau 1879)



|Nievre

|Entrains-sur-Nohain 

location
|St Cyr, Fontaine aux Ladres 

excavated
1896 

temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Marshy area

notes
Find of inscription CIL XIII 2902 to Epona, mentions templum. Remains of a temple to the 
south west of the church of Saint Cyr, baths in Etang du Marais, large columns and capitals 
found here, and a dedication to Jupiter.

bibliographic
Bigeard ed. 1996; Baudiau 1879;



Yonne

Escolives-Sainte-Camille 

location
Pre du Creusot 

excavated
JKapps 1955-, Prost 1984-1989, Laurent 1990-

temple
No temple identified. 

pre-Roman______
La Tene tumulus in area, pestholes, wooden hut

post Roman
Merovingian tombs, settlement occupied to seventh century?

landscape
Near the source of the Creusot, under hill 'Grippe-Soleil', along left bank of Creusot. To the 
north of the present day village on small area of high ground above marshy floodplain of the 
Yonne, which flows to the east of the site. Near old crossing point of the Yonne? Extensive 
settlement in the area. Near the main Roman road to Auxerre.

notes
Large building and bath complex associated with a spring, no recognisable temple but spring 
subject to cult use. Find of sculptures including antlered head from second century building re 
used under third century ones (in area of western bath). Fourth century re-use of steles for 
drainage ditch. Possible ritual deposits in courtyard. Area also used for Gallo-Roman burials. 
Finds from spring include worked wood plaques, coins, hair pins, one anatomical ex-voto, 
shoes. Two bronze breasts found nearby. Interior of basin of spring was tiled. In room RE 10 
bronze ex-votos (not in-situ), from same workshop. Many phases of occupation.

bibliographic
Martin 1966c; Kapps1974; Prost et al. 1992, Prost and Laurent 1995; Bilan 1993 (1995), 92-3



Cote d'Or

Essarois 

location
La Cave 

excavated
ide Chastenay 1834-40; Mignard 1848-9, Flouest 1870; Daviet 1961-6

temple_____
|Two Romano-Celtic temples, not contemporaneous, and other buildings, possibly baths.

pre-Roman____________________ __
La Tene III layers (noth temple dated 80-60BC), first cella dated mid first century BC, 
postholes, 25 potins and 4 silver gallic coins.

post Roman____________ 
IChurch dedicated to Saint Martin

landscape
Near spring and stream 'La Cave' with probable shrine here as structures found. La Tuffiere 
waterfall and source 100m to west. 2km to west of Essarois, in a valley. Road leads to Le 
Tremblois and Chatillon-sur-Seine.

notes
Site dates 1st to 4th century. Temples have eastern entry to 67 degrees azimuth. Alltar found 
in southern temple. Rebuilding of northern temple in second century after abandonment. 
Southern temple wooden then stone Augustan phase. Mignard's 'baths' were actually the 
southern temple, but baths may be present to southeast, flue tiles were found in the area, and 
wooden channels. No theatre found, despite placename. Stone anatomical ex-voto including 
knee dedicated to Vindonnus by Julia daughter of Maia and two oak figures. Dedication to 
Apollo Vindonnus CIL 5644-5650.

H
bibliographic
Martin 1962b; 1964; 1966b; Mignard 1852; Bulliot & Thiollier 1892, 91; Mabire 2000; Daviet 
1961; 1962; 1963; 1963a; 1964; 1965; 1967; Esperandieu 1911 no.s 3414-3436



40 INievre

JEstais 

location
Tour d'Estais 

excavated
Antiquarian report 

temple_______
Possible location of a stone Gallo-Roman temple 

p re-Roman_________________

post Roman

landscape
On road from Entrains to Auxerre

notes
Description by Morellet and illustration of the Tour d'Estais, looks like a square temple with 
arches in upper storey. Dated to fourth century on the basis of one coin.

bibliographic
Morellet 1838-1840, xxii; Devauges 1988, 234



I lYonne

Fontaine-La-Gaillarde 

location
iCnamps-Blancs, La Grande Chaume 

excavated
Sarrazin 1971-1983; Hertaux 1982 

temple__________________
No temple at La Grande Chaume, possible fanum and other buildings at les Champs Blancs 

pre-Roman ______ ______
La Tene final square enclosures, funerary? Northwest to southeast aligned post holes at La 
Grande Chaume earlier than enclosure?

fstftbrfian

landscape
Along road to the east of the commune, Bois des Fontenottes, on higher ground at 
crossroads.

notes
La Grande Chaume is an early Gallo-Roman cemetery with early first century cremations, two 
earlier enclosures, coins outside one of them (22 Augustan, 55 senones, 3 carnutes 2 remi). 
Gallo-Roman dwelling nearby? Vases placed in earlier enclosure H in the Roman period. 
Presumed square fanum at Bois des Fontenottes, Les Champs Blancs.

bibliographic
Fauduet 1993, Gaillard de Semainville 1985, 273; 1983, 403; Baray 1989b; Sarrazin and 
Perrugot 1979;
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Yonne

Les Fontaines-Salees 

location
I Saint-Pere-sous-Vezelay 

excavated
Louis 1940s 

temple
No temple as such, but site a focus for offerings, possible shrine to southwest of baths, 
possible temple under ruined church at La Corvee Saint-Jean(Louis 1937).

pre-Roman____________________
Urnfield dating to ninth century BC to west of site. Pre-Roman shrine BQ to SE of baths 
dating to late first century BC, possible Iron Age enclosing walls at 'Camp de Magne' above 
site to west. Some of the wells may be pre-Roman, dating to Hallstatt.

post Roman ___^___^_______________________________

I Late phases of use into the fifth century, especially BZ. Basins used for offerings when baths 
out of use. Legend of Girart de Roussillon may mention the site.

landscape____
jNear the hillfort at Vezelay, in lower lying territory by river Cure, near road from Autun to 
JAuxerre. Marshy area, ancient river bed of Cure passes through site, which may have been 
Ion an island. Esplanade BJ a 'beach' or river bank. At Corvee Saint-Jean there may have 
Ibeen a fanum (Lacroix 1963, 89) at a crossroads location.

notes
Interpretation of late phases problematic Baths date from first century AD, rebuilt in 2nd 
century. Building to NW of baths used from second to third century AD then in the fourth 
century, possibly a focus for offerings (hoard). Large number of coins mid. to late fourth 
century. Basin orientated 7 degrees N. First century circular structure 14.91m diameter 
(internal) with first and second century coins. Anatomical ex-votos found in BO. Ceramic 
statuettes of Taranis, wheels. Cult statue found in riverbed.

bibliographic
Louis 1935; 1937; 1938; 1943; 1944; 1944a; 1948; Martin 1958; Lacroix 1956; 1963; 1964; 
1968; Fabre and Mainjoinet 1965; Dauvergne 1944



Yonne

| Fontenay-pres-Vezelay 

location
Le Crot-Au-Port 

excavated
!963, Groupe Archeologique de Vezelay 

temple___________________
jFanum and nearby dwelling 

pre-Roman__________

post Roman

landscape
In forest in area of iron ore extraction. Bois des Ferrieres, about 5.25km west of Foissy to 
north of high point (311m) in Bois du Crot au Port. May have had a view towards Cure valley. 
Villa' nearby but not in alignment.

notes
Fanum at a meeting of two roads used late first century to fourth. On a Roman road to 
Fontaines Salees. Painted plaster. Fragment of an altar depicting a figure standing next to a 
statue of Mercury. Associated 'dwelling' was used for metalworking and contained a small 
shrine and room containing possible ritual deposits. It had painted plaster and a small room 
with a hyposcaust.

bibliographic
Lacroix 1966; 1970; Delorand Rolley 1989, 196-7



f " Yonne

Fontenoy 

location
Les Vallees de Solmet, Saint-Sauveur-en-Puisay 

excavated
|c. 19th Duchet, aerial survey 

temple
|At least six temples? 

pre-Roman______

post Roman

landscape
iTo south of D85, near road Auxerre- Entrains, Oaunne valley. In a dry valley.

notes____________________________________ 
JA number of temples in an enclosure, with other associated buildings.

bibliographic
jPetit and Mangin eds. 1994, Delor2002, 374.

u



45

|Glux-en-Glenne, Sources de I'Yonne 

location
La Grande Vente 

excavated
Bulliot 1870, Aboville c. 19th, 1974- Pequinot et al. 

temple
Three Gallo-Roman temples in an enclosure; 2 adjacent and 1 in southern part, with east 

|pntranr.p Annpxps tn thp smith
p re-Roman____________
Possible earlier occupation: evidence of late La Tene huts on terraces, coins, large numbers 
of amphorae.

post Roman
Folklore associated with 'Les Rochers du Camp-de-Glenne' (Saintyves 1934, 91-2), and 
nearby Fontaine-Saint-Denis (with Gallo-Roman ceramics).

landscape
In a valley near the source of the Yonne, faces east into a hill. Five terraces facing the 
sanctuary. On the right bank of a watercourse 150m from a basin in the middle of a field 
known as 'Sources de I'Yonne'. Near road Alesia- Gergovia, (via Bardiaux, Saint-Honore).

notes
Two phases. Large number of amphorae sherds on terraces a pre-Roman phase, and first 
century AD sanctuary. Bulliot excavated 'Champ des Chapelles' 400m away and found 
building 2.6m wide with east entrance and a mosaic. Imported limestone used for flags but 
mostly of local stone. Although fana face east, the outer wall of the northerly one blocks the 
eastern entrance, allowing the two inner east entrances to be reached form the west?

Bigeard 1996, 173; Olivier 1983; Pequinot and Picard 1984; Pequinot et al 1986; Bulliot & 
Thiollier 1892, 372-3



46 ISaone-et-Loire

Granges 

location
Pre de la Maison, Givry 

excavated
Cognot - aerial survey only 

temple____________
[Square Gallo-Roman temple with a circular altar 

pre-Roman_____________________

post Roman

landscape
12km southwest of Chalon-sur-Saone, occupation under the modern village and up to the 
Roman road to the west (Beaune-Cluny). Site to the south east of the village.

notes ..............................._________________
•Aerial photograph shows a temple with circular altar. Settlement about 40 hectares.

bibliographic
Devauges 1979, 462; Petit and Mangin eds. 1994, 62



|Saone-et-Loire

IGuegnon 

location

excavated

temple
Possible site 

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
On the right bank of Arroux

notes
Small water sanctuary recorded in this area. A pottery production centre.

bibliographic
Rorison 2001 133;



§ |pMM*

Yonne

Guerchy 

location
Chailloux, la PriereILesC 

excavated
jaerial survey only 

temple
IGallo-Roman temple 

p re-Roman______

post Roman
(Possible Merovingian burial ground. Near pilgrimage route of Saint Jacques.

landscape
Large ensemble on high ground above the Ravillon (tributary of the Yonne).

notes
Temple with associated 'villa' in separate enclosure to the west, including separate bath 
house.

bibliographic
Delored. 2002,.395-6;



Yonne

location
Haut-le-Picot, Chene de Haut-le-Pied, 

excavated
JLacroix 1939-1946; Perrugot 1982 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple 

pre-Roman______

post Roman

landscape
Settlement on north bank of a crossing place in the Yonne, higher ground to the north, site 
8km to northeast of Joigny in forest,

notes________________________________________________ 
At le Chene de Haut-le-Pied there was a bath building and fanum 50m to the southwest. 
Baths thought to be part of a metal working complex. Finds included statuettes of mother 
goddesses and Venus in white clay. A large wooden well or tank excavated at Les Noues 
d'Abandon (Gallia 39, 439) with coins dating to the late second to fourth century, and other 
finds.

bibliographic
Fauduet 1993; Delor 2002, 432. The site is due to be published.



ISaone-et-Loire

|Le Chatelet 

location
Mont Saint-Romain, Blanot 

excavated
Cognot 1922, air photos, 

temple__________
Circular temple 

pre-Roman
La Tene date of occupation on hillfort. Temple in earlier double ditched enclosure seen from 
the air? Elliptical rampart.

poll Roman
Merovingian burials on summit. Early church at Miot. Pilgrimage to Fontaine du Piastre 
(Jeanton 1926, 45).

landscape______________________________________________ 
Northwest of Blanot, highest point 579.2m, access from southwest. Baths at Es Taufort, Les 
Fougnieres 200m to SE of village excavated in 1836. Fanum below summit to the north. 
Source Semaine outside rampart.

notes
Temple is to the north west at Le Chatelet, possible amphithteatre (Bilan 1993 (1995), 16). 
Used up to the fourth century, many coins from late first century to fourth century. Temple is 
circular, 12.8m diameter. Finds of tiles, sculptural fragments few ceramics. At Les Fougnieres 
baths, bronze figures were found including Jupiter and Venus terracotta.

bibliographic
Rebourg ed. 1994, 375; Jeanton 1926,



jSaone-et-Loire

ILe Chatelet, La Croix-Boudot 

location
Pierre-de-Bresse 

excavated
1974-1981, plus aerial survey Cognot 

temple
Temple site 

pre-Roman
Undated double ditch to the north of the site may be earlier. Ancient road passes to the 
northeast.

post Roman

landscape
Along the road from Pierre-Fretterans which runs northwest - southeast. Site to the north of 
the village, 2km from the modern centre. 5km from the Doubs, on a slight hill.

notes
Temple orientated in cardinal directions in a horse-shoe shape enclosure within a larger one, 
with flat eastern side. Two small annexes immediately south of the temple and other buildings 
nearby. Finds in the area many gallic and Roman coins, a statuette of Diana.

bibliographic
Unpublished report Guerrin 1982, SRA; Rebourg 1994, 375



TSaone-et-Loire

Le Portus, or 'Pontus' 

location
Mont-Saint-Vincent 

excavated
Parriat 1952-1963 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and other buildings

pre-Roman
Hallstatt hillfort, late La Tene funerary sculpture found here (related to building on south side 
of hill) and associated with weapons, coins.

post Roman
Fairs were held here, mention of two in the eleventh century.

landscape
Between Macon and Chalon. On a granite plateau above Guye valley, between Saone and 
Loire river basins. Overlooks two valleys Lavaux and Marigny. At head of valley down to 
Bourgueil. Crossroads of S-Gengoux to Autun road, and ridgeway. Quarry near Bois de 
Portus to the northeast. Site on plateau below Mont Saint-Vincent at crossroads to the west 
of Portus and to the north of the Mont.

notes
Temple faces east. Part of a larger vicus / community. Coin hoard at southwest corner of 
building, 49 coins in a pot cut into the mosaic and covered by a tile, all early fourth century, 
complete series. Central room 8.2 x 8.1. A 'dwelling' to the south. Base of statue to the north 
of the cella. Coins inside cella and to the right of the entrance. Possible trunk or favissa. 
Abandoned not destroyed. Paving suggests ambulatory, probably a peristyle. Painted plaster 
in cella. Fragments: head of infant, fragment of forearm with bracelet, venus terracottas. Early 
fourth century ceramics in the cella. Abandoned late fourth century. Another building to the 
south not excavated.

bibliographic
I Parriat 1953, 1954, 1955, 1966; Grenier 1960; Bonenfant and Guillaumet 1998



|Cote d'd'Or

Saint-Germain-le-Rocheux, Villiers-le-Duc 

excavated
R.Paris 1957-1980 

temple__ __
Gallo-Roman temple with other buidlings in a walled enclosure with internal shrines.

pre-Roman
Earlier post holes under temple and finds (La Tene II and III iron fibulae, copper alloy fibulae 
from La Tene I, III). This phase may date from late second century BC.

post Roman

landscape

P

Area not wooded in Roman period, many villas (Goguey 1973, 115). Site 2.5km north of 
Saint-Germain-le-Rocheux, to the east of the Chemin forestiere which goes northwest from 
Saint-Germain (possibly old road from Chatillon), on a north-facing slope north of the highest 
point. The Roman road from Essarois crosses from east to west and there were about 40 
dwellings along this road.

notes
A temple in a large trapezoidal walled enclosure, with about 20 first to second century 'stables' 
or shrines. Sculptures include anatomical ex-voto. First century coins, about 500 iron omega 
fibulae. A second century rebuilding. Door to enclosure in the southeast flanked by two 
annexes. Monumental gate depicting two cows.

bibliographic
Paris 1960; 1962; 1964; 1968; Martin 1962, 1964a, 1966a; 1968; Rolley 1972



Cote-d'Or
Les Bolards - area IV 

location
Nuits-Saint-Georges 

excavated
[Aerial survey only 

temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
Aerial photographs reveal a temple in area IV to the southeast of site, to the left hand side of 
the main road into the settlement. Excavations in this area found votive eye plaques. It 
appears to be a small temple with five column bases on the northwest and southeast faces, 
and in an open courtyard with buildings orientated around it.

Benardetal. 1994, 89, pi. 12



|Cote-d'Or
lies Bolards 

location
Nuits-Saint-Georges 

excavated
early c. 19th, 1918-1948, Roux, Pommeret and Planson 

temple
Large temple in horse-shoe shaped enclosure, mithraeum.

pre-Roman
Pre-Roman (La Tene III) occupation in area. La Tene fibulae, gallic coins. The temple has 
two earlier phases of the cella (early first century). Evidence for circular huts below 
settlement reported by Roux.

post Roman
Occupation of site continues to mid fifth century according to coin dates.

landscape
Settlement on an island formed by the river Meuzin, at a crossroads. Visible from Lyon- 
Langres road, important point in road network. Thermal spring at Cortavaux 3km away. Site 
liable to flooding. Baths may have been located to the north of the temple, at the north end of 
the road running to the west of the temple (Pommeret and Muzin 1994). Hypocasut 50m to 
northeast of mithraeum found in 1946 (Planson et al. 1973, 58).

notes
Finds include statuettes of pilgrims and anatomical ex-votos. Inscriptions to Apollo, Sirona, 
Mars Segomo. Sculptural fragments found along fa?ade on floor of temple. Other statues 
were in a well (hermaphrodite in triad, Cernunnos). Mithraeum second to fourth century (or 
later). First fanum pise with painted plaster. Possible theatre nearby "une curieuse structure 
de lignes disposees comme les rayons d'une roue et aboutissant a une surface claire semi- 
circulaire" (Memoires de la Commission des Antiquaires de la Cote-d'Or 26, 1970, 55-56).

bibliographic
Thevenot 1948; Planson and Pommeret 1986; Pommeret 2001; Bigarne 1878; Pommeret 
and Muzin 1994, 79-89; Planson 1975; 1982; Planson et al. 1973



]Cote-d'Or 

lies Maillys 

location
JLa Moronge (to the east) 

excavated
11982 aerial survey 

temple ___
Possible temple 

pre-Roman
Earlier occupation nearby

post Roman

landscape

notes
|A small temple in a settlement at the confluence of the Tille and Saone.

bibliographic
Goguey 1985, 14



]Cote-d'Or

Les Maillys 

location
I La Moronge (to the east) 

excavated
1982 aerial survey 

temple
(Possible temple

pre-Roman
Earlier occupation nearby

post Roman

landscape

notes
A small temple in a settlement at the confluence of the Tille and Saone.

bibliographic
Goguey 1985, 14



Saone-et-Loire

Lournand 

location
I La Bouteillerie / La Verrerie, near Collonges 

excavated
[Cognot 1983 , Guillot by air 

temple ____
Gallo-Roman temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
4km north of Cluny, plateau above Grosne valley, near road Beaune-Cluny.

notes
Temple to the northwest of the main zone of settlement, with triple enclosure. There appears 
to be a large sanctuary in the area.

bibliographic
Fauduet 1993; Gaillard de Semainville 1985, 278; Rebourg 1994, 202



[c:ote-d'Or

I Lux 

location
Bois-Giraud 

excavated
11974-5, rescue excavation 

temple
Square cella, no ambulatory (although possible traces of one on west side). There may also 
be baths.

pre-Roman_____________^____________________________ 
I La Tene III occupation. ~~~~

post Roman

landscape
On a high point (265m) 8m to the south of a Roman road, with gravelled area between. Bois 
Giraud is by the railway south of the D959 out of Beze to the northwest, (265m), below and to 
the west of a hill. Higher hills to the east. Could be on the route to Mirebeau sanctuary via the 
source of the Beze. In the Tille plain on the right bank.

notes
Stele to Mercury found on road to summit depicting a traveller. Deposits in a ditch 3m to the 
north and two pits, 161 coins in a pit 9m to the east, first to fourth century date. No surviving 
south wall. Temples and baths found at 'La Ville d'Ogne' to the west and south of town along 
road Mirebeau-Bessey. Limited excavations suggest presence of baths. Sculptural fragments 
'dont trois au moins illustrent le theme de voyage et figurent un char et conducteur' (Devauges 
1971). Two phases given: late Antonine and fourth century (but there are third century coins). 
A lack of first to third century ceramics. Altars burnt and buried face down.

bibliographic
iDevauges 1971; 1976; Ruellet 1973; 1975; Goguey 1994 pi. 28a (circular fanum).



l&>aone-et-Loire

Macon 

location
Place, Vieux Fresne 

excavated
1985Cognot 

temple
Possible temple site. Monumental structures (Flavian), with baths lower down the hill.

pre-Roman
Ceramics suggest pre-Roman occupation. Small rectangular structure of early first century 
found below later monumental structures.

post Roman
Ninth to eleventh century re-use of ruins. Baths used until late Roman period.

landscape_____________________________________ 
|On the road to Autun, on high ground overlooking a stream. Ancient quarry nearby.

notes
I First to fourth century bath establishment. Abandoned in the late fourth century after more 
[modest structures built in the earlier fourth century. Finds indicative of cult use, incuding ex- 
jvoto of hands holding scrolls. Deposits in a well date to from the first century AD until the final 
(fill dating to the late 4th to early 5th century AD.

bibliographic
Thevenot et al. 1987-8; Rorison 2001, 134; Jeanton 1927, 34; Comite departementale de la 
recherche archeologique de Saone-et-Loire 1996, 232-3
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61 ISaone-et-Loire
Macon 
location

I Centre 

excavated

temple
Possible urban temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
CIL XIII 2581-2595 dedication to Jupiter

bibliographic
Rorison2001, 134



62 Saone-et-Loire

IMacon 

location
[Rue I'Heritan 

excavated
[seventeenth century 

temple
peripheral to town 

p re-Roman____
Possible site

post Roman

landscape

notes
[early excavations found Temple of Jupiter' in this area, near first to second century burials.

bibliographic
Rorison 2001, 134;



circular enclosure in trapezoidal enclosure

At the edge of the woods 'La Chassange' to the southeast of the site

Ditches and enclosures noted 500m to the southeast of La Boussiere. Polygonal enclosure 
filled in the first century AD, no finds, could be mid first century cult enclosure?

Southeast part of site 

excavated

Link to hillfort of Mesmont?



164 |Cote-d'Or

IMalain 

location
La Boussiere 

excavated
1968-1972, Roussel 

temple
Temple identified in settlement

pre-Roman
Earlier occupation of area.

post Roman
No later occupation, 

landscape

notes
Building VII identified as a sanctuary although others with a similar character. Painted 
decoration including 'dancing woman'. Bread mould found in room XVIII. Building VII similar in 
plan to vestibule of 'Ucuetis' building at Alesia? These areas served as workshops, evidence 
for metalworking, many finds.

bibliographic
Roussel 1971; 1974; 1975; 1984; Frizot 1975; Deyts & Roussel 1994



JGote-d'Or

Malain 

location
.Ancey, Froidefonds 

excavated
1960sRoussel 

temple
Two Gallo-Roman temples to the east of the settlement, one with courtyard, like a double 
temple

pre-Roman________________________________________ 
I Post holes and early levels under east courtyard. Potins.

post Roman

landscape
To the east of the main area of settlement and uphill, near aqueduct. Spring 'Le Champ du 
Bassin' at a high point 300m away, runs 12m from east wall. Basin and aqueduct excavated 
in the 19th, no details. Source 300m up, runs 12m away from E wall. Near the modern water 
tower.

notes________________________________________________ 
[First stone phase of temple built in early first century and abandoned late second to early third 
(century. Large T-shape building next to the fanum to the west, two symmetrical cellae open to 
jthe west, one with an altar dedicated to Sucellus by Resus Torogilli. At the eastern boundary 
lot the settlement and facing it.

bibliographic
JRoussel 1969; Devauges 1981a; Frizot1975

*

*::



Cote-d'Or

Malain 

location
To the west of modern cemetery 

excavated
1843-5 stray finds made during church demolition, aerial photographs 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple, possible baths, with conduits leading to stream. 

p re-Roman_______________________
Aerial photograph shows a horse-shoe shaped pre-Roman enclosure below the Roman 
buildings to the west of the cemetery. Early coins and ceramics, pestholes.

post Roman
Former church of S. Valerien built on the temple site. An earlier church under this one.

landscape
To the west of the vicus, 100m from the river Douix (tributary of the Ouche), marshy area to 
the east. Settlement at crossroads of Langres-Autun road and Troyes-Nuits road. On a 
limestone plateau. Site near spring 'Fonataine Au Loup'. Theatre 700m to the east by the 
river, facing east.

notes
Possibly baths between here and stream (Grenier 1960, 683). Most sculptures in 
Esperandieu from here, some anatomical ex-voto from Malain (location unspecified). Many 
dedications to Litavus and Cicolluis found CIL XIII 5597-5608. Aerial photograph shows 'a 
large yard crossed by a watercourse in the centre, bordered by buildings including a fanum 
and vast apsidal basilica, with an early ditch'. Coin hoard found here in 1799. Basilical building 
with east facing apse, 27.5m long seems to be a paleochristian church resting on late Roman 
style walls, with La Tene layers below. Potins and many Roman ceramics.

bibliographic
Roussel 1979; Grenier 1960, 681-2; Benard et al. 1994 pi. 7a, 8a, pp. 28-60



Massigny-les-Vitteaux 

location
iFontaine Saint-Cyr 

excavated
1844 Baudelot; 1866 Bruzard & Collenot 

temple
A rectangular structure 12 x 17m with an apse on the east side

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Near the spring of Saint-Cyr at the end of village and near a summit (c. 465m) above the 
village, two other springs nearby. 4km from Vitteaux, on high ground between valley of the 
Brenne to the west and Ozerain to the east. Near Fontaine de la Roche d'Y (with tradition of 
washing linen of infants).

notes
Finds at spring included votive sculpture and coins. Excavations inside a ruined chapel at 'en 
Lochere' (Bulliot & Thiollier 1892, 67). Polished axes found. Coins dating from the first to 
fourth century.

bibliographic
Bruzard 1866; Bulliot & Thiollier 1892, 67; Vaillat 1932, 70; Esperandieu 1910, no. 2391-2402.



IMenestreau 

location

INievre

I La Chaume du Sauveur 

excavated
1990-4 Bonneau 

temple
Temple and two smaller shrines, larger second century temple to the north. 

pre-Roman___________
Iron Age structures with aligned postholes, first century ditched square structure with 
weapons

post Roman

landscape
On the road south-southwest from Entrains, near the Nohain and the Source Sainte-Reine. 
On slightly higher ground to the east of the river Nohain. La Chaume is just south of high 
point at Bois du Saveur, 227m. On the boundary of Entrains.

notes
Find of a silver scallop shell inscribed 'deo Grinnovanti 1 . Possible baths to the southeast. 
Well.Cella of temple built in stone mid first century AD. Another temple with east entry, on a 
podium added in the second century. Monumental staircase on east side and possible 
external altar. Another building 100m below this by the river. Coins in offering pits (Aubin & 
Meissonier) possibly redeposition in third to fourth century.

bibliographic
Bigeard ed 1996, 162; Bonneau 1995; 1996



Nievre

Menou 

location
Varzy, Les Ecourieux 

excavated
Aerial survey, possibly excavated by Marliere in 1859 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and other buildings

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Located at a cross-roads on the road Autun-Orleans. To the south east of Entrains along the 
Chemin des Boeufs Gras, D117.

notes
• Possible southeast facing theatre. Roadside vicus.

bibliographic
Devauges 1988; Delor 2002, 189



Cote-d'Or

Mesmont 

location
jnr. Malain, Mont de Saint-Laurent 

excavated
1842? Vernet 1967 

temple
JCircular temple on Mont.

I
pre-Roman

JHillfort with La Tene and Hallstatt layers 

post Roman________
Chapel 

landscape
Western spur of hilltop. On plateau above and to the east of the village near summit. At edge 
of ancient quarries, facing north at 'Sur le Saint-Laurent'.

notes
Circular temple identified from the air.

bibliographic
Goguey 1980, 12; Morillot 1885, 115; Drioux 1934, 20



Cote-d'Or

[Mirebeau-sur-Beze 

location
La Fenotte / Fainotte 

excavated
1970s 

temple
Two Gallo-Roman temples and a large area of temple complex, possible theatre

pre-Roman
Second to first century BC sanctuary under the largest temple, with La Tene III offering ditch. 
Some earlier material; fibulae, bucket, La Tene ceramics and coins, swords. La Tene I and II 
deposits in pits, La Tene III fibulae.

post Roman________
Apsidal monument to south of fana not dated.

landscape
To the west of the town, away from and across the river from the legionary fortress (3km 
away). Near the highest point (c. 236m) on main road D27 and to the west of it. Overlooks 
Beze and Vingeanne river valley, on the right bank of the Beze. Another sanctuary and baths 
to the south east of the fortress.

notes
Only partially excavated temple complex. Forum and baths near the legionary fortress. Large 
Roman well to south of temples unexcavated. Mosaics from fourth century, 12 bronze eyes. 
Coins first to fourth century. Re-use of first century fort materials in second to third century to 
build sanctuary. Re-used inscription suggests theatre [CIL XIII 5614], which located by aerial 
photography. Temple B (to the north) contains a lime kiln, possibly for A. Aerial photographs 
show other structures in the immediate area, a possible third fanum to the southwest and 
buildings extending some distance to the east with long walls, possibly a temenos. A 
semicircular feature could be a theatre (Benard 1994, 144).

bibliographic
Brunauxetal.1985, Guillaumet and Barral 1991; Goguey 1980a, 1982; Benard etal. 1994 pi. 
21a

r



72 Cote-d'Or

iMolesmes 

location

excavated
I No evidence found for this as a temple site 

temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
I Pierced antler roundels in Chatillon Museum from here.

bibliographic



baone-et-Loire

jChapelle Saint-Martin, La Chaume 

excavated
IGarenne & Stoffel; Bulliot 1860s-1870s, 1899 
temple ____
JGallo-Roman temple and surrounding buildings.

pre-Roman
La Terrasse with late first century BC ceramics, ditch filled in in late first century. No 
identified structures. Two Augustan vases in the ditch, probably a late La Tene structure.

post Roman____________________
Apsidal building from fourth century destroyed, gap until 8th to 9th century chapel with apse, 
12th to 13th chapel then 17th century oratory, 19th century chapel. Later pilgrimage and folk 
traditions associated with the site (Bulliot 1899, 2).
landscape ______
Faces Essertenue, Dardon, Uchon, Autun. Near Fontaine Saint-Martin.

notes
First to third century temple with later enlargement. Bulliot's plans inaccurate, not reaching 
lower levels. Initial cella, possible wooden gallery but no evidence to suggest this. Porch in 
northeast angle gives access to gallery only. In large enclosure with ancillary buildings, 
possible shops or chapels. Main location for post-Augustan material on site, but recent 
excavations noted lack of Gallo-Roman ceramics.

bibliographic
Becketal. 1988, 154ff; Almagro-Gorbea et al. 1989; Bulliot 1899, 1, 223ff; Bulliot 1899, 2, 
86ff and 475ff; Guillaumet 1990



|Cote d'Or (near border with Saone-et-Loire)

JMont de Sene, Mont des Trois Croix 

: location
Santenay 

excavated
ILetorey 

I temple

1872, Bulliot

I Double Gallo-Roman temple and other buildings

pre-Roman
{Flint assemblage similar to that of Chassey. Tumuli on north slopes (Baldou 1958).

post Roman
Church of Saint-Jean-de-Narrosse was previously dedicated to Saint Martin, rebuilt in the 
13th century. Traditional cult associated with St. Eloi source from 1633 (Gallo-Roman stele 
built into housing). Fairs held there since 1644 on 20 August and 23 December (Baldou 
1958).

' landscape__________________________________________
On the summit (in location of modern calvary) above confluence of Cosane and Dheune, 
good visibility. Orientated southeast to northwest.

notes______________________________________________
Pilgrim statues and anatomical ex-votos found in a small separate east-facing building to the 
south. Building seen as a priest's lodge to the north of the temples. Dedication to Mercury 
Found by Letorey. First to fourth century coins, 104 of which may have been in an offering 
trunk, 'as collected near the find of a dedication which could have been surmounted by a 
trunk'. No gallic coins.

bibliographic
Bulliot 1874, Bulliot & Thiollier 1892, 152-163

10 15 20 «n



|Yonne

iMontmartre

location
|Vault-de-Lugny, near Avallon 

excavated
1822 Ravisy, Caristie, 1826 Malot; 1907 Parat, 1980-2, 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and forecourt

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
7km W from Avallon on summit (354m), at east edge of hilly region, overlooks Avallon and 
Cousin (on left bank). Springs: Fontaines de Belle + des Fees nearby below the hill. 
Excavations here in 1770 revealed material indicative of a bathhouse or villa. Baths 
suggested by Courtepee, fed from a spring in la Vigne des Fees. 4km from Via Agrippa.

notes
The summit has a terrace along the south side of the plateau, and the temple is at the foot of 
this. The early plans are wrong, building in front earlier. Coins Trajan to Valentinian. Most 
statuary in eastern gallery by entrance, many anatomical sculptures. Large statues of Apollo, 
Mars? Inscription to Mercury found. Six stone axes found. A 'villa' reported on plateau 200m 
to the east of the temple (Parat 1933, 244). Statues (Esperandieu 1910, 2238, 2239) (second 
century in style). Possible enclosing walls found to north and south, and terracing.

Olivierand Baudot 1989; Parat 1922; Petit 1904; Delorand Rolley 1989, 180-1; Bulliot 1874



[76|Saone-et-Loire 

JMoroges
location
Mont Coeur 

excavated
plamay 1943 

temple
Circular structure possibly a temple.

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
I Other buildings at the foot of the hill on the east slope above les Mortieres. A large circular 
Ibank 20m from summit, c. 8m diameter, with a ditch around it. Wall on east side.

bibliographic
Fauduet 1993; Rebourg 1994, 99; Armand-Calliat 1937, 206;



77

|Neuvy-sur-Loire 

location

iNievre

Pre de la Caille

excavated
11864, Thiebault 

temple_____
Temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
(Square Gallo-Roman temple 14m x 14m with annexe. Finds of painted plaster and mosaic 
•fragments indicate early first century date.

bibliographic
Delor2002, 203-206



Cote-d'Or

iNod-sur-Seine, Grands Bois de Nod

location
Foret de Chatillon, near 'Voisin' 

excavated
1986-Renard 

temple
Three rectangular buildings with exedrae to the north, temples or mausolea.

pre-Roman

post Roman
Near spring dedicated to Saint Martin, gold and silver Roman coins found there (Saintyves 
1934, 373; Drioux 1934, 145).

landscape________________________________________ 
[Near a large villa (350m to the northwest) and along the road running east to west across the 
(plateau, passing Le Tremblois. Roman road from Nod to northwest, to Chatillon. Gold and
silver coins found in a nearby source .

Group of external pits in temple axis with deposits. Late second to third century date of 
sculpture and ceramics, many fragments. Sculpted heads by same artist, seen as a family 
group. Second century cremation in a glass vase in building. Some evidence for manufacture 
of sculpture on site. Seen as funerary due to the nature of the ceramic assemblage (local and 
fine wares), miniature goblets, vases and cups. Allier figurines of Venus. Polished flint axe. 
Enclosing wall to south, parallel to the Roman road, >200m long.



Yonne

La Ferme Cameau 

excavated
|l859Martiere

temple____ 
I [Gallo-Roman t

j^~ pre-Roman 
[ tumuli

post Roman
Merovingian cemetery under the church 

landscape
Crossroad location on the road Auxerre-Entrains. Vicus named after river. Site 250m 
southeast of parish church. Springs to the south-southwest at Duenne, La Truffiere. Source 
of the Ouanne is to the southeast.

notes
Fragments of statues found, including 'mutilated busts and limbs' found between two parallel 
walls, possibly an ambulatory or peristyle. Mosaics. Statue of a seated figure in armchair / 
chariot, and a sculpted pine cone. Stone from nearby quarries of Aubigny or Fontenailles.

bibliographic
Louis 1956; Esperandieu 1938 no. 9151



ipr-m
iPouillenay 

location

Jote-d'Or

lAuxois 

excavated
Chance find 1802 

temple
No evidence for a temple site

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
jnear confluence of the Lochere and Brenne, by the Brenne river, on the road from Flavigny to 
ISemur

notes___________________________________________ 
iMany buildings in the area. Coins found in a spring. No evidence for a temple according to 
IThevenot, based on etymology only. May be a Roman settlement.

bibliographic
Corot 1932, 250; Esperandieu 1910 no. 2323;



Yonne

Pregilbert 

location
Plaine de Crisenon

excavated
aerial photography 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
On right bank of Yonne near confluence with Cure.

P notes
Villa located by aerial photography on the banks of the Yonne. Road runs along walls across 
from which is the temple. Bath house to the north. Occupation from first century BC to third 
century AD.



[82 jNievre

Rouy 
location
Chatenay, Champ Petit-Jean 

excavated
1884-6 Luquet 
temple_____
Structural remains but no further details. 

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
Many finds and coins suggestive of a sanctuary.

bibliographic
Esperandieu 1910 no.s 2199, 2210, 2211, 2212, 2207; Bigeard 1996, 227-8



183 |Saone-et-Loire

Saint-Albain 

location

excavated
aerial survey 

temple
Gallo-Roman temples

pre-Roman

Hpost Roman

landscape

notes
|No further details.

bibliographic
Rebourg 1994, 291



lYonne

ISaint-Amatre, SW Auxerre 

location
Avenue Pierre-de-Courtenay, Rue Louis-Richard, 

excavated
ILe Blanc 1835, Dey 1856-7 

temple
Possible octagonal temple with portico, or may be part of a larger building.

pre-Roman__________________________
JChurch of Saint-Amatre destroyed in 1789. Likely to have been a temple site.

post Roman
An old church to the south of this, inscribed Roman altar found there, and a large elliptical 
basin below the church (thought to be an amphitheatre). This described in 1830, 23 as 
containing coins and 'une quantite considerable de statues, tenement mutilees', beside Le 
Vallon.

landscape_________________
Another octagonal Gallo-Roman temple near the river? (not located, a church said to have 
been built there by Saint-Pelerin on the site of a temple). In area of Saint-Amatre leading to 
stream le Vallon, to the west. Near the church of Saint-Julien and Fontaine de Saint-Amatre. 
Wide area of Gallo-Roman structures.

notes_____________________________________________ 
jfind of two silver pateras dedicated to Apollo 'DEO.APOLLINI.R.P.PAG.II.M.AVTESSIODVRI 1 
(found in a well, but inscription may not be authentic (Delor ed. 2002,186). Roman road leads 
jto a possible theatre to the south and there is a well to the west. Octagonal structure shown 
jwith corridor wings, plan may not be accurate. Octagon about 15m in diameter, was 
jperpendicular to a trapezoidal enclosure. Earliest coins Augustan, no late coins.

bibliographic
Grenier 1960, 710-11, Leblanc-Davau 1835; Louis 1929



Saone-et-Loire

JSainte-Colombe
location

excavated
|Sabatier1935 
temple ___
•Temple probably at site.

pre-Roman
(Associated menhir

post Roman
JAn oratory over the site dedicated to Saint-Martin-de-Salencey, probably in the tenth century. 
•Merovingian burials (or late Roman), Carolingian church. Sainte-Colombe-en-Auxois 
(traditional stop on pilgrimage to Alise-Sainte-Reine.

landscape__________________________________________ 
lOn the Roman road from Amay-sur-Vitteaux on slope from higher ground to the west.

notes
Roman concrete surrounds the menhir on the summit. Area enclosed by a dry stone wall, 
possibly a hillfort? Coins date from first to third century but few. Poorly excavated.

bibliographic



86 |Cote-d'Or 

ISainte-Sabine

location
Champ Chaumet 

excavated
11837, 1854, Denizot 1881 

temple _____
Gallo-Roman temple 10m square with possible double cella. 

pre-Roman___

post Roman
Merovingian tombs. A legend surrounding the spring, which miraculously appeared where the 
relics of the saint were put down (Lapierre 1936, 35). Village used to be called Saint-Martin- 
de-Lassey. Pilgrimage of Sainte-Sabine was on 29th August and 4th Sunday after Easter and 
included the fountain and the church.

landscape______________________________________________ 
On a plateau near the spring feeding the stream from Chazilly, above the left bank of the 
Ouche. Possible villa or bath building at Champ-Boquet, Roncey 400-500m to the west of the 
[temple on high ground, orientated east to west with mosaics, flue tile, hypocausts. The 
village is on slopes to the east of a high point.

notes
20 votive sculptures of swaddled children found, most lost. ( Esperandieu 1910, 2037 of 
'infant Apollo1 , 2044, 2049, 7080, 7091). Also sculpted heads, feet, legs, horses. Statue of 
deity on north side of cella.

bibliographic
Denizot 1882; Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 253



|Saone-et-l_oire

|Saint-Gengoux-de-Scisse 

location
Les Chegnes 

excavated
Cognot 1976 survey 

temple_______
possible temple site 

pre-Roman_____

post Roman

landscape

notes
[Building found with two rooms, Unusual finds including hand holding a round object, bell, 
Jmetallescent ceramics and 'chandelier' (or statue base?). Third century.

bibliographic
Fauduet1993



iNievre

|Saint-Honore-les-Bains 

location

excavated
11864 

temple
no

pre-Roman

post Roman
Possible pilgrim route to Autun.

landscape
Collin reports Roman 'signal tower' on hill near Preparche.

notes
JSite in the area of the present-day thermal spa. Wooden sculpted figure found in basin. Coins 
jin well.

Bigeard ed. 1996, Collin 1888
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Cote-d'Or

INear Saint-Jean-de-Losne, Le Miot 

excavated
Aerial survey only, 

temple ___
Pentagonal Gallo-Roman temple, a temple with double cella and two square Gallo-Roman 
temples.

pre-Roman_______________________________ _______
|An Iron Age, lowland oppidum 700m away.

post Roman

landscape
JNear the river Losne, to the north of Saint-Usage. 800m west of the Ouche where it splits, on 
jthe right bank. Near the road Dijon-Saone. South-east of Dion, north of Saint-Jean-de-Losne 
lin the Ouche valley.

I Possible theatre (air photo Gallia 39, 428). Probably a cult site, near two zones of settlement. 
13 hectare area not structured according to a road network.

yf 
\



lYonne

Saint-Valerien 

location

excavated

temple
Temple site 

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
vicus 15km west of Sens.

notes
Temple and baths in the north part. Finds including statuettes of Mercury, one published by 
Parruzot 1959, and Venus.



Saint-Vertu, Noyers-sur-Serein 

location
lies Fermes, Arthuisot 

excavated
lAerial survey 

temple
Temple site

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
In the Serein valley.

notes
A square Gallo-Roman temple with forecourt and a circular temple (west entry) found by aerial 
photography. Large building (possibly with baths) at Arthuisot 'suggestive of a sanctuary' and 
occupied from Augustan period to the fourth century.

Delored. 2002, 618-9

100



Yonne

jSenan 
location
Le Bourg / Fosse-au-Loup 

excavated
JSRA 
temple
jTheatre only identified by air, sanctuary not found.

pre-Rornan

post Roman

landscape
In the Tholon valley. Theatre just outside modern Senan about 100m to the south east of the 
modern cemetery, with its north-south axis along the road and facing onto the river Tholon, 
with higher ground to the west. At a crossroads.

notes
Theatre at La Fosse au Loup, U-shaped orchestra. Possible sanctuary from La Tene to 5th 
century. Large third century coin hoard found in a well in 1897 at Le Poirier Bourgeois (near to 
the theatre).

Unpublished report Heurtaux & Perrugot, SRA Dijon; Delor 2002, 628

50 in



93 |Saone-et-Loire

Sennecey-le-Grand 

location
Farge-la Petite 

excavated
Aerial survey by Cognot 

temple
Temples not identified

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Occupation around spring Fontaine de Chaponiere. On southern part of territory, at the 
bottom of the last Tournegeois high ground.

notes
CIL XIII 2599, second to fourth century. Theatre to the west facing east north-east, to the 
northeast of Chaponiere, baths at La Botte Vieille and Quart les Dames. Possible Roman 
camp.

bibliographic
Rorison 2001, 144; Rebourg ed. 1994,438



lYonne

Saint-Martin du Tertre 

excavated

temple
possible site 

pre-Roman
Gallic coins 

post Roman

H
• landscape

notes
fSite dates to second century. Bronze Mercury and gold tores found here.

bibliographic
Hure 1978, 168



95

I Sens 
location

lYonne

Sainte-Beate 

excavated

temple
Building at spring possible temple.

pre-Roman

post Roman
Christian chapels replaced Roman building. Merovingian cemetery 40m to the east.

H
i

landscape___________ 
Site on a deviation of the RN5.

notes
Third to fourth century hoard of c. 600 coins. Building 7 x 8m open to the north surrounded by 
drains and ditches. Fragment of inscription 'IONOS'.

bibliographic
Delorand Rolley 1989, 179
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I lYonne

Sens, La Motte du Ciar 

location
Sens 

excavated
11846-8, 1961-2 Parruzot

temple
Apsidal enclosure ten hectares. Function unknown.

pre-Roman

I Deposits of potins in the Saint Paul area (100m from confluence of Yonne and Vanne) from 
mid first century BC, continuing practice to 2nd c. AD.
post Roman

landscape
Faces older settlement in hills on left bank.On the right bank of the Yonne, left bank of 
theVanne. Stream La Lingue crossing the site (Bras de Plottage) a later creation.

notes
Fourteen wells in the centre of the structure, apse to the west. Foundations 240m 
circumference, central tower? It appears to have had water supply and may have been baths, 
hydraulic mortar used. Long oval basin / natatio in centre of rectangular part. The 
monumental blocks thought to be from a bath facade were found to the south west of the town 
enclosure and may have been from here.

bibliographic
Harmand 1958; Martin 1962a; Mordanted. 1996, 212; Hure 1978, 291 ff; Delor and Rolley 
1989



Yonne

Sens, Paron 

location
Les Guignottes, W of Sens 

excavated
Jeubert et al. 

temple __
Possible temple site

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
INearthe road 'Chemin de la Procession'. A marsh to the west. On south point of hill, possibly 
la hillfort, another sanctuary to the north, view over the valley, on left bank of Yonne.

notes
Possible Gallo-Roman temple reported but few finds; mithraic flame found at 'Le Crot' below 
the site and a deposit containing miniature jade axe, iron ring, animal bone, marble fragments; 
this therefore a more probable site.

bibliographic
Hure 1978, 118-122; Delor 2002



lYonne

ISerbonnes 

location
Le Pare

excavated
aerial survey, trial trenches 1985, Sarrazin 1988 
temple
Three Gallo-Roman temples

pre-Rpman
Hallstatt or La Tene I structure nearby 

post Roman ___

landscape
ITo the south of the village of Serbonnes, to south of Rue du Palis, near river Yonne.

notes
Three aligned square enclosures were temples with only robber trenches surviving. One fourth 
century coin but not fully excavated. The three were in alignment roughly north-south, the 
largest in the centre.

bibliographic
Mordant 1996 ed. 216, Chossenot 1989, 113; Unpublished report SRA Dijon Sarrazin 1988



JYonne

I Sougeres-en-Puisay 

location
Route de Thury 

excavated
Morizot 1877-8 

temple
Possible site

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
lOn the road from Auxerre to Entrains

notes
(Large building of unknown plan. Sculptural fragments probably ex-votos, incuding lower legs 
iof horses. Coins first to second centry. Many bones, Gallo-Roman tombs.

bibliographic
Delor 2002, 723



Yonne

Source de Saint-Aignan 

location

I
Sainte-Pallaye 

excavated
11814, 1868 

temple
Square Gallo-Roman temple found by air, octagonal one reported. 

p re-Roman______

post Roman
local traditions associated with site

landscape
At confluence of Cure and Yonne.

notes
Sanctuary over 6 hectares, at ancient confluence. Octagonal building at spring. Altar found. 
Large building 80m to the east with aqueduct from spring. Finds include statuary, pins and 
medical instruments. Coins first to fourth century.

bibliographic
Leblanc-Davau 1835; Esperandieu 1911 no. 2910, 2920



[Sources de la Seine

|Cote-d'Or

I Saint-Germain-Sources-Seine 

excavated
Baudot 1836, Corot 1926-39, Gremaud & Martin 1948-53, Deyts 1963-7

temple______________________
iRomano-Celtic temple and associated buildings, basins.———————

pre-Roman________
La Tene fibulae near source, one mid second century BC. 

post Roman________
(Traditional procession from Sainte Seine 10 km away, rites involving aspersion of priest.

landscape_________________________________________
iFaces into the cliff on a terrace by a spring, in an enclosed valley. On a communal / 
|arrondissement boundary. Road from Boux-sous-Salamaise to Sombernon / Alesia known as
"Chemin des Pelerins" (Gremaud 1954). Aerial phorography revealed ancient road on the 

Jplateau of Saint-Germain leading to the site (Goguey 1968, 47, fig. 18)

notes_____________________________________________ 
|Pre-Flavian wooden ex-votos made from oak found under wall delimiting 'piscine'. Main 
jphases first to second century. Dedications to Sequana. Vase containing re-deposited coins 
land ex-votos CIL 2859. Offering trunk mentioned in Corot 1935, 112. Many stone anatomical 
(sculptures. No real evidence for a goddess in four-columned room, just suggested by Baudot.

bibliographic
Baudot 1847; Corot 1932, 1935; 1937; Deyts 1966; 1970; 1983, 1985; 1994; Gremaud 1954; 
Romeuf1986; Aldhouse-Green 1999



t Pl02 |Cote-d'Or

I Source de I'Aigue 

location
Beaune 

excavated
1851 Aubertin, 1866Thevenot 

temple
Foundations found of unidentified structure

pre-Roman
On a prehistoric route from Chalon to the upper Seine valley 

post Roman
Oratory dedicated to Saint Martin de I'Aigue seventh century. Merovingian tombs

landscape
Site on a small island in stream La Bouzaise (was known as la Doiz).

notes
2 ex-votos of legs found, three bronze pateras about 40m away.Dedication to Apollo Belenus. 
Head of Diana found in 1851, with fragments of a frieze and cornices near to the source. In 
1806 a wall was found with tiles and bricks, coins and conduits. In 1866, a pre-historic hearth 
near the source.

bibliographic
Thevenot 1952; 1971, 90-1; Aubertin 1867



|Cote-d'Or

I Sources de I'Armancon 

location
jEssey, le Puits de Tagny / Estagny 

excavated
||c. 19th 

temple
|Possible temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
Highest source of the Armancon, another below this at Pouilley. Site is 1km from Essey and 
5km form Pouilly at the bottom of a gentle slope. Area to the north of D115 Essey to Meilly 
and to the east of the Voie Fuezee. To the east of the railway and north of Essey, Armancon 
flows north.

notes
Buildings excavated at La Revenue / Les Murots, poor preservation. Find of chariot sculpture 
with seated deities. Stone walls around source of uncertain date, no ex-votos found in 1867 
excavation. Bruzard reports building and dispersed finds around the area, including mosaics, 
wallpaintings Other finds from Essey; fragment of a statue, a bronze statuette of Minerva, low 
relief of female head.

bibliographic
Bulliotand Thiollier 1892, 57; Bruzard 1873; Esperandieu 1910 no. 2325



ISuilly-la-Tour 

location
Les Tremblees

excavated
survey only 

temple
at least one temple, associated buildings.

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape

notes
Late first to third century. Related road found.

bibliographic
Delor 2002, 242-3

D



|Saone-et-Loire

Suin 

location
Le Bourg 

excavated
I Courtepee, no recent work 
temple
Possible site 

pre-Roman
Hillfort 

post Roman

landscape

notes
Dedication to Mercury from site but not found in-situ (in a house in 1963). No evidence of 
temple, although Roman remains noted by Courtepee in 18th century. Bulliot found a mosaic 
and 300-400 coins.

bibliographic



Nievre

ITracey-sur-Loire 

location
I La Garenne

excavated
(aerial survey only 

temple
Gallo-Roman temples

pre-Roman
Possible pre-Roman date for some of the features. 

post Roman

landscape

notes
Large circular enclosure, two small circular enclosures and two small square enclosures. 
Some may be pre-Roman; there appears to be a system of ditches and a square La Tene 
enclosure. Monumental Roman masonry noted at a pond near Tracy (Morellet 1840, 55), 
perhaps for retaining water. A 'mill' 15 paces away, third century coins.

bibliographic
Mordant 1996, 226; Morellet 1840, 55; Delor 2002, 246-7



INievre

Tresnay 

location
Near Cacherat 

excavated
air photography only 

temple
double Gallo-Roman temple?

pre-Roman
Pre-Roman occupation / sanctuary. 

post Roman

landscape
Near a stream and a crossroads

notes
Square enclosures with concentric structures, could be funerary enclosures. A road to the 
southwest. Large central ditch in largest structure - pre-Roman sanctuary?

bibliographic
Bigeard 1996, 247; Goguey 2002.



1108 Yonne

Trucy-sur-Yonne 

location

excavated
no, aerial survey 

temple
Temple site

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
In area of modern railway station

notes
Villa with associated Gallo-Roman temple to the east.

bibliographic
Delor 2002, 744-5



• JSaone-et-Loire

Uxeau / Issy-l'Eveque 

location
Mont Dardon 

excavated
Crumley, Bulliot, Garenne 

temple
Possible temple site but no evidence for temple, although one reported by Garenne.

pre-Roman______.................... __________________ __(Occupation from the Neolithic / Bronze Age. Late La Tene terracing with rampart round 
summit
post Roman___ ___ ____ ____ 

(Merovingian burials, ninth century building and twelfth century chapel.

landscape____________________________________________ 
JFrom the summit it is possible to see Mont Beuvray, Mont Dore, La Certenue, Uchon, Mont- 
ISaint-Vincent and Suin.

notes__________________________________________[Large concentration of find up to fourth century, finds indicative of temple site. Spread of 
JGallo-Roman debris excavated along east edge of rampart. A few features of this date.

bibliographic
Berry and Crumley 1980: Crumley and Marquardt 1987; Rebourg 1994, 261; Groupe de 
Recherches Archeologiques de Guegnon-Montceau 1973

\, Mont Dardon 1979

\



*|Cote-d'Or

jBois Jossam, south of Curtil-Saint-Seine 

excavated

Stone cella in a trapezoidal enclosure, open on the northeast side.

pre-Roman__________________________ __ __ __ ____Later Bronze Age occupation. Gallic pottery and fibulae. Le Chatelet de Val Suzon is a 
plateau cut off by earthworks at its narrow point. Tumulus.
post Roman

landscape
On high point of plateau dominating Le Champ des Morts, 400m to the west above this. 
Faces the Iron Age defended site at Chatelet d'Etaules. Location of fanum is between 
parcelles 107 and 108 in enclosure with tumulus, and possible old road leading up to 'Le 
Haut du Moulin'. Mont Afrique is visible. To the north-east of Bas Val Suzon overlooking the 
Suzon valley, on eastern point of highest point of Bois Jossam (513m). Fontaine de 
Jossames to the north (Joly 1973).

notes________________________________________________ A space for an offering trunk was located to the left of cella entrance. Possible theatre 
identified 5.4km away at the summit of the plateau? Cella opens to the southeast, enclosure 
has open northeast side.First century coins. Possible altar or tank to the northwest.

bibliographic
Fauduet 1993; Guyot 1977



|Cote-d'Or

Varois-et-Chaignot 

location

excavated
Aerial survey only 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
(Site is on the left bank of river Sauvigny to the east of the commune, at 'Les Fourneaux'.

notes
JFanum identified to the north from a crop-mark, also U-shape building found in ancient 
(excavation. Near a villa. First century coin hoard, use of legionary tiles as at Mirebeau.

bibliographic
Mernier-Bois in Benard ed. 1994, 195-7



lYonne

IVenoy 

location
Les Flassis, le Moulin de la Coudre. 

excavated
jAerial photography only. 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
|On the edge of the Ruisseau de Sinotte.

notes
IVilla site. A temple is located on the eastern set of buildings, with baths along the north wing 
jof the villa.

bibliographic
Delor ed. 2002, 757-8



|Cote-d'Or

Vertault 

location
Derriere la Cure 

excavated
ICoutant 1846; Mignrad 1880s 

temple
Set apart from the town, possibly with other shrines. One Gallo-Roman temple excavated.

pre-Roman
Conquest period ditch under temple with animal burials, area of La Tene square enclosures 
in cemetery to the south. Ceramics late second to first century BC. Human burial in ditch F2 
dating to late first century BC.

post Roman___________________________________ __ 
[Area used for fairs

landscape
Outside the town on the southern road giving approach to Vertillum, on terraced land 
dominating Laigne valley. Was not vegetated In Roman period. To the southwest of Vertault 
village. Looks out over marsh and riverine island (la Garenne).

notes
Site dates to the mid first century AD and continues in use into the second century. Deposits 
in F2 of third century date. Burials of sacrificed animals pre-date the fanum. Find of pierced 
antler roundels. Wall to east and north, ditch to south.

bibliographic
Jouin and Meniel 2000; Lambot et al. 1984; Bilan 1994 (1996) 30-1; Bilan 1995 (1998): 
Mangin and Mangin 1994, in Benard ed. 90-105; Mangin 1998



|Cote-d'Or

jVertault (urban)
location

excavated
Lorimy 19th, 1846-1882 Lucien Coutant, 1954-1981 Joffroy 
temple__
Postulated square temple with three niches to the east probably not one, but four or five 
other temples.

pre-Roman

post Roman
To the south of the forum. 

landscape
The site was a hillfort above the Laigne valley. Vertillum is located to the north west of 
Vertault village. 25 hectare area of dense occupation within a murus gallicus. Located on a 
rupture between the Seine and Saone basins.

notes
Possible theatre-like structure identified (Petit & Mangin 1994, 46). Baths in two phases with 
associated religious statuary. Temple' identified by Coutant 1846 at L'An Sur Laignes may be 
a macellum as lack of indicative material although it is near the baths. Temples to the east 
and to the south of the forum in the central part (image).

bibliographic
Mignard and Coutant 1856; unpublished reports Mangin 1985; 1986; 1987; Daguin 1898; 
Mangin and Mangin 1994, in Benard ed. 90-105
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Cote-d'Or

|Veuxhalles-sur-Aube 

location
Montigny-sur-Aube, 'En Plaine de Vieille Ville' 

excavated
Aerial survey only 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple and possible theatre.

pre-Roman

post Roman

landscape
At a crossroads in the Aube valley, on the left bank of the Aube in a depression. The 
escarpment of Courbon-Clairvaux to the northwest and forests to the southeast. 2.2km north 
of the road Tonnerre-Langres and a north-south pre-Roman road.

notes
Finds of statuary e.g. Esperandieu 7185. A small Gallo-Roman temple to the west of the 
settlement. Enclosing wall not aligned with the temple but aligned east-west. A 'curvilinear' 
feature nearby suggested as being a small theatre, with cavea facing southeast.

bibliographic



lYonne

Villeneuve-sur-Yonne 

location
Plaine des Egriselles 

excavated
Aerial survey only 

temple
Gallo-Roman temple 

pre-Roman
Prehistoric cemetery between fanum and the river.

post Roman

landscape
Right bank of the Yonne, across river from hillfort 'le Camp de Chateau'.

notes
Square temple to the north east of the site.

bibliographic
Delor 2002, 776-7



lYonne

Villeperrot / Pont-sur-Yonne 

location
Deilly, Le Bas de Piats 

excavated
IPrampart, 1980s 

temple
Temples 

pre-Roman
Funerary enclosures at 'le Haut des Longres' (Baray 1985) and 'Montagne des dix-sept vines' 
(200m to the south of the temples).

post Roman_______ 
| Medieval use of the site

landscape
Left bank of the Yonne, 2km south of the river crossing at Pont-sur-Yonne.

notes
Site located 2km south of vicus. Large settlement occupied from first century BC to fourth 
century AD. An old quarry and Gallo-Roman dump at Le Bas des Piats. Gallo-Roman temple 
has annexe to the north and there are other buildings along the road. Possible associated 
amphitheatre.

bibliographic
Rorison 2001; Petit and Mangm 1994; unpublished reports by Prampart SRA Dijon



Gazetteer of spring sites



! jsite name 
118 [Captage de la Resurgence

iVallee de la Mouge, Aze

departement excavated
fSaone-et-Loire Cognot, 19th and 20th century disturbance

ore-Roman

post-Roman

I
notes
Oak-lined basin at base of cliff with some ceramics and coins of Vespasian. A wooden channel from 
resurgence of La Baulme. Finds including amphorae, tiles, bronze pins La Tene III or early Gallo-Roman. 
Dam of blocks on left side and two beams downstream (probably later features). Also spring at La 
Beugne, where found terracotta figurines under a tile, vases, phallic bronze and 2nd to 3rd century coins.

I
'(landscape

I

jbibliographic
iMordant 1996, 141-2; Rebourg 1994, 283; Armand-Calliat 1951

I

image



119 JCome-Chaudron 
{location
iMont Beuvray 

[departement ; excavated
[Saone-et-Loire 1868, Garenne

|pre-Roman
Gallic finds including jewellery

I
[post-Roman

1

notes
A series of 5 square basins found along La Come-Chaudron (Source of the Meschet).

andscape
Four basins below rampart, one above, where rampart ditch cuts stream (water management?). Many 
finds.

I
libliographic
Bulliot 1899, 37 #;.?

I
image



site name
120 Courtavaux

ocation
near Nuits-Saint-Georges, Premeaux

departement excavated
Cote-d'Or

pre-Roman

I
(post-Roman
PilgrimageIPilgrimE

notes
Thermal spring. Finds "des restes romains, des marbres des conduits de pierre, des medailles". Isolated 
find of ex-voto of two lower legs.

landscape

I
(bibliographic
jBulliot and Thiollier 1892, 113; Thevenot 1952

Image



•rte ' 'site name
121 Diancey, Fontaine Salee

ocation
La Rochette

departement
Cote-d'Or
L
pre-Roman

I

!

excavated
JMaubon 1910

'

post-Roman

notes
Well made from a hollow tree trunk, oak, 3.5m deep, pebbles surround area.

andscape

I
tibliographic
Thevenot 1942

image



[site~ site name_____
122 jFontaine Saint-Marc, Dun-les-Places

ilocation
IVieux Dun, Champs de la Barre 

fdepartement {excavated
INievre 'JSRA, G. Lafontaine

Ipre-Roman

I La Tene finds. Hillfort 265 hectares with murus gallicus (undated). Possible megaliths in area of spring 
housing.

[post-Roman
Chapelle Saint-Marc (possibly tenth century) a dependency of Moutiers Saint-Jean. An associated 
pilgrimage to healing fountain the first Sunday after 25 April (Baudiau Le Morvan II, 265). Pilgrimage 
based on the Chapelle Saint-Roch. Modern well housing.

notes
Earthwork across this area. Roman pottery, tiles and irregular square housing for well. The later 'cella' is 
roughly 3.3m square, one longer side, and orientated east-west. It is bordered on the south side by a 
wall. Gallo-Roman layers containing unworked wood, above flat stones. Fill dated to third to fourth 
century by coins, also tiles and brick. Tank in southwest corner of this 'cella', with early wooden basin, 
later rehoused. Later drain avoids this square structure.

I

andscape
fOn the east slope of Vieux Dun, almost at northerly point of side east of road. Another source to the 
[south of the earthwork with spring and road leading from Pont du Vieux Dun across the river Cure. Area 
(bounded by the Ruisseau de Saint-Marc.

1
bliographic

jMordant 1996, 124; unpublished reports Lafontaine and Olivier 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 SRA Dijon



site name
123 lEtalente

ocation
Source de la Coquille, La Chandeleur 

Idepartement excavated
ICote-d'Or Paris 1957; 1996 SRA, c. 19th

re-Roman

post-Roman
'radition of throwing in bread and cakes to appease child-eating spirit (Drioux). 1

notes
Spring site, fragments of mosaic and hypocaust suggest building upstream. Three sculptural fragments 
ound by R. Paris ( a knee, a leg and a fragment of a leg), fragments of statue of horse's head, first 
century fine-wares. Statue holding a serpent also known from a drawing. Two oak posts possibly from a 
wooden housing. Coins also present.

I
andscape
A tributary of the Seine, below Roman road Nod to Aignay-le-Duc. The Coquille is also a tributary of the 
Revinson.

ibliographic
3orot 1932, 22; Mignard 1852; Esperandieu 1925 no. 7104; Bilan 1996 (1998) 23; Martin 1958a; Drioux 
934, 145

mage
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site 1 site name
124 jFonds Bouillants

ocation
Saint-Parize-le-Chatel

departement
Nievre

| (excavated

I
pre-Roman

post-Roman

notes
iron grill and three wooden basins 'en forme de baignoire' near a spring.

I
landscape

I
{bibliographic
Bonnard 1908, 451; Bigeard 1996, 237

image



jrte I Isite name
125 IFontaine au Chene

ocation
Plateau d'Auvenay, above Baubigny

[departement_________________ 'excavated"
JCote-d'Or

[pre-Roman_________________________

I
>ost-Roman

notes
-inds of coins, statuette representing deity and vase, Gallo-Roman steles, one representing Mercury 
Esperandieu 2013). Also in field were remains of walls, an oven, metal finds, stauette and coins.

I
andscape
Upper part of Auvenay plateau, 400m to the west of Orches, near Saint-Romain.

I
ilbliographic
i/aillat 1932, 74; Thevenot 1971, 234-6

image



site
126

site name
Fontaine de I'Ecluse

location
Mont Beuvray

epartement excavated
Saone-et-Loire 11998

3 re-Roman
La Tene D2 to 30BC

I
oost-Roman

notes
Dre-Roman site. Basin fed by springs La Seglise, Goutte au Prou. It was built from planks and posts, 
with a stone floor and wooden roofing, size 3 x 5m. Dendrochronolgical dates 60/59 BC, mid. first century 
fibula in abandonment layer.

I
landscape

I 

I
jibliographic
Schopfer 1998

image
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[site site name
127 jFontainede Nailly. 

(location
ISaint-More

epartement excavated
Yonne

pre-Roman

[post-Roman

notes
.arge blocks, coins, ceramics, lead pipes, tile. Was this water taken up to Camp de Chora?

landscape

I 

I
[bibliographic
3elor ed. 2002, 594-5

mage



site site name
128 IFontaine de Trie

ocation
Bessey-en-Chaume, near Beaune

departement |excavated
Cote-d'Or lyes

pre-Roman

post-Roman

notes
Finds of tiles, cement, tesserae, marbles, two face-down stele, one depicting a woman in a niche, 
another of a man holding a goblet. Could also be a villa site. Statuettes also found here?

landscape
Sheltered location

I 

I
Ibibliographic
Thevenot 1971, 190-2; Esperandieu 1938 no. 8237

image



site I [site name
129 iFontaine du Baptillot 

ocation
Cussy-la-Colonne

departement_________Z~__ZZ I [excavated"
Eighteenth century onwards 

[pre-Roman ~

I
[post-Roman

notes
Finds of ex votos near the Roman column, Accounts of past not always accurate, report of three burials 
below the column. Wooden head found in fontaine thought at the time to be representation of Saint- 
Symphorien. Three structures around the Baptillot spring. Possible amphitheatre-shaped monument and 
access road to the south.

I
{landscape
Upper course of Ruisseau des Gaumes.

I
bibliographic
Lapierre 1936, 53; Thevenot 1971; Bernier-Bois in Benard ed. 1994, 198-201

image



site name
130 jFontaine du Fresne

ocation
Les Fontaines de Faubuloin, Fou de Verdun

departement_______ | [excavated 
Nievre I

re-Roman
Enclosure of undated, earthworks. „

m
aost-Roman
Assocaited folklore and procession for fertility. Statuette of virgin.

notes
A black Gallo-Roman domestic pottery cup found here. Finds in 100-500m radius, anatomical ex-voto. 
(Vaillat 1932, 72 mentions Saint-Martin's fountain at Fresnes, Cote-d'Or).

landscape
On road Fain-les-Montbard to Lucenay-le-Duc. Fortified hilltop Faubouloin opposite river valley from 
similarly fortified Fou de Verdun, separated by stream (le Reinache). Near Corancy. Other springs 
nearby, Fontaines Sainte-Marguerite and Sainte-Marie, and a chapel.

| bibliographic
Olivier 1983, 228; Corot 1932, 254; Esperandieu 1925 no. 7102

I
image



rite site name____ 
131 I Fontaine la Mere, 

location
Champ de Rully, Laizy 

epartement excavated
5aone-et-Loire

ire-Roman

Xjst-Roman

notes
Spring seen as a sanctuary by Bulliot. Dedication to dea(e) Clutoidiae Latussio [CIL XIII 2802], also 
jronze statuette base and coins. Another fontaine to the south of Brion along Roman road from Autun to 
Toulon, dedicated to Saint Julien. Many tegulae and amphorae. At Champ de Rully two concentric walls 
enclose a semi-circular portico. The church is said to be built on a Roman villa.

I
landscape
Between the Bois de Chazeu and the D 994.

I
1

i

I
libliographic
*ebourg 1S94, 337;

mage



site __I [site name
132 JFontaine Les Anchasses

location
Treigny

Jepartement ~] [excavated
Yonne Benard 1964

are-Roman

post-Roman
Stone tombs

notes
No clear evidence for a cult site. Statue of a boy discovered during work on spring, also Dressel amphora 
neck, ceramics, animal bones, female terracotta statuette. Finds suggest late first century AD but not 
stratigraphic evidence.

I
landscape
The source of the river Vrille is quite far down the valley, possible villa nearby?

I
(bibliographic
Deyts 1986, 16; Benard 1964

I

image



lite site name
133 Fontaine Sainte

ocation
Saint-Sernin-du-Bois

departement excavated
Saone-et-Loire Bulliot

ire-Roman

jost-Roman

1
notes
Bulliot found structure 200m from spring, colossal statue of Hygie, bronze statuette.

andscape
Bois de Prodhun

bibliographic
Rebourg 1994, 214; Bulliot and Thiollier 1892

image



__I 'site name
134 jFontame Sainte-Marguerite 

I location
Bussy-le-Grand

|departement__________________ excavated 
Cote-d'Or |yes

tore-Roman_____
(Rectangular post hole structures seen in area from the air 

[post-Roman ~ ~'
Similarities between martyrdom legend of Samte Marguerite and Samte Reine.

Cleaning produced Roman coins, bronze and bone pins, nails, sculptural remains.

landscape
[Near river Oze, to the north of the plain of Laumes

[bibliographic

I 
ICorot 1932, 18; Vaillat 1932, 72; Drioux 1934, 154



site__1 [site name
135 iFontaine Sainte-Reine

location
Alise-Sainte-Reine 

[departement 1 lexcavated
(Cote-d'Or 11895-6 Pernet

•e-Roman
Evidence of earlier use?

[post-Roman
[Associated legends and the focus of later medieval cult.

I
notes
Modern and ancient constructions around spring. Ancient constructions included basin of wooden planks 
(in which statue found) fed by a wooden channel, and another oak basin with a drain out of each side. A 
rectangular building with flagged floor was also found a distance away. Pernet assumes wooden 
constructions to be pre-Roman.

I
lOutside Alesia on the extreme western spur over the plain of Laumes, one of three springs (Gallo-Roman 
Jceramics also found around Sous-le-Rhe).

j

I
Pernet 1916; Bolotte 1970; Esperandieu 1910 no. 2362;

iage



tite | {site name
136 hontaine Saint-Pierre

location
Mont Beuvray

departement
Saone-et-Loire

! {excavated
I Bulliot 1899; 1989-1990

pre-Roman
Possible

post-Roman
Nineteenth century fountain recently demolished. Associated pilgrimage (Jeannez 1887, 109).

notes
A number of basins inside a rectangular building, possibly able to be used for baths. Spring catchment of 
oak beams. Earliest timbers first century BC to first century AD. Some later. Large building with rows of 
pestholes (heated?) nearby (Bulliot 1899, 2, 85). Coins peak early first century.

landscape J

I
ibliographic
Richard 1993; Bulliot 1899a 232-233; Dechelette 1904, 72-85 (including coin inventory); Flouest et al. 
1993; Popovitch 1998; Richard & Barral 1996



site name

I-'————^___———— — 
Fontaine Salee / 'La Source Remain'

o cation
'En la Saule', Santenay-les-Bains

departement excavated
Cote-d'Or 

ire-Roman

Found many Roman coins, a piece of thin gold leaf. Was 20m to the south, where there were flags with 
holes for channel and many coins.

To the southeast of the village between the two railway lines. Another source by the modern spa.

I

I
Thevenot 1971, 267



site site name
138 iFontaine Salee, Les Mazieres

location
Magnien, 6km from Arnay-le-Duc

departement excavated
Cote-d'Or

pre-Roman

post-Roman
Bronze shrine to Apollo Medicus found, post-medieval? i
notes
%st century finds: coins, ceramics, terracotta and bronze statuettes, stone deity. Thermal station. Large 
stone catchment and semi-circular opening.

I
landscape
A tributary of the Arroux, 50m away.

libliographic
Corot 1932, 244: Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 239:

I

mage



site [site name
140 Fontaine Semond

ocation

departement ' 'excavated
Cote-d'Or

pre-Roman

post-Roman
Legend of third century martyrdom and pilgrimage.

notes
Find of two oxen with chain and bell (Esperandieu 1925 7100). No other evidence.

andscape

sibliographic ..........__l

I

Girard 1932

IPae



site site name
141 iFontaines du Noyers

ocation
Les Pres du Chatenoy, Curgy

departement | excavated
Saone-et-Loire yes

pre-Roman

post-Roman

notes
Dated by Roman ceramics. Spring catchment basin of oak planks, later stone cistern with vault.

landscape i

I 

I
bibliographic
Thevenot et al. 1987-8

image



site | site name
142 |Fontaines-des-Vertus

ocation
Saint-Pierre-le-Moutier

departement '
Nievre

excavated
11870

ore-Roman

post-Roman

notes
Three basins connected by pipes, Gallo-Roman ceramics. Same site as Fonds Bouillants?

landscape !

I
bibliographic
Bigeard 1996, 238

I
image



Saint-Symphorien-de-Marmagne

departement excavated n
Saone-et-Loire 1

pre-Roman i
Flint, fossils, Neolithic pottery (probably later deposit). Suggestion that neolithic catchment re-used in 
Gallo-Roman period.

Ipost-Roman

notes
-4

Thermal source at Bourbiere Chaude de la Crate Finds include statuette head, coins, phallic pendant, 
gold fibula, red sherds. Three wells; two made from a single oak trunk 0.5m diameter, one made from 
four oak segments 1m diameter. Oak planking over brick floor. Three well housings are arranged in a 
triangle. Channel running towards site with tiles. I

[landscape
(Between Grisy and La Plaine.

[bibliographic

I 
ILouis 1944; Thevenot 1942, Rebourg 1994, 351-2

'image



fjsite | [site name 
145 JLa Douix

location
Chatillon-Sur-Seine

departement| (excavated
Cote d'Or [ yes

p re-Roman
Pre-Roman finds including ceramics, beads, earrings, bracelets, > 300 copper alloy and iron fibulae 
analogous to those from Mont Lassois, late 6th to early 5th century BC.

post-Roman
Church of St. Vorles above site. Legends associated with traditions at La Chandeleur, when threw bread 
into the river. A genie was said to appear in the night.

notes
Roman sherds and finds of about 30 stone ex-voto, mostly female busts, some double. Second century 
n date but some ex-votos may be first century.

landscape
To the east of the town.

I
1

I
[bibliographic
Buvot 1994; Renard 1994; 1997; Laperouse 1837, 20; Meissonnier 1994; Coudrot 2002

L
image



site name
146 | Mavilly 

location

departement excavated
;ote-d'Or lyes

we-Roman

post-Roman
Church, tradition of mmersion in basin nearby. i
notes
No evidence to suggest the presence of a temple. Sculptures found in Mavilly church then moved in the 
18th century. The church is on an esplanade in the area of the springs. Sanctuary traditionally thought to 
be further up where the streams of Mandelot and Mavilly join, at a place called La Baignoire. Circular 
stone basin found in field nearby.

I
[landscape
Site on a cliff overlooking the Saone valley, springs flow into the stream I'Avant-Dheune.Site onL

[bibliographic
Thevenot 1955; 1971, 118

Image



bite site name
147 jFontaine Segrain 

ocation
Ville d'Eguilly, Montlay-en-Auxois

departement excavated
Cote-d'Or Dupont

|pre-Roman

post-Roman
Dedication to Saint Segros

notes
Three wooden basins aligned west to east down a slope, connected by channels, annexe 200m to the 
north. Upper catchment tank 1.60 x 1.69m, 0.86m deep, made of oak planks with 2 holes for water entry; 
middle tank 5.4 x 5.7m of planks and vertical posts, tiled roof; lower tank 2.67m x 1.83m of planks, run 
off in oak log in west axis from northeast angle, wooden lid. Finds of wooden anatomical ex-voto 
including heads and 40 thin rectangular perforated plaques, metallescent goblets, coins. 
Dendrochronolgical dates of c. 81-119 AD, basins filled before abandon in late second century. Finds in 
lowest rectangular basin of second century vases, gold fibula pin, female statuette. Appears to have 
been used from second to third century. Spread of finds and tiles associated with annexe to the north.

andscape
Bois d'Eguilly, at east fringe of forest, northwest of Sainte-lsobell and 4km to southwest of Montlay-en- 
Auxois. Marshy vegetation and near the river Auxois. Located c. 200m away from the excavated miners' 
settlement on the edge of the road runing to the Auxois. Isolated building 200m to the north of the spring 
at Le Bas Naulot.

bibliographic
Dupont 1984; Dupont 1986; Dupont and Benard 1995; Mangin et al. 1992; i
image
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site __! 'site name
148 jNotre-dame-les-Fontaines

location
Billy

departement excavated
Cote-d'Or 11822 during demolition work

pre-Roman

:oman

i
notes
This is the site of Sources de la Seine

andscape

I
bibliographic
Corot 1932, 256; Esperandieu 1911 no. 3427 (misattributed); Bulliot and Thiollier 1892, 82; Drioux 1934, 
144

image



site__I site name
149 I Source of the Douix

ocation
Ladoix-Serrigny, near Beaune

departement ' 'excavated
Cote-d'Or 11958

pre-Roman

post-Roman

i
notes
Many coins found in catchment, late third to fourth century, but no trace of Roman structure. Site 
disturbed by later structures. Deyts sees this as custom rather than cult (1992, 57).

landscape

(bibliographic
Martin 1960

I

image



site | [site name
150 I Source of the Ource

location
Mont Aigu, east side

departement excavated

' pre-Roman

[post-Roman____________ I

I

notes
Baths or hypocasut found 1890

(landscape
To the east side of Mont Aigu at the head of a valley, flows east.

bibliographic
Anon. 1895; Drioux 1934, 149

image



jite___ site name
151 [Source Saint Are

bcation
Saulx, 1.8km from Decize

departement I excavated
Nievre 11881

pre-Roman

post-Roman

notes
Mineral spring with finds of red jasper intaglio, white ceramics, coins, and statues. Rectangular plank- 
built structure, oak. Three tanks, smallest at bottom. Inscription CIL XIII 2815.

andscape

'bibliographic
Bulliot 1892; Vaillat 1932, 75

I
it.——— 
[image



site __ site name
152 I Source Saint-Beate

location
Avrolles

departement excavated
Yonne

pre-Roman
Mont Avrollot has occupation from Hallstatt to La Tene, with rampart and murus gallicus. Late La Tene 
settlement below this on the south slope.

post-Roman

notes
Reported 1833 (Fontaine Senain) vaulted gallery 24ft x 3.5 foot and basin with coins.

I 

I
andscape
Below west slope of hillfort in gardens of Chateau d'Avrolles.

(bibliographic
Delor 2002, 222

I
image



site site name
153 Terrefondree, La Douix

location
Recey-'-sur-Ource

[departement excavated
[Cote-d'Or 1848

pre-Roman

[post-Roman

I
notes
Structural remains and mosaics 'analogue a celles trouvees aux Sources de la Seine', statuettes, coins 
(Augustan). Ex-votos including fragments of legs and arms.

landscape
(Source de la Dui, an affluent of the Ource.

bibliographic

I
1

I
Drioux 1934, 150

image




